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ABSTRACT 
In the present scenario, as advances in research, technology and engineering 
application have been on a rise , thus persuading researchers and engineers to employ 
new computer modelling techniques for the design and analysis, mainly due to time, 
environmental and economic constraints. Moreover it also forms a basis for any 
observed anomalies, when comparing with the simulated and experimental results and 
taking steps to develop optimum design strategies. The present research work deals with 
the development of novel ftlter designs when employed in aeronautical hydraulic 
systems. These pleated cartridge ftlters would be fabricated using eco-friendly fIltering 
media supported by unconventional disposable or reusable solid components. The 
primary focus of the present research work to develop a robust cost-effective simulating 
tools for simulating the results in the hydrodynamic behaviour of the fluid in pleated 
cartridge ftlters. As observed in any ftltration process, it comprises of two flow regimes 
namely free flow and porous flow regimes. For over five decades, it had been a subject of 
intense research and investigation for researchers, scientist and engineers to resolve some 
of the critical and vital issues related to filtration process. The main problems, when 
compared to others, that are associated with such processes are the free/porous 
interfacial constraints along with boundary conditions and their mathematical 
representation with respect to the industrial applications. 
A three dimensional model has been developed to represent the momentum and 
mass conservation for creeping incompressible flow in coupled free/porous flow 
regimes. In order to take into consideration the rheological behaviour of the fluid, power 
law model has been included, which forms the constitutive equation, and the viscosity of 
the fluid has been updated for the highly viscous specially formulated hydraulic fluid. For 
any numerical technique of analysis, on vital aspect is the boundary conditions that are 
imposed on the surface/volume/edge of the domain under consideration. The free 
(Stokes) and porous flow (Darey) regimes have been linked and solved in conjunction 
with continuity equations on a perturbed continuity scheme based on the standard 
Galerkin weighted residual finite element method. 
The perturb continuity UVWP finite element scheme is based On the equal 
order interpolation approximations and the discretized working equations are then 
transformed into the local coordinate system using iso-parametric mapping. The 
iii 
elements used are linear (8 nodded) hexahedral elements. The integrals in the elemental 
stiffness equations were calculated using Gauss-Legendre quadrature. After evaluation of 
the members of the elemental stiffness matrix, they are assembled over the common 
nodes in the computational grid to obtain a system of algebraic equations. After 
substituting the boundary conditions, the system becomes determinate and the algebraic 
equations can be solved using a frontal solution method. The described simulations are 
carried out using an in-house developed lnte! Visual FORTRAN code. The time 
stepping technique used here is second order Taylor-Galerkin method. 
The concept of compression permeability model developed by Nassehi et aL 
Nassehi et aL, 2005J ( developed for two dimensional case and now extended to three 
dimensional case) has been used to into the flow model to take into account the effects 
arising due to the mtration area loss in pleated cartridge filters and degree or extent of 
compression of the fUter medium. Significant over-use of media material or the need for 
changes to the geometric or mechanical design can be identified using the procedures 
described. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
1. Introduction 
In typical aircraft operations, highly viscous fluids are employed to instigate the 
hydraulic systems. In order to avoid wear and tear of the movable as well as immovable 
components, by the particulate contaminants, these fluids need to be filtered continuously. 
Pleated cartridge f.tlters which have high surface to volume ratio, are the most preferred 
filers. As these filters operate at high pressure, they are to be designed mechanically robust 
for the excessive fluid and particle forces acting on the surface. Conventionally these 
carttidge filters are clamped between two metal flanges. The majour problems associated 
with these f.tlters are they are sometimes impossible and uneconomical to clean thoroughly. 
Discarding the filters causes serious environmental impacts, which have forced the 
manufacturers to improve the filter performance by adopting innovative techniques in their 
filter design. 
1.1 Aeronautical filters - Assembly and fluid circuit 
These f.tlters generally operate higher pressure up to 1200 bars (17000 psi) and/or 
higher flow rates up to 1000 litres per minute with pumps and control valves having small 
clearances. Due to the combination of high pressure operation and reduced clearances, it is 
mandatory for removal of all the suspended particles from the fluid systems. Contamination 
or poor fluid conditions results in more than 70% of hydraulic system failures. On of the 
majour advantage of pleating the cartridge media is to offer a high effective filtration area, 
especially for the surface f.tltration in compact size. Although the permeate flow through the 
pleated carttidge filter is lower, in general practice, a number of filter modules are employed 
in parallel to achieve separation capabilities and longer service life. 
A simple assembly of the pleated cartridge is shown in figure 1.1 (Hayward's 
Carttidge filter), and the fluid circuit system is shown in figure 1.2. 
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c :> 
-------- ~ 
Figure 1.1: Pleated Cartridge Filter Assembly (Hayward's cartridge filter) 
Za-e 1J 
(Fbus Ao.o.j Za-e l (Frre Ao.o.j 
Za-e m 
(FrreAOAj 
Figure 1.2 : Fluid circuit through Ihe filter assembly 
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The cartridge fllter is made up of cylinder melal container In which a centrally 
located removable filter cartridge is placed. The fluid enters tangentially into the metal 
container penetrates through the tubular clement and then leaves via the inner core, except 
in some cases the reverse direction is used. There arc three distinc t flow regimes I Figure 1.2] 
thar can be observed, viz, the free fl ow regime (Zone 1) which comprises of the fluid 
enrering the assembly and flow of the fluid enclosed berween cl,e region of cartridge fil ter 
wall and container waU. The porous regime is shown by Zone 2. Finally the inner metal COre 
rhrough which permeare is rlischarged and represenlS the free flow zone (Zone 3) . 
Once these cartridge filrers are in opera cion, (he pressure drop across the filter 
continuously rises due to particle deposition o n the surface of the porous media and rcaches 
up to the maximum limit when lhe cartridge gets exhausred. Generally, cl,e fluids used are 
viscous non-Ncw(onian, with different types of particle size ranging from 0.5 to 0. 1 ITIkcons 
in diameter. TI1CSC particles being sticky in nature some deposit o n the surface of the ftJrer 
media in form o f agglomerates whose size ranges o n an average of 5 to 15 In icrons in 
rliamerer (paracle concentration o f 1 to 3%) . Deposition of such agglomerates demands 
rlisposal of blind cartridges instead of reuse. Figure 1.3 shows the rypical construction of the 
pleared cartridges used in cl,e aeronautical hydraulic assembly. Futher details o f cl,esc kinds 
of filters shall be discussed in the literature review section. 
Figure J.3: Pleated cartridge filter used in the aircraft assembly 
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1.2 Definition of the problem 
t\ finite element model solution has been developed by Nassehi e/ a/. INassehi, 
I-Ianspal et of. 2005], in which they had developed an algorithm ro solve the combined 
free and porous regime in two dimensional analysis. The same has been extended to 
three dimensional modelling of the pleated cartridge filter. The central theme behind this 
research li es in developing a robust and cost-effecuve mathematical tool for modelling 
the Ouid dynamical behaviour of coupled free and porolls regimes occurring in high 
performance pleated cartridge filters employed in aeronautical applications. Appropriate 
mathematical equations have been selected based on process characteristics and logical 
assutnptions. ~n1e mathematical equa tions arc transformed into the equivalent forms of 
the working equations to correspond to the previously selected numerical technique. 
Responding to the imposed boundary and interfacial constraints, the results arc ob m1ned 
by an iterative procedure. During the iterations, the rheolog ical properties of the flU1d s 
such as viscosity are updated according to varying fl ow fields. The developed code will 
deliver output in a file suitable of exporting to generall), available graphics packages for 
post processing o f results in pictorial formats. 
1110ugh the overall process of mo del development involves mathematical 
computations) the principal emphasis is on adopting an engineering approach. The 
mathematical complexity is avoided but with the scope for inclusion of mathematical 
theories that will be developed in future. The model is adaptable to changes in physical 
properties of the fluid, the filtering media and the solid con taminan ts. 11,e developed 
tool is flexible to comply with varying geometric characteristics of pleated cartridges. The 
details of the generated code will be provided in form of a detailed manual, modules and 
sub-modules embedded in the so ftware package. This will enable the design engineers to 
introduce any changes in them according to the process requirements without any hassle. 
The overall aim of dus project is to manufacture a SOrt o f 11lathClnatical virtual 
machine to be operated by an ordinary worker in d1e industry without having any prior 
knowledge of its working principle. The machine will be fed with the raw materials in the 
fo rm of flow and matetial characteris tics and it will generate output in form o f nUlnbers. 
In this way, the appraisal of the filter operation can be achieved before manufacturing it 
in the workshop, which will result in considerable economy in the design process. 
Ultimately, it will o ffer a high flexibility and convenience for the tool operator without a 
need of detailed knowledge of fluid d),namics Or numerical methods. The code will assist 
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the design engineers in optimising the uher performance based 0 11 its geometric fea [U[cs 
and ma terial properties as o ptimisation parameters. A ltho ugh the present study focuses 
on cartridge fi ltration of hydraulic fluid s, the approaches taken are generic and should be 
applicable to a range of design of cartridge filters. Ultimately, the core concept behind 
this work is just to provide complimentary supporr based 0 11 a soun d theoretical basis ro 
the cxpcrill'lCl1tai results. 
1.3 Outline of the report 
Briefly, outlining the content in the report. 
1.3.1 Introduction 
The scope of cl, e present research has been explained along with its practical and 
industrial relevance. .Niore details of the geometry and construction of the pleated 
cartridge filter, apropos to the aircraft sys tems, arc been explained along with the modus 
operandi of the assembly. 
1.3.2 Literature Survey 
Fundamental concepts of filtration processes and present understa nding of the 
project are discussed. Keeping in foc us the pleated cartridge fIl tration, the past research 
finclings have been discussed with respect to [he experimental results and simulated 
rcsu\rs. 
1.3.3 Mathematical representation of the Transport Phenomena 
The governing equations are explained along wicll the significance of the terms 
involved. Here the assumption and approximation are also been defined. Emphasis is 
also g iven on the boundary conditions which are intricate as compared to two 
dimensional modelling. 
1.3.4 Numerical Solution Scheme 
Btiefly, different types on numerical mecllOd of analysis are given stating the 
advantagcs and disadvantagcs. Further explanation is given on the merits, in detail, o f 
finite e lement method over other types of numerical analysis techniques. Basic concepts 
involved in cl1e finite element modelling, along with the mathematical in terpretation of 
the equation involved in the analys is. 
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1.3.5 Working Equations for the Finite Element Schemes 
In this chapter, the governing equatio ns, set in mathematical representation 
chapter, are been derived in a fOfm that can b e used to determine the solution of the 
fi eld variables. The details of the solution algori thm developed have been explained. 
1.3.6 Results and Discussion 
The validity of th e computational method opted is presented for a different 
domain dep ending upon the complexity, in terms of domain and different characteristics. 
At every step the valirlity o f the model applied is explained. Emphasis is given on the 
correlation o f the model with the design for lIsing differen t ecological safer materials as 
the permeable media. The simulated results obtained over the pleated ca rtridge domain 
are analysed against the available experimental data for their validi ty and co nsistency. 
1.3.7 Conclusions 
It comprises of concluding remarks that are observed from the simula ted resul ts 
abollt th e filter perfo rmance and the validity o f the overall computational procedure and 
its application. 
1.3.8 Future Prospective 
This conclurling chapter suggests guidelines for carrying out advanced research 
in the area and improvement in the current algorithm. It also discusses different methods 
that can be studied in order {Q circumvent the pro blem s faced whilst working on the 
project. 
REF : References 
A: Appendices 
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2. Literature Review 
1n the present research work, emphasis is given o n combi_ned three dimensio nal 
coupled free/ porous flows wi th a specialized case for the design of the pleated cartridge 
filter. To cOl1unence with a brief description of the different kinds o f filtration p rocesses 
is presented, this is th en fo llowed by summary o f cartridge ftlters, their classification, 
geometry industrial applicadons. Previous work don e whh respect to [h e experimental 
procedures on cartridge filters determining its operational characteristics and 
optimization criteria employed for their selection have been stated. Details on the flow 
models developed in the past have been emphasised along with the assumptions made by 
the researchers. With respect to the physical description of the problem, fluid fl ow 
fundalnentals for the frec and poro us region have been discussed with their 
representative mathematical models developed. One of the mOs t important aspects in the 
modeLling o f combined free and porolls regime is the interfacial phenomena occurring 
on the boundary o f the free a porous regime. Various fonns of in terfacial consuaints 
employed by previous researchers in order to simplify and develop the mathematical 
solution of the coupled flow problem are also presented. 
2.1. Filtration processes 
The classification of filters is done according to the mode of operation, viz. Dead 
end flltration or cross flow flltration [\'ii'akeman a"d Tarleton, 1999). 111ey are both 
characterised on the basis of the flow directions with respect to the porous medium. 'TIle 
selection of the mode of opera tion depends upon the par ticle size to be retained on the 
particle media and the concentration of the particles. 
2.1.1. Dead end or Frontal Membrane filtration 
The dead end or frontal membrane filtration, as shown in figure 2.1 [a), is a one in 
which the fluid COntaining the particle is directly pumped into the porous membrane. 
The solids impinge on the solid porous wall and tend to either stick on the surface or 
penetrate into the interior o f the porous matrix. This in nun depends upo n the size 
of the particle and the effective pore size o f the porous matrix. The detai ls arc been 
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explained by \XIakem.n and Tarleton [1999]. The continuous deposition of the 
particle may result into formation of cake Or may block the pores. TI,e pressure drop 
across the filter medium increases as the permeate flow rare decreases due to the 
deposition of the solids. The deposition may be due to a number o f different 
mechanisms such as adsorption, cake layer formation , cake layer compression, depth 
particle interception etc. It is mainly applied for industrial clarification and 
sterilization of liquids with very low concentration of particles. Here the flow field is 
obstructed by porous wall . Cartridge fllters are generally operated in dead cnd 
fashion. 
2.1.2. Cross Flow Filtration 
Cross fl ow flitration [figure 2lbll has been well described by \XIakeman and 
Tarleron [1 999] . The particle containing the fluid is pumped parallel to the face o f rhe 
membrane, thus the walls of the membrane are tangential to the flow of rhe fluid. 
This causes a disturbance in the fl ow and a sieving mechanism results. In this case 
also the particles are brought near the surface of the membrane and reducing the 
permeate flux . It is also to be noted that the presence of cross fl ow limits the build 
up of the solids on the surface of the porous wall . 
Flow Permeable Media 
Filtrntc 
Intercepted Solid Layer 
A1l1:Ue 
[aJ Dead End Filtration lbJ Cross Flow filtration 
Figure 2-1; Dead end and Cross flow filtration 
For the present case both dead-end filtration and cross flow filtration are been modelled. 
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2.2. Cartridge filters 
Cartridge filters, generally used as replacement filters Vc. once used the spent 
cartridge is replaced by other one], are ooe of the most widely used as they have an 
advantage of been simple with tninimum insta!.!ation cOSts. These fil ters ate also used 
depending upon several fa ctors like performance requirement, reliability and safety. The 
choice of cartridge filter depends upon the given application like the fluid properties dirt 
holding capacity, concentratio n of various components) solubili ty, temperature, pressure, 
exposure time and in some cases reaction ratcs. If any incompatibiJjl)' does exis t, it might 
result in ineffective ftltration and may be costly. It is to be noted that the dirt holding 
capacity, longe,'ity of the ftlter and the permeate fl ow rate do depend on the surface area 
of the cartridge filter. 
2.2 .1. Classification of Cartridge filters 
There are three kinds of cartridge filrers [Wakeman and Tarleton, 2005), viZ' edge, 
sutface, and depth futers. 
Edge ftlrers comprises of a solid fabricated structure where the medium consists 
of edges or stacks of specially formed washers or thin discs mounted on the central 
perforated core and held under compression . Very fme and carefully controlled gaps 
exists between the discs, by creating grooves or scaUops cut into h. Filtration takes place 
by the flow of the liquid tlu:ough the narrow gaps between adjacent discs. Here the frlter 
acts as a strainer where the partieles are obstructed on the surface of the filter. These 
kinds of ftlters can be cleaned by backwash and the clean-ability can be made economical 
by proper selection of the filter media. 
Tn depth filters, as implied by their name, the particles are primarily trapped 
within the porous matrix. These kinds of filters have a high dirt holding capacity and also 
retain a large amount percentage of contaminants smaI]er than their pore size. They are 
generally less expensive than screen filters. They are furtber classified as Bonded or 
Wound fIlters. The bonded filter cartridges are made by wet fibres been build lip on a 
thick walled tube through ftltration technique. They are then dried and impregnated with 
resins and cured. This makes them light in weight and rigid porous structure with good 
dirt holding capacity. These cartridges are inexpensive as they aIe self supported and do 
not have a central support. The dirt holding capacity can be changed by using different 
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medium with varying densities. The ma jor drawback is that they are not cleanable. In 
wound cartridges, the fibres are brushed on to raise the nap after each layer is formed on 
a hollow perforated core when the desired thickness is obtained. Here the nap forms the 
filtering media with the varying pore size distribution from the interior to the outside of 
the cartridge. ~111ere are various characteristics that determine the porosity of the meclia. 
Surfaces are normally corrugated or pleated to have a long life and h.igh. filter 
area. They comprise monolayer or multilayer mtce medium made from glass wool, then 
sheet of cellulose paper and polymeric fibres. A single compact filters can have surface 
arca as high as 2.8 square meters. The retention particle size varies from 0.5 to 500 
nucrons. For present research work the cartridge filters are considered to be surface 
filters. 
2.2.2. Geometry of Cartridge filters 
There are various cartridge construction that have been mentioned [Rush ton, 2000] and 
call be listed as below, 
1. Plain Cylinder 
2. Pleated Cylinder 
3. Lea f Disc 
They are shown in the diagram below, 
[a] Plain cylinder [b] Pleated cylinder [cl Leaf Disc 
[e] Plain cylinder multiples [f] Pleated cylinder concentric [g] Pleated cylinder multiples 
Figure 2-2: Cartridge fi lter Geornetries 
]1,0 most commonly flltration media used are paper, fel t and loose fibres such as 
synthetic fibres, synthetic woven fibres, sintered metal powders, glass fibres, and 
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cellulose. As shown in the figure above, they can be used in a single unit such as single 
plain cylinder units [or also called as cells) [figure 2.2a) o r single pleated cylindrical units 
[figure 2.2b) or in form multiples as shown in figure 2.2c to 2.2g. 
Pleated filter elements are usually constructed in cylindrical forms with the 
central core strongly supporting the pleated medium wound around it. TI,e mos t general 
rypes of pleating configuration available are listed as, 
1. Star o r V-shaped pleats 
2. Rectangular pleats 
3. Circular pleats 
--
[a] Triangular Pleats [b) Rectangular Pleats (c) Circular Pleats 
Figure 2-3: Types of pleated used 
Pleated cartridge ftlters are generally used as dead end filters where the 
containment concentrations are less than 0.01 % by mass. This limits the application of 
these 6ltcrs for clarification applications and in practice a large number of units arc used 
in parallel in order to have high permeated flux and higher dirt holding capacity. Figure 
2.4a shows the pictorial view of cl,e cartridge filter used for the aeronautical application 
for the present research work and 2.4b shows that diagrammatic representation of the 
assembly of the individual cell. 
Filter medium & 
la) Plealed Cartridge filter Ib) Typical Assembly of the cartridge filter 
Figure 2-4: Aeronautical pleated cartridge filter 
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11,e filter medium used for aeronautical application vary from simple paper filter 
to dual fibre glass media or monolayer synthetic fibre media. The fil ter media is 
sandwiched between two metal wire meshes or po lyester square mesh. If the wire meshes 
arc been used they are of square type plain weave aperture. In either case, the wire mesh 
that is clamped with the core is used to give structural stability for the Elter media and 
the outer mesh is used to hold the filter merua on to the pleats and provide external 
stability as well as screening effect in case of large suspended particles. Tne pleat 
dimension depends upon the pleat height as well as the number of pleats in the cartridge 
filter. A cut section of the pleated cartridge filter lDickenson, 1997J is shown in figure 
2.5. 
Figure 2-5: Cut sectional view of pleated cartridge filter 
The main features involved in the design of the pleated cartridge filter are as foUows: 
1. Light in weight and compact size 
2. High contam.inant removal efficiency 
3. Structural stabili ty in order to withstand large pressure. 
4. High surface area in order to have large permeate flux 
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2.2.3. Applications of cartridge filters 
Fochtman [1973J explained the historical perspective behind development and 
innovations in cartridge filtration technology along with design and testing procedures. 
The evolution of the cartridge fi lter was during World War n, when research was being 
done for the design of the filters in military vehicles, in order to avoid the damage caused 
to engines, from contaminants in the fuel or hydraulic sys tems. With the involvement of 
chemical, bio logical and nuclear warfare, lhere was increase demand for design of new 
filters to satisfy different applications. Along with it, increase in industrial and domestic 
sectors promoted the need for innovations in filtration technjques widl higher mass flow 
rates. In biological and medical applications, newer cartridge designs have emerged to 
maintain cleaner envirorunents pro tecting against bacterial and v iral infections. 
Increasingly stringent requiremen ts for hygienic processing conditions have led to 
adop tio n of membrane cartridges in pharmaceutical industries. The wide variety and 
diversity of applications makes ir somewhat diffi cult to prepare overall performance 
specifications for cartridge fi ltrations. Fochtman (1973J estimated at /eaS[ 15% yearly 
growth in cartridge futration industry. 
Nickolaus [1974) describes the range of filter cartridges used in industry and 
clefines the terms to differentiate the performance of various types of cartridges. He gives 
commonly available filter cartridges, which fall under the category of disposable as well 
as reusable categories. The particle removal efficiency of each type of 61ter cartridge is 
expressed in terms of its micron ratings. Depth and surface cartridges are differentiated 
based on their sui tability in removing varying types of contaminants and range of 
contaminant concentrations. The parameters o n which the fIlter performance is rated 
such removal ratings and dirt holding capacity are discussed. He describes the production 
testing procedures and in-plant testing procedures to decide the reliability of filter 
cartridges. 
Pointon ,/ aL [1974J describe various filters such as pressure fLi ters, leaf fLiters, 
centrifuges etc. used for clarification and screening in chemical industry. They discussed 
in detail the types of cartridge 61ters used in chemical industries and their respective 
selection procedure on the background of ftltration economics. Accordingly, the 
cartridge can be judged based on three criteria i.e. the size of smallest particle to be 
trapped, the resistance to flow and lhe dirt holding capacity. The low capita l and 
installations cost strongly suppOrts the choice of cartridge futers, even though they may 
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be expensive in terms of high running costs p,u:ticularly in cases o f disposable cartridges. 
Concluding the article, he lists some specialty applications of cartridge fi lters. In some 
cases, cartridge mtees are used to avoid manual handling and physical contact with toxic 
solvents and highly coloured chemicals. In number of cases, cartridge fi lters are 
employed to protect conventional fi ltration egldpmcnrs to avoid expensive pre-
treatment. They arC being used to [Ctnave unwanted impurities from [eactan r streams 
prior to feeding the reactor. Cartridge fi1rers 3CC also lI sed for protecting auwmatic reflux 
valves o f distillation columns l\X1akeman and Ta rleton, 2005J. 
Viruses causing transmittable diseases exist in narural water and tap water in 
clilute concentrations and even arC capable o f cansing diseases when ingested. Farrah et 01. 
[1976J presented a method for th e efficient concentration of viruses from large volumes 
of tap wa ter in short time span over a pleated depth fiber glass ca rtridge filter by 
adsorption mechanism. 
Scanlon [2004J explains the importance of cartridge sterile filtration in brewing 
process to achieve microbial stabilization o f beer to remove spoilage mechanisms such as 
bacteria and yea st prior to packing. Two main design parameters for cartridge filters in 
the beer brewing are the op timal pleat density and novel-end cap design to achieve 
robustness and integrity of cartridge structure. 
2.2.4. Modelling Pleated Cartridge Filter 
Gollan and Parekh [Gollan and Parekh, 1985J had studied and investigated 
various mathematical modelling hydrodynamic phenomena in the semi-dense pleated 
cartridge filter. For their case, the pleat was assumed to be sandwiched between two 
supportive layers of different permeability values. Four different cases of semi-dense 
pleated configurations were considered: constant and pressure-dependent downstream 
layer permeability with time-variant and time-dependent membrane permeability. The 
relationship between pleat physical properties, fluid flow rate, pressure drop and overall 
efficiency waS evaluated, and they considered an "optimal" o r effective membrane area 
of a pleated cartridge to be a product o f th e actual area multiplied by pleat efficiency. 
Longer pleats and a thinner downstream supportive layer were claimed to increase the 
actual area, but there may be an adverse effect on efflciency primarily because of lower 
downstream layer permeabili ty. 
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Rabber [1 990] developed a model for a pleated filter panel assuming it to be a 
senes of triangular pleat structures. The geometrical symmetry for a half pleat was 
considered and the domain was rnscretized into finite element control volumes o f equal 
surface area. O ne dimensional momentum boundary condition was applied. For both 
upstream and dowostrcmTI control volumes. It also involved uniform velocity profile for 
the upstream and sinusoidal profUes for the downstream, however the viscous effect 
were ignored and simple pleated geometry was modelled which do not represent 
realistic fl ow dynamics thro ugh the porous media. 
Yu and Golding [1 992] have don e mathematical analysis and design o f optimization 
for ultra high efficiency air pleated cartridge for modern aero~derivative combustion 
engines. They had modelled it for a plea t height subdivided into infinitesimal finite 
elements and flow r.luough the \vaU was assumed to be constant. Navier -S tokes 
equation was used to model dle air flow in the free flow regime with uniform mass 
manipulation was done to the each fmite elctnent along the pleated channel. The 
methodology applied was coupling bodl the free and porous domain separately, "ith 
mass added [Q o ne and mass subtracted from o ther. An integral form of solution is 
obtained for the pressure differential between the inlet and any location along the lengdl 
of the pleat. The pressure drop is observed to be proportiona te only to the air velocity in 
the channel confined by the plea ts. In d,C upstream pleat channel the effect o f 
momentum change is more significant than the viscous drag and there is a net gain in 
pressure in the flow direction. The coupled equations for the upstream and downstream 
pleats are in the form of finite difference formulae. They can be solved simultaneously 
for all the finite elements by a simple iterative scheme using the pressure drop versus face 
velocity characteristic curve for each ftlter m edia used. The results generated gives 
pressure drops and velocity profiles in the upstream and downstream pleat spacing and 
through the filter media along d,e length of the pleat. 
Wakeman and Harris [1993] attempted a methodology for modelling pleated 
cartridges, in order to predict magnitude and direction of fluid and particle velocities, the 
pressure distribution, permeabili ty of the filter cake or a measure of particle deposition. 
If cake starts building up during filtration, the volume of the flow region upstream of the 
pleat will change, posing extra complexi ty to the problem. It was assumed that there was 
no formation of cake, which is the practical case when filtering low concentrations of 
smaller particles. The model was developed specifically for "s tar" plea t configurations, 
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which were considered to have symmetry in the radial direction, therefore requlring only 
half of the pleat to be modelled. The free flow was modelled by the unsteady state 
Navier-Stokes equation and the pressure drop in the porous region was calculated by the 
Darcy equation. The governing equations were solved using a classical finite difference 
scheme. The number o f particles trapped in the porous medium was related to the 
magnitude of flow through mediUlTI and ltS history at a particular po inr. The flow wa s 
radial in the free flow region upstream of and far from the filter medium, and flow 
deviated as it approached the pleat surface in o rder to pass through the porous structure. 
A smaller amount of fluid flows through about 50% of pleat face with most of the flow 
through the area between the inner tip of a pleat and centre of the pleat face before the 
stage of solids deposition. The pressure differential developed over a pleat was primarily 
dependent on the porous medium permeability in the initial stages of filtration [before 
deposition of particles]. After the solids start to deposit, the pressure loss is a functio n 
of the overall penneability [which decreases with time] of the medium and the deposited 
solids. The work pointed to a need to develop a three-dimensional model to genera te a 
better representation of the cartridge ftlter. The need to use depth filtration equations as 
well as the classical Darcy equation to account for internal deposition of solids was also 
recognised. 
Chen ,I a/. [1995] developed a finite element numerical model to optimise the 
design of pleated filter panels. Although filter panels have a linear rather than cylindrical 
configuration, similarities in that both are pleated point to the development of similar 
modelling procedures. The optimization parameters considered were pleal count, pleat 
height, pleat configuration and filter media characteristics. The pleats were rectangular in 
shape. Uniform velocity profiles were assumed in the upstream pleat channel and 
sinusoidal in the downstream channel. It was assumed that the fluid penetrates the 
porous medium only at the top and bottom regions of the pleat, with any penetration 
along the length of the pleat being negligible. This was a major assumption that is 
unjustifiable in the absence of either numerical or experimental modelling, and which has 
later been shown [Q be fu lly quantifiable (Ruziwa el aI., 2004]. Chen el (I/. [ 1995] modelled 
cl,e free flow using the Stokes equations and the porous flow using the Darcy-Lapwood-
Brinkman equation to compensate for simplified velocity profiles and neglected viscous 
effects. TIus equation is a modification to the Darcy equation by adding a convective 
term applicable to high flow rates, and viscous stress term to account for fluid-porous 
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media interactions_ It was found that the flow in the upstream pleat channel became full y 
developed in a very short distance. There was a small [racrion of the [low that passed 
through the back end of the filter, the amount of which decreased with pleat spacing or 
increased with pleat height. 
The total pressure drop across the pleated filter was a result of flow contraction 
in the upstream panel region, viscous drag between the fluid and porous surface on both 
the upstream and downstream channels, the pressure drop across the filter medium and 
flow expansion in the downstream region. For a certain pleat height, there was an 
optimal pleat COunt corresponding to a rn.jrumum pressure drop. At a lower pleat count 
[smaller flltration area], the filter medium face velocity was higher, resulting in a greater 
pressure drop. At a higher pleat count, the pressure drop due to the viscous drag in the 
porous medium became more significant~ resulting in a high pressure drop. An optimal 
pleat count occurred when the combination of viscous drag and medium resistance was a 
minimum. The numerical results were compared with the analytical results obtained by 
Yu and Coulding [1992]. Optimization was carried out for six different filter media. TI,e 
resuits showed that for a given pleat height, the optimal pleat count increased if the 
permeability of the filter media decreased. TI,e optimal pleat count occurred when the 
magnitude of the viscous drag became critical relative to media pressure drop. 
Lucke and Fissan (1996] proposed an algorithm to calculate filtrarion 
performances of pleated filter elements direccly from the geometry of the pleats and 
filtration performances of plane filter media. Filtrarion performances of ftIter media 
include particle penetration probability and pressure drop across the medium. A model 
for velociry field and overall pressure drop of a filter element was developed based on 
approximate solutions of the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation along with 
equations for overall particle penetration. Based on their previous experimental 
investigations, the authors assumed that the fl ow entered and left from the medium 
perpendicular to the surface. The effective filter medium coefficient model which 
represents particle penetration considers velocity dependence of diffusion deposition 
mechanism of submicron particles as well velocity independence of interception 
diffusion mechanism in the bulk of porous matrix. Since the obtained general formulae 
are complicated, they are simplified for special cases for rectangular pleat spacing. 
The velociry field obtained for rectangular channels within the pleats is compared 
with the perturbation solution obtained by Berman (1953J and lie in their close viciniry. 
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The pressure drop values obtained from th e model are analysed against the numerical 
solution previously obtained by Chen el al. [1 995] and are in remarkable agreement. 
\'(!hen the pressure drop values are plotted against the pleat spacing for varying pleat 
lengths, the curves arc observed to be passing through a rrununUITI, which will allow 
minimizing th e pressure drop of a ftl rcr element down to it theo retical Limit. The 
proposed approach is tes ted for different ftlter media through experimental procedures. 
It was found that for high efficiency fIlters the calculated results are closely matching the 
experimental values. It is concluded that the proposed algorithm would help to optimise 
th e fIlter equipment to minimise the pressure drop fo r a given particle penetration 
intensity and need to be extended to pleated filte r ca rtridges. 
Del Fabbro el (If. [2000] attemp ted the modelling of airflow in high effi ciency 
pleated filters made up o f nuclear and car type media and their clogging by solid 
particulates. The variation of ftlter efficiency and pressure drop due to deposition of solid 
particles were analysed with experimental procedures and computational modelling. The 
cxpt:l.iments were perforn1cd using particle tracers of known diameters. The airflow 
through the pleated sys tem was modelled by the Navier-Stokes eguation, which contains 
an additional viscous drag term within the porous media. These viscous forces are 
expressed according to the Darcy's law in which the resistance o f the fllter Ineruum is 
taken as a fu nction o f mass of cl,e particulates deposited. The model was examined 
against the experimental resul ts to determine the pressure drop of the fil ter and 
distribution of airflow for a mass of particles deposited. The fil ter performance was 
tested against operating parameters such as flltration velocity, geometric parameters of 
the plearing assembly such as pleat height and pleat spacing along with cl,e size of 
particles deposi ted. It was observed that for pleated filters of identical geometrical 
properties and for a given mass of solids trapped on the media, the pressure drop across 
the fIlter is the highest fo r particles with the smallest diameter and this effect is noticed in 
each such fUter irrespective of the type of fli ter media used. As the pleat spacing is 
increased, an increment in futer pressure drop is observed independent of th e type o f cl,e 
fIlter media. The combined effect of the height of the pleat and the fil tration velocity is 
having a great influence on the relationship between pressure drops versus mass o f 
particles deposited. 
Baleo el aL [2000] simulated u,e pressure drop in pleated cartridge modules made 
of activated carbon clo th for removal of vacs from air. The steady state hydrodynamic 
behaviour of the fllter was analyzed where the pressure drop is independent of time due 
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ro negligible deposition of particles, keeping the fIlter efficien cy constanr. The mass and 
momentum balance equations and coupled transport equations linked to nlrbulenr naUlre 
of flow were solved using a finite volume method. 1\ ttention was paid mainJy [Q the 
possibility of predicting accurately and guantitatively pressure losses in different module 
configurations. TI1C flow was considered steady, isothermal, axisynl1netric and turbulent. 
The N avier-Stokes equation was augmented by a SOUIce term to account for the 
additional pressllIe gradient in the porous region. The classical k-E: model or Reynolds 
stress model was incorpo rated to account for turbulence. The experimental pressure 
drop was related to th e mean flow velocity in cl,e single module by a polynomial 
expression which con mined viscous and inertial terms. The pressure losses were mainly 
found to occur in the porous region in the radial direction. Possible improvements were 
suggested for the fIlter geometries ro suppress dead zones and to reduce singular 
pressure losses alo ng with producing a more uniform distribution of [he feed fl ow ratc. 
Caeser and Schroth [2002] derived the steps for calculating pressure drop when 
air flows through a zig-zag or V-shaped deep pleated fIlter element. It is based on the 
assumption that the pleat geometry is unaffected by the air fl ows and therefore the pleats 
can be regarded as completely rigid. The total pressure drop in a deep pleated £ilter 
element can be attribu ted to the pressure difference inside the pleat due to frictio nal 
losses and dynamic pressure gain , pressure drop during the entra nce and exit of Lhe 
plea ted system and pressure drop due to the resistance to flow from the fIlter medium. 
TI,e pressure drop occurred inside the pleat is calculated by one-dimensional N avier-
Stokes eguation whereas the pressure drop contribution by the fllter medium is 
calculated by the Darcy eguation assuming that the volumetric flow is evenly distributed 
on the fIlter surface. The fundamental s of calculations derived are implemented in a 
computer code. The influence on pressure drop in deep pleated cassette fIlters are 
analysed against varying pleat shapes, pleating depths and pleat distances. The 
geometrical component of preSSllIe drop is calculated from the discrepancy between 
total pressure drop across the fIlter element and pressure drop across the permeable 
medium. 
It was observed that the ftlter area reduces by keeping the pleats closer, thereby 
decreasing the contribution of porous media pressure drop. Simultaneously, the 
geometric component of pressure drop exhibits over proportionate influence resulting an 
increase in the total pressure drop. It can be concluded that a large flltering area cannot 
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be always advantageous for deep pleated cassette ftlters. \Vhcn the flow characteristics in 
twO different pleat geo me tries, namely V -shaped and rectangular pleats are compared, it 
was observed that the pressure drop in rectangular pleated ftlters are always greater than 
those obtained in V-shaped pleated system. With V-shaped pleat geometry, the fIlter 
medium is at the same angle to direction of fl ow at every po int resulting in uniform flow 
through the medium. However, any deviations f[Gln this gCOluetry such as a curvature in 
pleat facing [Q the direction o f fl ow can have seriously adverse effects o f pressure drops. 
The results showed that the pleat geometry in deep pleated cassette filters, exhibits higher 
impact on the pressure drops in the filter elements than th e filter media of high air 
permeability. 
Subrenat ,/ a/. [2000] studied cylindrical pleated ftlters made from activated 
carbon cloth [ACC] and polypropylene layers using a laboratory pilot plant. 
Experimenml pressure drops were measured as fun ctio ns o f the geometrical 
configuration of the filter and properties of its constitutive material. The experimenral 
study presented measurements of pressure drops through planar media. The permea bility 
in these sets of experiments were studied as a function of the number o f planar medium 
layers. The experimental pressure drop data were then fitted using a classical model 
co nsisting of viscous and inertial resistance terms. TIle pressure drops of systems of 
multiple layers o f porous media were considered as additive and correlated usi.ng 
(2-11 
It was found experimentally that this assumption was only valid for up to two layers of 
porous media. The pressure losses through the pleated fUters were analysed as a function 
of the number of pleats, and it was found that the developed surface of the pleated 
medium migh t not be the actual area through which the feed flows. Therefore, the 
pressure drop through the pleated domain was considered as a function of volumetric 
flow rate [whereas velocity was used for planar media] as 
(2-21 
It was observed that as the number of pleats in any filter module was increased, 
the thickness of the pleat increases at both its ends due ro overlapping of media - which 
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was said to thereby reduce the effective cross-section for the fl ow. Therefore, the global 
pressure drop normally rises . If rhe number o f pleats were increased further, a maximum 
is reached where the pleated geometry behaves as a homogeneous porous medium due 
to extensive overlapping of pleats. The thickness of tlus homogeneous medium equals 
the pleat height and the fluid only flows through head of the pleat. These two 
phenomena, decrease in effecti ve cross-sectio n and local increase in media thickness due 
[Q overlapping, were decoupled to introduce parameters controlling the evolution of 
pressure drops through pleated filters as a functio n of number of pleats. Two parameters 
were considered in modelling the aerodynanlic behaviour of the ftIter [the equivalent 
section and the thickness] to ensure pressure losses of airfl ow through a given filter as a 
function of the number of pleats . The equivalent section was defined as the area of the 
planar medium for which the same pressure drop at the same flow rate would be 
obtained wi tl1 the pleated filter. Equivalent thickness was defined as the tllickness of a 
zero pleated filter that would give the same pressure drop as rhe pleated filter. The rotal 
area o ffered to fl ow by a pleated ftlter was reponed to increase with the number of 
pleats. The numerical correlations for the equivalent thickness and sections were only 
valid for the particular fIl ters used in the experiments. The authors found that for 
identical operating conditions of inlet concentration and interstitial velocity, the 
adsorption capabilities of pleated and planar filters were the same. 
In their later work, Del Fabbro el ,,/. [2002] exanlined experi.mentally and 
numerically air flow distributions and pressure drop variations with velocity in two types 
of clean pleated fIlrers, namely High Performance Particulate Air [I-I EPA] fIlters used in 
nuclear applications and Low Performance Particulate Air Filters [LEPA] employed in 
the automotive industries. A fluorescent tracer was introduced in the fil ters to 
characterise the flow distribution. ll1e variables considered during experimentations were 
air fl ow velocity, pleat height and pleat spacing. For the sn,dy of clean filters two 
parameters were analysed namely rhe pressure drop and flow distribution function 
calculated from the maSs of fluorescent aerosols trapped. The experimental findings were 
validated against the numerical solutions obtained from a CFD computer code based on 
Navier-Stokes equation for steady and isothermal airflow. The Navier-Stokes equation 
contains an additional sink term given by the Darcy's law to account for the pressure 
drop in the filter medium. All the simulated results indicate that in the case of HEPA 
fil ters, the geometric characteristics of pleats have a great influence on pressure drop 
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variations than in the case o f HE PA f.tlters due to heterogeneous airflow distribution in 
the former case. These differences in air flow distributions between the two pleated 
filters are mainly attributed to the air flow resistance o f the ftltering media. The numerical 
studies shows that the Darcy's law is valid globally in HEP A pleated filters so that they 
behave practically like flat filters with equivalent surface area . Based On information 
gathered from experiments and CFD calculations, the authors developed an analytical 
dimensionless model to directly calculate pressure drop in clean pleated filter over a wide 
range of operating parameters. This model could be readily used to optimise the pleating 
filter design corresponding to a minimwn pressure drop value. 
Park ,/ at. [2003J carried out some experiments with several dozen pleated 
cartridge futers having varying geometrical features in order to find out the effect of 
pleating variables such as pleat depth, pleat count and filter length on the flow field . The 
studies were carried out on pleated cartridge filters only. Park et at. [2003] were able to 
show cxperimcntal1y that when the filtration velooty is majntained unchanged, the 
pressure drop developed across the filters having the same plea t depth and pleat COllnt, 
increases. The authors also noted that as the pleat depd1 and pleat counts are increased, 
the pleat channel becomes deeper and narrower, resulting in higher pressure drops acrosS 
the fIlter elements. These results are important in the design and construction of pleated 
cartridge frlters. 
Subrenat el at. [2003] extended the work by Baleo e/ al. (2000] to 3-dimensional 
simulation of fl ows in cylindrical pleated cartridge filters packed with activated carbon 
cloths for removal of vacs from air by adsorption. The pleated medium was modelled 
as a porous region taking into account the medium permeability and pleating effects. It 
allowed the study of preferential flow directions in the pleated medium in order to avoid 
premature breakthrough of the filter. The design and analysis of the fJter was carried 
ou[ considering [he optiInisation in [erms of pressure drop, residence time of fluid in the 
porous medium, porous medium properties and geometrical characteristics of the pleats. 
In the vicinity of the solid walls a no-slip condition was applied with the assumption of 
an equilibriwn turbulent boundary layer. At the exit of the fIlter, the diffusion flux 
normal to the surface was assumed [0 be nil. The numerical' compumrional procedure 
was based on the fmite volume method with quadrilateral control volumes and 
strUctured meshes. When the simulated pressure drop values were compared with the 
experimenral ones, satisfactory agreement was claimed with discrepancies always less 
than 200 1'a, which is signifIcant in low volumetric fl ow rates. Tbe pressure differential 
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developed over the porous medium was less than 10% of the total pressure drop in the 
fil ter system indica ting that all pressure losses due to singulari ties and waU friction are 
weU estimated. The pressure in the device was observed [0 decrease from inlet to exit 
except for the upper part of the bottom wall where the kinetic energy of the fluid is 
converted to static pressure. The ranges of local velocity of fluid at the surfa ce o f the 
porous rncdiU1TI were observed re be aro und 10 times higher tlun average velociry over 
the whole developed surface of the fJ ter. T his discrepancy was attributed to the 
overlapping o f pleats at the upstream sections creating a dead zone. To improve the 
efficiency of fJtration, cl,e best flow direction for the nuid was found to be from outside 
to inside of cl,e pleated cylindrical fJter. It was found that as the number of pleats was 
increased the pressure drop went down due to an increase in the surface area, and at a 
higher number of pleats the pressure drop started to rise due to an increase of the 
presence o f dead zones due (0 overlapping. Therefore, for a given value of the flow rarc 
an optin1um pleat count could be deduced where the pressu.re cJjfferenrial is a minimum. 
T ronville and Sal a [2003] described an experimental procedute to determine the 
operating characteristics o f pleated air filter panels containing commercial filrer medium 
intended (0 use in air handling using in air conditio ning systems. Pressure drop was 
measured in a clean mini-pleated filter panel in steady state conditions as a function o f 
face velocity. T he fluid flow in the whole pleated system was investigated thtough 
numerical analysis using a commercial CFD co de based on fini te volume method. In 
simulacions, a three-dimensional computa tional domain o f three small pleats were 
considered to avoid the boundary effects. In CFD analysis, the panels were considered to 
be made o f three porous elements in series two o f air: entering and exiting channels 
upstream and downstream of the filter medium and the third one being the filter medium 
itself. In the free now channel, upstream and downstream of the mter medium the flow 
is turbulent and the incompressible Navier-Stokes and continuity equations govern the 
flow field . The turbulence was represented by cluee models namely the Reynolds stress 
model, standard k- t: model and renormalization group k-t: model. Results using cl,e 
standatd k-t: model showed unrealistic and poor predictions compared to the 
experimental data whereas the Reynolds stress model is observed to be better describing 
the experimental pressure drop values when a non-iso tropic turbulence is assumed. TIle 
result Was also confirmed on simplified two-dimensional domain. 
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The overall resistance to flow was contributed by the resistance from the free 
flow air channel and the filter medium. Both of these resisrances were expressed as 
functions of pleat count per unit length and the face velocity, An empirical two-
paralnerer correlation was developed relating pressure drop acrOss the panel to its 
geometry including pleat spacing and permeability of the filter medium, The model 
parameters '\vcrc fo und by quadratic regression and the results showed good agreement 
with the expcrirnenral values. The overall pressure drop was made of (he values 
attributed to free flow channels and by the porous medium according to the Darcy's law. 
For the mini-pleated panel, the air and the ftlter permeability were found be of the same 
order of magnirude, Curves obtained from the model predictions representing the 
pressure drop across the panel as a function of pleat count per unit length were found to 
pass through minimum for each value of face velocity considered in this study. It was 
concluded that 'with an increase in pleat count, the opening width decreased causing an 
increment in viscous drag in the free flow region in upstream and downstream channeJs. 
The resistance offered by the fUter media decreased with an increase in pleat count due 
{Q reduction in seepage velocity through the medium. ll1e influence of the air resistance 
on pressure drop become significant at higher values of face velocity. Tllis stlldy provides 
the air futer manufacturers a way to determine the optimum pleat count per unit length 
ihat minimizes the pressure drop across ihe mini-pleated panel and further in full-scale 
filter. 
Oxarango el 01. [2004] fou nd solutions to ihe one-dimensional Navier-Stokes 
equations for a laminar flujd flow in a channel with walJ suction or injection. The 
approach is based on integration of Navier-Stokes equations in accorda nce with the 
perrurbation analysis and averaging techniques, The developed model was validated 
successfully against the result obtained from the commercial CFD code, The authors 
claimed that the model to preserve the inertial terms that could affect the wall suction 
and growing particle cake layer at the wall in the ftltration process, The model was 
examined for validity for flow through a single porous channel of rectangular or circular 
cross-sections. The model was then appbed to a two-dimensionaJ multi-channel system 
consisting of a large number of adjacent entrance and exit channels connected by a 
porous filter medium, Finally, ihe approach was extended to pleated ftlters by a two-
dimensional model using a unit element of pleated filter with periodic boundary 
conditions, The pleats considered were simply rectangular in shape and the intrusion of 
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the fluid in the porous was assumed to be unidirectional. 1t was shown that the 
developed model is capable of analysing the effect of non-uniform boundary conditions 
and the influence of heterogeneous geometrical characteristics on u,e heterogeneity o f 
fluid flow stmcnlre. 
Most of the li terature listed in prevIous paragraphs is concerned wi th 
experimentation or modelling arrcmprs in plea ted cartridge air filters lIsed in au tomobiles 
or gas turbines to achiev e high air quali ry standards. The major emphasis was towards 
optimum design of pleating configurations to yield a minimum pressure drop, which 
would decrease the operating costs. In practice, the aeronautical pleated cartridge futers 
were intended to fil ter highly viscous generalised Ncwtonian fluids whose rheological 
properties changes with the operating conditions and hence influence (he flow 
distribu tio ns and pressure drop varhuio ns {Q a greater extent. Some o f the work 
performed in the past related to this topic covers the pleated filter channels, whi ch 
di fferentiate signifIcantly fro m the plea ted fll rer cartridges in their design and fl ow 
characteristics . .A n ample amount of re~carch was perfo rmed using simplified fo rms o f 
pleat geometry such as rectangular or triangulat pleat shapes which deviate grea cly from 
real pleating configurations used in modern types o f pleated cartridge futers where the 
pleats have circular cres ts and troughs and which makes their modelling a difficul t task to 
undertake. Operating parameters such as fluid velocity lie in the range o f 0.25 to 3 m/s in 
the case o f air fll tracion, which causes the flow to be nearly turbulent, and presents a 
need for the inclusion o f turbulence in the fl ow modelling. In liquid fu tration, u,e fl uid 
velocity values arc low enough to assume the flow regime to be creeping and laminar. 
Most of the experimental data obtained from the pleated filters was used to 
develop analytical models to generate oprimisati on procedures for the pleated filter 
designs. It puts a question mark on validi ty o f these models since rhey lack some sort of 
theoretical validation rhat could be obtained from the flow modelling based on actual 
physical phenomena taking place during filtration. In the modelling attempts, many of 
the researchers have simplified the physics underlying the filtration in pleated sys tems 
using modi fi ed forms of Navier-Stokes or D arcy equations to achieve simplicity in their 
solution procedures. O n one hand, some o f them have solved the free and porous flow 
equations individually without any proper linkage between these tWO distinct fl ow 
regimes, wbereas on the ou,er side, some of them solved just the free fl ow equations 
with the porous terms embedded in them in form o f source or sink terms. Though these 
models generate valid results, they exhibit inflexibili ty in varying design and operating 
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parameters of the pleating system. In reality, there exists a coupled free/porous flow 
phenomenon in the pleated cartridge filters which needs to be modelled using 
appropriate forms of the flow equations applicable to all the geometries and operating 
conditions encountered in d1C plea ted cartridges. 
Nassehi el ,,/ [2005J have inves tigated the design of the twO dimensional pleated 
cartridge filters for the application of the aeronautical filter. The authors carried out the 
analysis for twO dimensional analyses with finite element m odeUing with unequal o rder 
interpolation for the field variables. The boundary condition imposed on the domain is 
of Di!ichlet type. O n the boundary of the free/porous regime they imposed the 
boundary condition as suggested by Beaver and J oseph [1 967J, where the interfacial 
boundary condition is modified to associate the free and porous flow conditions. The 
linking of bo th the regimes was done without imposition of any artificial boundary 
condition s. They had validated the model by concluding from the pressure drop against 
the permeability which shows a linear profile and also taking mass balance. 
2.3. Behaviour and dynamics of incompressible fluids 
For bo th transient as well as steady state, fluid flow behaviour is represented by 
the laws o f conserva tion of mass and tnOmentuffi . Despite the generalised form of the 
conservation laws being [he same, thcIr m~Hh cmatical reprcsentation varies depending o n 
the flow domain characteristics along with the physical and chemical properties of the 
fluid. In the present section, the mathematical models has been emphasised briefly for 
both free as well as porous flow model. One o f the most important and crucial ro le is 
that of the interface constraints which is a requisite for modelling coupled free/porous 
flow dynamics. Different forms of interface conditions developed by researchers are 
been discussed on the basis of mathematical or experimental results. 
2.3.1 . Free and porous flow dynamiCS 
rn1C conservation o f linear momenn.un equation is represented by the Cauchy's 
equation o f motion [Nassehi, 2002] containing viscous and convective transport terms. 
Combining Cauchy's equation with an appropriate stress equation yields well-established 
models used in free fl ow computational fluid dynamics. In the case generalised 
Ncwwnian fluids, the Cauchy's stress tensor is considered to a function o f insta ntaneous 
rate of strain and is independent of memory o f deformation. In these cases, the 
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Cauchy's equations take the form known as the Navicr-Stokes equatio ns of 111000 n for 
generalised Newtonian fluid s (Bird cl {If. , 2000]. In some highly viscous fluids, cl,e 
Reynolds number is small enough to neglect the contribution to the flow by convection 
and the Navier-Stokcs equations gets transformed in to the Stokes equations for creeping 
flow. 
The processes featuring fl ow through a porous medium comn1only encountered 
In chemical, mechanical, aerospace, hydro-enviromnenral. geothermal, petroleum and 
reservoir engineering. Examples include the manufacturing processes of advanced 
composites, oil recovery and undergro und water flow [Das and Nassehi, 2001]. 1\n 
understanding of fluid flow relative to a swarm of permeable particles is frequencly 
encountered in chemical engineering such as fl ow through fixed bed of catalyst pellets 
[Sutherland and Goodarz-N ia, 1971] . Vankan , I of. [1 997] performed the quantitative 
analysis of blood per fusion with a hierarchical mixnJre model o f blood perfuse biological 
tissue. The important industrial process, which is solely based on the concept of fl ow 
regime bounded by porous walls, is filtration separation [Wakeman and Tarleton, 1999; 
Rush ton et of. 2000]. 
The porous medium is a material consisting of a solid structure with an 
interconnected void and on the pore scale i.e. microscopic scale the fl ow quantities such 
as velocity and pressure will be irregular [N ield and Bejan, 1992]. [n real time 
experiments, the flow quantities are measured as an average over area or volume 
occupied over a number o f pores (macroscopic level). The general way of deriving laws 
governing macroscopic fl ow variables is to adopt s tandard fluid fl ow equation averaging 
over area and volumes occupied by a large number of pores. There arc two ways of 
averaging known as spatial and statistical. In the spatial approach, a macroscopic variable 
is defined at the centroid of a representative elementary volume and is calculated as a 
definite mean over that volume. In the statistical approach, the macroscopic variables are 
obtained from the fl ow through individual pores, which are macroscopically equivalent. 
D arcy [1 856] carried out experiments on hydrology o f the public fo untains of 
Dijon and presented a proportionality between pressure drop through a uniform 
permeable medium and a one-dimensional flow velocity as, 
I) 
'Vp =- _ ·u 
K 
[2-31 
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Where I7p is the pressure drop across the permeable media 'I is the viscosity of the 
fluid, K is the permeabili ty of the medium and 11 is the velocity of fl owing fluid. 
Lage [Lage, 1996J described the theory and origin of Darcy Equation. The va~dity o f 
Darcy's equation in representing fl ow through porous media is widely accepted [Beavers 
and J oseph, 1967; Gart~ng ,/ aI., 1997J. The va~dity o f the Darcy equa tion is subjected to 
assumptions such as low Reynolds number and that no fluid-porous media interactions 
occur. Darcy's law faces severe criticisms regarding the order of the differential equatio n 
and cl,e corresponding inabili ty to specify no-s~p boundary conditions at so~d walls and 
impose the standard mass continuity restrictio ns at porous, open fluid interfaces. T n 
addi tion, Darcy's law is only valid for the value of Reynolds llU1nbcr close to unity. To 
ameliorate these limitations, variolls researchers came forward with different 
modifications to the conventional Darcy equation. 
To comply with the requirement of no fluid~porous medium interaction, 
Brinkman [Brinkman, 1947] added extra viscous diffusion terms to the sta ndard Darc), 
equation give rise to what is known as called the Brinkman equa tio n. 
[2-41 
Where, '1/J is the effective viscosity of the fluid and the porous medium which is 
assumed constant everywhere in the flow domain equal to the fluid viscosity. However, 
the hypothesis concerning constant effective viscosity was not proved theoretically or 
experimentally as reported by Kaviany [1991] and Giv!er and Atobelli [1 994J. Theoretical 
studies by Lundgren [1972J followed by Kim and Russe! [1985J, including mixture and 
averaging studies, exposed its ability to repre sent fl ow behaviour only in very high 
porosity medium generally greater cl"n 0.6. Rudraiah and Ibo [1982] reported a similar 
attempt and they referred these equations as Darcy-Lapwood equations. In addition, to 
account for the fluid-porous medium interaction, Katto and Masuoka [1967J modified 
the Darcy-Lapwood equation with the inclusion of viscous force terms and named it as 
Darcy-Lapwood-Brinkman equation. 
To enhance the applicabili ty of the standard Darcy's law to the high Reynolds 
number flow, Wooding [1957] performed modifications with the addition of convective-
acceleration terms. This equation then represents the momentum balance in porous 
region obtained with an analogy with the Navier-Stokes equation as, 
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Where, p is the fluid density. 
However, if is apparent that in the case of very low permeable media, the boundary layer 
formed in the ,.icinity of free/porous interface breaks down and hence there is negligible 
effect of the inertia forces induced by the convective accclcra cion terms. Beck [Beck, 
1972] pointed out that the adrlition of a convective-acceleration term has raised the order 
of the differential in the standard Datcy equation and made it cumbersome to impose the 
slip boundary conrlitions. In the case of viscous fluid flow in open channel, the fluid 
carries all rhe stress when displaced from one point to another in the absence of applied 
forces. However, in case of viscous now through a statio nary solid permeable medium, 
the porous matrix carries most of the stress imposed on the fluid and therefo re the 
convective transport mechanjsm plays a ncgUgjblc role in momentum transfer rhrough 
porous media. 
In the case of compressible fluids such as gases at low pressures, there is a slip flow 
between the fluid and the porous merlium resulting in the whole of the stress being 
carried away by the fluid. In these cases, Darcy's law is inappropriate for the porous 
media rChen e/ aI., 19951. In the porous region, the Reynolds number is characterised as, 
Re = p".JK 
p " 
12-6] 
At very low value of Re" the non-linear drag is negligible and it holds true for the range 
of Re, between 1 and 10. However beyond the maximum limit of 10, the form drag due 
to the solid strUerure becomes comparable with the surface drag due to friction between 
the fluid and the porous merlium. In such cases, Darcy's law is observed to be inadequate 
in representing the flow behaviour completely and calls for amendments in this regard. 
According to Nield [199'\] , the appropriate extension to Darcy's equation to accou nt for 
this non-linear drag is the Forchhcimer's correction given as, 
v p = _!L . 11 - .oc.JKIIIIII· 11 
K 
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where, C is the dimension less inertia coefficien t or form-drag constant. J\ number of 
arguments have been made in the past regarding the selectio n of the non-linear drag term 
and the non-linear convective accelera tion term suggested by Wooding [1957]. The 
experimental data given by Bear [1972] proves the validity of this non-linear Forchheimer 
drag term. Over the years, various mathematical formulae and correlations have been 
developed to get the value of this drag coefficient [Beavers et a/., 1973; Coulaud et a/. , 
1988]. Taking inro account the scale and geometry of the aeronautical filters, all the 
model s disclIssed here, are mainly concerned with the macroscopic approach with th e 
description o f the ph enomena as it fluid continuum averaged over a large volume 
composed of a number of microscopic pores. D espite this fact, some of the recent 
efforts reponed on porous flow modelling on tnicroscopic scale arc also considered in 
tlus discussion. 
Imdakm and Sahimi [1 991 J developed a Monte-Carlo simulation model for a 
class of particle tran sport processes in flow through a porous medium including 
macromolecular transport, fines migration, flow of sta ble emu lsions deep bed ftltration 
and size exclusive chromatography. Two distinct approaches, namely a continuum 
approach and a statistical approach, were adopted in their work. The model developed 
takes into account the effects of various phenomena, which ca n change morphology o f 
porous medium. The model was reported to be in good agreement with experimental 
data and would allow knowledge of particle transport at pore level to include all relevant 
feature of the process at network level. 
Sabiri and Comiti [1994] analysed cl,e flow of non-Newtonian purely viscous 
fluids through packed beds of different structu.res. The proposed a model taking into 
account the structure of porous media in order to predict pressure in creeping flow and 
transition and a general procedure based on capillary model was suggested. The model 
was tested on beds densely packed with spheres, long cylinders and flat plates. The 
scatter between model predicted and experimental values was reported to be less than 
10% for all the porous media of different strucnltes considered. 
Smit el al. [1998] used a unified modelling theory of flow through porous media 
to quanti fy pressure gradients in homogeneous po rous medium, The framework for the 
analytic modelling procedure was presented with cl,e way o f inclusion of problem 
dependent specifications such as morphology, lengdl scale, tortuosity, anisotropy of 
porous medium, fluid rheology and in terstitial Reynolds number. 
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t\lda et af. [1999] simulated the flow through permeable media using particle 
models. To avoid complexities in fluid flow, two models namely nucroscopic molecular 
dynamics and macroscopic dissipative particle dynamics were adopted. The velocity of 
fluid flow due to density of porous material and applied external pressure was 
investigated. 
Itoh ,/ af. [2002] developed a so called real coded lattice gas automata (RLG) 
method with a special boundary condition and Lattice-Boltzman method for simulating 
thrce- dimensional fluid dynamics in complex po rous geometry. Those models arc 
capab1e to simulate pore scale fluid dynamics that is an essential part for understanding 
mass transport in porous media precisely. Simulation results of porous regime fl ow by 
Latricc-Boltzman method with variable pressure drops conditions showed quantitative 
agreement with macroscopic relation of Darcy's law and Kozeny-Carman equation. 
2.3.2. Boundary constraints at the interface in coupled 
free/porous flows 
On the level of pore £Juid continuum, individual pore flow is one type of free 
flow bounded by solid impermeable walls. On the macroscopic scale of reference, the 
porous medium is composed of an ensemble matrix of millions of pores. Therefore, the 
flow behaviour in the free channel flow regime and ensemble porous regime arc dis tinct. 
The significance of the flow variables, especially the velocities, is dis tinguishable in these 
regimes and needs to define a means o f maintaining a physical continuity at the interface 
separating them. Several correlations based on experimental findings and mathematical 
fundamental s have been developed over the years to pacify the difficulty of combining 
free and porous flow regimes, 
Though Darcy's law is a simple empirical or semi-empirical equation to describe porous 
flow, its validity is questionable in certain situations. In these cases, various modifications 
or extensions to original Darcy equation arc required as discussed in the previous section. 
The selection of Darcy's law or any of its extended forms is still a hot topic of debate and 
involves not only the fundamental issues of its appropriateness but also facts arising in 
linking of the porous and free £Jows across the interface between the two domains. 
The first and which can be referred as classical work by the scientific conununi ty was 
carried out by Beavers and Joseph [1967] who proposed hydrodynamic boundary 
conditions at interface between porous flow and free fl ow regime bounded by 
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impermeable solid wall. They performed experiments measuring the mass efflux of a 
Poiseuille flow over a naturally permeable block and concluded that the resultant velocity 
profile will take the form depicted in Figure 2. 6. 
y=h (Impermeable Wall) 
~ 
'" \ Uf 
J 
"/ ~ ./ 
~ 8 f---. Urn T r-
y=O (Permeable Interface) 
r- Porous Mat r---- nx 
I--
Figu re 2-6: Velocity Profile in parallel flow channel bounded by impermeable solid wall and 
permeable wa lJ 
The experimental results show a boundary layer region formed within the porous 
material. They criticised the validity of the Darcy's law near the boundary separating the 
free and porous regimes but confirmed its validity in the interior porous region. 111ey 
proposed that the interfacial velocities of the freely flowing fluid and the fluid velocity in 
the porous matrix could be related by an ad hoc boundary condition, 
au! a ( ) 
--= ~ Lt! - U m 
ay "K 
12-81 
Where, /Ir is the velocity of flowing fluid calculated aty = 0+ and /lm is the seepage velocity 
measured at small distance the interface showing the existence of a thin layer just inside 
the porous medium over which transition in velocity takes place. The dimensionless slip 
wall coefficient Cl is independent of fluid viscosity and apart from permeability depends 
on the structural parameters o f the porous medium in specific on the interface. 
Saffman [1 971] proposed that the precise form of the Beavers-Joseph boundary 
condition was particular to the planer geometry considered in their experimental work 
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and was not correc t with respect to the order of permeability of medium K. He 
considered the problem as special case o f fl ow through non-homogeneous po rous 
medium with porosity and permeability changing ruscontinuously from values of unity 
and infinity to the values of porous meruum fanning boundary. The boundary conrutions 
can (hen be obtained by standard boundary layer technique to equations describing non-
homogeneous porous media. The boundary conrution for tangential component of 
velocity was sugges ted as, 
JK ou · 
11 [ = __ 1 +O(K) 
a all 12-91 
\X1here, IJ is rhe directio n normal to the boundary surface. 
Neak et (J/. (1973) srurued viscous fl ow relative ro an isolated permeable sphere. 111e), 
stated that meaningful solution for this situation cannot be solei), obtained b)' applying 
Darcy's law in its simple form unless some empirical parameters are introduced in it. It 
was demonstrated that the internal permeation within high-porosity permeable particles 
would not frequently be significant to neglect. They concluded that by adopting 
Brinkman's extension of Darcy's law fully preruetive solution can be obtained. As an 
extension to this work, Neale and Nader [1 974] found that for the problem of flow in a 
channel bounded by a thick porous wail, one gets the same solution with Brinkman's 
equation as obtainable from Darcy's equation together with Beavers-Joseph conrution 
when the non-rlimensional parameter Q. in that condition is replaced by the term, J q; 
in which '7 1l is Brinkman's effective viscosity. They objected to the validity of a slip 
velocity at the interface and stated that both the velocity and shear stress must be 
continuous across the interface as, 
12-101 
aI< , av, 
'78 - · =1)_. 
ay ay 12-111 
Haber and Mauri [1983] obtained a complete analytical solution for [he problem of 
viscous flow relative to an isolate a permeable sphere with an impermeable corc. Both 
Brinkman's equation and Darcy's equation are utilized to derive general forms of velocity 
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and pressure field s. A boundary layer region is created at the edge of porous medium and 
a consistent approximate solution for the flow inside a porous meclium can be attainable 
only when the Darcy solution is matched with the boundary layer solution. An extension 
in the boundary condition is required in a manner that the Darey solution satis fies its 
asymp totic value on the boundary. A bo undary condi tion equivalent to that derived by 
Beavers andJ oseph [1967] is postulated as, 
ii'l1 = Rv r . Ut 12-121 
\'(Iherc, If, is the tangential component of the velocity vectorll ) V , is the mngential 
component of the operatorV. 
Vafai and Thiyagaraja [1 987] analysed fluid flow and heat transfer at porous interface 
bounded by a free flowing fluid , impermeable medium, and another porous meclium. 
The analytical results obtained arC in close agreement with the numerical results gained 
by using central finite cli ffercnce method. An explicit theoretically derived expression for 
interface velocity between free fluid and porous medium is compared against the 
numerical and analytical results and are in close agreement. 
Sahraoui and Kaviany [1992] studied the flow at cl,e free/porous in terface by direct 
simulation o f flow in porous medium made o f cylindrical structure using the slip 
boundary condition given by Beavers and Joseph (1967) , and the no-slip wall condition 
by using the Brinkman's extensio n to Darcy's law. Unlike the previous studi es in this 
field, the full Na\~er-Stokes equation was solved to srudy the inertial effects at the 
interface even for the cases where the flow in porous medium away from the in terfa ce is 
Darcian. Para llel and longitudinal flows were considered in order to examine the effec t of 
two dimensionali ty o f the flow on the slip coefficient a in Beavers-J oseph boundary 
condition. By experimental investigation they found that, 
a = a (c, R" h,y, blllkjlow direction, flIiface slmillT< of Ihe PO/VIIS medli/!,,) 
\Vhere, c is the porosiry of cl,e medium, Re is the fluids Reynolds number, h is the width 
of channel,y is distance from the interface. 
For accurate estimation of local velocity near the interface (inside cl,e porous medium), 
d1e Brinkman's e ffective viscosity "l ll must vary within the porous matrix, which is 
contradictory to Brinkman's assumption of uniform 'I .. By examining the Brinkman's 
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treatment of the in terfacial hydrodynamics that th e parameters '1,,6') and K6') can no t be 
expressed in a generalised form. 
Ochoa-Tapia and \,(Ihitaker /1995a) presented a boundary condition to correct the 
Oarey's law with Brinkman's equation in the poro lls regime to be analogous [Q the 
Stokes equation fo r a homogeneous fluid fl ow. The momentum transfer hybrid 
condirion is proposed as a jump condition based on non-loca l form of volume averaged 
momentum conservation equations. Outside the frce/ porous boundary region, the 
volume averaged form o f momentu m conservation equation reduces to individual flow 
equanons of the respective regimes such as D arcy o r Stokes equations. Unlike th e past 
work carried out on similar lines, a jump in shear stress is assumed at the interface region 
which makes the velocity averaged velocity field continuous across the in terface. The 
jump in shear stress is inversely proportional to the permeabili ty of the porous medium 
expressed as, 
(u,) = (v,) 12-131 
~ d(IIJ _ d(vJ = L (1I ) 
li dy dy .JK " 12-141 
Where, /3 is an empirical constant and (u,) and (v,,) denote the components of veloci ty 
within the free flow channel and porous medium respectively in the direction of the flow. 
In the continuation of this study, Ochoa-Tapia and \'ifhitaker [1 995b) compared their 
theoretical results obtained by using the stress jump condi tion with the experimental data 
reported by Beavers and Joseph [1967). The comparison yields good agreement between 
theoretical and experimental investigatio ns constrained to [he adjustable parameter JJ, 
which requi.res experimental analysis fo r its realistic determination. 
Alazmi and Vafai [2001) mentioned fiv e different kinds o f interface conditions between 
the porous medium and adjacent fluid layer all of which are described before. A 
systematic analysis o f variances among different boundary conditions has been 
established with cl,e convergence and divergence among competent models. The 
influences of the model parameters such as the D arcy number, inertia effect, Reynolds 
number, porosity and slip coefficients have been analysed. All the model variances show 
significant impact on the velocity field . Finally a set o f correlations have been generated 
for interchanging the interface velocities. 
In the recent work reported by Seonghyeon el of. [2002), a boundary condition is 
put fo rward at the interface between a permeable block and turbulent fl ow channel. An 
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inves tig atio n wa s carried Ollt in characteristics o f ul rbulent channel flow in the vici ni ty o f 
a permeable block. The boundary condition, in this case, is just an extension of laminar 
boundary conditions suggested by Beavers and Joseph [ 1967] to two dimensional 
turbulent flow. Since the parameters a and K in Beavers-J oseph are solely dependent on 
porous material properties, it supports the investigation done by Seonghyeon et "I. [2002] 
for turbulent flow systems. Since the effective leng th inside the porous m edium is 
diam eter of a single pore, flow in porous domain is still laminar even tho ug h flow in 
adjacent channel is rurbulenL 
A U rhe references lis ted previously mainly concern the two do main approach in which 
the free fl ow channel and the ad joining porous medium are considered as two different 
domains exhibiting distinct flo w characteristics. In the one do m ain approach, the po ro us 
layer is assumed to be a pseudo-fluid and the combined free fl ow and porous regimes are 
considered as a onc flow domain. The twO separate domains collapse to o ne composite 
domain by reposing the governing equations [Basu and Khalili, 1999] and no interface 
co nditions need to be considered. In this situation, the Navier-Swkes equation is 
modified incorporating the Darcy term as, 
~ 
a -+ -+~ ~ ~ - ~ 
- (p 1/) = -{'V . pI/ U]- 'Vp - P g-I)b 'V ' u-I) K -1 1/ 
at 12-151 
where, p is the density of the fluid , i'i is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, g is the 
gravitational force per unit volume, 'Ill is the effective viscosity o f the fluid and the 
porous medium, I) is the dynamic viscosity of fluid and K is the permeabili ty tensor o f 
the po rous medium. 
The transitio n from the free to poro us flow regime o r v ice-versa takes place throug h 
spatial variation of properties such as the permeability [Beckerman e/ aI., 1987 & 1988]. 
[n the free flow regime, '1.= I) and the permeabili ty is infinite and the contribution by the 
Darcy term is ignored. In porous regimes, for a particular value o f permeability, all of the 
terms involving velocity are formally retained but the term corresponding to Oarcy's law 
predo minates. 
T11c Brinkman equation contains Laplacian terms and it is of the same order as 
Stokes equation. Therefore, through the use of the Brinkman equation at the 
free/porous interface and in the bulk of porous matrix, the boundary conditions in both 
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Stokes and Darcy equations become compatible. However, theoretical studies by 
Lundgren [1 972] and Kim and Russell 11 995] pointed out that the applicability of 
Brinkman equation is restricted only to the high porosity domain where the curvatures o f 
the streamlines in the bulk porous medium adjacent to cl,e interface are generally greater 
than the pore diameter. Durlofsky and Brady [1 9871 through their fundamental solution 
of Brinkman equation pointed out the limits of its applicability based on the porosity of 
the medium. The term tleffcctive viscos ity" in the Brinkman equation can neither be 
measured by experimenralmeans (Nield and Bejan, 1992; Parvazinia el ai, 2005) nor can 
it be calculated by relating it to any other physical parameters of the porous domain / fluid 
system. There fore, in most of the cases, the Brinkman effective viscosity is assumed to 
be equal to the fluid viscosity (I-Isu and Cheng, 1985; Vafai and Thiagaraja, 1987) . 
However, in filtration of suspensio ns. the effective viscosity of the feed stream can no r 
be equal to the clean filtered fluid viscosity and may lead to wrong interpretation of the 
actual process. Secondly, in the case of porous media of very low permeabili ty of the 
order o f 10-12 m2 or greater, the possible occurrence o f boundary layer inside the poroLls 
medium in the vicini ty of interface is almost impossible. 
The slip boundary conditions like the classic Beavers- Joseph constraints require 
continua cion of velocity and rangencial componen ts o f shear stress . Tn this case, the 
interfacial velocities of the fluid in the free flow regime and in the porous regime are 
related by an ad boc matching condition, which admits a discontinuity in their tangential 
component. Th.is is an empirical approach deduced from a simple one-dimensional 
siruacion and its extension to mulci-dimensional cases is not weU unders tood. The 
imposition of slip boundary condition at the free/ porous interface includes calculation of 
slip-wall coefficient a. As stated eariier, the value of a depends on the physical 
parameters as well as geometrical fearutes of the flow domain. Though the acrual 
prediction of a by any experimental or analytical procedures appears to be simple and 
straightforward for the domains with simplified shapes, its calculation for the complex 
and irregular shaped free/ porous interface is practically impossible. 
In the context of importance of the current problem On industrial scale, a twO-
dimensional model is developed representing the fluid dynamical behaviour in the 
combined system of low permeabili ty porous fl ow regime adjacent to freely flowing 
viscous fluid in a confmed channel. Reviewing the above discussed slip and no-slip 
boundary conditions, it can be inferred that the imposition of these so called "artificial" 
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interface conditions become impracticable for the specifi c cases of combined free and 
low permeability porous fl ow regimes encountered in the industrial filtration processes. 
To circumvent these complexities, a nodal replacement scheme has been devised in the 
light of the finite clement method in which cl,e Darcy equation can be effectively 
imposed as a bo undary condition for the free flow regime and vice-versa. 
2.4. Finite element method in coupled free and porous 
flow dynamics 
In addition to the requirement of Ladyshenkaya Babuska Brezzi criterion 
(discussed in chapter 4), it is also known that due to the in compatibility of operators in 
cl,e Stokes and cl,e Darcy equation s, the approximating functional spaces used for [he 
m.unerical solution of these equations need to be differem. in essence, the Darcy 
equation should be trcated as an elliptic Poisso l1 equation where the degrees o f freedom 
should be kept as low as possible. However, the corresponding for the Stokes equation 
which would in some minimal sen se be to use a piccewise constant discontinuous 
approximation for pressure and linear continuous approximation for the velocities, 
results in an over-rich pressure space generating trivial solutions for the velocity 
accounting to "numerical locking". In the following discussion, some of the previously 
reported work pertaining to simulating coupled free-porous fl ow dynamics in particular 
by finite element formulation is considered. 
Salinger el o/. [1994] presented a finite element method to solve for large scale, 
coupled free / porous flows to develop a steady state model for th e spontaneous ignition 
of coal stockpiles. This study presented a coupled system of chemical reaction, mass 
transport and natural convective flows within the stockpile, which is modelled as a 
porous medium and the surrounding ambient air. Two formulations for the coupled flow 
phenomenon are derived; one with the Darcy's law and the second with the Brinkman 
equations to present the porous flow behaviour in the stockpile. In both the 
formulations, the free flow behaviour is expressed by the Navier-Stokes equations. In the 
formulation, which uses Darcy's law, the extended version of the Beavers-J oseph slip 
wall boundaty condition (Beavers and Joseph, 1967) proposed by J ones [1 973] IS 
imposed at the interface berween the porous coal pile and the surrounding air. A 
weighted residual Galerkin finite element method using quadrilateral elements is used to 
solve cl,e system of partial differential equations in axisymmetric coordinate sys tem. A 
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mixed order Q2/ Pl formulation is accepted to approximate the field unknowns namely 
concentration , temperature, velocity and pressure. For the same fm.ire e1clnent mesh 
used, the solutio ns obtained using the Darcy-slip formulations arc much more smble 
than that obtained from the Brinkman formulation. The Darcy-slip formulation derived 
in this work requires o nly the pressure cliscre tisation in porous media rather than 
velocity, unlike the Brinkman method. The solutions obtained for the Brinkman 
formulations o n more refmed meshes are found to be stable in the bulk of the porous 
matrix but consists of oscillations near the free/powus in terface. The computations were 
observed to be totally insensitive to the values of slip coefficient employed at the 
in terface which mininuzes the effect of empiricism involved in Beavers-Joseph slip 
interface condition. 
In the finite element formulation of coupled Stokes-Darcy problem using CO 
continuous elements, inter-element flux terms arise when Green's theorem is applied [0 
reduce cl,e second order differential in Stokes equations to fIrst order differentials. In 
combined flow regimes, these flux terms can not be ignored due to the absence of 
approximately equal magnitude opposite fluxes on the other side of inter-element 
boundary. To alleviate awkward situation, Nassehi and Petera [Nassehi and Petera, 1994) 
presented a novel scheme for linking Navier-Stokes and Darcy equations along a porous 
boundary in a flow regime representing an axisynunetric slurry filtration system. The 
scheme is based o n least-square finite element formulation in conjunction Cl continuous 
Hermite elements which posses an inter-elemental continui ty for the second order 
differentials. Therefore, the scheme doesn't enco urage formation of inter-elclnent flux 
terms and can be advantageously used to model combined Navier-Stokes and D arcy flow 
regimes directly with out making unrealistic assumptio ns. However, these elemen ts lack 
flexibility in general and their application in geometrically complex domains involves 
elaborate schemes. 
Gartling ,/ 01. [1 996] presented a numerical formulation for the conjugate 
problem involving the incompressible flow adjacent to fl ow in a saturated porous 
medium. 11,e major emphasis was on development of a generally applicable flnite 
element scheme for simulation of Navier-Stokes equation coupled with bo th Darcy and 
Non-Darcy type porous flow equations using mixed interpolation for field unknowns. 
11,e continui ty of physical entities across the free-porous barrier has been addressed by 
conditions such as cilOse given by Beavers and Joseph [1 967]. The developed formulation 
is applied to two different technical problems having fixed free-porous interface and 
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emerging free-porous interface in aUoy solidification. The performance of mixed finite 
element formulations to Darcy equation proves to be marginal. 1n constrllcting the finite 
element formulations, the only difficulty arise is cl1C evaluation of boundary integral 
terms along the porous, clear fluid interface. The coupling of Navier-Stokes and Darcy 
model exhibited the drawback of handling stress boundary conditions at cl,e interface. 
The coupling of Navier-Stokes equations with the Brinkman equation seems to be 
uncomplicated except for the evaluation of accurate value of Brinkman effective 
viscosity. 
Nassehi [1998J analysed the fluid flow behaviour of combined free and porous 
flow regimes. observed in cross-flow membrane ftlrrarion sys tems. Modelling of 
axisymmctric porous tube and shell system is based on Oarey's equation and the Navier-
Stokes equations respectively. The existence of viscous stress terms in the Navier-Stokes 
equations which are expressed in terms of second order differentials of velocity makes its 
straightforward linking to Darcy equation impossible. To overcome this barrier, Nassehi 
11998J developed a novel fmite element solution scheme In which the porous wall 
condition expressed by the Darcy equations is imposed as the effective boundary 
condition for the free flow regime at the free-porous interface. A perturbed form of 
continuity equation is used enhancing the use of equal-order interpolation functions for 
velocity and pressure. The computational results generated using the developed scheme 
proves preservation o f the flow continuity in complex branching flow dOlnains. 111e 
flexibility of the scheme has been analysed by performing numerical experiments with 
different values of inlet fluid velocity, porous wall permeability and exit conditions. 
Burman and Hansbo [2002J presented a proposed a unified approach for the 
solution of the coupled Stokes and Darcy problem using an edge stabilization technique 
in a fmite element environment using mixed Q2/Q1 elements. The edge stabilization 
technique resolves the viscous stress term associated with the Navier-Stokes equations 
into its tangential and nonnal components at the free-porous interface. The nonnal stress 
component is then equated to the pressure differential across the interface. The concepts 
illustrated are mathematically complicated for their suitabiliry for practical situations 
where the interface may have geometrically complex shape. However, the so called 
"numerical locking" occurring due {Q the discrepancy between the gradient operator 
from both the equations at the interface can be avoided by using lowest order mixed 
finite elements such as Q2/Q1 combination of approximation. 
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Mardal et a! [2002] considered a single perturbation problem describing both the 
Stokes and the Darcy equations. The value of the perturbation parameter lies wi thin rhe 
bounds of 0 and 1. The system is approximately a linear Stokes problem when the 
perturbation parameter is large while it transfonns into a mixed fonnularion o f Poisson's 
equation or Darcy equation for homogeneolls porolls media as the perturbation 
parameter tends [0 zero. A finite element solutio n procedure has been developed for fhe 
perturbation problem with convergence and stability properties that arc uniform with 
respect to the pcnurbation parameter. The relative error is that the velocity was obtai ned 
using P2/ PO clement, no nconforming Crouzeix-Raviarr clement, mini element and 
Raviart-Thomas element which illustrated that none o f them exhibit convergent 
solutions with respect to the pcrnlrbarion parameter. FinaUy, robust nonconfo rming 
finite clement discretisation is proposed which is uniformly stable with uniform velociry 
crror estima tes in the perturbatio n parameter. 
Discacciati et a! [2002J presented fruitfu l results for coupled system of free and 
poro us fl ow equations for surface and subsurfacc nows. All the suitable interface 
conditions betwcen the free and porous fl ow regimes are discussed in th e context of 
coupled Navier-Stokes and Shallow Water equations for surface flows and Darcy 
cquation for groundw3ter flow. A fini te element numerical scheme has been devised for 
the solution of coupled equations based on cl,e domain decomposition method 
[Quarteroni and Valli , 1999] emphasizing on the Neumann-Dirichlet iterative procedure. 
The 3D shallow water equations are solved by the mul ti-layer approach and for cl,e 
porous region, mixed finire element formulation has been employed. The spatial 
discretisation for both free surface and porous region has been carried our by 3D 
prismatic finite clement. In each of the coupled fl ow formularion, the results are noted to 
be free from mesh parameter h. 
Miglio el a! [2003] extended the same methodology of coupling free surface and 
sub-surface motion of fluid using the Beavers-Joseph continuiry condition at the 
interface. The pressure term in the 3D shallow water equation includes hydrosta tic 
pressure and hydrodynamic correction. The hydrostatic pressure in the Darcy equation is 
accompanied by the potential energy per unit weight of water. Finite element 
discrecisacions of the governing equations arc carried ou[ adopting the lowest order 
Raviart-Thomas finite elements. 11,e temporal discretisation is achieved by the implicit 
theta scheme. Two different water channels are considered as solution domains with a 
homogeneous porous mediwn. The numerical results showed that the iterative scheme is 
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convergent and the accuracy and stability o f the results are confirmed by the continuity 
of the mass. 
Lay ton elal. [2003] discussed the transport of substances back and forth between 
surface water and groundw",er. The seriousness of the problem has been discussed in 
the COntext of prediction of a pollutant discharged into natural aquifers making its way to 
the underground water supply. The mathematical model consists of Stokes equations in 
the fluid region and the Darcy equanon in the porous regime coupled at the polygonal 
inrcrfacc. The no rmal boundi\ ry condition at the frce/porolls interface is imposed by 
equating the Cauchy stress in cl,c fluid region with the pressure from the Darcy region. 
The continuity in the tangential components of the velocities in the individual regions 
has been achieved by using the Beavets-Joseph-Saffman boundary condition Dager and 
lvlikeuc, 2000"/. A complete finite clement numerical analysis along with its mathematical 
background have been explained ro solve this coupled flow problem in uncoupled steps 
involving porous media and fluid flow problems. 
/\11 the sited references concern the finite element modelling and simulations of 
combined Navier-Stokes and Darcy equations with their detailed mathematical insights, 
physical concepts relating the free-porous interface phenomena and their suitability 
towards applications to realistic situations. Besides these appreciable effo[[s, some 
researchers attempted to achieve solutions to the coupled flow problems using different 
numerical techniques. Damak eI 01. [2004a & b) developed a new Navier-Stokes-Darcy's 
law combined model for fluid flow in a cross-flow filtration tubular membrane. 
Numerical simulations were performed for larninar fluid flow in a porous tube with 
variable wall suction. The flow throughout the free flow region is considered to be fully 
developed. At the permeable wall , the slip velocity is taken to be zero and the suction 
velocity is expressed by the Darcy's law. l1,e simulations are carried out for a large range 
of Reynolds axial and filtration numbers with and without porous wall suctions. The 
simulated results are compared with available experimental results and found to be in 
close agreemenr. Theoretical validation of the results is based on quantirative evolurions 
of factors such as cl,e overall mass balance. However, the assumption of developed flow 
condition in these coupled flow regimes is inappropriate and problematic in general 
cases. Similar efforts have been reported in literature by Dufreche (/ {l1. [2002] and 
Oxarango ,/ 01. [2004] who attempted to model the combined Navier-Stokes/Darcy 
equations by fIllite volume method and boundary element methods respectively. 
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2.5. Conclusion 
Tl,e background phenomena and interactions between clear fluid and adjacent 
porous medium are diverse and complex . Mathematical modelling of such coupled flow 
sys tem rcqui_rcs real time physical representa tion o f interfacia l e ffects to yield convergent 
and accurate values o f field variables by numerical analys is that can be justified o n an 
cxpcrimenwl basis. Various in terfacia l cons u:aints derived theoretically Over the years, 
experimentally, o r in conjunction with numerical and mathematical models arc elabo rated 
in concise man ner in the previous section. It will be appropriate to conclude lhat all o f 
the bounda ry condi tions can be classified inro two categories, slip and no·slip. Slip 
interface conditions such as that of Beavers and J oseph require evaluation o f a slip 
coefficient which depends on physical and geometrical properties of porous medium. 
There is no theoretical derived formula Or correlation for the slip coefficient that can be 
applied to any free/porous interface o f any arbitrary shape. T1,e only possible way to 
calculate the value of these slip coeffi cients is by an experimental procedure, which is 
nearly impossible for complex fl ow geometries. O n the contrary, the no·slip interface 
conditions such as the Brinkman equation alleviates the mathematical complexities 
arising due to the different order o f differential equations in free and porous fl ow 
regimes. Besides, they are accompanied by a parameter such as the effective viscosity 
which cannot be experimentally measured or theoretically defined accurately. Most o f 
these interfacial conditions look lucrative on mathematical grounds to represent the 
underlying physical concepts but the), pose severe hurdles when applied to the numerical 
analysis of real li fe engineering problems in practice. The present work presents a novel 
numerical scheme for the solution of linked free/porous fl ow problem without imposing 
any so called "artificial boundary condition» in terms of velocity or stress continuatio n 
across the interface which will circumvent the difficulty o f calculating an)' slip interface 
coefficient. In turn, the main focus of the present work is development of a scheme for 
the imposition o f penneable wall condition in visco us flow domains which can resolve 
the difficul ties associated with existing techniques of coupling the free flow and low 
permcabili ry porous flow regimes. 
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The main objective of the present chapter is to present the mathematical models that 
describe the transport phenomena in the free and porolls media at the macroscopic level. 
The conservation laws can be described in analytical form by two methods. The first one is 
known as Eulerian description or spatial description, where motion of matter passes through 
fixed spatial location, and where the field variables or properties of the matter are described 
at the fixed spatial locations. The other deals with the fixed material particles irrespective of 
spatial locations, called Lagrangian or material description, and mainly used in structural 
mechartics dealing with relative displacement and stress caused by different forces acting on 
the particles. For the present research work the goverrting equation are described on the 
basis of Eulerian description 
In the numerical analysis of fluid flow, physical parameters, such as velocity and 
pressure fields, are calculated by solution momentum eC[uations in conjunction with the mass 
continuity equations. The transport mechanisms involved in the simulation are to be 
expressed in the most generalized forms. Various types of mathematical eC[uations can be 
derived and deduced of these generalized form whicb in turn depend upon tbe physical 
and/or chemical nature of the problem and the geometry of the domain. Further more the 
computational procedure may be transient or time- invariant. As the process goes on, the 
fluid properties as well as the medium properties undergoes changes in accordance with the 
process variables. In many cases these variables are to be accounted for the main changes in 
the main goverrting eC[uations. These changes can be accommodated by addition of more 
eC[uations in tbe governing eC[uation, which can alternate when resolved spatially. 
In order to simulate a practical model, the appropriate selection of the goverrung 
eC[uations also relies on assumptions and approximations made to alleviate the complexities 
associated with the problem. The assumptions and approximations are done in order to 
simplify the physical phenomena and/or to ease and smooth the computation in line with 
the mathematics involved. 
In the present chapter) the commencement is with the assumptions and approx.jmations 
In the coupled ftee/porous fluid dynamics in the pleated cartridge filter. The assumptions 
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are followed by mathematical model expressed in general as well as modified fo rms suitable 
to the present problem. In order to enhance the solutions of the equations described, the 
necessary and sufficient boundary conditions along wi th th e interface have been described. 
3.1. Assumptions and approximations 
Firstly considering the fluid flowing though the hydraulic circuit, the high viscous fluid is 
assumed to be isothermal and incompressible. Thi s assumption is made in order to make th e 
density and viscosity o f the fluid independent of temperature variations which are not 
considered present studies. The fluid obeys the generalized N ewtonian behaviour. It does 
not retain any memory of deformation and the stress-strain relatio nship considered to be 
accounted is through the variations o f the rheological properties . 
As mentioned in th e introduction, the pleated cartridge fil ters operate on desired rate o f 
fil tration . The fl ow in tlo ese ranges is assumed be creeping and laminar, which justi fies that 
the Reynolds number calculations based on the fl ow areas in free as well as porous regimes. 
The inertial effects can be neglected and the convective mechanism is assumed to play no 
ro le in the mo mentum transfer. 
The permeable membrane is considered to be a rigid solid matrix with interconnected 
pores, so that any deformations wi thin the permeable membrane can be neglected. The 
porous structure is assumed to be saturated, homogeneous and isotro pic in all directions o f 
fl ow. The saturation o f the po rous media is co nsidered for tbe main reason to avoid the 
effect such as swelling o f th e medium when ir comes in contact with tloe fluid. There are no 
possible interactions, chemically or ph ysically, between the fluid and the porous medium 
thus neglecting any viscous forces ari sing from the due to the solid fluid contact. N o other 
phenomena like adsorption Ot absorption of fluid in the bulk o f the fluid taking place. The 
particulate solids adh ered to the surface of the porous medium do not cause any 
deformation of the medium or chemically react with it. 
In the present study macroscopic ptocess is considered, described and analyzed. Thi s 
assumption is on the basis of the computational economy. 
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3.2. Governing Equations 
Numerical modelling of a flow system is based on the fundamenta l governing equations 
that reflect the physics of fluid dynamics. Any numerical process commenced with the 
formulation of the mathematical model based on the law of conservation of mass, energy 
and momentum. In this chapter, a three·dimensional model based on flow and constitutive 
equations is considered in a fixed [Eulerian) coordinate system. The rheological property of 
fluid such as viscosity is updated continuously by a constitutive equation and supplements 
the governing hydrodynamic model. 
3.2.1. Equations of Continuity 
The continuity equation for an incompressible fluid, in its divergence form, is written as 
[3- 11 
-> 
Where, u is the mass flux and the divergence ['1) indicates that is it net rate of mass flux 
per unit volume. Taking into consideration the assumptions of incompressible and 
Newtonian fluid and isothermal process the left hand side of the above equation is zero as 
there are no variations in density. Thus the above equations can be written as 
13·21 
Where, u is the velocity vector. 
In three-dimensional Cartesian system the equation of continuity can be resolved 
spatially as 
au, au y au. 
- +-+-' = 0 
ox qy az 13-31 
Where, U
x 
, uyand u: are the velocity vectors in x,yand z directions respectively. This in 
turn causes discrepancy due to the absence of the pressure term in the continuity equation. 
However while deriving the modified form of continuity equation is used which certain 
assumption and is discussed in chapter 5 while deriving the working equation for the both 
free and porous regime. 
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3.2.2. Equations of Motion: Free Flow Regime 
The equation of motion is based on law of conservation of momentum written as 
a(p:) ... 
-j. -+ -+ -+ 
--'--"- = v· u + p g - pu . V u 
at 
... 
... ... 
[3-4J 
Where, p is the density of the fluid, u is Cauchy's stress tensor and g is the gravitational 
force vector per uni t volume [Bird et aI., 2000]. For incompressibl e fl ow of a Newtonian 
fluid these equations are termed as the well-known Navier-Stokes equations [Ari s, 1989]. 
The second term on the right hand side of equation [3.4] represents convective transport 
and for a creeping laminar fl ow o f a highly viscous fl uid is usually small and can be ignored. 
By imposing the assumption of isothermal and incompressible fl ow the density term can be 
assumed to be constant. In absence of any gravitational forces, the equation of conservation 
of momentum for a creeping incompressible laminar flow can be derived form equation [3.4] 
as, 
[3·5 J 
The Cauchy's stress tensor is resolved as, 
-~ -+-+ 
... ... ... 
u = -po+ T [3·6J 
... ... 
... ... 
Where, p is the hydrostatic pressure, 0 is the Kronecker delta tensor and T is an extra stress 
... 
... 
tensor. The extra stress tensor T represents the rheological behaviour of fluid . The highly 
viscous hydraulic fluids used in aircraft hydrauli c systems are inelastic, time-independent 
fluid which does not retain any histOlY of deformation. In this category, for generalized 
Newtonian flujd s, the extra stress tensor can be expressed as) 
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[3-7] 
Where, '7 is th e apparent viscosi ty of th e fluid , !'.is th e rate of defo rmation tensor whi ch ca n 
be expressed in a three-dimensional Cartesian coordi nate system, 
aux 2- au, + aUy au_ aux --' + - -
ax ay ax ax az 
!'.(u) = aUy au, aUy aUy au. --+-- 2- --+-- [3-8] 
ax ay ay az ay 
au. au, 
--' +--' 
Buy 8u ~ 
--+--- 2 au, 
ax az az ay az 
Resolving equation [3 .5] in th ree-dimensional Cartesian sys tem and subs ti tuting equation 
[3.8], 
This can be summarized into a simpler form, 
av, __ ap +~[2 av, ]+" ~[ (av, + avjJ] p ot - ai ai 1) ai L... ai 1) aj ai [3-10] 
Where i = X,], Z and j * i. 
A ser of equations [3.9] is termed as the Stokes equation of co nservation of momentum in 
free fl ow regime. 
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3.2.3. Equation of motion: Porous Flow Regime 
The transient form of Darcy's equation [Darey, 1856] is written as 
a(p~) 17 ~ 
-'--"-=\!p+_·u 
at =: 
~ 
~ 
K 
[3-11] 
Where, K is the permea bility tensor of the porous medium. For a homogeneous medium, 
thjs permeabili ty tensor can be expressed in its directional components as, 
[3-12] 
In three dimensio nal Cartesian coordinate system, the individual component o f the 
Darcy's equation for can be written as 
a(uJ ap 17 P--=-+ -'lI 
al ax K , ' 
a( u,) ap 17 p--=-+ _ ·u 
at ax K , ' 
a( ",) ap 17 p--=-+-'u_ 
al az K , . 
Where, K " K y and K , are the permeabili ty in x, y and z directions respectively. 
Again this can be summarised into simpler form as 
a( u;} _ ap 17 p----+-·u 
at ai K , ' 
Where i = x,y, Z and j '" i. 
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As the fl ow Reynolds number in low permeability pleated porous carttidge is relative 
small [ Re< < 1], the inertial effects are neglected and thus selection of the D arcy's equation is 
well justi fi ed 
3.2.4. Constitutive Equation 
A consti tutive equation expresses the extra stress T as a function of the rate of 
deformation of the flowing fluid. The fi re retardant fluids in the aeronautical industly behave 
as shear thickening generalized Newtonian fluids. The apparent viscosity can be expressed 
by a power equation proposed by Oswald [Oswald, 1925] as it is dependent on the rate of 
shear. [ i.e. the apparent viscosity increases with the increase in shear rate. The power law 
equation is written as 
• n- I 
'7 = '70 r [3-15J 
• ri - I 
Where, 7]0 is the viscosity of the fl uid at zero shear or consistency coeffidents, r is the 
rate of shear and n is the power law index which for a shear-thickening fluid is always greater 
than unity. It is clear that a fluid with a power law (n = 0) index value of unity represents a 
purely Newtonian fluid. For 11< 1 it is used to describe pseudo-plastic behavior. For 11> 1 it 
is used to describe dilatant behavior. Depending on the rheological nature of fluids, other 
viscosity models can be incorporated in the main hydrodynamic model. 
The temperature dependency of the viscosity of the hydraulic fluid can he 
expressed by an Arrhenius equation of the fo rm 
- b(T- T , ) p = ce " [3-16J 
Where, c is constant, b is the temperature dependency co-effi cient, T is temperature and 
T,.J is the reference temperature. 
If we consider thermal effects a temperature tenn is added to equation [3. 14] yielding 
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(.)"-1 - b(T - To! ) f.I=f.loye [3-17J 
Where I-' is the fluid viscosity, Po is the viscosity of the fluid at zero-sheat r is the shear rate 
and 11 is the power law index and is greater than one for a STF. The filter is expected to 
operate effectively and efficiently in different temperature zones and the same applies to the 
hydraulic fluid. Thus it is vital to know how the viscosity of the fluid changes with 
temperature as this affects the flow characteristics of the fluid in the filter. 
3.3. Boundary constraints 
In the previous sections, macroscopic differential balance equations are been presented 
and these equations are supplemented by the constitutive equations which provide the 
jnformation on the behaviour of the fluid. However more infonnation is required pertinent 
to the domain under consideration. In order to obtain a closed set of equations, the solution 
of which shall give the values of the state variables that shall describe the underlying 
transport phenomena, there are infinite numbers of possibilities of such information, but the 
unique one that relates or corresponds to the particular case is to be considered. This 
information, known as boundary constraints, can summarized in to following types, 
• 
• 
• 
D escription of the initial or 6nal state of condition of the system under 
consideration (Inlet/Exit boundary condition and Initial/Exit conditions) 
The configuration of the boundaries of the domain within which the underlying 
phenomena under consideration take place ( Interface boundary conditions) 
The description of the interface conditions with the system and environment 
(boundary condition to be specified on the waUs of the domain). 
For the present research work boundary conditions are to be specified for both free and 
porous regime, however emphasis has been given on the real boundaries where the limits of 
the boundaries are physically defined. 
3.3.1 . Inlet Boundary Conditions 
In numerical simulations, the inlet boundary conditions can either be specified (Dirichilet 
or essential boundary condition) or the total surface stress or traction must be specified on 
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the boundary of the fluid region (Neumann or Natural boundary conditi on). [Reddy and 
Gariling; 2001]. On the basis of the desired flow rate Dirichil et boundary conditions are 
specified at the inlet, however the normal velocity component is resolved in individual 
velocity components. 
In order to clarify, consider a two dimensional case as shown in Figure 3.1. The no rmal 
velocity vector V is resolved into individual velocity components V$ and Vy where B is the 
angle of contact between the normal velocity vector and the boundary interface. For three 
dimensions in order to impose Diri chilet boundary condition precaution has to be taken 
while evaluating th e individual velocity components. 
V,.=Vs in B 
I 
I 
I 
I B 
v 
-- v, =VcosB 
O f 
(Fluid Domain) 
"'-- (Interface) r, 
Figure 3-1 Inlet boundary condition 
3.3.2. Exit I Outlet Boundary Condition 
At exit velocity in the fl ow domain is unknown and is calculated by solving the mass and 
momentum conservation equations, essential type velocity boundary conditions cannot be 
imposed at the outlet. Papanastasiou et al [1992] suggested that for the realistic solution of 
Stokes equations no outflow boundary condition should be specified, later proved by 
Renardy [1997]. This free boundary condition app ears to be equivalent to natural , stress-free 
constraint. In present simulations, the same approach has been adopted fo r the Stokes flow 
and Darcy fl ow simulations. 
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3.3.3. Free/Porous Interface Conditions 
Coupled flow systems in applied mechanics are generally defined as the analysis the 
solution for the over all system is represented by the solution of one or more physical 
process or physical phenomenon. Boundary value problems describing different rypes of 
mechanics may be coupled through variety of mechanisms and with varying degree of 
interaction. From the mathematical poin t of view, the main pro blem associated with the 
coupled fl ow system is the formulation of the fluid flow equations that can reliably represent 
interfacial phenomena and fl ow though the porous bulk matrix. In the present work, Darcy's 
law is valid both at the free/porous interface as well as bulk of the porous domain. The 
linking procedure for the linking technique shall be presented in subsequent chapters. 
In general, the press ure is calculated from th e continuity equation and when 
specified as a boundary constraint at any single surface of the computational domain. This is 
done in order to avoid any numerical inconsistency and the continuity equation 
corresponrling to that poi nt should be discarded. Therefore, pressure as a primitive variable 
cannot be imposed as an effective boundary condition like velocity. In general, imposition of 
a pressure datum at the exi t may appear to be a sort of a natural or Neumann type boundary 
condition [Nassehi, 2002] . 
3.3.4. Wall boundary conditions 
The imposition of no-slip velocity conditions at solid waUs is based on the 
assumption that the shear stress at these surfaces always main tai ned below a critical value to 
allow a complete wetting o f the wall by the fluid [Nassehi, 2002J. Thi s implies the fluid is 
constantly sticking to th e wall and is moving with a velocity exactly equal to the wall velocity. 
The wall-slip phenomenon is described by Navier's slip conrlition, which is a relationship 
between the tangential component of the momentum flux at the wall and the local slip 
velocity [Silliman and Scriven, 1980] . Using a two-dimensional domain as an illustration, this 
relationship is expressed as 
[3-18J 
Where 1 and 17 are unit vectors tangent and normal to the bou ndary, T is the extra stress 
tensor, fJ is a slip coefficient, v is the fluid velocity vector and v" is the velocity of the solid 
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wall. Equation [3.12] together with the fo llowing equation which represents no £Iow 
through a solid wall, are used to impose slip-wall boundary conditions. 
V· n = 0 [3-19] 
Consider a solid wall section as shown in Figure 3.2, the fo ll owing relationships between the 
components of unit outward normal and tangential vectors are true at aU points 
[3-20] 
y 
V,b r wall velocity 1 
~, 
x 
Figure 3-2 : S li p at t he sol id wall 
Equations [3 .17] and [3.18] are recast in thei r components and solved together. Aftet 
algebraic manipulations and making use of the relationship given Equation [3.19], slip wall 
velocity components are given as 
fJ - [2(av, ilvyJ- - (avx Ov)'J(- 2 - 2 )~ V - V = _n n -- - - - n n + -- + -- n - n 
, xb " y ax ()y x y ()y ax )' x 
fJ - [2(Ov, ilvyJ- - (Ol'x OvyJ(- 2 - 2)J V - V = -n n - '- - - - n n + - - + -- n - n y Yb " x ax ()y x)' ay ax )' x 
[3-211 
The slip coefficient fJ is defined as [Nassehi, 2002] 
[3-22] 
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Where fJo is the initial slip coefficient and I is a characteristic flow domain dimension. 
The limit of fJ --'> 0 corresponds to no slip [vx = Vx/n Vy = V,bJ and the limit of fJ --'> 00 gives the 
perfect slip condition. The slip coefficient fJ depends on the invariants of the stress tensor 
and the surface roughness. Navier's slip condition can be dliscretized in a similar manner to 
the main flow equations and direcdy incorporated into the finite element working equations 
[Ghoreishy and Nassehi, 1997]. Generally, on no-slip walls, zero velocity components [vx = 
V, = /I, = 0] can be imposed as boundary conditions on the walls of the domain representing 
the free flow regime. 
Whilst considering the saturated fluid porous flow regime, the admissible fluid 
boundary conditions state that the velocity components normal to the boundary are to be 
specified or the normal force imposed to the boundalY must be imposed. For the present 
research the velocity component has been specified . Due to the absence of order of the 
differential equation for the porous flow regime, neither no-slip boundary conditions 
(tangential velocity) can be imposed on the boundary surface nor can viscous forces be 
specified. Only one type of boundary condition can be specified at any point on the 
boundary. 
3.4. Conclusion 
The governing equations representing the conservation of momentum and mass are 
presented for both free and porous regimes. The governing equations, further supplemented 
by constitutive equation, describing the behaviour of rhe fluid have been described. 
Mathematical representation of the transport phenomena has been described with adherence 
to the physical relevance. The chapter is then concluded with boundary condlition taking into 
consideration of the inlet, exit and waU effects for both free and porous regime. 
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4. Numerical Solution Scheme 
4.1. Choice of Numerical method 
In many engineering fl ow problems [fluid dynamics, heat trans fer and mass transfer] , 
there are governing equations that are difficult to solve in the respective coordinate systems 
[Cartesian, Cylindrical or Spherical co-ordinate sysrems]. In such ci rcumstances, computer 
modelling plays a powerful and convenient too l for quantitative analysis. There are different 
methods of computational modelling for a given system that are defined by governing 
equation, namely: 
4.1.1. Finite difference Method 
This method approximares the derivatives in the governing di fferential equation and 
uses the di fference equations. T he most important drawback of this method is that it 
becomes bit tedious when regions involving curved surfaces or irregular boundaries . This 
method describes the unknown vectors of the fl ow problem by means o f point samples at 
node points of a gricI co-o rdinare lines . Evaluation, of the fini te di fferences approximations 
of derivatives , is generally done through truncated Taylor series expansions at each grid 
point. Thi s method has th e drawback that it cannot be applied less accurately to irregular 
do main and mixed boundary condition. 
4.1 .2. Finite element method 
This tech nique utili ses simple and smooth piecewise fu nctions for the elements to 
describe the local variations o f unknown vectors [Segerlind , 1984; Reddy, 1993]. This 
method is characteri sed by three features: 
a. The domain of the given governing equation is represented by a collectio n o f simple 
sub-domains called finite elements and the collection is called finite element mesh. 
b. The physical process is approximated by functions o f desired type and the algebraic 
equatio ns rdating physical quanti ties at nodes are developed 
c. The element equations are assembled using continui ty and/ or balance of physical 
quantities. 
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The governing equation is precisely defined by rhe exact solution. A residual is 
defined to measure the error, if the piecewise approximating functions for the unknown 
vector are substituted into the equation. These residuals are to be minimized by multiplying 
them by a set of weighted functions and integrating and thus obtaining a set of algebraic for 
the unknown vectors of the approximating equations. One such weighted residual method 
that is used in Finite element method is the Standard Galerkin method in which the 
weighted function is replaced by the shape factor. 
One of the major advantages of this method is the geometrical flexibility, i.e. it can 
be easily applied to the irregular shaped objects composed of several different materials and 
having mixed boundaty condition. 
4.1.3. Finite Volume Method 
Originally developed as special finite difference formulation lVersteeg & Malalasekara; 
1995], the numerical algorithm consists of: 
1. Formal Integration of the governing equation over the control volumes of the 
soJutlon domain. 
2. Dirscretization in form of variety of finite difference lype approximations for the 
terms in the integrated equation. Thus we get the integral equation into a system of 
algebraic equations. 
3. The solution is then found by iterative method. 
As the same techniques are used as the finite difference mecllod rhe same drawbacks 
are inherited. 
4.1.4. Spectral Expansion Method 
Spectral method approximates the unknowns by means of truncated Four;er series 
or series of Chebyshev polynomials [Versteeg & Malalasekera; 1995]. In this method the 
approximations are valid thorough the entire domain. H ere the unknown parameters are 
replaced by truncated series of the governing equation. The boundaty conditions gives us the 
algebraic equation or the Foutier Or Chebyshev series is provided similar ro the weighted 
residual method of Finite element method or by making the approximate function coincide 
with the exact solution at a number of grid points. 
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4.1.5. Boundary Element Method 
The boundary element method, also called Boundary Integral Equation Method 
[BIEM], has the important distinction that only the boundary of the domain of interest 
requires discretization [paris & Canas; 1997J. Hence the computational advantages of the 
BEM over other methods can be considerable. The development of the BEM requires the 
governing Partial Differential Equation to be reformulated as a Fredholm integral equation, 
in which the volume based problem is reduced to surface problem and the surface problem 
is reduced to line problem. In this method, no meshing of interior domain is done, however 
the meshing is done along the exterior boundary and the mesh of connected points along the 
interior boundary. This technique is more rigorous compared to the Finite Element method. 
It can be applied to three rypes of elements, viz. constant, Linear continuous and linear 
discontinuous. The solution of the partial differential in this technique is mainly based on the 
Diatc-Delta function. Here we try to find solution to the governing equations which 
contains singularity about a point. 
All the above methods stated have some strengths and weakness over each other. In 
order to chose a method for the particular problem under consideration the following 
factors should be taken into consideration: 
1. Governing equations 
2. The geometry of the domain under consideration 
3. Nature of boundary conditions involved 
4. Accuracy of the results 
The finite element method proves to be very versatile when curved geometries are 
involved in order to satisfy the stability and accuracy of the solution domain. Adaptive 
meshes are can be easily be employed within the finite element formulation in order to 
compensate for variations in field variables generally encountered in the curved regions of 
the domain. One more main advantage of the finite element method over other is the 
systematic procedure of detivation of the approximation functions over the sub-region over 
the domain. Though the finite element method involves rigorous mathematical formulation 
and needs comparatively more computational time, it is the most suitable numerical 
technique for the solution of the coupled free/porous in pleated cartridge filter. 
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4.2. The Finite Element Method 
The Finite element method originated from the need to solve complex elastici ty, 
structural analysis problem in civil and aeronautical engineering. Hrenninkoff [1941] and 
Courant [1942] were the pioneers to use this approach differently. Hrenninkoff work 
discretized the domain using the lattice analogy, while in Courant 's approach; the domain is 
divided into finite triangular sub-regions for the solution of second order elliptic partial 
differential equations. This evolutionaty work of Courant then encouraged earlier results of 
FOE's developed by Rayleigh, Ritz and Galerkin. Dating back to the 1952, the first 
engineering application of FEM was to analyze aircraft structures by Boeing. FEM history 
can be found in the books published by Zienkiewicz and Taylor [2000], Babuska and 
Stouboulis [2001], Heinrich and Pepper [1999J and Heubner et 01. [2001]. 
In the finite element method, the properties of inclividual elements can be 
formulated in different ways. The Ouid flow processes cannot be modelled through the 
principle of minimizations of the variational statements, unlike the structural analysis . In 
order to attain the solutions weighted residual methods [Nassehi; 2002] like the Galerkin, 
Least-square and collocation techniques are used along with the finite element 
approximations. These weighted residual methods are distinguished based on the nature of 
the weighting functions used in the integral formulations. The standard Galerkin weighted 
residual method utilizes weight functions in the integral formulation, identical to the shape 
or interpolation functions used for approximating the field variables. Thus weighted residual 
approach shall be used in conjunction with the standard Galerkin finite -element technique in 
this study to generate robust and practical solution scheme. The solution procedure using 
the finite element technique can be arranged into the followi ng steps. 
}> Discretization of solution dom ain 
The finite element modelling is to set up an assemblage o f simple elements for a 
complex physical domain so rhat an approximation of the solution can be obtained. The 
approximation means that thi s method turns the infinite unknown values into finite ones 
and applies assumed solutions on them. It is partially decided by the size and number of 
the elements. In three dimensional shapes such as tetrahedron and rectangular prism 
[Brick type or hexahedral] may be used. Regarcling element shapes, it is usually 
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acknowledged that hexahedral shapes prove to be more preferred than tetrahedral 
shapes under the same degrees of freedom, as the hexahedral shaped elements can 
dramatically reduce the number of element and consequently reduce the time for analysis 
and post-processing, and they are more suitable when th e location of elements is 
required. In the present study, the domain dirscretization was been done using 
commercial finite element software COSMOS ™ GeoSTAR 
~ Selection of Interpolation fimctions 
After th e domain has been discretized into elements and the nodes have been 
assigned to each element, interpolation functions are then selected to represent the 
variation of the field variable over the element. The field variables may be scalar, vector 
or higher order tensors. Many types of functions such as trigonometric and polynomial 
can be used, however with the added advantage of easy mathematical manipulation, 
polynomia l fu nctions are commonly used. H ere eight nodded linear element of the 
Lagrange rectangular prism or Serendipity family are used. 
~ Introducing the element properties 
After the selection of the interpolation functions the matrix equation expressi ng 
the properties of the individual element is determined. As mentioned before, different 
approaches can be employed to formulate the properties of individual elements. Due to 
its versatile capability, with respect to the fluid mechanics application, the weighted 
residual method is employed. 
~ Assembly of the elements to obtain system equations 
The element stiffness matrix obtained from the above step that expresses the 
properties of individual element are assembled into a single matrix termed the global 
stiffness matrix representing the behaviour o f the of the entire system. The matrix 
equations have the same form as the equations for an individual element. 
~ Imposition of Boundary Condition 
The line integrals generated during the treatment o f governing equations by 
applying the variational formulation cancel out during the final assembly of the matrices 
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or are replaced by the boundary conditions. This is done through modifying the system 
equations by imposing the nodal values in the global load vector. 
~ Solution of (he E quation 
The simultaneous equations generated from the assembly of the equations are 
then solved in order to obtain the solution of the defined problem domain. The 
numerical solution of the system of e'luation for the flow model is generally based on 
the direct procedures which employ the method of Gaussian elimination. In the present 
work, a non-symmetric frontal solver has been used which can handle large non-
symmetric matrices resulting from the finite element formulations of th e incompressible 
flow. 
4.3. Choice of Interpolation Function 
The interpolation functions or shape functions are of utmost importance in finite 
element analysis. The unknown solution or the field variable inside any finite element is 
assumed to be given by a simple function in terms of the nodal values of that element. 
As such, the nature of the solutio n and the degree of approximation depend not only on the 
size and number of the elements used but also on the interpolation functions selected. 
Since the finite element method is a numerical technique within the elements, the 
sequence of approximate solutions is obtained as the element size reduces successively. The 
se'luence will converge if the interpolation function satisfies the following convergence 
requirement: 
1. The field variable must be continuous within the elements anel between the elements 
up to the order n -1, where 11 is order of the highest derivative in the function. 
2. As the size of the element decreases, the derivatives appearing in the functional of 
variations statement will have constant values. Thus it is necessary to include the terms 
that represent these conditions in the interpolation model of variables. 
The commonly used CO elements in three dimensional analyses are tetrahedrons or 
the hexahedral elements. As mentioned before, it is bit tedious and time consuming for the 
generation and data preparation for tetrahedron elements. Eight nodded linear hexahedral 
element is used for the present study. It is the simplest member of the serendipity family as it 
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shall be computationally economical as more data is not handled compared to other 
tetrahedral element family. Higher order of the serendipity family (Hexahedral elementsJ are 
also possible such as quadratic (20 nodes] or Cubic element [32 nodesJ. This is however the 
beyond the scope of the present study, mainly due to meshing software limitations and time 
constraint. 
In most engineering problems, the domain is bounded by curved segments. 
Dirscretization of domains having curved boundaries with elements having straight sides 
incur a possible error in the approximation. In such cases, transformation is essential from a 
global system to a local system of coordinates for the interpolation functions to remain 
invariant (Zienkiewicz and Morgan, 1983J. The coordinate transformation could be in some 
nominal sense smoother for the hexahedral elements used in this work compared to the 
tetrahedral elements. 
The solution domain is tessellated into finite element mesh and the dirscretization 
procedure is expressed mathematically as, 
, 
f2="L f2, [4-11 
/./ 
Where, n is the overall problem domain and e denotes the total number of finite elements in 
the mesh. 
The domain boundary r can be represented as, 
[4-2) 
The field variables generally associated with the incompressible fluid flow problems are 
velocity components and pressure. Within each elemental domain, these primitive variables 
are approximated by interpolation methods as, 
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k 
Vx = LNk,y}vxj 
j=l 
k 
Vy = LNj{x,y}vyj 
j=l 
k 
V, = LNj{x,z}v,j 
j=i 
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[4-3J 
Where, vx ' vy , V, are the interpolated values of velocity components and p is the 
interpolated value of pressure approximated over the domain of element e. k is the number 
of nodes associated with the elements similar to e. The fact that should be kept in mind in 
any finite element modelling attempt of the flow processes is that the finite elements just 
represent an integral part of geometrical flow domain and does not resemble any parts of 
body of the flowing fluid [Nassehi, 2002]. Figure 4.1 shows the linear hexahedral element. 
1] 
a 
Figure 4.1: Linear hexahedral element belonging to the serendipity family 
The shape functions for the linear hexahedral element can be obtained by Lagranage 
polynomial equation given by, 
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L;(x) (x - x. Xx - Xl Xx - x, } ....................... (x - X'_l Xx - Xk+l } ••••..•••••. (x - x,) 
(Xk -x.Xx, -XIXXk -x,} ............... (Xk -Xk_IXXk -Xk+J ••..... (Xk -x,) [4-4] 
The shape functions are given by, 
N = (I-~). (1-1]). (I+a) 
1 2 2 2 
N = (I+~). (1-1]). (I+a) 
, 2 2 2 
N = (1+~HI+1]). (l+a) 
J 2 2 2 
[4-5] 
The shape functions are formulated as the products of Lagrange polynomials in the X-, y-
and z- directions and the equations relating the Cartesian coordinates and the natural 
coordinates are 
[4.6] 
Where, (~i,1]i,a,)represents the coordinates of the node iin the [~,1],al natural coordinate 
system. Field variables such as velocity components and pressure are approximated using 
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equal order interpolation functions. This corresponds to a total of 32 degrees of freedom 
consisting of 24 nodal velocity components and 8 nodal pressures. 
4.4. Ladyshenskaya - Babuska - Brezzi (LBB) condition 
When the standard Galerkin formulation is incorporated in conjunction with the 
finite element approximations, the approximating spaces chosen for all the primitive 
variables are bounded by the classical inf-sup or Ladyzhenskaya-Babuska-Breizi [LBB] 
criterion [Ladyshenskaya, 1969; Babuska, 1970; Brezzi, 1974] as a necessary and sufficient 
constraint to achieve stable solutions [Brezzi and Fortin, 1991). 
The formulation, finite element spaces representation, finite element solution and 
stability criterion for the Babuska-Brezzi [BB] condition has been presented by Babuska 
Babuska and Szabo [Szabo, Babuska, 1991]. This condition has been formulated by Babuska 
[Babuska, 1971] and Brezzi [Brezzi, 1974] independently. The BB condition not only 
provides the necessary and sufficient conditions for a well-posed continuous problem but 
also gives the sufficient conditions for the approximate problem. If the BB condition is 
satisfied, the approximate solution is considered to be stable and of atleast quasi-optimal 
accuracy. However in earlier work of Ladyshenkaya [Ladyshenkaya, 1969], the primary 
concern, while working with the Navier -Stokes equation, was the decomposition of the 
space of L2 -vector valued functions into the sum of divergence free vectors and gradients 
scalars. She proves the existence of a divergence free vector field that satisfies given dirichilet 
boundary conditions. 
The LBB condition states that velocity and pressure spaces cannot be chosen 
arbitrarily. If (j' and V are the approximating spaces for velocity and pressure respectively, 
the sufficient condition is that, 
dim (j'sdim V [Donea and Huerta, 2003]. 
The sufficient condition for linking the velocity and pressure approximating spaces is 
provided by the LBB compatibility criterion which states that, the existence of a stable finite 
element approximate solution [if, pl to the steady incompressible flow problem depends on 
choosing a pair of spaces V and (j' such that, 
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[4-7] 
Where, a is independent of mesh size h. 
In the context of finite element methods, different schemes based on various 
strategies have been developed which satisfy the LBB stability condition. They range from 
the least-square Galerkin technique [Hughes et aI., 1986] to the use of elements generating 
unequal order interpolation functions for the field unknowns and schemes which depend on 
perturbed continuity equation [Zienkiewicz and Wu, 1991]. The least square Galerkin finite 
'element method depends on utilisation of sophisticated Cl continuous Hermite elements. 
These elements lack flexibility and their application in geometrically complex domains 
involves elaborate schemes [Nassehi and Petera, 1994]. 
A lot of work had been done in developing the methods using equal order velocity 
and pressure interpolations assuming it to be the simplest choice from computational point 
of view. Numerical schemes for incompressible flow problems based on such types of 
approximations are found in the work by Brezzi and Douglas [1988], Douglas and Wang 
[1989]. The perturbed continuity method based on equal order interpolation funcrions 
depends on inclusion of temporal derivative of pressure in the continuity equation which in 
physical terms amounts to considering the fluid to be slightly compressible [Zienkiewicz and 
--> 
Wu, 1991]. This inherently forces the addition of temporal derivative terms such as au In 
at 
the Stokes and the Darcy equations. 
4.5. Time dependency 
Most of the engineering analysis requires the variation of the field variable with respect 
to time. The solution obtained should be a stable and accurate. As mentioned earlier, for 
unsteady state conditions, the governing equations for the fluid flow as well as porous flow 
contain first order differential. In order to achieve overall stability within the transient 
solutions, a proper balance between the temporal and spatial approximation must be 
maintained. Usually, in finite element analysis of unsteady state problems, the spatial and 
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temporal terms are not weakened in parallel. Instead, the equations are discretized first with 
respect to spatial variables therefore obtaining a system of coupled ordinary differential 
equations in time. The first-order differential system is integrated with respect to time in 
forward direction to trace temporal variations in field variables starting from a known value 
at some initial time. In general this is the most easy and less time consuming method to 
determine the solution of the time dependent partial differential equation. The () time 
stepping method and the Taylor Galerkin method are the most frequently method used 
partial dirscretization procedures for the solution of transient problems by weighed residual 
finite element scheme. 
4.5.1. The () time stepping method 
This is the most commonly used time integration method. Here the time derivatives 
are kept unchanged and the spatial derivations are carried out first. After the spatial 
derivations, instead of the a set of algebraic equations carried out for steady state problem, a 
system of ordinary differential equations in terms of temporal derivatives are generated. In 
general for a single step () method, it is given by the matrix notation [Zienkiewicz et a1; 
2001) 
[M' J. V}. + [K' 1 {r }. = {F' }. [4-8) 
Where, () indicates that the weighted residual statement is derived at time level () 
(0 s () sI) and ;, denotes that is a time derivative (;, = ~;) . 
The temporal derivative is approximated by 
[4-9) 
Several well-known methods are obtained for different values of e parameter. These choices 
and their associated names are, 
1. 
2. 
()= 0, 
()= 1/2, 
Forward difference or Euler method 
Central difference or Crank-Nicholson method 
• 
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3. 
4. 
0= 2/3, 
0= 1, 
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Galerkin method 
Backward difference method 
For values of 8> 1/2, the method is unconditionally stable and the only method which is 
second-order accurate is Crank-Nicholson (fohnson, 1987].Besides the Crank-Nicholson 
method, the second-order accurate explicit time schemes that can be generally employed in 
unsteady state finite element formulations are Lax-Wendroff method and the Leap-Frog 
method [Donea and Huerta, 2003]. 
4.5.2. Taylor Galerkin method 
The Taylor-Galerkin methods proposed by Donea [Donea, 1984] generate improved 
approximations to temporal differential terms by the use of Taylor series expansions 
including the second and third order time-derivatives. 
Consider a partial differential equation, 
a~~;, t) + f[~(x, t)] - c = 0 [4-10] 
Where,Jis a linear differential operator with respect to x. Taylor series expansion of variable 
~ within the time steps nand n+ 1 gives, 
r/J"+l =r/J" +MJ.. +-(~t)'-t + ..... 8 I" 1 8' I" 8t 2 8t [4-11] 
The temporal derivatives in equation [4.8] can be substituted from the parent differential 
equation [4.7] evaluated at that time level. 
Hence, 
8r/J(X,t)! = _ f[r/J(x,t)] +c 
8t " " 
[4-12] 
Similarly, the second order derivative at time step n can be replaced as, 
[4-13] 
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All the temporal differential terms in the right hand side of equation [4.10], are found using 
the original differential equation [4.9] providing a differential equation exclusively in terms of 
spatial variables which can be discretised by the standard Galerkin method. The order and 
accuracy of the time-stepping scheme in Taylor-Galerkin method principally relies on the 
highest order of temporal derivative term retained in the expansion equation [4.8]. Though 
the Taylor-Galerkin methods are easy to formulate even for the multi-dimensional problems, 
repeated differentiation and substitution of temporal derivatives may prove to be difficult. In 
the present research temporal dirscretization for both free and porous flow regimes is 
considered. 
4.6. /soparametric elements and Coordinate 
transformation 
When the flow domains are curved boundaries, a family of element called as isoparametric 
elements is used. In isoparametric elements, the same interpolation functions are used to 
define the element geometry are also used to describe the variation of field variables within 
the element. A regular element called as master element is chosen and a local finite element 
approximations based on the master element interpolation is carried out. The master 
element is then mapped on to the global coordinates to obtain the required distorted 
element. The transformation of global coordinate system to a local coordinate system proves 
to be convenient in constructing the interpolation functions and calculating the integrals 
using simple quadrature formulae. The derivatives of the interpolation functions can also be 
evaluated in generalized space of transformed distorted element. Finite element 
approximation of unknown functions in terms of locally defined shape functions can be 
written as 
8 1 = 2: N, (';,17,a)J, [4-14] 
1=1 
With j; are nodal degrees of freedom. Consider an eight-noded linear rectangular prism 
element as shown in Figure 4.2 defined in local Cartesian coordinate system with its origin 
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located at the centre of the element. The interpolation function for the linear prism element 
is given as [Zienkiewicz et al, 2002] 
1 N, = -(1 + ~~, Xl + T/T/, Xl + aa,) 
8 
(4-15J 
The shape functions in the isoparametric format are given in section 4.3 in this chapter. 
y 
z 
4 
[-I, +1, +1] 
I~~­
[-1,+1,·1] 
[-1,-1, +1] 
7 
[+1,-1, +IJ 
~-j--<;,;/" ,,[-1,-1,-1] 
_~,;6 
[+1,-1,-1] 
2 
[+1, +1,-IJ master element, .am 
Element in global mesh, (le 
Figure 4.2: Mapping between the master element and an element in a global mesh 
Consider the set of co-ordinates ~, T/, a and a corresponding set of global coordinates x,y, 
z. Applying the rules of partial differentiation, the derivatives for .g, T/, a as 
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oN, oN, ox oN, 0' oN, oz 
-=--+--+--
01] ox 01] 0' 01] oz 01] 
oN, oN, ox oN, 0' oN, OZ 
-=--+--+--
oa ox oa 0' oa oz oa 
In matrix form, Equation [4.15] can be written as 
oN, ox 0' OZ oN, 
0'; 0'; 0'; 0'; ox 
oN, ox 0' OZ oN, 
= - -01] 01] 01] 01] 0' 
oN, ox ~ OZ oN, 
-
oa oa oa ot; oa 
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[4-16) 
[4-17) 
The square matrix of the above equation is known as the J acobian matrix where 
ox 0' oz 
0'; 0'; 0'; 
J= ox 0' oz - -
01] 01] 01] [4-18) 
ox 0' oz 
- -
oa oa oa 
From the approximation 
, 
x(,;,1],a) = LN,(,;,1],a)x, 
i=l 
, 
y(,;,1],a) = LN,(,;,1],a)ay, [4-19) 
;=1 
, 
z(,;,1],a) = LN,(,;,1],a)z, 
Global derivatives of functions can now be related to the locally defined finite element 
approximation as 
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8 aN. ~ ai (q,17,a)x, 8 oN ~ od (q,T/,a)y, 
8 aN [J(q,T/,a)]= ~ a;f-(q, 17, a)x, 8 oN. ~ a;:-(q,T/,a )y, 
8 aN. ~ a~ (q,T/,a)x, 8 oN ~ o~ (q,17,a)y, 
8 oN ~ af(q,T/,a)z, 
8 oN. ~~(q,T/,a)z, 
,=, v17 
8 oN ~ o~ (q,17,a)z, 
[4-20] 
With i = 1,2, . "r, To determine the global derivatives, the Jacobian matrix is inverted and is 
written as 
oN, aN, 
ox aq 
oN, 
=J-I oN, [4-21J 
Oy 017 
oN, aN, 
oz oa 
W'hhl' . r 0] aJ d oJ b r ddi tl 'h It t s equation, expressJOn 10r-, - an - can e lOun ree y Wit 
. oxOy az 
of, oN, oN, oN, J; ox ox ox ox 
oJ; 
= 
aN, oN, oN, 1, [4-22] ,', 
Oy Oy ay Oy 
oJ; oNI aN, 
'" 
oN, J, 
oZ oz oz oz 
From Eq, [A1.9J, 
a], oNI aN, oN, 
-' 
ox oq aq oq f, 
aJ; 
= [Jj-' oN, oN, oN, I, [4-23] 
Oy 017 017 017 
oJ; oN, oN, oN, J, 
& oa oa oa 
To complete the evaluation of the integral, the element of volume dxcfydZ in terms of dq 
dT/da 
dxdydz = IJldqdT/da [4-24] 
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Where IJI is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix. The operations indicated in equation 
[4.20] and equation [4.23] depend on the existence of ur' for each element of the assembly, 
and the coordinate mapping described by equations [4.18] is unique only if ur' exists. 
With these transformations, the integral such as 
[4-25J 
With V. the volume of distorted element in the x:),-z coordinate system, is reduced to 
[4-26] 
With J the transformed function j This integral is subsequently solved by numerical 
integration using the Gauss-Legendre quadrature. The details of quadrature technique, 
sampling points and weighting factors can be referred at Zienkiewicz and Taylor [2001]. 
4.7. Conclusion 
An introduction has been presented on the numerical technique of analysis. The 
criteria for the selection of the choice of numerical technique have heen stated. LBB 
condition is also been discussed briefly for the comprehension of the necessary condition for 
the stability and accuracy. The selection of the approximating functions for the spatial 
discretization and time-stepping scheines for the temporal discretization of the governing 
equations have been discussed. 
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5. Working Equations for the Finite Element Schemes 
As mentioned in the previous chapter that, finite element method is a numerical 
analysis technique which involved determining the approximate solution over an element 
which is then characterized based on the stability, accuracy and convergence. In this 
chapter the derivation of the governing equations shall be shown for both Free Flow 
(Stokes) regime as well as the Porous [Darcy's law) regime. The main theme of the finite 
element method is to reduce the higher order partial differential equation to lower order 
equations to be solved by rigorous matrix manipulations. In the present discussion, the 
solution procedure for the algebraic equation is explained, the linking technique for the 
combined free and porous is explained in detail. 
5.1. U-V-W-P scheme 
The governing equation for the free and the porous regime were discussed in the 
mathematical model chapter. Emphasis was been given on two different time stepping 
schemes, vi" Implicit theta and Taylor Galerkin. The working equations derived shall use 
the perturb continuity Taylor Galerkin scheme, which is an equal order interpolation 
technique. More details of unequal order time stepping schemes are given by Nassehi 
[Nassehi; 2002). However, before commencing the discussion about the derivation of 
working equation one important aspect is the Perturb Continuity scheme. 
5.1.1. Perturb Continuity scheme 
In order to have equal order interpolation functions for the field variables [Le. 
velocity and pressure], in the Perturb Continuity scheme a temporal derivative of 
pressure is added to the continuity which can be written in the form, 
1 8p 8ux GUy 
---+-+--=0 
pc2 8t 8x 8y 
[5.11 
Where, c is the speed of sound in the medium. With the addition of the 
term 11 p cl, it signifies that the fluid is slightly compressible [Zienkiewicz and Wu, 
1991], however the system assumes to have constant entropy and details of the 
assumptions made can be found in Zienkiewicz et at. [1995]. The main criterion to 
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include the velocity of sound in the continuity equation is for mathematical simplification 
and it does not affect the physical phenomena of the fluid flow. 
S.1.2.Temporal dirscretization for the free flow regime 
The governing equations for the free flow regimes are given by equation [3.9), 
[3.9) 
Now stating the Taylor series expansion of the field variable [velocity and pressure] with 
respect to the time increment at time step n + wit where 0:0; a :0; I gives, 
/::;p pL+,- PI. 
-= 
/::;t /::;t 
.6.vz = Vzln+! - Vz in 
M 
- +-=t apl l_Aa'P! 
at n+.M 2 at' n+aM 
Ovx I I ~.A a'Vx 
- +-=t--
at n+aA' 2 at' n+aA' 
Ovy 1 a'v +-atit--Y 
at n+aM 2 at' 
n+ah.r 
Ov'1 I _A ~2v, 
- +-=t 
at n+aM 2 at' n+aA, 
[5-2J 
[5-3J 
[5-4J 
[5-5J 
Generally in practice, the Taylor series expansion of the field variables is 
truncated and in the present scheme it is restricted to the first few terms. Although the 
accuracy of the time stepping scheme in Taylor Galerkin is dependent on the highest 
order of the time derivative in the equation after truncation, however repeated truncation 
and substitution of the temporal derivatives shall be bit intricate and time consuming. 
The first order derivatives can be written as, 
[5-6J 
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[5-7J 
[5-8J 
[5-9J 
Second order term derivatives can be found by differentiating the first order 
terms. From Equation 5.2; 
[5-IOJ 
Applying the rules of integration yields 
fEI = [pc' .i.(_ avx ) _ pc' .i.(_ avy ) _ pc' .i.(_ av,)] 
at'LaM ox at IJy at az at n+aM 
= [pc' .i.(ap _ or xx _ or xy _ or" )] + [pc' .i.(ap _ or yx _ or yy _ or Y' J] 
Ox Ox ox ay az ox IJy ox IJy az 
n+rolI n+a.O.t 
+ [pc' ~(ap _ or u _ or", _ or n J] [5-I1J 
ox az ox IJy az 
n+a.O.l 
Terms that contain r"" r", '1'"" lj", r", lj" '1'", '1'zz are ignored since the orders of 
derivatives are higher than those of other terms. Thus, we have 
a'p = [pc' a'p + pc' a'p + pc' a'p] 
at' ox' ",,' az' 
n+OOt V.Y n+aflt 
[5-I2J 
From Equation 5.3, 
[5-13J 
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The second terms onwards at the right hand side of equation were ignored since the 
order of derivatives is higher than that of first term. Applying the rules of differentiation 
to Equations 5.9, and similarly to the second order term in Equations 5.4 and 5.5 yields 
[5-14J 
[5-15] 
[5-16] 
Substituting the first order and second order terms from equations 5.6, 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, and 
equations 5.12, 5.14, 5.15, 5.16 into equations 5.2,5.3,5.4,5.5 gives 
(av av av) 1 (a' a' a') _pc' _x +_Y +_' +-atJ.tpc' -.l!..+-.l!..+-.l!.. [5-17] ax 0' az 2 ax' ay' oz' 
n+al!.t n+al!r.t 
v I -v I %n+1 In 
tJ.t 
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I_A [ , a (Dvx Dvy OV,)] +-=t c - --+--+-
2 ozox ay OZ 
n+aIlJ 
[5-20] 
In the U-V-W-P technique, both velocity and pressure in the governing equations are 
regarded as primary variables and are discretized as unknowns. Approximation of the 
unknown variables v'" v" Vz and p over an element gives 
n 
Vx =u "'u= LNjuj 
j=l 
n 
V, = W'" W= LNjWj 
j=i 
n 
Vy=v"'v=LNjVj 
1'==1 
n 
p '" P = LNjpj 
j=l 
[5-21] 
Where N j is the shape function associated with nodes j = 1... n with n the number of 
nodes per element. Applying the standard Galerkin method to equations 5.17, 5.18, 
5.19, 5.20 and substituting equations 5.21 yields 
/',.t 
=-PC'JN, 
n. 
. n+a6t 
n n n 
+ .!.at,.tpc' J N, a °LNjP~ a °LNjp~ a °LNjp~ j=l j=ol j=i dO., +- +-
2 n. ox ox ay ay oz oz 
n+at.t 
[5-22] 
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1 2 f a +-a!!.tc N-
2 n. 'ax 
,+aM 
[S-23[ 
,+aM 
[ [8tNiu'j] [8ThU;] [8t~l)] [8tNi~] [8t~~]r '7 IN 8 i-I 8 i-I 8 i-I 8 i-I 2 8 pi- I_ +- . - +- +- +- + - -Po. 'o. & & & iY & iY iY 8z' & 
,."" 
[S-2S[ 
n+alJ.t 
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Where, Ni is the weight function. 
After integration by parts using Gauss' theorem, the Equations 5.22, 5.23, 5.24 and 5.25 
becomes 
/!;t 
=_pc2 IN, dO, 
<l. 
n+<XIY 
n n n 
1 2 8N, 
8'L Njp; 8N, 8'L Njp; 8N 8'LN jp; j~l j==l j==l dO, --aMpc +- +-' 
2 <l, 8x 8x ay ay 8z 8z 
n n n 
1 
8'L Njp; 8'L NjP; 8'L Njp; 
+-a6.tpc2 Ni j=l nx+N; j==l ny+N, }=l n, df', 8x ay 8z 2 r, 
[5-261 
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" " " " " 
+ 1] fN; oI}vp; 
oI,Njv; oI,Njv; oI,NjW} oI,NjW} 
j=i 
x+ 
j=l 
'y + j=l 'y + j=i nz + j=l n, ar, & ay & & i'!z Pr, 
",at,J 
n, 
n 
" " 
+.!.-a,<'./c2 fN, 0'LNp; 
o'LNjV; oI,Njw; 
j=l 
+ 
j=l 
+ 
r:=l fz,/Ire 
2 r, ox ay oz 
[5-271 
n+al!.t 
d( 
[iJ:.lSU;} [OIlS";;} {oIlS";;} [oTh";;} [oTh"';} +!1 rN, J=l ... + j:;J. "+ )0:\. "+ )",J. ,., + J=l " J. 8y x & x 8y y i'Iz ' 8y " Pr. 
n+a.it 
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[5-28J 
,+aAt 
ne 
n+ab.f 
[5-291 
,+<W 
The result of integration by parts is that the order of differentiation is reduced by one in 
the resulting equations. The continuity restrictions on the approximating function have 
been reduced or 'weakened'. The resulting integral equation is referred to as the 'weak 
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form' of the boundary value problem. In these equations, functions given at time level 
n+Mt can be interpolated as [Nassehi, 2002] 
[5-30] 
The final working equations of this scheme for the Stokes flow model can be written as: 
M H , 
" 
M I2 , 
" 
M
"" " 
M I4 .. n+l y uj 
M 2l, M22" M 23 " M 24 " Y lj Y Y 
M Jl, M"" M JJ " M J4 , y Y lj lj 
M 4l, M42, M 4'., M 44, lj Y Y lj 
K Il, 
" K 2l, 
" K Jl , 
" K 4l, 
" 
Where, 
K I2 " 
" K 22 " 
" K
"" " 
K42ij 
K !3, U 
K 23 , 
" 
K JJ " 
" K 4J " 
" 
"+1 
= 
I " Cj 
[5-31] 
11 fff{ Mt[( 1 2)ON oN] oN aN] oN, ON]]} M y= N,N,+- 2'1+-l1tc -'--+'1-'--+'1--- dxdydz 
n. Jp 2 ox ox 0'0' ozoz 
MI2ij = fJJ{Mt(!l oN, oN; +'!'l1tc2 oN, ON;)}dxdydZ 
n. P0' ox 2 ox 0' 
MIJij = m{Mt(!l oN, oN] +.!.l'J.tc2 oN, ON])}dxdydZ 
n. poz Ox 2 ox OZ 
{ (
n oN, oN, I oN oN J} M 21 ij = HJ Mt :..!._, __ J +-l1tc2_,--] dxdydz 
n. pOX 0' 2 0'& 
[5-32] 
[5-33] 
[5-34] 
[5-35] 
[5-36] 
22 JJJ{ ['1 oN, oN; (2'1 1 ,)ON,ONj ON,ON]]r M y = N,N +Mt ----+ -+-l'J.tc ---+'1--- dydz 
n. ] pOX ox p2 0'0' OZOZ 
[5-37] 
M y = Mt --'-+-l1tc -- dxdydz 23 JfJ{ ('1 oN oN] 1 2 oN, ON;)} 
n. poz 0' 2 0' oz 
[5-38] 
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[5-39J 
M'\ '= fff{a!1t(!l aN, aNI + .!..Mc' aN, aNj )}dxdYdz 
n, pax EJz 2 az ax 
[5-40J 
{ ( 1/ aN aN I aN aN )} M 32, '= m a!1t __ ,_I +-/),tc'_'_1 dxdydz n, payaz 2 azay [5-41J 
33 fff{ [1/ aN, aNj 1/ aN, aNj (21/.1 ,) aN, aNI J}ax M ,'= N,N +a!1t ---+---+ -+-/),tc -- dydz 
n, I paxax pay ay p 2 azaz 
[5-42J 
[5-43J 
41 JJJ{ ,aNj } M ,'= pa!1tc N, - dxdydz 
n, ax 
[5-44J 
[5-45J 
4' JJJ{ ,aNI} M ,= pa!1tc N, - dxdydz 
n. az 
[5-46J 
44 fff{ I ,(aN, aNj aN, aNj aN, aNj)}ax M ,= N,NI +pa!1t-Mc --+--+-- dydz[5-47J n 2 ax ax ay ay EJz EJz 
. " 
K"ij = N,N + 21/+-/),tc' -' -' +1/-' -' +1/-' _I dxdydz JJJ{ (1- a)/),t [( I ) aN aN. aN aN. aN aN ]} n, I p 2 axax ay ay azaz 
[5-48J 
12 JJJ{( ) (1/ aN aNI I , aN. aNj )} . K ,'= I-a /),t --' -+-/),tc -' - dxdydz 
n. payax 2 axay 
[5-49J 
13 fff{( ) (1/ aN. aNj I , aN, aNI)} K ,= I-a /),1 --' -+-Mc -- dxdydz 
n. pazax 2 axaz 
[5-50J 
K14, = m{- (1- a )/),t aN, NI}dxdYdZ 
n. p ax 
[5-51J 
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21 fJJ{( ) (1/ aN, aNj I 2 aN aN j J} K if = I-a I1t ---+-l1tc -' - dxdydz 
n. pax8y 2 8yax 
[5-52] 
22 fJf{ () [1/ aN, aNj (21/ I 2) aN, oN j oN oN j Jr K if = N,N. + I-a M ---+ -+-Mc --+1/-' - dydz 
n. J pox ox p 2 8y8y azaz 
[5-53] 
23 ffJ{( ) (1/ aN. aN) I 2 oN, aNj )} K if = I-a I1t --' -+-l1tc -- dxdydz 
n. poz8y 2 8yaz 
[5-54] 
K1Ay = m{- (l-a}!1t oN, N)}dxdydZ 
n. p 8y 
[5-55] 
31 fJJ{( ) (1/ aN, oN) I 2 oN, aNj )} K if = I-a M ---+-l1lc -- dxdydz 
n. paxoz 2 ozox 
[5-56] 
J2 ffJ{( ) (1/ aN, aN j I 2 aN. oN) J} K if = I-a M ---+-l1lc -' - dxdydz 
n. p8yoz 2 az8y 
[5-57] 
JJ JIJ{ () [1/ oN, oN) 1/ aN, oN) (21/ I 2) aN, aN) Jr K if = N,N + I-a 111 ---+---+ -+-Mc -- dydz 
n.) pox ox p8y8y p 2 azaz 
KJ4if = Qf{ (1-;)l1t o~' N j }dxdydZ 
K41y = m{p(l- a )Mc2 N, oN) }dxdydZ 
n. ox 
K 42 if = Qf{p(l-a)Mc2N, a~ }dxdydZ 
K43 if = m{p(l- a )l1lc2 N, oN) }dxdYdZ 
n. oz 
[5-58] 
[5-59] 
[5-60] 
[5-61] 
[5-62] 
44 fff{ () I 2(aN, oNj oN, oN) oN, ON))r K y = N,N. + P I-a M-Mc --+--+-- dydz 
n. J 2 ox ox 8y8y ozoz 
[5-63] 
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B'I = N , - 2T]+-fl.tc' -In,+T]-lny+T]-ln, r{ alll [( 1 ) 011' 011' 011' r. p 2 ox ay oz 
0-, ~~, 0-' ~~, ]} vII, vVI wI 1 2 VWI _, +T]-n +-fl.tc -n +T]-n +-fl.tc -n -p.n df 
ox Y 2 ay' ox'2 oz'" , [5-64] 
{ [ 
0
-' "''''' 0-' ( ) """, aM 1 2 u. VU· v. 1 uV B21= f N,- -Mc -' ny+T]-' n,+T]-' n,+ 2T]+-fl.tc2 _I n 
r. p 2 Ox ay ox 2 ay y 
av' aw' aw' ]} j j 1 2j - e +T]-n +T]-n +-fl.tc -n -p n df oz' ay'2 ozY Iy , [5-65] 
f{ aM [ 1 2 011' 011' 1 ov' ov~ B'I = N- -Mc _J n +T]_J n +-Litc2_ 1 n +71-' n -p~n 'p2 ox' oz'2 ay' ozY" r, 
+'1_1 n, +'1_1 ny + 2'7+.!.Mc2 _I n, dr, aw' aw' ( ) aw' ]} 
ox By.2 oz 
/5-66) 
4 f{ 2 1 2( OJ!; OJ!; OJ!~ Jr B I = N,paM -c -n, +-ny +-' n, , 
r, 20x ay az [5-67) 
e'l = J N, -a 2T]+-Litc2 _I n, +71-1 ny +'7-J n, { (I )M [( 1 ) 011' 811' 011' r. p 2 ox· ay oz 
0
-' "''''' "''''' "'''''' ]} VI 1 2 UV j uWj 1 2 UWJ -, +T]-n +-fl.tc -n +T]-n +-Litc -n -p n df 
ox Y 2 ay' ox'2 OZ'" , [5-68) 
e21 = J N, -a _Mc2_ 1 ny+T]-1 n,+T]-J n,+ 2T]+-fl.tc2 _J n { (I )M [1 011' 811' av' ( 1 ) av' r, p 2 ox ay Ox 2 ayY 
0-' "-"'., "-"'.' ]} Vj uWj 1 2 UW j -e 
+T]-n, +T]-n, +-fl.tc -ny - PJny <ir, OZ ay 2 oz [5-69) 
e " = N -Mc -n +T]-n +-Mc -n +T]-n -p.n 3 J{ (1- a )M [ 1 2 011; auj 1 2 av; ov; -, 
r. I p 2 ox' oz'2 ay' ozY J' 
aw' aw' ( ) aw' ]} +'1_1 n,+'1-1 ny+ 2'1+.!.f,.tc2 _I n, dr, 
ox By 2 az 
[5-70) 
[5-71] 
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In the above equations, the matrix A is the elemental stiffness matrix at time level n+l 
where as matrix B is the elemental stiffness matrix at time level n. The matrix C is the 
inter-elemental or boundary element matrix at time level n and as 0( is very small (1- a 2 ), 
the terms containing these terms are neglected from the boundary integral terms. 
5.1.3. Temporal Dirscretization for the porous flow reg ime 
The governing equation for the porous flow regime is given by equation 3.13, 
pO(UJ =9P +!L.u 
ot ax Kx x 
a( uy) ap 1] p--=-+-'u ot ry Ky y 
o(uJ ap 1] P--=-+-'U 
at oz K, ' 
[3.13] 
The approximation of the unknown variables ux,uy'u, and p over an element 
gives 
" 
Ux =u "'u= "L.Npj 
j=l 
" 
uy = V '" V = LNjvj 
j=l 
" 
u, =W '" w= LNjwj 
1""{ 
" P p ",p= LNj - 1 
P j=l P 
The first order derivatives along with the can be written as, 
aVI ( T] (JpJI at lI+ttt.l = - K yP . V + -ay lI+adl 
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[5-73] 
[5-74] 
[5-75) 
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~I ('7 V ap)1 
atln+aM = - K ~p' + a; lI+al!.t [5-76J 
Therefore, 
iJ'UI iJ (T/ ap)1 -- =-- --u+-at' at K ax 
n+aM xP n+al!l 
[5-77J 
~I =_.E..(_'7 ,u)1 +.E..(ap)1 
a?-l,+all.t at K xP n+a41 8x at n+aM 
[5-78J 
Substituting equations 5.73 & 5.74 into equation 5.77, after rearrangement the equation 
takes the form as, 
a'u I -[ '7 ' . U + _'7_. ap + c,(au + av + aw )]1 [5-79J 
at 2 n+a6.1 - K x 2 P 2 K xP 8x Bx ay 8z n+alll 
Similarly, 
a'vl ['7' V '7 iJP ,(aU av aW)] 8i' . = K 'p,' + K yP . ay + c ax + ay + a;-
n+al..ll % n+a6.t 
[5-80J 
[5-81J 
From equation 5.72, 
a'PI ' a (au av iJW)1 8i' . = - c at ax + ay + a;- . 
n+a",,/ n~a",,1 
[5-82J 
a'pl ,[a(au) iJ(av) il(ilW)]1 8i' n+aIJ./ = - C ox Tt + ay 8t + oz a;- n+al!.1 [5-83J 
After substitution of equations 5.73 to 5.75 in equation 5-83, 
a,pi = c,(_T/_.au +_T/_aV +_T/_.aw +a'p +il'P +il'P] [5-84J 
at'. K,p ox Kyp oy K,p oz ax' ily' ilz' 
Il+au/ n+alll 
Finally, substituting, equations 5.73 to 5.75 and equation 5.78 to 5.80 and equation 5.83 
into equation 5.72 to 5.75 we get, 
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ul -ul 
,,+1 n ( " OP)I - --·u+-K xP ox ntaD.t [5-85J 
I ,[", "oP, 0 (OU av OW)]I + '-a/He --·U + ----+ C - --+ -+-
2 K 'p K ,p ox ox ox oy oz 
x "ta.!.t 
[5-86J 
wl,+,-wl, _(_t}_.w+ap) 
At K,p & 
nta!:'1 [5-87J 
1 ,[ t)' t} ap ,a (au av aw)] +-aAtc --·W+----+c - --+-+-
2 K'p K,paz az ax ay az 
: n+at.f 
And 
[5-88J 
The weighted residual standard Galerkin statement is written as, 
[5-89J 
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JJfNJ[(fu/NII )-(fV/NII )]dxdydz =-MfffNJ[-ry fN,u,'+ O~NIP,']dxdydZ 
Q. 1=1 IIt1 ,=\ 11 0. K xP /=\ Bx 
ntatol 
[ 
, " OfP/NI] 
+.!.aM' HI NJ '"" L U,'N, + ry le' dxdydz 2 n. K:t P 1=] K xP Bx 
n+atJ.l 
[
OfUI'NI ofV,'N, ofW,'NI] 
+ I:1t 2c 2 HJ N!.- 1=1 + i=l + 1=1 dxdydz 
". J OX OX oy OZ 
n+aal 
[5-90] 
fffNi[(iv,"Nil J-(iV,"Nil J]dxdydZ =-MHfNi[~iNiV,'+ O~NIP,':dxdydZ 
n. 1=1 11+1 ,=\ n n. K yP ,=1 ay 
n+a<11 
n+atll 
[5-91] 
fffNi[(iw,"Nil J-(iW,"NII J]dxdydz =-MJJfNJ[~iNIW/+ O~NIP,']dxdydz 
n. 1",1 11+\ 1=\ n n. K zp ,=\ 8z 
lI+aAl 
1 [," aip,'NI} +-a/',.(' JJfNJ +, LW/N, + ,".-I dydz 2 ". K, P i=' K,p az 
nta-At 
[
aiU,'NI aiV,'Ni aiW,'NI] 
+ /',.('c' JIfN J..- i=' + 1=' + i=' dxdydz 
n. Jaz ax ay. az 
n+at:.t 
[5-92] 
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The first derivative terms of pressure and second derivative terms of velocities are 
replaced by lower order terms using Divergence theorem to maintain continuity between 
the elements. After all these transformations the final set of equatio')s cab be arranged in 
matrix form as, 
All A.12 A" AI4 
•• 1 •• 1 B 11 B .. 12 B .. " BI4 • • • UJ UJ Cj ij if ij ij if if if if 
A21 A 22 A .. 23 A 24 Vj B2I B 22 B23 B 24 Vj Cj if if if if 
= 
if if if if + 
A " A.32 A.33 A .. 34 Wj B .. " Bn B" B 34 Wj Cj if if if if if if if if 
A 41 
if 
A 42 
if 
A 43 
if 
A44 
if 
Pj B 41 if B .. 42 if B.
43 
if 
B 44 
if Pj C j 
[5-93] 
Where, Cij is the array of boundary integrals. In this procedure, the functions at time level 
n + al'J.t can be evaluated as, 
FI = aFI +(I-a)FI 
n+aAt n+! n [5-30] 
[5-94] 
[5-95] 
[5-96] 
"fff aN, A, = - a/!.tN j --dxdydz 
n, 8x 
[5-97] 
[5-98] 
[5-99) . 
[5-100) 
[5-101) 
[5-102] 
[5-103] 
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~4 =_ fffmtAj a~ dxdyd2 /5-105J 
0, 
8N A;' = HJaMc'N,-J dxdydz /5-106] 
<> 8x 
A;' = fffailtc 2 Ni a:j dxdydz [5-108] 
<>, Z 
At = fffNiNjdxdydz [5-109J 
<>, 
E~2 = 0 
B~' = m(N,Ni-(I-a)M KJi N,NJ)dxdydZ 0. yP 
E." = 0 y 
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[5-110] 
[5-111] 
[5-112] 
[5-113] 
[5-114] 
[5-115] 
[5-116] 
[5-117J 
[5-1181 
[5-119] 
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B~3 = W(N,Nj -(l-a)M....!!..-N,Nj)dxdYdZ 
n, K,p 
[5-120] 
[5-121] 
aN B~1 = - fff(l- a)c' N, _J dxdydz 
n, Ox 
[5-122] 
[5-123] 
B:3 =-fff(l-a)c'N, a~j dxdydz 
n~ uz 
[5-124] 
B:' = fffN,Njdxdydz [5-125] 
n, 
C~1 = - JaMN,P.'nxdr, [5-126] 
r, 
C; = - JaMN,P.'nydr, [5-127] 
r, 
C~ = - fatltN,fin,dr, [5-128] 
r, 
[5-129] 
In the above equations, the matrix A is the elemental stiffness matrix at time level n + 1 
where as matrix B is the elemental stiffness matrix at time level n. The matrix C is the 
inter-elemental or boundary element matrix at time level n and as (f. is very small (1- a'), 
the terms containing these terms are neglected from the boundary integral terms. 
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5.2. Numerical linking of the Free/Porous Domain 
As mentioned in the chapter 3, the most important criterion for the linking the 
linking of the free and porous domain. In order to couple the free and porous regimes in 
a single model, the Darcy's equation is imposed as a boundary condition as the 
free/porous boundary interface [and vice - versa]. The main purpose of imposition of 
this condition shall circumvent the difficulty of matching the flux terms [i.e. the line 
integrals] generating from both the regimes. In the stiffness matrix of the free flow 
elements present on the free/ porous interface, the Stokes terms corresponding to the 
interfacial node are replaced by appropriate form of the discretized Darcy equations. 
The following can be explained as shown to the figure 5.1 
Direction 
of flow 
) 
t1,f 
, 
, 
. , 
t1,p: 
, 
Free Flow Porous 
Regime 1,.f : ".p Regime 
'//O-----------~,-.:---- -------,.' -"~,-/~"~------------------- -------, 
t:!\-------v<;=:J 
Figure 5-1: Schematic representation ofthree dimensional linking scheme for the Free/Porous 
regime 
The above figure shows the two elements which are represent the free flow and 
porous flow regime .In the present scenario, the porous regime is to be linked with the 
free flow regime through the nodes at the interface. i,,f ,),,1, k,,f ,!,., represent the nodes 
on the free flow regime and i"p ')"P' k,.P ,l,.P represent the nodes on the porous regime. In 
order for the linking at the interface, the nodes on the surface of the interface 
represented by i,,f ,),." k,,f ,4., are be replaced by the nodes on the porous regime, i,e. i,.p 
, k l 
,Jl,p' 1,p' 1,p. 
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5.3. Accuracy, convergence and stability 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the finite element method is a numerical analysis 
technique for representing/ construcring an approximate solution of a well defined 
mathemarical problem and mandates the accutacy of the results without compromising 
the stability and convergence. In order to continue with the accuracy, stability and 
convergence, an understanding of the errors arising in finite element modeling should be 
taken into account. There are three main types of errors associated with any numerical 
analysis technique. First is called as discretization error which arises due to the irregular 
or curved boundaries bounded by the domain. The discretization error for boundary of 
the curved domain can be minimized by smoothing techniques. The second, elemental 
errors, arise during the formulation of the element, are associated with the element 
deficiencies contained in the element. In the current study this error is approximated or 
reduced by using iso-parametric elements. Details on errors on finite element method 
can be found in various books [Ainsworth, Oden, 2000; Babuska, Strouboulis, 2001; 
Dow, 1999]. The third type of etror is due to the numerical and computational 
capabilities of the programming language. The errors involved in the computational or 
programming errors can be further segregated into three sub-divisions, namely round-
off, truncation and cancellation errors. The steps involved in minimization of these 
errors can be found in various text for example Griffiths and Smith [Griffiths, Smith, 
1991; Griffiths, Smith, 2006], Chapra and Canala [Chapra, Canale; 2002] and others. 
Unlike structural mechanics, the stiffness matrix is fluid dynamics are asymmetric 
and nonlinear, which could be solved by an iterative technique such as Picard's methods 
or the Newton-Raphson method. However Picard's method is the best choice as due to 
the calculations involved in the Newton-Raphson method. The global stiffness matrix in 
the iterative form can be written as 
[5-130J 
Where, i is the iteration number. The non-linear terms in the stiffness matrix and the 
load vector are computed at each iteration using the values of {X} from the previous 
iteration. This procedure is repeated until the convergence is obtained which is calculated 
by ratio of Euclidean norm between successive iterations to the norm of solutions 
[Lapidus and Pindar, 1982] as, 
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[5-131] 
Where, N is the total number of degrees of freedom and 8 is the pre-selected 
convergence tolerance value. 
In order to determine the solution of the linear equations associated with Picard's 
iteration method, elimination methods such as band solver [Conte and De Boor ,1972], 
profile solvers [Bathe; 1996] and frontal solvers [Irons ,1970] can be used. For the 
present research work, in order to solve the asymmetrical matrices, a modified version of 
the frontal solver, described by Hood [Hood; 1976], is used. One of the important 
features of using the modified frontal solver is its capability of performing simultaneous 
assembly and elimination procedure, which saves both dynamic and static memory 
allocation. 
Stability, in the mathematical sense, is to implement the positive certainty on the 
approximation equation in order to solve the incompressible fluid flow problems. One 
of the necessary and sufficient conditions to ascertain the stability for the both free and 
porous flow is the through (three independent researchers) Ladyshenskaya 
[Ladyshenskaya, 1969], Babuska [Babuska, 1970] and Brezzi [Brezzi, 1974] (know as LBB 
condition). Briefly, the LBB condition has been stated, Donea and Huerta [Donea and 
Huerta ,2003], The existence of stable finite element solution approximate solution, with 
respect to the velocity and the pressure spaces (u h ,ph) for a particular domain, to the 
steady state Stokes problem depends upon the choosing a right pair of spaces v h and 
,9h , su~h that the following inf-sup condition holds; 
[5-132] 
Where, a is independent of mesh size h . If the LBB condition is satisfied then there 
. . h h d h n h eXists a uruque U E V an PE", . 
The proof of these LBB stability condition can be found in the above mentioned 
references and shall not be discussed in detail. 
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5.4. Solution Algorithm 
The main objective of the present report is to develop an economical robust and 
reliable analysis of pleated cartridge ftlters. In any computational fluid dynamics the 
solution is obtained in three steps: 
1. Preprocessing 
This stage involves domain dirscretization into elements. For the present research 
work the domain is discretized using an automatic meshing commercial software 
COSMOS GeoSTAR ® developed by the Structural Research and Analysis group. The 
ftle generated by this software contains information such as nodal co-ordinates, elemental 
connectivity and boundary conditions. However in order for the processor to carry out 
the solution of the FORTRAN code (3DFEUT) was developed to read the GeoSTAR 
output ftle and transfer the relevant data. It is to be noted that as the three dimensional 
meshing is difficult to carry out as for highly complex geometries there would be difficult 
to determine the exact nodal co-ordinate and elemental connectivity. 
2. Processing unit 
Three Dimensional Combined Stokes Darcy Modeling Program [1DCSMP] is a 
three dimensional Inte! Visual FORTRAN code developed to simulate the combined 
Stokes-Darcy phenomena with the linking that is been carried out at the surface 
interface. The codes are developed in a finite element method incorporated with the 
working equation for the free flow Stokes regime and porous flow Darcy regime. The 
fluid is considered to be a generalized Newtonian fluid, where the viscosity is been 
updated at every iteration. The solution algorithm is shown in the figure 5.1. 
3. Post-processing 
In the post-processing unit the field variables are plotted for the domain under 
consideration. Here the plotting, done in form of stream traces, vector plot and contours, 
are been done using the plotting software incorporated in COSMOS GeoSTAR and 
TechPLOT 360 ® package. 
The subroutines involved in the pre-processing, processing and post processing 
units are explained in the appendix in detail. 
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PRESSURE 
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START 
DISCRETlZE THE DOMAIN 
INITIAL CONDITIONS READ 
BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS 
ARE SPECIFIED 
Yes 
TIME VARIABLES ARE 
INCREMENTED 
SOLVE THE COUPLED 
FREE/POROUS FLOW 
EQUATIONS FOR 
VELOCITY AND PRESSURE 
STOP 
No 
UPDATE THE 
RHEOLOGICAL 
PARAMETERS 
Figure 5-2: Solution algorithm of the processing unit in TDCSDMP 
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5.5. Conclusion 
The chapter commences with a brief introduction to the perturb continuity scheme in 
order to have equal order interpolation of the field variables. The main aim of the 
present chapter is to derive the working equations for the transient case, for both free 
and porous regime. The governing equations presented in chapter 3 are solved with the 
perturb continuity equation to develop the working equations in the matrix form which 
has been implemented in the FORTRAN programming code. The numerical linking of 
the freel porous was shown in section 5.2. Accuracy, convergence and stability, which 
are an important aspect in any numerical technique of analysis, were discussed in detail. 
This section is concluded with the solution algorithm which gives the detailed steps of 
pre-processing, processing and post processing used in the present research work. 
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6. Computational Result and Discussion 
The working equations derived in the previous chapter were added to the 
FORTRAN code [TDCSDMP] in order to compute the fluid dynamics flow for the Free 
[Stokes], porous [Darcy] and coupled free/porous regimes. The mesh data was generated by 
the Geostar® is read by 3DFEUT.for program to be converted into a data fIle [dataf.dat] 
that can be read by the main program in order to carry out the calculation. Previous research 
work carried out by Nassehi [ 2005], the two dimensional data was very easy to generate 
however in three dimensional analysis many problems are associated with it. First and the 
majour one is the determining the elemental connectivity. Geostar® a domain specifIc 
meshing software, the surfaces and volumes created have to be set into a specifIc manner in 
order to comply with the shape function defIned in the FORTRAN code, which is the most 
time consuming and tedious with respect to others. Second is the setting the boundary 
constraints for the specifIc problem and emphasis is made while considering different 
geometry . Third, the plotting of the generated results which unlike the 2D are diffIcult to 
visualize. However, there are advantages of the present programming structure. As INTEL 
VISUAL FORTRAN 10.1 is employed to carry out simulation, the programming time is 
reduced considerably. This is done by linking the different subroutines which can be run on 
different 32 bit computer that are operating on windows platform. Strict adherence is made, 
while developing the code, for minimization of the time for computation and memory 
utilization. For all the computational purpose, all the processing and post processing unit are 
been done using Intel Pentium 4 processors running on 3.0 GHz speed and 1024 MB RAM. 
To reiterate, the method employed is the perturb continuity scheme [UVWP scheme) for all 
the caseS of flow regimes mentioned. In some specifIc cases, the simulated performances are 
compared with available experimental results and theoretical analysis. 
With respect to the theme of discussion, the domain under consideration are 
presented with ascending order of intricacy involved. Finally the simulated resulted are been 
presenting with using COSMOS ® or TECHPLOT 360® for visualization (commercial 
software's). 
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6.1. Geometrical and Physical Characteristics of domains 
The algorithm developed in such a manner in order to have maximum geometrical 
flexibility and increasing order of intricacy of the problem. Solutions to the governing 
equations is obtained for different types of boundary conditions depending on the geometry 
of the domain. Results have been generated for a wide rang of permeation characteristics of 
porous media. The fluid flow behaviour in the coupled flow regimes have been observed for 
an incompressible fluid with different rheological properties. As the hydraulic fluids 
employed in aircraft machine system are highly viscous Generalised Newtonian fluids, the 
validity of the numerical algorithm is examined with power law fluids for different power law 
indices. 
In all the simulations, the porous medium is homogeneous and has isotropic 
permeability within the bounds of 10-8 m2 to 10-12 m2• The power law indices for the 
Generalised Newtonian incompressible fluid varied between 0.85 and 1.20 representing 
shear-thinning and shear thickening behaviours, respectively. The consistency coefficient in 
the power law equation for the viscosity of the fluid at zero shear is maintained at 80 Pa.s. 
For an isothermal situation, the density of the incompressible fluid is taken to be 970 kgm-3. 
The boundary constraints imposed, either artificially or arising from the underlying physics, 
is explained pictorially with each domain considered in the present study. 
6.2. Graphical presentation of simulated results 
The results generated by the code were numbers representing the values of the field 
variables. Individual field variables are plotted separately. For plotting contour both 
Geostar® and Techplot version 360 ® were used, however plotting the vectors, Techplot is 
a more versatile software in terms of visualization. The notations however are the same in 
both the plotting software packages. The sign conventions representing the direction, 
magnitude are assumed as shown in the figure 6.1. 
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6.2.1. Graphical representation of flow field 
Consider a resultant velocity vector given by 
U =u)+uyj+u,k 
Where i, j & k are unit vectors in direction of x, y & z respectively 
+y 
-z 
U 
-x ------:7f'~'-----L---_ +x 
+z 
-y 
Figure 6-1: Sign convention for direction of velocity components. 
[6-1) 
In all tbe plots tbe resultant vectors are plotted and tbe magnitude is calculated according to 
tbe reference vector. The velocity resultant is calculated by, 
[6-2) 
Suppose tbe vector U makes an angle a, f3 & r witb x, y & z axes respectively tben tbe 
respective angles can be calculated by 
[6-3) 
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6.2.2. Representation of pressure field 
Typical colour scale representing the velocity variable is shown in figure 6.2, 
O . 1 8 1 
O . 1 69 
O . 1 57 
O . 1 45 
O . 1 33 
O . 1 2 1 
O . 1 09 
O . 0 97 
0 . 085 
0 . 073 
0 . 0 60 
0 . 048 
0 . 036 
0 . 024 
0 . 0 1 2 
la1 GeoSTAR Ibl Using Techplot v 10.0 
Figure 6-2: Sample velocity contour sca le 
'I11C pressure is plotted mainly in form of filled [flooded] COntours or line contours. 
Figure 6.3 shows a sample pressure cOntour, 
Figure 6-3: Sample Pressure contour scale 
I t is to be noted that all the values of the field variables are in S.L units. -n,e unit o f velocity 
is ms" and that of pressure is Pa. 
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6.3. Hydrodynamics in the free flow regime 
The perturbed continuity scheme is testified for free and porous flow dynamics in 
the initial attempts and later extended to analyse coupled flow dynamics. 1ne results are 
calculated for simple geometries and the scheme is further examined for a set of complex 
and irregular shaped geometries. Since the perturbed continwty formulation is based on the 
use of transient form of the governing equations, a range of time step values and time-
stepping parameter e have been selected to achieve st,~ble and accurate solutions. 
6.3.1. Free flow in circular Pipe 
As the simplesr case, flow through a straight pipe is considered as a case governed by 
Stokes equation. Briefly describing the domain specification, the length of the domain is 
considered to be 0.020 m [ L=0.020 m] along x direction and the diameter of the pipe is 
0.005 m [2b = 0.005m]. The finite element mesh as shown in figure 6-4. 
Figure 6-4: Com puta tional mesh for Stokes now a na lys is in a stra ight pipe 
The mesh comprises 2541 nodal pointS corresponding to 2000 linear [8 noded] hexahedral 
elements. For the present case, a Newtonian fluid is assumed having fluid density of 980 
Kgm.3 and the kinematic viscosity is set to 80 Pas. The schematic representation of the 
boundary conditions imposed are shown in figure 6-5 and 6-6. Plug flow inlet is imposed at 
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the inlet of the pipe and no slip boundary conditions are considered on the boundary 
enclosed as shown. The pressure datum imposed at the exit is zero. 
y Plug flow 
Velocity inlet 
x 
L 
• 
v =v=v =o .~ J' : 
2b 
• 
v=v=v =o x y z 
Figure 6-5: Schematic representation of the boundary conditions imposed for flow through a pipe 
For the numerical computations, the time step of 0.00001 s used and ro approximate 
the tempotal variations of variables between two successive time levels and the time stepping 
parameter of 0.85 was found to be quite reasonable. With respect to the imposed boundary 
conditions the developed Ilow fields are shown in figure 6-6 and 6-7. 
Figure 6-6: Developed flow fi eld for the flow tbrough a pipe - section parallel to xy plane 
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Figure 6-7: Developed flow field for flow through a pipe - sections parallel to yz plane 
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Figure 6-8: Vector plot showing the developed flow field for flow through a pipe 
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Figure 6-9: Pressure distribution over the ci rcular pipe domain. 
It can be observed that the maximum pressure noted observed in the direction of flow is 
7.22 x 10.00 Pa when the zero pressure darum is appLed at cl,e exit. 
6.3.2. Theoretical Validation of simulated results 
We know that the momenrum conservation represented by the x-component of 
equation of motion is written as [Bird et ai, 2005] 
[6-4] 
As the flow in the channel has reached the fully-developed steady state status, any change in 
velocity components along the length of channel is assumed to be negLgible. 
au y '" 0 00, '" 0 aux '" Oand OOx = du x 
Ox Ox az ay dy 
Therefore, 
ap =!!....(77 dUx) 
Ox dy dy 
For a fully developed flow of a purely Newtoruan Fluid, 
ap = I'1p = 7J !!....(dUx ) 
Ox I'1x dy dy 
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Integra ting both sides, 
du, _ I (!:!.pJ C 
---- - .y+ 1 
dy r; I:!.x 
With repeated integration, 
u x = :7] ( ! )- / + Cl' Y + C 2 
Bowldary Conditions: 
Aty=±L U =0 x 
[6-8] 
[6-9] 
[6-10] 
Substituting the boundary condition of equation [6.10] , after algebraic manipulation of 
equation [6.9], 
l~: :;,(:k +C, 
Boundary Conditions: 
Aty=O U =U 
x Xmax 
Substituting the boundary condition of equation [6-12J into equation [6-11], 
C =U 2 xmax 
[6-11] 
[6-12] 
[6-13] 
[6-14] 
The sinmJations are carried out for fluid of viscosity of 80 Pas and density of 970 kgm·'. We 
take two sampling points PI and P2 in the elemental domain to measure the pressure drop. 
The coordinates of PI are [0, +k] and those of P2 are [L, +bJ. The velocity value at these 
two points "x is 0.1 ms·' and the maximum value of velocity, lI,m,~ found at the plane y = L is 
0. 1123 ms" . The distance between points PI and P2 is L, i.e. 0.020 m. Substituting the 
figures in equation [6-14], the pressure differential measured between ti,ese two points is 
calculated as 3.15 x 10' Pa. However, the corresponding simulated value of pressure drop is 
found to be 7.21 x 10 -< Pa. 
For a free flow of incompressible fluid, the total stress imposed on the fluid is 
carried by the fluid itself during the course of flow. Eventually, the pressure as a part of total 
stress remains constant at each and every point in the reginle. 11,e only way to measure a 
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pressure drop is to apply a pressure datum at a point in the solutio n domain and ca lib rate the 
value of resultant simulated pressure drop with its corresponding analytical value. Therefore, 
the calibration parameter for this situation is found to be 4.37 X 10'0 In a similar way the 
calibration factor was determined for increasing order of viscosity as shown in table 6.1 , 
Table 6-1: Ca1ibration chart showing the calibration values for simulated pressure and analytical 
pressure. 
Viscosity [dp / dx]N umerical [dp / dx]Numerical 
111 with out with [dp/ dx] 
Sr. No. Pas calibration calibration Analytical 
1 80 3.43E-05 3.1 5£+05 3.1 5E+05 
2 160 6.86£-05 5.13E+05 5.12E+05 
3 320 1.37E-04 1.03£+06 1.02E+06 
4 640 2.75E-04 2.05E+06 2.05E+06 
Therefore It can be concluded that, taking 111to conSIderation the calibration factor, the 
analytical solution can be approximated to the simulated pressure values. 
6.3.3. Free flow hydrodynamics through annulus 
For free flow hydrodynamics through a pipe the applicability o f the perturb 
continui ty scheme was been tested and theoretically validated by considering a simple case. 
The applicability of the UVWP scheme is further applied to the fl ow through annulus 
formed by two centric pipes. The length of the annulus is 0.01 5 rn, the Outer diameter of 
inner pipe is 0.0025 m and the inner diameter o f outer pipe is 0.005 m. T he is domain 
discretization is done using 9240 nodes corresponding to 8000 elements as shown in figure . 
The fluid here considered is Newtoruan with viscosity of 80 Pas and density of 980 Kgm''. 
No slip boundary condition is imposed on the inner surface of the outer pipe and outer 
surface of inner pipe, along the length of pipe. Plug fl ow conditions are imposed at the inlet 
with velocity of 0.1 ms' and pressure datum specified at the exit is zero. The time stepping 
parameter used in for the present case is 0.90 and the time increment is 0.0001 seconds. 
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Figure 6-10: Computational mesh for the Stokes now analysis through annulus 
Vx = O. ims -l 
V" = V, = 0,0 
v =v =v =o 
.r )I ; 
:;: :':;; ~'n .. nunuunnnun .· unnununnnunnnnu ... nnn 'i 1 , ~, 
C' . v, = v, = v, = 0 x 
Figure 6-11: Schematic representation of the boundary conditions imposed on the surface of the 
annulus on xy plane 
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Figure 6-12: Sectional view of the developed velocity profile for the now through annulus 
y 
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Figure 6-13: Pressure plot for the now through annulus 
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For the present case the mass balance was calculated and the discrepancy between 
the inlet and outlet was found to be 0.01 % this concluding that tl,e mass continuity is 
preserved. The steady state results were attained after 5 time steps and d,e developed 
velocity contour is shown in the figure 6-12. along wid, the pressure profile in figure 6-13. 
6.3.4. Compatibility with irregular shaped flow domain 
One of d,e main issues addressed by Nassehi cl 0/ [Nassehi cl a/, 2005] is the failure 
of the perturb continuity scheme wid, respect to irregular shape flow domain. f le S mentioned 
in chapter 5, the perturb continuity scheme depends upon the three main factors. 
a. The time stepping parameter 
b. The time increment 
c. Velocity of sound 
However in addition to all the above the perturb continuity scheme is also dependent 
upon the mesh refinement and thus the element aspect ratio . The method does reguire very 
good knowledge of d,e above mentioned factors in order to satisfy mass continuity and 
avoid abrupt pressure calculations. Whilst working with d,e UVWP scheme, d'e main factor 
found to be is the mass continuity. If once tl,e mass continuity is satisfied tl,e model works 
in compliance to expected results. This can be achieved by permutation or combination of 
the above mentioned factors. 
With the above mentioned the following domains are presented as a proof for the 
scheme to comply with irregular shape domain. To commence with analysis of flow through 
a ventw:i. The total length of the domain is 0.30 m with the inlet and outlet diameter of 0.05 
m and that of the ventw:i is 0.025 m. The computational mesh for the flow through venturi, 
shown in figure 6-14, comprising of 4500 elements and 5566 nodes. The sinlulations are 
carried out for fluid density of 980 Kgm3 and viscosity of 80 Pas. Plug flow [0.1 ms·l ] 
velocity boundary conditions are inlposed at inlet and at the exit tl,e pressure datum inlpose 
is zero. No slip boundary conditions are inlposed on the wall of the domain other than the 
inlet and outlet. The fully developed velocity profile and pressure are presented in figure 6-
15 and 6-16 respectively. The tin,e stepping parameter was set to 0.90 and tl,e time 
increment set to 0.01 s 
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Figure 6-14: Computational mesh domain for the flow analysis through venturi 
Figure 6-15: Fully developed velocity profile for now analysis through venturi 
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Figure 6-16: pressure contour foc the flow through venturi 
As observed from the developed velocity profile, as the domain converges due to 
reduced area and thus increasing the velocity and pressure of the flwd in the constricted 
region. As the region diverges at the end the velocity is observed to be reduced and so the 
pressure drop. The towl mass baJance for the present case was found to be less than 0.001 %. 
For the second case, Pore type TV spacer / wire mesh type is which was 
developed by Ting (2005) using continuous penalty method. Similar type of geometry is 
considered and extended to multiple unit. The ratio of domain dimension are length (x 
axis), width ( y axis), breadth (z axis) and wire diameter under consideration are 5:5:5:2 as 
shown in figure 6-17. The domain comprises o f 24000 elements and 36541 nodes. TIle 
computational mesh for single unit is as shown in figure 6-18. The time stepping parameter 
is set to 0.90 and the time interval to 0.001 s. 
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Figure 6-17: Representation of the domain for pore type IV single unit 
Figure 6-J8: Computational mesh domain for pore type IV spacer for a single unit 
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y 
Figure 6-19: Velocity contour for the pore type IV spacer along yz plane 
y 
x~ 
Figure 6-20: velocity contour for the pore type IV spacer along xy plane 
With these two cases it can be observed that the UVWP method does produce stable 
results with proper selecrion o f time stepping parameter, time increment, mesh 
characteristics and speed o f sound in the medium. 
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6.4. Hydrodynamics in porous flow regime 
6.4.1. Hydrodynamics for isotropic permeable media 
Again considering the simple case where an incompressible flow is analysed for a porous 
rectangular block domain. The solution domain is O.Ol Sm in length, O.007Sm in breadth and 
0.007Sm in width. U.e. 0.015(L) x 0.0075 (b) x 0.0075 (w)] along the x, y and z axes 
respectively. The computational grid comprises of 2000 elements with 2541 nodes as sbown 
in 6-21. T he porous domain is considered iso tropic, sarurated and homogeneous. The 
schematic representation of the boundary conditions imposed is shown in figures 6-22 and 
6-23. 
Figure 6-21 : Computational finite element mesh for the isotropic rectangular block domain 
1+-. - ---- Vy = 0---------+i·1 
1 
J '----__ -----1" 
I +-' ---- v, = 0--------+1.[ 
V, = O. lms · ' 
v, = 0 .0 
vx~:J 
Figure 6-22: Schematic representation of the boundary condition imposed in the xy plane 
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Figure 6-23: Schematic representation of the boundary conditions imposed in xz plane 
The fluid is purely Newtonian with density of 970kgm·3 and consistency coefficient 
of 80 Pas. The porous regime is considered homogeneous and the medium is considered to 
be isotropic with permeability of 10'" m' [K, =K, =K" = lO- l2 m' jfor the results 
presented. Under the imposed boundary conditions the results for the rectangular block 
domain are shown in figures below. 
Figure 6-24: Velocity contour representing the plug flow in the porous regime 
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Figure 6-25 : Vector plot showing the plug flow behaviour in the porous regime 
The time-step value of 20 s is found to be most satisfactory for stability in transient results. 
TI,e velocity of sound in fluid is assumed as 1150 ms·'. T he velocity throughout the porous 
matrix is found to be in plug flow as theoretically predicted. The corresponding nodal 
pressure is shown in fignre 6-26 
1 .23£+07 
1 .09£+07 
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8 .2 1E+06 
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Figure 6-26 : Simulated pressure variations in the isotropic rectangular block porous flow regime 
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As the fluid seeps th rough the porous matrix, the total stress associated with the bulk 
fluid which comprises pressure force and viscous stress, gets transferred to the bulk porous 
matrix. Therefore, a gradual decline in pressure is expected along the flow direction which 
has proven by the numerical analysis represented by 6-26. T he overall pressure differential 
driving the flow du:ough dle bulk of d,e matrix is calculated to be 1.23 x 10'" Pa. 
The calcula tion for d,e Reynolds number for d,e porous flow regime [Bear, 1972] is 
given by 
Jk xuxp 
N re.p = ------'--
JI 
[6-15] 
Where, u is the velocity of fluid in the domain, p is the density of the fluid and JI is d,e 
kinematic viscosity of the fluid . Onc point to be noted here is dlat, unlike free fl ow 
mechanics, the porous flow regime is independent of the domain characteristic lengdl but 
depends upon the square root of the permeability of d,e media. Substituting the values of 
density, kinematic viscosity, velocity [0.1 ms'] as it is plug flow] and square root of the 
permeability we get d,e Reynolds number as 1.225 x 10", thus deducing that the flow 
through the porous media is creeping flow l N 'f.p < I ]. 
6.4.2. Hydrodynamics for anisotropic heterogeneous porous 
medium 
In order to confirm the dependency of the Reynolds number for porous flow 
regime, Kulkarni el a/. [2008] have considered a case where the flow through porous media 
was considered for geo-hydrodynamics application, figure 6-27. Darcy's model was applied 
to simulate the porous flow occurring in the saturated subsurface porous flow regions. 
The dinlension of the domain is 100 (L) x 75 (B) x 75 ~ m along x, y and z axes 
respectively. An impermeable solid barrier is considered obstructing the flow of the fluid . 
The dinlension of the impermeable barrier d,.t forms the inner domain is 25(L) x 37.5 (B) x 
25 ~ along x, y and z axes respectively. The computational mesh grid consists of 3751 
nodes corresponding to 3000 linear hexahedral elements. The boundary conditions for the 
domain forming the outer region is considered to be the same as that mentioned above, 
however no slip boundary condition is imposed on the surface of the inner domain as 
shown in figure 6.28. T he medium is considered to be saturated, anisotropic and 
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homogeneous. The permeabili ty values selected here is the one mentioned by Nasseh..i and 
- 10 - 10 - 10 2 Das lN asseh..i and Das, 2007] (Ku = 3.36 ' 10 . K yy = 2.37x I0 .Kzz = 1.48 ' 10 m) . 
-------., 
~.--~ 
..... 
--. 
---
--
-- -. 
--
--
----
Figure 6-27: Computational don\ain for the simulation of the flow across a non permeable barrier in 
porous media. 
Figure 6-28: Schematic representation of the boundary points on which the boundary conditions are 
imposed for the flow past an impermeable solid barrier. 
The velocity contour and vector plots sbown in clifferent plane sections are shown in 
figures below 
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Figure 6-29: Velocity contour and vector in the section parallel to the xy plane at z = 37.5 m 
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Figure 6-30: Velocity contour and vector in the section parallel to the Xl plane at z = 37.5 m 
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Figure 6-31: Velocity contour and vector in the section parallel to the yz plane at z = 37.5 m 
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As expected the presence of an impermeable barrier does affect the flow of fluid in 
porous domain however with respect to the Reynolds number (0.3 16) is still less than 1. 
However of the most important feature for d,e present case is the pressure plot. As can be 
observed, despite the pressure datum i.mposed as zero on the exit, there are variation in the 
pressure through out the domain. Along the length of ti,e domain the pressure observed is 
low, close to the barrier, but as wc go away from th e barrier the pressure increases in an 
abrupt manner. The maximum pressure is observed at ti,e tip of the barrier. 
~E -+(lS 
4 ~ E-..Q8 
<lE-.o()S 
,) ~ E: +OS 
3E--08 
"2 ~ E+(l8 
'2E +0 8 
1 -' £+08 
I E-+(I8 
~E"07 
Figure 6-32: Simulated pressure plot in a sectional plane for the flow past an impermeable barrier in 
anisotropic homogeneous porous media. 
6.4.3. Hydrodynamics for curved domain 
In order to check the compatibility ti,e of the developed porous flow algorithm to 
cope wim curved geometry a simple quarter concentric problem domain is taken into 
consideration as shown in figure 6-33. T he computational mesh shown in figure 6-34 for the 
domain consists of 8000 elements and 9261. Normalised velocity boundary condition are 
imposed on the outer petiphery of the domain. The simulations are done for isotropic, 
homogeneous and saturated porous medium with permeability lO-12m'. The internal diameter 
of the domain is 0.005 m and thickness of 0.005 m. T he simulated results are shown in the 
figure below. 
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Figure 6-33: Computational mesh domain for the porous hydrodynamics in curved domain 
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\ 
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Figure 6-34: Velocity contour plot for the porous now hydrodynamics for curved domain 
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Figure 6-35: Pressure profile for porous fl ow hydrodynamics for curved domain 
The time stepping parameter of 0.90 is selected with the time increment of 0.000015. T he 
program is then run for 20 iterations to achieve steady state flow. The velocity is increasing 
from the periphery of the geometry to towards the inner periphery. The validity o f the 
model is confirmed by computing mass balance o f the material over the solution domain, 
and the error is calculated about 0.02%. The steady state o f pressure profil e is shown in 
figure 6-35. 
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6.5. Hydrodynamics in combined free and porous domain 
6.5.1. Fluid dynamics of rectangular block free Iporous coupled 
regime 
Fluid dyna.mic behaviour for the combined free/porous membrane is considered for 
a simple case (computational mesh) as shown in figure 6-36, with total of 37S1 nodes 
corresponding to 3000 hexahedral elements. The total length of the domain is 0.2Sm where 
O. l Sm is governed by free flow regime and the 0. 1m by porous flow. The width and breadth 
of the domain are O.OS m each. 
0-
P~O.O 
'-
I' 
Figure 6-36: Computational mesh fo r the combined free/porous regime 
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Figure 6-37: Schematic representation of the boundary conditions imposed along Ihe yx plane. 
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Fig ure 6-38: Schematic representation of the boundary conditions imposed along xz plane 
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The Di.richiJet boundary conclition is imposed at the inlet as shown in the figure 6-37 
and 6-38. No slip boundary conclition is imposed on the walls of the domain governed by 
free fl ow regime. Perfect slip wall conclitions are imposed on the interface and on the 
permeable walls of governed by the porous mecliwn. The pressure datum imposed at the exit 
is zero which is a necessary conrlition for porous fl ow regime as rliscussed in chapter 3. T he 
linking o f the free and porous regime is done using the linking strategy mentioned in chapter 
5 [Please refer to 5.2J. The simulated resul ts for the developed velocity profile and pressure 
profile are as shown, for permeability of 1 0.10 for a pure Newronian fluid with density of 980 
Kgm"and viscosity of 80 Pas, in figure 6-39 and 6-40. 
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Figure 6-39: Velocity contour plot for combined frcc/porous flow with permeability of 10.10 
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Figure 6-40: Pressure contour for the combined free/porous filler domain with permeabili ty of to-IO 
01 2 for Newtonian fluid 
Figure 6-41: Vector plot for the developed velocity profile 
In the free fl ow regime, the length of channel is found sufficient for the fluid to 
obtain the fully developed parabolic state. 1\ t th e free/ pOIous barrier, ,he fluid faces strong 
hindrance due to sudden the contraction in flow area offered by the low permeability 
interface. The fluid forces itself through the very fine pores with high velocity and remains in 
plug flow throughout the porous matrix. The pressure field developed at each nodal point of 
the discretized domain is approximated over the elemen tal domains as shown in the flooded 
contours. The steep pressure gradients are observed in each elemental layer in the porous 
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flow regime as the fluid recovers from its viscous stress while penetrating through the solid 
pores. 
6.5.1.1. Theoretical validation of coupled flow system. 
A set of numerical experiments is carried out for a fl ow of a purely Newtonian fluid 
with power law index o f 1.0. The hydrodynamics is simulatcd for the flow through the same 
domain considered in the previous case. The permeability o f the porous section was varied 
from 10.8 to 10'" m' which lies within the applicable range of the Darcy's law, in the order 
o f magnitude of 10. The simulated pressure drop values across the porous medium are 
plotted against the corresponding permeability values and cl]e relationship can be well 
explained in figure 6.42. Any change in permeability, resulted in a change of the same 
magnitude in pressure which shows cl,e success o f nodal replacement scheme in linking the 
Stokes and Darcy regimes. Since cl,e magnitudes of permeability and pressure drop vary by 
the same order of magnitude of 10, the results are plo tted on logarithmic scale for better 
visualization. 
Plot of In(dP) against In(1/k) 
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Figure 6-42: Pressure drop against permeability relationship in the porous section of rectangular 
dead-end filter domain 
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The velocity field is obsen'ed to be the same in all the cases. The continuity variable 
is found to be maintai.ned across the interface boundary in all the cases. The maximum errot 
in the mass continuity was calculate to be 0.109% . Any error less than 3% can be assumed 
as negligible mainly because the magnitude of velocity considered is low and many of these 
errors are mainly due to the factors that are discussed in convergence in section 5.3. 
6.5.1 .2. Experimental validation of coupled flow system 
The developed code was validated against experimental data. The experiments were 
carried out using a standard multi-pass filtration rig designed according to ISO 16889 (1999) 
[IsO/ FDIs 16889, 1999. Flydrclllli,' jluid pOlVerfil/m - Mill/i-pass metbod Ior ewlll/a/ing }il/m/ion 
petfol7llall" oI Cl Jil/er elemellt]. The experiments followed the ISO recommendations except for 
that a flat sheet sample of the medium, located in a fliter holder, was used in place of a filter 
element so that the compression characteristics of the medium could be evaluated and the 
experiments weLe all permeation tests (rather than flitration), so no test dust was added to 
the fluids. 
Briefly, a fluid of density 880 kgm·3 was permeated at a constant rate through a flat 
permeable medium and the pressure drop across the medium was measured. The test was 
repeated at a number of different flow rates so that a relationship betwcen flow rate and 
pressure loss was developed. The permeable medium used had an original thickness of 0.59 
mm, and the flat sheet samples had a cross-sectional area of 28.3 cm2 The temperature 
during the experiment was kept constant at 45° C. The test fluid was a Newtoruan fluid with 
a consrant viscosity throughout the operation. Precisc details of the procedures aLC set out in 
ISO 16889 (1999). 
A finite element mesh with 3000 elements and 3751 nodes was generated based on 
the dimensions of the porous domain. The finite element mesh was extended to include a 
free flow feed region with the same area and a thickness 1/ 10 that of the permeable 
medium. Finite element simulations were carried out for various flow rates and Table 6. 2 
sbows the experimental and simulation data. 
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Table 6-2: Table showing the experimental results against simulated data 
No. 
L 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Flow Rate 
(lit/min) 
0.45 
0.68 
0.91 
1.14 
1.36 
1.6 
14 l 
1.2 1 
g 1 ~ 
~ 
Q 0.8 
!: 
~ 0.6 
04 
0.2 
Viscosity 
T Oe of fluid 
(Pa.s) 
42.5 0.0593 
44.0 0.0554 
45.5 0.0519 
45 .0 0.0531 
45.0 0.0531 
Experimental Simulated 
Pressure Drop Pressure Drop 
across Permeable across Permeable 
Medium (bar) Medium (bar) 
0.48 0.47 
0.67 0.61 
0.90 0.90 
1.11 1.1 3 
1.27 1.39 
___ Experimental Pressure Drop (bar) 
____ S imulated Pressure Dro p (bar) 
o +--~-~-~~-~-~-~ 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.4 
Flow Rate (lit/m in) 
Figure 6-43: Graphical representation of the comparison between the experimental and simulated 
results 
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As seen from Figure 6-43, the simulated pressure drop values compare favourab ly 
with the corresponding experimental pressure drop values. The maximum pressure drop is 
in the porous region which amounts to around 94 % of total pressure drop developed across 
the overall domain. T he distribution of pressure in free and porous flow domains is 
observed to be consistent with the change in flow rates as shown in Table 6- 3. 
TabJe 6-3: Tabulated resuJts showing the pressure drop across both free and porous flow regimes 
Flow rate Free flow reg ion Porous flow regio n 
(lit/ min) %Ll.P %Ll.P 
1. 0.45 5.80 94.20 
2. 0.68 5.87 94.13 
3. 0.91 5.87 94.13 
4. 1.14 5.88 94.12 
5. \.36 5.92 94.08 
6.5.2. Coupled flow hydrodynamiCS for rectangular block 
domain with curved interface 
For the coupled flow hydrodynamics, the rectangular domain with curved interface 
will be considered. The main purpose of including them is to understand and study the 
influence of the couple free / porous dynamics for temporal stahility and accuracy for 
different interface conditions. T he fust case is the when the free/porous interface is inclined 
as shown figure helow. The boundary conditions imposed on the domain for free and 
porous domain are the same as for the case above as shown in figure 6-44 and 6-45 .. The 
finite element mesh comprises of 3000 elements and 3751 nodes. The ratio of elements in 
the Stokes region is 3 to 1. The time stepping parameter was set to 0.90 and time increment 
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to 1O,ns s, The developed velocity contour along with the pressure profile is shown in the 
figure 6-46 and 6-47 respectively. 
V=Qo. y 
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, 
, 
, 
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, 
~=Q.lms' , , 
, 
, 
, 
, 
, 
'--
V=V=V=Q.o. 
:c y l 
V,,=o..o. 
z 
~ V =V=V =o..o. V, =0..0. 
xl ___ ~1 4 ________ X __ Y ___ ' ______________ -+1~1 4 ______________________ ~11 
... 
¥;=o. 
V =0. y 
V, =0.. 1 ms' 
Of n" 
v, =0..0. 
Figure 6-44: Schematic representation of the boundary conditions imposed on the domain with 
inclined free/porous interface 
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z~x 
Figure 6-45: Developed velocity contour for inclined free/porous interface with permeability lo- 12m' 
Figure 6-46: Pressure contour for the developed velocity field for the inclined free/porous interface 
with permeability IO·l2m' 
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From figure 6-45, the fluid is obsen'ed to be having maximum hindrance at the free-
porous barrier caused by sudden contraction in flow area. In porous region, the flow regains 
its plug flow characteristics as expected. 
As the permeation characteristics of the porous mediwn changes, the fluid receives 
greater resis tance for penetration through the bulk of the matrix resulting in increasing 
pressure differentials. For each value o f permeabili ty parameter, the flow field is fo und to be 
intact. As the calculation of pressure is accounted for the continuity equation consisting of 
the term _1_ ap ,the linked system o f parameters ,; and LlI, plays an important role in pc! at 
achieving stable and accurate solutions in time domain . 
O ne important point to note that, though the geometrical characteristics the mesh 
density and distribution of elements in th e two rectangular domains shown in previous and 
present case are exactly tl,e same except the nature of free / porous interface, tl,e value of t , 
used in these two cases are somewhat different. It implies that though the parameter ,; is not 
having any direct significance on underlying physics of coupled flow phenomena, its value 
significantly affects the simulated fluid dynamics as the mesh parameter h changes. The 
detailed discussions related to this point are omitted and left for any further investigations in 
this direction. 
Results were then obtained for changing tl,e permeabili ty o f the porous matrix 
within the range 10·'" to 10.13 m' . T he fluid considered for the present case was a non 
Newtonian fluid with consistency coefficient of 1.18 and density of 980 KgmJ Table 6-4 
shows the mass continuity calculated for the different range o f permeability mentioned and 
corresponding calibrated pressure drop actoss the porous domain is also calculated. 
Table 6-4: Mass continuity calculation for the domain with inclined free/porous interface 
~Iity A-essLrWrcp 1n(1/k) In(ctJ) F\y L= in Cootiruity 
1.00XlE-D8 3.9845800 18.42008074 15.19792239 0.500 
1.00XlE-09 4.0804E+07 20.72326584 17.524:ro23 0.300 
1.00XlE-10 4.2566E+08 23.02585093 19.80015557 0.100 
1.00XlE-11 4.2566E+OO 25.32843602 22.17174248 0.400 
1.00XlE-12 4.2566810 27.63102112 24.47432621 0.300 
1.00XlE-13 4.2566811 29.93J'm21 26.77691116 0.300 
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As observed from the table the percentage loss in continui ty is below 0.6% thus 
indicating that the mass balance is satisfied. Furthermore results are clear when pressure is 
plotted against permeability as shown in figure below. 
30 
25 , 
20 
115 ~ 
10 1 
: +-1 ~~~~~-_----_~ 
o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
In(1/k) 
Figure 6,47: Graphical representation of the pressure against permeability acrOSS the porous 
section. 
For the second the interface is considered to be parabolic or curved as shown in 
figure 6-47. 
I· 
v, = V, = V, = 0.0 
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v ~ V ~ V ~ O.O 
.I" Y = v, ~O.O 
n, P~ O.O 
~I '--------------------~'~I'--------------~'I ~ 
V ~ V = V ~ O.O 
x y = v, ~ O.O 
Figure 6-48: schematic represen tation of the boundary condition imposed on the domain with 
parabolic free/porous interface 
The computational mesh comprised o f 3000 elements and 3751 nodes. The number 
o f elements on the Stokes regime were kept to the same ratio to that mentioned above along 
with the fluid properties. The boundary conditions imposed on the domain are shown in 
figure 6-47. The sectional view of the developed velocity profile and pressure is shown in 
figure 6-48 and 6-49 respectively. The time stepping parameter considered for this particular 
geometry is 0.95 and the time step interval is selected as 10.06 with velocity of sound in the 
medium to be 10' ms·'. 
Figure 6-49: Cross sectional vector plot for fully developed flow for domain with parabolic/curved 
interface 
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Figure 6-50: Pressure profil e for the parabolic / curved inter face. 
Similar to the curved interface, the fluid tend to force itself through the edges o f the free 
flow domain. However the fluid flow through dlC porous domain is still plug flow. The mass 
continui ty is calculated and shown in d,e table below 
Table 6-5: Mass continuity calculation for the domain with parabolic/curved free/porous interface 
4.4E+12 
3.8E+12 
3.2E+12 
26E+12 
2E+12 
1. 4E+12 
8£+11 
2E+11 
R:m t£tility Atss..reiq:J Ir( "\11<) Ir(ct» ~ l..a;sinCatirtity 
1.CXIXEal 6.~ 18.4amJ74 17. X o.:m 
1.00::x:Effi 52lXBC8 Al.7'2:3d:f84 Al. o.:ro 
1.an:E-10 4.8JJBffi Z3.Cf25SfUJ3 22291ffi17!: o.:m 
1.an:E-11 4.6TI&10 25.32B4.Hl2 24.5610072: 0.4XJ 
1.an:E-12 4.57\l&11 27.631(2112 a3.84~ 0.61) 
1.an:E-13 4.497(&12 29.gnffi21 29.1344316:2 0.4XJ 
From the above table it call be concluded that for parabolic free/porous domain 
mass continuity is maintained. The graph of pressure against the penneability of the porous 
media also confirms the validity of the Darey's law, as shown in figure 6-51. 
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Figure 6-5 1: Graphical representation of the pressure against permeabili ty across the porous section. 
6.6. Incompressible flow through the quarter circular cartridge 
filter 
In the previous section most of the emphasis was given on theoretical validation of 
the combined &ee/ porous flow dynamics. The models considered were of regular block 
domain with the different interface conditions. In the present section, the geometries 
applicable to engineering field are considered. To commence, coupled flow hydrodynamics 
for cross flow filtration have done for quarter circular section of the whole domain. In the 
later part of the section, an example of dead end filtration is considered. For both the cases 
simulations were carried out for different values of permeability for porous medium. 
6.6.1. Hydrodynamic of coupled flow system in cross flow 
filtration 
Cross- flow filtration IS the highly efficient separanon technology finding its 
applications in a variety of industrial sectors such as downstream processing, chemical 
processing, food engineering, pharmaceuticals and medicine. As explained btiefly in Chapter 
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2, fundamentall y cross-fl ow filtration involves flow of suspension tangential to the fil tering 
surface. An integral part of cross-flow filtration process is the fluid transpo rt phenomena 
that need serious attention to appraise the mass transport mechanisms 
1\ concentric quarter circular region of a filter is under consideration. T he geometrical 
characteristics can be explained with the help of Figure 6-51 [along the xy plane] and 6-52 
[along the yz plane] . The free fl ow regime is defined by O F and flow regime Op . The 
fluid enters the domain with a velocity of 0.1 ms ·1 and zero pressure datum is imposed at the 
outlet of tl,e free flow. The domain is meshed having 6000 hexahedral elements and with 
7271 nodes as shown in figure 6-53. Simulations were carried out for permeability vatying 
from 1 x 10·1\1 till 1 x 10·'" . The consistency co-efficient of the power law index is assumed to 
be 80 ras and tl,e fluid density to be 970 Kgm·'. 
Plug flow 
inlet 
V, =O.lms-I 
v,=0 
V, =0 
--+ 
--+ 
--+ 
--+ 
--+ 
--+ 
--+ 
V =V =V =0 x y .:: 
E 
OF 
~ 
y V =V =V =o V =V =V =O x y .:: ;c y ;: 
Dp 
v;. =0 v;. =0 
E ~ 
------+ x p=O 
Figure 6-52: Boundary condition imposed on the domain along xy plane 
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v=v=v=o 
.t Y = 
p=o 
~(-----7)~(-------7) 
v = 0 y v=v =v =o 
x y = z 
Figure 6-53: Boundary conditions imposed along on the domain along the yz plane. 
?\gure COg4: ComputatIonal meshior the domam With combined ireelporous regimes 10r cross how 
filtration 
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Figure 6-55: Vector plot for permeability of Ix 10-08 
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Figure 6-56: FuUy developed velocity contour and vector plot for permeability I x 10.14 
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Figure 6-57: Vector plot for cross now fil tration with permeability of 10-8 rn' 
The time stepp111g parameter used for the present case is 0_95 with the time 
increment of 10-09 s. The velocity of sound in this case was selected to be 2 x 10'15 ms I As 
observed from the velocity contours for both the permeability, with the decrease in 
permeability most of the fluid entering the domain exits from the free flow exit, with less 
fluid permearing through the porous media. Table 6-9 shows the mass balance calculated 
over the domain. The permeate mass flux leaving the porous domain decreases as 
permeability decreases and corresponding increases the mass flow the free flow exit. The 
percent errOr in the mass conrinuity was not more than 3 percent which also verifies that the 
model can be used for the design of filters for cross flow filtration where the porous regime 
is governed by Darcy's law. 
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Ta ble 6-6: l\1ass balance calculations for the combined free and porous regime 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Mass at Mass of 
Exit of Permeate at 
Total T otal 
Permeabili ty free the exit of 
Mass in Mass Out 0/0 E rror 
rn2 porous free flow 
kg kg 
regime regime 
kg kg 
1 x 10·'" 5.71 X 10.1 7.1 4 X 10·' 4.85 X 10·' 5.56 X 10.3 2.627 
1 x 10'u') 5.71 x 10" 6.3 X 10·' 4.92 X 10.1 5.55 x 10.4 2.802 
1 x 10.10 5.71 x 10·' 4.06 X 10.4 5.19 x 10" 5.49 X 10·' 2.00 
1 X 10.11 5.71 X 10.3 2. 13 X 10.4 5.28 X 10·' 5.50 x 1 D·' 1.71 
1 x 10.12 5.71 x 10·' 8.59 X 10.5 5.53 x 10·' 5.62x 10" 1.65 
1 x 10·1) 5.71 x 10·' 6.65 X 10.5 5.58 X 10·' 5.65x 10·' 1.05 
1 x 10·" 5.71 x 10·' 4.67 X 10.5 5.59x 10·' 5.64x 10·' 1.28 
6.6.2. Hydrodynamic of coupled flow system in dead end 
filtration 
The domain considered for the dead end fi.l tration case is quarter secoo n of a 
concentric circular tubes thus forming two regimes. The outer regime is the free flow regime 
and as shown in figure 6-58 and 6-59, no slip boundary conditions are applied on the o uter 
periphery o f the domain and also at the end opposite to the inlet. T his shall in tern force all 
the fluid to pass through the porous matrix and thus dead end fi.l tra tion. Plug flow inlet is 
specified at the inlet and perfect slip conditio n o n the walls bo unded by porous regime. The 
total number o f elements for the present case is 8000 elements and 9261 nodes The results 
shown from figure 5-60 through 5-62 are for permeability of 1O.I ' m'. The value of time 
stepping parameter selected was 0.90 with the time increment of 10·s and the velocity of 
sound 101' m·l • 
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Figure 6-58: Schematic representation of the boundary conditions imposed for quarter 
geometry of dead filtration along xy plane 
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Figure 6·59: Schematic representation of the boundary conditions imposed for quarter 
geometry of dead filtration along yz plane 
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Figure 6-60: Velocity contour for the quarter section of dead end filtration 
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Figure 6-61: Simulated pressure distribution for the quarter section dead end filtration 
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Figure 6-62: Simulated pressure plot for the dead end filtration 
In dead-end filtration process, the fluid mass o f fluid entering the free flow region is 
directly transported to tl,e porous region and hence the continuity o f mass can be readily 
preserved. With respect to figure 6-60, under the inlposed boundary conditions, the 
developed parabolic profile of the fluid is observed close to me inlet. Due to me hindrance 
to the flow, mainly caused by me no slip boundary condition on me outer periphery of me 
domain and me porous matrix, me parabolic profile is observed close to me entrance. At me 
end opposite to me inlet, there exist a zone where as me domain me fluid velocity is 
negligible or stagnant, called as the dead zone. Maximum pressure drop occurS across the 
porous flow domain as seen from me pressure plot. The over all mass continuity was 
calculated and me percentage error was less man 0.31 percent tllUS satisfyulg me mass 
continuity. 
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6.7. Computational analysis of experimental data 
As mentioned in the beginning of the discussion, the filter assembly is primarily 
composed o f three separate zones as shown below. Zone 1 is a free flow region between the 
housing and the inlet surface of the cartridge; zone 2 is the porous region (the futer medium 
and its supports); and zone 3 is the inner core (which is also a free fl ow region) downstream 
of the medium. 
Free Flow 
Regions 
Filter core 
Cartridge element 
Porous Flow 
Region 
Housing 
Figure 6-63: Cross-section of pleated cartridge showing the three principle now zones to be modelled 
From the computational results presented for the coupled free/porous flow dynamics i.n 
pleated cartridge filter domain, it is concluded that the bulk of the pressure drop occurs 
within the porous filter medilun and hence, the approach is primamy based on developing a 
porous flow model for any quantitative analysis of cartridge permeation experimental data. 
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6.7.1. Modelling of pleated cartridge filter 
As the porous pleated cartridge is symmetric along both the cootdinate axes, it's 
smalles t unit which represents the overall cartridge domain can be selected for simulations to 
save the cOlnputational cost. With dus aim, various sub-sections o f the circular cartridge 
domain are testified. 
B 
I 
I 
A' 
a) Half Pleat 
B 
A' B' 
b) Single P leat 
Region 
UC, 
Region 
L, 
Reg· 
L, 
Region 
DC, 
Region 
DC, 
c) Double Pleat 
Figure 6-64: Repetitive unit search of the pleated cartridge domain 
Region 
UC, 
Region 
LJ 
Region 
L, 
Region 
DC, 
All the sub-sections of the circular pleated cartridge are accompanied by artificial or 
symmetrical boundaries such as AA' and BB'. T he main idea behind this is to search for the 
smallest repetitive unit of the symmetric cartridge which can represent it, in nature and 
geometry and the simulated fluid dynamics in this smallest sub-section would not be 
influenced by the constraints imposed on the so called prosthetic boundaries. Finally, a 
double pleat domain presented in figure 6-64 (c) is observed to be fulfilling this criterio n and 
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is selected as a repetitive unit for performing further simulations to compute flilld dynamics 
in pleated cartridge domain. 
The known input conditions are the constant volumetric flow rate to the cartridge 
housing and the pressure at the exit of the inner nlbe. As the filtration is carried out at 
constant throughput, flow velocity normal to the filtering surface is imposed at the inlet as 
shown below 
1/ = 0.1 ms' 
p=o 
Figure 6-65: Boundary condition imposed on a double pleat repetitive unit. 
The pressure values at the exit surface are restricted by applying zero pressure datum. The 
imposition of no-slip velocity boundary condition is incompatible with the Darcy's equation. 
At the artificial boundaries, the normal velocity is zero to imply symmetry along that surface. 
The geometrical characteristics, physical properties and theological data of flilld and 
permeable media are tabubted 
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Table 6-7: Cartridge geometry characteristics and physical and geometrical charateristics 
Geometrical characteris tics 
No. Property Value 
1. N umber of pleats (N) 82 
2. Height of plcat (H) 15 mm 
3. Thickness of pleat (rH) 0.7 mm - 0.8 mm 
4. Height of futer clemen t (L) 306.5 mm 
5. Diameter of inner core (ID) 78 mm 
6. Filtration area (Af) 0.6786 m' 
7. Volumetric flow rate (Q) 102 litres/min 
Physical properties of fluid and porous media 
No. Property Value 
1. Density of fluid (p) 970 kgm" 
2. Permeability of porous meruum K" K,.. K, 10-12 m2 
Rheological properties of the fluid 
No. Property Value 
1. Power law index, n 1.3 
2. Consistency coefficient, 11 0 0.08 Pas 
The computational mesh consists of 12000 elem ents with 14641 nodal points as 
sh own in figure 6-66. The porous flow dynamics is simulated by the UVP finite element 
method based on perturbed continuity scheme. The value of speed of sound c used in the 
finite element simulatio ns is chosen to be 11 50 ms' . In finite difference app roximations of 
temporal derivatives, the appropriate time-step value is found to be 0.001, the value of time-
stepping parameter, e is found to be 0.95. The cross sectional view o f the stationary flow 
field obtained after 24 time steps is shown in figure 6-67 
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Figure 6-66: Computational mesh of the repetitive unit 
Figure 6-67: Developed flow field over double pleat repetitive unit of the pleated cartridge 
filter 
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For a clear visualisation and oriemation of vectors, the flow field as well as the pressure field 
for certain parts of the repetitive unit are magnified. 
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Figure 6-68 : Magnified now field in the top region 
Figure 6-69 : Magnified distribution of pressure variation 
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The pressure developed is found to be symmetrical in all the three cllIved reglOns 
downstream of the double pleated repetitive domain . T he hydrostatic pressure drop 
developed across the medium in each case is around 9.47 x 10" Pa.(not calibrated) 
Table 6-8 shows the mass balance figures for a repetitive unit. Since th e repetitive 
unit has curved and straight regions, it is convenient to calculate mass flow through each 
region separately and add the values to give the cumulative amount of mass going in and out 
of the unit. 
Table 6-8: Mass balance calculations for repetitive unit 
Regions Mass;" (kg) Masso", (kg) 
DC I 2.53 , 10"' 3.62 X 10"' 
DC, 2.53 X 10"' 5.36 , 10·' 
LI 1.1 0 X 10.2 1.15 , 10.2 
L, 1.10 X 10·' 1.12,10·' 
UCI 2.99,10·' 1.92 x lO·3 
UC, 2.99 xl0·' 1.92 , 10·' 
L, 1. 10,10·' 1.1 5 x 10·' 
L, 1.10 X 10·' 1.15, 10·' 
DC, 5.06, 10"' 8.98 x 10-4 
Total 5 10 x 10-2 5.15 x 10-2 
Massin - Massou/ x 100 = 1% 
Massin 
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6.8. Analysis of compression and area loss in the cartridge 
The strategy used to calculate the percentage compression and percentage area loss is 
the same as that considered by the Nasschi cl (If. [20051. The medium used in this study was 
dual fibre glass media with an un compressed thickness of 440 flm, which in the cartridge 
configuration were supported by wire meshes upstream and downstream with a combined 
thickness of 440 fl m. The starting point for the work was the experimental determination of 
the flow rate versus pressure drop through flat sheets of the medium and through cartridges 
fabticated from the medium. These experiments were multi-pass tests canied out in 
accordance with l SO 16889 (1999), but without injection of contaminaor into the fluid . 
That is, an oil ha"ing the technical name o f MP 320 was permeated through rhe filter 
medium or cartridge at a constant flow ratc and the resulting pressure loss measured; the 
temperature was kept fairly constant (± 1°C), with a mean val ue of benveen 39.4 and 40.8°C, 
and measured at the same rime as when a pressure InCaSuremel1t was taken. 
From rhe flat sheet permeation data, a compression-permeability model was 
developed by simulation of flow through the medium. T he resulting compression 
relationship was then used in a simulation of flow through rhe cartridge filter element made 
from rhe same media. ln cases when a poor predjction of the fl ow rate versus pressure drop 
for the cartridge was obtained, flow through the cartridge was the simulated wirh a reduced 
filtration area. In this way, effective area loss factors and degree of compression were 
derermined for individual pleated filter elements. These factors accounted for rhe deviations 
between rhe simulated pressure drop based on conventional Darcy's law and rhe 
experimental pressure drop values. 
The degree of compression or the percentage compression for a given fil ter cartridge 
element under given flow conditions can be calculated using, 
K-K % Compression = ' x 100 
K 
[6-16J 
Where, Kc is rhe permeabili ty of the compressed medium and K is the permeability o f the 
medium witbout any compression. 
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Evaluation of losses of filtration area can be obtained using the pressure drop across 
the cartridge obtained from a permeation test, p,w The percentage loss in area can be 
evaluated using 
~~p -~ % Loss of area =. x l 00 
. ~ 
[6-17] 
where, p, is the simulated pressure drop across cl,e cartridge with the medium compression 
(that is, using the compressed medium permeability, K). 
Simulated pressure drop values resulting from normal Darcy law behaviour (i.e. with 
no compression) and values with compression and loss in area effects are compared with 
experimentally determined values on figure 6-70 for a cartridge clothed with bilayer glass 
fibre filter media. It is observed, when compression and loss in area effects are incorporated 
the simulated and experimentally determined values agree closely, thus indicating the validi ty 
of the developed modeL It is expected that the methodology employed can be applied to any 
type of pleated cartridge geometry 
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Figure 6-70: Flow rate against pressure drop for the bilayer fi ber glass media 
Filter elements of varying number of pleats, height of the filter pleat, diameter of the 
core, and different filtering area were analysed using the developed modeL Using the 
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experimental data combined with the analytical procedures described above, the effects of 
pleat crowding and filter element length were also investigated. The comparisons of the 
simulated results against the corresponding experimental data are tabulated for each of the. 
cartridge filter element in the Appendix. 
6.9. Conclusion 
Different cases are considered for the hydrodynamic flow for both free as well as 
porous regime. Emphasis is given on model validation for both simple and complex domain 
when employing the perturb continuity scheme (UVWP scheme). The cartridge experimental 
data are analysed for theoretical consistency and validity against the simulated results 
generated by developed computational program. 
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7 Conclusions 
In the broader perspective, the present work is comprised of two different 
application areas namely coupled flow hydrodynamics and numerical analysis of 
experimental permeation data of high performance pleated cartridge hydraulic fJlters 
employed in aeronautical applications. In each individual case, the foundations of the 
quantitative appraisals rely on the weighted residual finite element scheme. The complex 
geometrical features of the solution domains have been taken care of by the iso-
parametric mappings. The developed computational algorithms have been evaluated for 
their accuracy, validity, consistency and flexibility towards a variety of practical situations. 
The numerical figures obtained from the simulations have provided with a significant 
information when compared against the experimental data wherever necessary. 
7.1 Coupled free/porous hydrodynamics 
The numerical scheme employed for the present research work is the perturb 
continuity scheme or UVWP scheme which was used in order to obtain the solution for 
the coupled Stokes/Darcy flow problem encountered in pleated cartridge filters. The 
Darcy equation is imposed as a boundary condition for the Stokes equations at the 
interface separating the free and porous flow regimes and continuity of the field variables 
is maintained across the interface naturally. The individual computational models for 
both free and porous flow situations generate stable results in a range of a variety of 
domain geometries and tally closely with their analytical values. Both the numerical 
schemes are based on the UVP mode of calculation of the primitive variables which are 
able to simulate flows of generalised Newtonian fluids ranging from pseudo plastics to 
dilatants. 
The perturbed continuity scheme based on the equal order velocity and pressure 
approximations proves to the simplest method for its implementation with a slight 
compromise with the underlying physics of the process. The scheme generates physically 
sound and stable results for the combined flow situations in simplified domain 
geometries which are validated by the overall mass balance calculations. In order for the 
scheme to comply with the modelling strategy for irregular shaped geometry, it mandates 
a proper selection of time stepping parameter and time interval. Choosing too low time 
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interval results in instability in the pressure proftle. However this can be circumvented by 
using refined mesh and then proper selection of time interval. 
The speed of sound is a key parameter in the numerical analysis carried out using 
the perturbed continuity scheme. Through its significance has been proved from a 
thermodynaruic point of view, it has no direct influence on the fluid dynaruical behaviour 
of incompressible viscous flow. 
The simulated results lie in close vicinity of their experimental counterparts. Any 
existing discrepancies between the inlet and ·oudet masses are found to be negligible 
affirruing the validity of the results on theoretical grounds. In addition, for a case of 
Newtonian fluid flow, the permeability of the porous medium and its pressure drop 
relationship is found to be perfecdy linear as theoretically expected. The variations in the 
field variables are found to be significant on either side of the freel porous interface 
mainly due to difference in the physics and the incompatibility of mathematical operators 
in the Stokes and the Darcy equations. As a result, the computational mesh is required to 
be moderately refined in this region and thus saving the computational costs. 
The numerical algorithm is mainly developed taking into consideration the fact 
that most of the pleated cartridge aeronautical ftlters operate in dead-end ftltration mode. 
However, the same methodology can be applied in a versatile way to the cross-flow 
filtration process to model the fluid flow tangential to the porous surface. Though the 
developed algorithm has been developed for solving the fluid flow problems in Cartesian 
coordinate system, it has been successfully extended to the axisymmetric flow situations. 
Finally, the numerical scheme also satisfies the Ladyshenkaya- Babuska - Brezzi 
[LBB] stability condition can only generate spatially stable solutions for incompressible 
flow problems. 
7.2 Numerical analysis of cartridge permeation data 
The permeable medium deformation by the hydrodynamic effects has been 
evaluated and can be evaluated by using the developed a mathematical model taking into 
account the changes in the permeability by the hydrostatic fluid pressure drops. Though 
the greater numbers of pleats improve the ftltration performance, excessive number of 
pleats may be detrimental due to the excess pressure drop over the value calculated by 
the Darcy's law and the "optimum" number pleats comes can be evaluated. 
Incorporation of the permeability model into the flow model accounts for the degree of 
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compression of the medium and for fIltration area losses in fIlter cartridges. When losses 
in area and degree of compression are taken into account, calculated and experimental 
pressure drop values for flow through pleated cartridges agree well. 
The methodology presented here enables detailed analysis of the effects of 
cartridge fIlter design in different applications, enabling an "optimal" design 
configuration to be determined for each application. Significant over-use of media 
material or the need for changes to geometric or mechanical design can be identified 
used the procedures described. The detailed analysis and prediction of optimum 
geometrical factors for cartridge fIlter geometries is subject to availability of experimental 
data. Analogous procedures are being applied to the analysis of synthetic fibre media 
where other interactions between the fibre and the fluid such as medium swelling due to 
absorption of fluid may occur. Although the procedures developed are considered to be 
generic, the results are sensitive to the type and properties of the fluid being fIltered, the 
properties of the ftlter medium, and the design configuration of the fIlter element. 
Further work is underway to check the non-specificity of the procedures. 
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8. Future perspectives 
With the present objective to develop the computational model for the coupled 
flow hydrodynamics which has been achieved through the UVWP scheme. However 
there are few other suggestions that can be looked upon for future work. The 
suggestions are classified according to the different aspects which are as follows. 
8.1 Applications in other fields of engineering 
The core chemical engineering application of the coupled flow hydrodynamic 
modelling could be found in trickle bed catalytic reactors in which the gas-liquid 
reactions take place on the catalyst surface forming a porous bed. The porosity of the 
porous beds may alter depending on the sizes of the catalyst particles. In this situation, 
the convection-diffusion mass transport and energy transport equation containing the 
source/ sink term of the reaction is solved with the equations of motion to calculate 
conversion of reactants over various parts of the reactor domain. One more application 
could be mentioned in catalytic converters of the automobiles where the exhaust gases 
consisting of CO., NO, and VOCs can be reduced on the active sites of metal catalysts 
coated on ceramic porous structures. 
The porous materials used in the construction of the pleated cartridges are 
homogeneous and isotropic. One example of anisotropic saturated heterogeneous media 
has been presented, however more detail study has to be done with respect to the 
boundary constrains owing to highly irregular surfaces. In groundwater flows, the 
porosity of the soil subsurface changes in all possible directions, making it completely 
heterogeneous. In these situations, the permeability of the medium depends on many 
factors which need to be incorporated into the computational model. The subsurface 
reactions and transport could be studied in these heterogeneous soil media to access 
pollutant discharge and contamination from surface flows to subsurface water reserves, 
lakes and oceans. 
In biomedical engineering, the coupled flow phenomena are found existence in 
arterial blood flows. Walls of the arteries are porous which allow molecules of definite 
sizes to pass from either side. These arterial walls are highly flexible towards 
deformations caused by fluctuating blood pressure levels which also changes the 
dimensions of their interior flow channels. The analysis of arterial blood coupled flow 
dynamics would be highly beneficial in developing new strategies for the treatment of 
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blocked arteries. It would also assist in devising new drug delivery methods for intra-
venous medicines. 
8.2 Modification to the eXisting project 
The present work is done on the basis of equal order interpolation functions 
where perturb continuity scheme has been employed. This UVWP scheme mandates 
very good knowledge about the time stepping parameter, the mesh characteristics and 
rheological properties of fluid. Though UVWP scheme works very well but still there is a 
need for lot of more research work to be done for stabilization. One way to minimize 
this problem is by using Taylor-Hood Elements as mentioned by previous researchers. 
This can be done by using different meshing software like ABAQUAS or NASTRAN 
where they have the feature to generate 27 noded hexahedral elements. 
One of the most important and vital core of the present research was the 
solution of the algebraic equations using frontal solver (direct solver). Frontal solver 
provide solution in fixed number of steps and are less sensitive to matrix conditioning, 
however they are required to storage in a format to enhance the matrix band structure 
and reduce storage requirements. These solvers can be used for relatively moderate 
system of equations. If the system of equations is large then in more dynamic memory is 
required to solve it and thus making the processor take longer time. One way to 
circumvent this problem is by using iterative solvers but number of iterations depends 
upon the condition number of the coefficient matrix. As need for formations and global 
matrix is eliminated thus reducing the dynamic memory the total storage and 
computational cost are low and the amount of storage is independent of node numbering 
and mesh characteristics. Another way is to link the main program with the advances 
with other commercially available software like Matlab or Mathworks. 
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ABSTRACT 
The present work deals with three dimensional (3-D) finite element analysis of water flow 
under the ground. The model applied here is used to simulate the porous flow occurring in 
the saturated subsurface porous regions. The analysis of this type of flow is a common and 
important feature of contaminants mobility under the ground and hence development of 
efficient computer simulation tools for such regimes is of significant environmental 
importance. In general, two types of governing equations can be used to represent water 
flow through porous lands. The choice of a particular equation does depend on the type of 
porous medium under consideration and flow Reynolds number. For low permeability cases 
the Darcy's equation provides the best choice whilst in higher permeability cases the 
Brinkman equation must be used (Darcy, 1856; Brinkman, 1947). In the present work the use 
of Darcy equation provides a more realistic representation for underground flow of water. 
Therefore first, we have considered the validation of the Darcy's law for isotropic, 
homogenous, incompressible, saturated and isothermal porous media. We have 
subsequently extended the analysis the case of an underground domain in which the flow is 
partly obstructed by the presence of an impermeable barrier. It is shown that the model is 
capable of yielding theoretically expected results for the obstructed domain as well as a 
simple domain and is hence suitable for the prediction of appropriate locations for the 
construction of reactive barriers for the treatment of contaminated underground flow. 
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Three dimensional finite element modelling for the prediction and 
analysis of Darcy flow of water under the ground 
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Email: a.kulkarni@lboro.ac.uk 
The present work deals with three dimensional finite element analysis of water 
flow under the ground. The model applied here is used to simUlate the porous 
flow occurring in the saturated subsurface porous regions. The analysis of this 
type of flow is a common and important feature of contaminants mobility 
under the ground and hence development of efficient computer simulation 
tools for such regimes is of significant environmental importance. In general, 
two types of governing equations can be used to represent water flow through 
porous lands. The choice of a particular equation does depend on the type of 
porous medium under consideration and flow Reynolds number. For low 
permeability cases the Darcy's equation provides the best choice whilst in 
higher permeability cases the Brinkman equation must be used (Darcy, 1856; 
Brinkman, 1947). In the present work the use of Darcy equation provides a 
more realistic representation for underground flow of water. Therefore first, we 
have considered the validation of the Darcy's law for isotropic, homogenous, 
incompressible, saturated and isothermal porous media. We have 
subsequently extended the analysis the case of an underground domain in 
which the flow is partly obstructed by the presence of an impermeable barrier. 
It is shown that the model is capable of yielding theoretically expected results 
for the obstructed domain as well as a simple domain and is hence suitable 
for the prediction of appropriate locations for the construction of reactive 
barriers for the treatment of contaminated underground flow. 
KEYWORDS 
Underground flow, Hydrodynamics, Darcy flow, Finite element modelling, Three 
dimensional porous flow. 
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An evaluation of the influences of compressibility, body forces, 
rheology and wall slip on the computer modelling of injection 
moulding of thermoplastic 
Vahid Nassehi*l, Abhijeet Kulkarnl , Ramin Saleml 
IChemical Engineering Department 
Loughborough University 
Loughborough LEII 3TU 
Email: v.nassehi@lbQrQ,ac uk 
a.kulkarni@lboro.ac.uk 
ABSTRACT 
'EIS Climate Division 
Visteon Corporation 
Visteon Customer &Technology Centre 
Essex S814 3WF 
E-mail Address:rsalemi@visteon.com 
Computer modelling of injection moulding of polymeric material is a long established 
technique for the quantitative analysis of the performance of different types of moulds. 
This is because that it provides a powerful and convenient methodology for the 
prediction of the outcome of injection moulding processes. Therefore this technique has 
been frequendy used by the design engineers to develop new types of moulds as well as 
the moulding processes. The injection moulding of polymers is normally carried out 
under large pressures and hence the effects of other forces are normally assumed to be 
negligible. This may be an acceptable assumption in many situations; however, there is 
some experimental evidence that show the inadequacy of such approach. In this paper 
we examine the effects of various types of body forces on the modelling of injection 
moulding of thermoplastics. Other effects such as wall slip, compressibiliry and elastic 
behaviour of polymers are also investigated. In order to show that the obtained results 
are not dependent on the choice of any particular numerical scheme we have used both a 
well known commercial simulation package based on the finite volume method as well as 
an in-house developed finite element based software. 
Our results prove that the accuracy of the computer simulation of injection moulding 
improves significandy if relatively minor effects such as the influence of body forces and 
slight compressibiliry of polymers are included in the governing equations of the 
mathematical model of the process. 
KEYWORDS 
Injection Moulding, Thermoplastics, Body forces, Wall slip, Computer modelling, 
Rheology 
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Numerical Modelliug oflnjection Moulding: Comparisons using the 
Than-Teinner & Criminale-Erickson-Fibley models 
ABSTRACT 
A. Kulkarni*, N.S. Hanspal, A.N. Waghode & v: Nassehi 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
Loughborough University 
Loughborough, Leicestershire LE 11 3 TU 
United Kingdom 
a. ku lkarni@lboro.ac.uk 
Phan-
Finite element technique is used to model the free surface flow regime 
representing injection mould 'filling of elastomeric material such as rubber 
compounds. The most distinct feature of the constitutive behaviour of elastomers, is 
the influence of material elasticity on the elongation and shear deformation suffered 
by the fluid during flow. In the present paper we tackle this effect by the use of Phan-
Than-Teinner(P-TIT)and Criminale-Erickson-Fibley (CEF) models. For the simple 
geometry used in the current work, the 2-D model for the representation of the flow is 
based on the Cauchy's and the continuity equation for an incompressible fluid. A 
continuous penalty/Galerkin finite element scheme is used for the solution of 
governing equations of the CEF model, whilst for the P-TIT model equations, a 
decoupled finite element scheme has been used. A scheme based on the Volume of 
Fluid technique is developed for free surface tracking. The solution ofthe free surface 
equation, which mainly represents the convection of free surface boundary in line 
with the flow, is based on the Stream Line Upwind Petrov Galerkin Scheme (SUPG). 
Time stepping used in conjunction with the two schemes is based on the well known 
Implicit-Theta method. Comparisons are made between the results obtained from both 
the models and their applicability to industrially relevant situations have been 
evaluated. 
Keywords: Injection Moulding, CEF Model, P-TIT model, Front Tracking, VOF 
Technique, Finite Element Method 
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A.2 Numerical analysis of cartridge permeation data and 
comparison with experimental data 
Reference element H24FDV70L 
Filtering medium 
Fibre Glass Medium P 3 !lm >200 
+ square mesh aperture = 440 !lm 
Test fluid MP 320 
Density 880 kgm-3 
Power law index 1.0 
Number of pleats 70 
Height of the filter element 211.5 mm 
Height ofthe pleat 24.5 mm 
Diameter ofthe inner core 59 mm 
Filtering area 0.681 m" 
Outer diameter ofthe casing 120 mm 
Experimental data Numerical analysis 
Pressure Pressure 
Flow 
drop with 
Pressure % 
drop 
Pressure nocompn. 
drop with 
allowing for 
Rate Viscosity % Loss 
No droppexp and no compression 
Oit (eSt) Compn. compn.pc in 
and loss in (Pa) loss in 
min-l) (bar) area 
areaP areapc+a 
(bar) (bar) 
1. 100 72 3.79 23.86 0.71 0.936 75.30 3.790 
2. 150 70 5.84 31.36 1.04 1.513 74.09 5.840 
3. 200 69 8.39 37.07 1.36 2.168 74.16 8.390 
4. 250 69 10.81 46.95 1.71 3.215 70.26 10.811 
5. 300 69 13.29 46.95 2.05 3.858 70.97 13.291 
6. 350 69 15.85 46.95 2.39 4.501 71.60 15.852 
7. 400 70 18.30 46.95 2.77 5.221 71.47 18.300 
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Reference element H19FDV88L 
Filtering medium 
Fibre Glass Medium ~ 3 flm >200 
+ square mesh aperture = 440 flm 
Test fluid MP 320 
Density 880kgm-3 
Power law index 1.0 
Number of pleats 88 
Height of the filter element 211.5 mm 
Height ofthe pleat 19 mm 
Diameter ofthe inner core 70 mm 
Filtering area 0.651 m2 
Outer diameter of the casing 120 mm 
Experimental data Numerical analysis 
Pressure Pressure 
Flow 
drop with 
Pressure % 
drop 
Pressure nocompn. allowing for 
Rate Viscosity % drop with Loss 
No dropp.." and no compression 
Oit (eSt) Compn. compn.pc in (Pa) loss in and loss in 
min"l) (bar) area 
areaP areape+a 
(bar) (bar) 
1. 50 76 0.91 0 0.55 0.55 39.09 0.909 
2. 100 75 1.88 9.93 1.09 1.21 35.42 1.880 
3. 150 74 2.91 18.88 1.62 1.99 31.45 2.910 
4. 200 73 3.98 24.75 2.13 2.83 28.96 3.979 
5. 250 72 5.20 29.42 2.63 3.72 28.44 5.200 
6. 300 72 6.45 32.97 3.15 4.70 27.10 6.449 
7. 350 71 7.67 35.70 3.62 5.64 26.51 7.67 
8. 400 71 8.93 38.00 4.14 6.68 25.18 8.93 
9. 450 72 9.94 39.57 4.73 7.82 21.30 9.94 
10. 500 72 11.12 46.95 5.25 9.90 10.95 11.12 
11. 550 73 12.92 46.95 5.85 11.02 14.63 12.92 
12. 600 75 14.52 46.95 6.56 12.37 14.81 14.52 
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Reference element H24FDV75L 
. 
Filtering medium 
Fibre Glass Medium p 3 !lm >200 
+ square mesh aperture " 440 !lm 
Test fluid MP 320 
Density 880kgm-3 
Power law index 1.0 
Number of pleats 75 
Height of the filter element 211.5 mm 
Height ofthe pleat 24.5 mm 
Diameter of the inner core 59 mm 
Filtering area 0.73m2 
Outer diameter of the casing 120 mm 
Experimental data Numerical analysis 
Pressure Pressure 
drop with Pressure drop 
Flow % 
Pressure nocompn. drop with allowing for 
Rate Viscosity % Loss 
No drop p"", and no compn. compression 
Oit (eSt) Compn. in (Pa) loss in p, and loss in 
min~l) area 
areaP (bar) areapc+a 
(bar) (bar) 
1. 100 71 2.28 14.00 0.27 0.32 85.98 2.280 
2. 150 69 3.45 22.13 0.40 0.51 85.09 3.450 
3. 200 69 4.98 28.68 0.53 0.75 84.96 4.977 
4. 250 68 6.41 32.87 0.66 0.98 84.72 6.409 
5. 300 67 7.98 36.31 0.78 1.22 84.68 7.980 
6. 350 67 9.65 39.14 0.91 1.49 84.53 9.646 
7. 400 66 11.13 46.95 1.02 1.93 82.68 11.131 
8. 450 66 12.30 46.95 1.15 2.17 82.37 12.305 
9. 500 66 13.97 46.95 1.28 2.41 82.75 13.970 
10. 550 67 16.07 46.95 1.43 2.69 83.25 16.070 
11. 600 68 17.77 46.95 1.58 2.97 83.25 17.770 
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Reference element H24FDV70C 
Filtering medium 
Fibre Glass Medium p 31lm >200 
+ square mesh aperture = 440 Ilm 
Test fluid MP 320 
Density 880kgm-3 
Power law index 1.0 
Number of pleats 70 
Height of the filter element 97 mm 
Height of the pleat 24.5 mm 
Diameter of the inner core 59 mm 
Filtering area 0.312 m' 
Outer diameter ofthe casing 120 mm 
Experimental data Numerical analysis 
Pressure Pressure 
drop with Pressure drop 
Flow % 
Pressure nocompn. drop with allowing for 
Rate Viscosity % Loss 
No drop p"", and no campn. compression 
Oit (eSt) Campn. in (Pa) loss in p, and loss in 
min-l ) area 
areaP (bar) areapc+a 
(bar) (bar) 
1. 100 78 4.09 24.24 1.68 2.25 45.01 4.089 
2. 150 76 6.34 32.69 2.46 3.65 42.36 6.340 
3. 200 75 8.86 37.88 3.23 5.21 41.22 8.860 
4. 250 74 11.41 46.95 3.99 7.52 34.10 11.410 
5. 300 74 14.50 46.95 4.79 9.02 37.77 14.500 
6. 350 74 16.70 46.95 5.58 10.53 36.96 16.700 
7. 400 75 19.30 46.95 6.47. 12.20 36.80 19.300 
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Reference element H19FDV82L 
Filtering medium 
Fibre Glass Medium ~ 3 Ilm >200 
+ square mesh aperture = 440 Ilm 
Test fluid MP 320 
Density 880kgm-3 
Power law index 1.0 
Number of pleats 82 
Height ofthe filter element 211.5 mm 
Height of the pleat 19 mm 
Diameter of the inner core 70 mm 
Filtering area 0.607m2 
Outer diameter of the casing 120 mm 
Experimental data Numerical analysis 
Pressure Pressure 
drop with Pressure drop 
Flow % 
Pressure nocompn. drop with allowing for 
Rate Viscosity % Loss 
No drop p"", and no compn. compression 
Oit (eSt) Compn. in (Pa) loss in pc and loss in 
min-i ) area 
areaP (bar) areapc+a 
(bar) (bar) 
1. 50 72 0.89 0 0.60 0.60 32.27 0.89 
2. 100 71 1.93 10.49 1.19 1.33 31.20 1.93 
3. 150 70 3.05 19.79 1.76 2.19 28.17 3.05 
4. 200 69 4.19 25.67 2.31 3.10 25.87 4.19 
5. 250 69 5.60 30.66 2.88 4.16 25.68 5.60 
6. 300 69 6.94 34.14 3.46 5.26 24.24 6.94 
7. 350 68 8.33 36.96 3.98 6.31 24.20 8.33 
8. 400 68 9.66 39.16 4.55 7.48 22.60 9.66 
9: 450 69 10.81 40.77 5.19 8.77 18.86 10.81 
'-
10. 500 69 12.17 46.95 5.77 10.88 10.59 12.17 
11. 550 71 14.04 46.95 6.54 12.32 12.22 14.04 
12. 600 72 15.56 46.95 7.23 13.64 12.35 15.56 
. 
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Reference element H24FDV75L 
Filtering medium 
Fibre Glass Medium p 3 flm >200 
+ square mesh aperture = 440 flm 
Test fluid MP 320 
. 
Density 880kgm-3 
Power law index 1.0 
Number of pleats 75 
Height of the filter element 211.5 mm 
Height of the pleat 24.5 mm 
Diameter of the inner core 59 mm 
Filtering area 0.73m2 
Outer diameter of the casing 120 mm 
Experimental data Numerical analysis 
Pressure Pressure 
drop with Pressure drop 
Flow % 
Pressure nocompn. drop with allowing for 
Rate Viscosity % Los~ 
No drop p"", and no compn. compression 
Oit (eSt) Compn. in (Pa) loss in p, and loss in 
min··) area 
areaP (bar) areapc+o 
(bar) (bar) 
1. 50 80 2.29 14.09 0.15 0.18 92.13 2.29 
2. 100 79 4.56 27.16 0.30 0.42 90.79 4.56 
3. 150 79 6.90 30.05 0.46 0.69 89.92 6.90 
4. 200 79 9.20 38.44 0.61 0.99 89.20 9.20 
5. 250 79 11.80 46.95 0.76 1.44 87.79 11.80 
6. 300 79 14.30 46.95 0.92 1.73 87.91 14.30 
7. 312 80 15.01 46.95 0.97 1.82 87.86 15.01 
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A.3 Three Dimensional 
Modelling Program Manual 
A.3.1 Program Over View 
Combined Stokes-Darcy 
Three Dimensional Combined Stokes-Darcy.Modelling Program [fDCSDMP] is 
a finite element based [FEM] computer algorithm which has been designed to simulate 
the hydrodynamics for both Stokes flow and Darcy flow regime, with a special 
application for Computational Fluid Dynamic [CFD] design of pleated cartridge filter 
used for aeronautical hydraulic system. The program also gives the flexibility to run 
separately for the simulation of either Stokes or Darcy flow. When made to run for 
design of pleated cartridge filter specifications it quantifies for the compression effects 
and apparent losses in cartridge filtration area which are of prime importance in cartridge 
design, sizing and modus operandi. The program reads an external ASCII file which has 
the specification of the such as the meshing parameters along with the physical 
parameters of the fluid and boundary conditions imposed in order to evaluate the critical 
pressure drop. 
A.3.2 Technical Specifications 
• TDCSDMP is written in Intel Visual FORTRAN with Microsoft Visual Studio as 
User Interface [VI] on Windows platform. 
• TDCSDMP is a three dimensional combined Free/Porous flow simulation 
package. The solution scheme for TDCSDMP is based on the U-V-W-P finite 
element method employing linear [8 noded] hexahedral elements. 
• TDCSDMP solves the DARCY equation for the low permeability porous regime 
and STOKES momentum balance equations for creeping laminar regime along 
with the mass CONTINUITY equation for incompressible flow problems 
• TDCSDMP solves the equations in both Cartesian as well as axisymmetric 
coordinate systems. 
• TDCSDMP can program the solution of non-Newtonian and non-isothermal 
incompressible transient and steady flow problems. 
• Algebraic equations in TDCSDMP are solved by a frontal method. 
• Post,processing files generated by TDCSDMP can direcdy be exported to 
TECPLOT and COSMOS for purposes of visualisation. 
• TDCSDMP subtoutines are direcdy accessible to the user and can be easily 
modified depending on the modelling requirements. 
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A.3.3 Input file specification 
The sample data me [datafda~ is an ASCII file that has got all the physical properties of 
the fluid as well as the geometrical characteristics of the finite element mesh which forms 
the flow domain. The format specification of the data file is as follows 
I Line 1 
Variable Identity 
Title 
I Line 2 
Variable Identity 
ncn Number of nodes per element 
ngaus I Line:} 
Number of Gauss integration 20int 
Variable Identity 
nnp Total number of nodes 
nel Total number of elements 
nbc Total number of boundary constraints 
.nmat Total number of fluid medium 
I Line 4, 
Variable Identity 
ntep Count parameters for printing results for every iteration 
icord Selection of co-ordinate system [0 - Cartesian, 1- Cylindrical] 
nter Number of iteration 
I Lines 
Variable Identity 
grav1 Body force in x direction 
grav2 Body force in y direction 
grav3 I Line 6 
Body force in z direction 
Variable Identity 
Tolerance value for discrepancy in velocity values in two 
tolv successive iterations 
Tolerance value for discrepancy in pressure values in two 
tol2 successive iterations 
I Line Z 
Variable Identity 
rvisc Consistency coefficient for viscosity 
power Power law index 
tref Reference temperature 
pref Reference Pressure 
roden Fluid density 
gamad Shear rate 
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Format 
aSo 
Format 
is 
is 
Format 
is 
is 
is 
is 
Format 
is 
is 
is 
Format 
f1O.S 
f1O·S 
f1O·S 
Format 
f1O.S 
10·S 
Format 
d1O.5 
d1O.5 
d1O·S 
d1O·S 
d1O.S 
d1O.5 
-- -----
I Line 8 
Variable 
jnp 
cord(jnp,l) 
cord(jnp,2) 
cordgnp,3) I Line 
Variable 
jel 
node(iel,ncn) 
I Line 9 
Variable 
ibc 
jbc 
vbc 
Identity 
Counter for node number 
x - coordinate for node jnp 
y-coordinate for node jnp 
z-coordinate for node jnp 
Identity 
Counter for element number 
Node numbers associate with iel 
Identity 
Node number having boundary constraints 
Numerical identifier of boundary constraints 
Value of boundary constraints 
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Format 
i8 
e2o.8 
e20.8 
e2o.8 
Format 
i8 
8i8 
Format 
i8 
is 
flO.S 
Sample input data ftle [dataf.dat] 
--------------------------------------------S1lJ\Fl1l ()l' l'II-E;--------------------------------------------
mesh.gfm file in use 
8 3 
54 20 154 1 
1 0 
0.000 0.000 0.000 
0.00001 0.00001 0.00001 
.80000D+02.10000D+Ol.27315D+03.14000D-
01.20000D+00.20000D +00.1 0132D+06. 98000D+03.20000D +00 
1 0.0000000 5.0000000 0.0000000 
2 0.0000000 2.5000000 0.0000000 
3 0.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
4 0.0000000 5.0000000 2.5000000 
5 0.0000000 2.5000000 2.5000000 
6 0.0000000 0.0000000 2.5000000 
7 0.0000000 5.0000000 5.0000000 
8 0.0000000 2.5000000 5.0000000 
9 0.0000000 0.0000000 5.0000000 
10 2.0000000 5.0000000 0.0000000 
11 2.0000000 2.5000000 0.0000000 
12 2.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
13 2.0000000 5.0000000 2.5000000 
14 2.0000000 2.5000000 2.5000000 
15 2.0000000 0.0000000 2.5000000 
16 2.0000000 5.0000000 5.0000000 
17 2.0000000 2.5000000 5.0000000 
18 2.0000000 0.0000000 5.0000000 
19 4.0000000 5.0000000 0.0000000 
20 4.0000000 2.5000000 0.0000000 
21 4.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
22 4.0000000 5.0000000 2.5000000 
23 4.0000000 2.5000000 2.5000000 
24 4.0000000 0.0000000 2.5000000 
25 4.0000000 5.0000000 5.0000000 
26 4.0000000 2.5000000 5.0000000 
27 4.0000000 0.0000000 5.0000000 
28 6.0000000 5.0000000 0.0000000 
29 6.0000000 2.5000000 0.0000000 
30 6.0000000 0.0000000 0.0000000 
31 6.0000000 5.0000000 2.5000000 
32 6.0000000 2.5000000 2.5000000 
33 6.0000000 0.0000000 2.5000000 
34 6.0000000 5.0000000 5.0000000 
35 6.0000000 2.5000000 5.0000000 
36 6.0000000 0.0000000 5.0000000 
37 8.0000000 5.0000000 0.0000000 
38 8.0000000 2.5000000 0.0000000 
I7 
Mesh, physical 
and numerical data 
Nodal 
coordinates 
1 11 2 1 
2 12 3 2 
3 14 5 
4 15 6 
5 20 11 
6 21 12 
7 23 14 
8 24 15 
9 29 20 
10 30 21 
11 32 23 
12 33 24 
13 38 29 
14 39 30 
15 41 32 
16 42 33 
17 47 38 
18 48 39 
19 50 41 
20 51 42 
1 1 0.0000 
1 2 0.0000 
1 3 0.0000 
2 1 0.0000 
2 2 0.0000 
2 3 0.0000 
3 1 0.0000 
3 2 0.0000 
3 3 0.0000 
4 1 0.0000 
4 2 0.0000 
4 3 0.0000 
5 1 0.1000 
6 1 0.0000 
6 2 0.0000 
6 3 0.0000 
7 1 0.0000 
7 2 0.0000 
7 3 0.0000 
8 1 0.0000 
8 2 0.0000 
8 3 0.0000 
9 1 0.0000 
9 2 0.0000 
9 3 0.0000 
10 1 0.0000 
10 2 0.0000 
10 3 0.0000 
11 1 0.0000 
11 2 0.0000 
4 
5 
10 
11 
13 
14 
19 
20 
22 
23 
28 
29 
31 
32 
37 
38 
40 
41 
10 
11 
13 
14 
19 
20 
22 
23 
28 
29 
31 
32 
37 
38 
40 
41 
46 
47 
49 
50 
14 
15 
17 
18 
23 
24 
26 
27 
32 
33 
35 
36 
41 
42 
44 
45 
50 
51 
53 
54 
5 
6 
8 
9 
14 
15 
17 
18 
23 
24 
26 
27 
32 
33 
35 
36 
41 
42 
44 
45 
4 
5 
7 
8 
13 
14 
16 
17 
22 
23 
25 
26 
31 
32 
34 
35 
40 
41 
43 
44 
13 
14 
16 
17 
22 
23 
25 
26 
31 
32 
34 
35 
40 
41 
43 
44 
49 
50 
52 
53 
Elemental Connectivity 
Boundary Constraints 
______________________ ------------------END OF FILE-------------------------________ c ___________ ------
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A.3-4 Program subroutine hierarchy 
I Subroutine Level 1 
1 CLEAN called by TDCSDMP 
2 CONTOL called by TDCSDMP 
3 FLOW (flow_s,flow_d,flow_csd) called by TDCSDMP 
4 GETELM called by TDCSDMP 
5 GETMAT called byTDCSDMP 
6 GETNOD called by TDCSDMP 
7 OUTPUT called by TDCSDMP 
8 PLOTFIL called by TDCSDMP 
9 PUTBCV called by TDCSDMP 
10 SECINV called by TDCSDMP 
11 SETPRM called by TDCSDMP 
I Subroutine Level 2 
1 DERIV Called by FLOW 
2 FRONT Called by FLOW 
3 GAUSSP Called by FLOW 
4 SHAPE Called by FLOW 
5 VISCA Called by FLOW 
I Subroutine Level 2 
1 BACSUB Called by FRONT 
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A.3.5 Program subroutines - functions 
CLEAN 
CONTOL 
DERlV 
FLOW 
FRONT 
GAUSSP 
GETELM 
GETMAT 
GETNOD 
OUTPUT 
PUTBCV 
SECINV 
SETPRM 
SHAPE 
PLOTFIL 
VISCA 
Cleans the arrays and prepares them for solution 
Makes the check for convergence variables 
Calculated the Jacobian matrix, the determinant of the 
Jacobian matrix and global derivatives of the shape 
functions used in finite element 
calculations 
Calculates the velocities and pressure based on UVWP 
finite element method 
Employs frontal method for solving the final set of equations 
Specifies the Gauss points and weights for quadrature integration 
Specifies the nodal connectivity 
Reads the material parameters 
Reads the coordinates of the mesh form the dalaf.dat file 
Prints the output results in the form or three dimensional 
velocities and pressure field at every time increment 
Impose the primary boundary conditions for velocity 
Calculates the second invariant of rate of deformation stress tensor 
which depends on the velocity gradients for a particular time step 
Sets the location data for nodal degrees of freedom that 
are the velocities and the pressures associated with each node 
in the mesh 
Calculates the shape functions and their derivatives used in finite 
element calculations 
Generates output files for the COSMOS and TECHPLOT 360 for 
visualization 
Calculates the viscosity according to the power law model 
valid for the type of fluid used 
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A.3.6 List of prime variables in TDCSDMP 
aa: 
ak: 
b: 
bc: 
cg: 
cord: 
da: 
del: 
detj: 
dispc: 
errp: 
Left hand side finite element stiffness matrix 
Right hand side finite element stiffness matrix 
Measure of Gaussian integration 
Array for storing boundary constraint value 
Weighting functions for Gauss integration 
Array storing coordinate values of each nodal point 
Global derivative of shape function 
Local derivatives of shape function 
Determinant of Jacobian matrix 
Value of dispersion coefficient 
Square of discrepancy between pressure values calculated in two 
successive iterations 
Square of discrepancy between pressure values calculated in two 
errv: successive iterations 
eta: ycoordinate in local coordinate system 
gamad: Rate of deformation of viscous stress tensor 
icord: Switch for changing the coordinate system of equations 
maxbc: Limit for maximum number of boundary constraints that can 
be specified 
maxdf: Limit for maximum number of nodal degrees of freedom 
maxel: Limit for maximum number of elements in mesh 
maxnp: Limit for maximum number of nodal points in mesh 
maxst: Maximum dimension of finite element stiffness matrix 
nbc: Total number ofboundarynode constraints 
ncn: Number of nodes associated with each finite element 
ncod: Array for constraint switch defined for every degree of freedom 
ndf: Total number of nodal degrees of freedom 
ndim: Dimensions of the solution domain 
nel: Total number of elements in pleated cartridge mesh 
ngaus: Number of quadrature points required for Gaussian integration 
nmat: Total number of fluids 
nnp: Total number of nodal points in pleated cartridge mesh 
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node: 
nter: 
num: 
p: 
permx: 
permy: 
pmat: 
power: 
press: 
rpef: 
rr: 
rtem: 
rvisc: 
Array for nodal connectivity of elements 
Number of solution iterations 
Number of integration points per element 
Finite element shape or interpolation functions 
Permeability of the filter medium in xdirection 
Permeability of the filter medium in ydirection 
Array storing values of physical properties of the fluid 
Power law index for the fluid viscosity 
Array for nodal pressure 
Reference pressure 
Array for storing the elemental load vector 
Reference temperature 
Consistency coefficient for viscosity of fluid 
Array storing components of second invariant of rate of deformation of 
sinv: stress tensor 
soln: Array for storing solution values calculated by Frontal Solver 
tolv: Maximum allowable tolerance for fluctuation in velocity value 
tolp: Maximum allowable tolerance for fluctuation in pressure value 
vel: Array for nodal velocities 
viisc: Viscosity of fluid used for each set of experiment 
visc: Updated value of viscosity according to power law model 
xg: Coordinates of Gauss quadrature points for integration 
xi: xcoordinate in local coordinate system 
A.3.7 Program listing 
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C:\DocQments and Setting6\cgak5\Desktop\3D Stokes Oarcy\Consolel\Program\main.for 
o 
o 
, 
, 
o 
, 
o 
, 
o 
, 
, 
, 
o 
, 
o 
o 
, 
, 
o 
, 
, 
o 
, 
o 
o 
, 
o 
, 
Program Stokes3D AND DARCY3D UVWP WITH FEVT AND BC 
--.----.----.---------.---.-------------------~---.-------------------
This is a program for the solution of non-newtonian, isothermal, 
incompressible flow problems using the weighted residual galerkin 
finite element method 
The solQtion scheme is based on the U-V-W-P method 
velocity components and pressure are the prime unknowns in the flow 
field. 
Concentration in the flow field is also calcUlated. 
Algebraic equations are solved by a frontal method. 
A complete list of options is given on the program listing. 
The program consists of a main module and subroutines 
The program is written in INTEL FORTRAN V 10.1 programming language 
Developed by Abhijeet Kulkarni 
Last Revision on 02/02/2006-----------------------------'---
c work files 
c .. - ... - ... ---
c unit contents 
c -=~--------~---~~------------~~---=~---~-------------~~----~---~-------, 
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mateiral property data file 
Nodal co-ordinates and elemental connectivity 
output file for documentation 
output file containing velocity field data for 
plotting 
output file containing concentration data for 
contOQr plotting 
Qsed as a work file in the solver routine 
stor~s shape functions and their derivatives at 
'full' integration points 
output file containing presSQre data for 
contour plotting 
output zile containing elemental stiffness matri~ 
for ~lement number 14 as seen on the mesh 
C ____ • ___ ~~ __ ~ _____ • ___ •• __ m~ ____ • ___ m ____ ~ ____ ~ ____ g. ___ ~. ____ E _______ _ 
o 
c List of variables 
" ,
b 
bo 
cone 
cord 
dol 
dscl, 
grav1 
grav2 
icord 
27, 27) 
27, 27) 
3, 20) 
(maxdf I 
(maxnp ) 
(malwp,ndim) 
( 3, 20) 
(malldf ) 
dsc:2 
element coeffiCient matrices on LHS 
element coefficient matrices on RHS 
global derivatives of shape functions 
nodal constraints (boundary conditions) 
nodal concentrations 
nodal coordinates 
local derivatives of shape functions 
nodal velocities (displacements) 
depths of slip layers 
first component of the applied body force 
second component of the applied body forc~ 
indicates whether the coordinate system is cartesian (planar) or 
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tolc 
tolp 
tolv 
obo 
000 
od' 
ndim 
001 
ngaus 
oop 
node (maxel,maxst) 
nter 
oum 
P 20 
press (maxnp 
rl (maxdf 
rfrct 
rr ( 27 
stiff (maxar 
rvisc 
power 
stemp 
rtem 
spress 
rpress 
'00 
poo 
gamad 
ow' 
List of Subroutines 
bacsub 
clean 
conc 
con to I 
deriv 
flow 
front 
gaussp 
getbcd 
getelm 
getmat 
getnod 
lumpm 
OQtput 
putbcv 
PQtbcc 
setprm 
shape 
slip 
stress 
visca 
viscb 
USE IFPORT 
cylindrical (axisymmetric) 
convergence tolerance factor for concentration 
convergence tolerance factor for pressures 
convetgence tolerance factor for velocities 
total nQmber of boundary-node constraints 
number of nodes per element 
degre~ of freedom per node 
dimensions of the solution domain 
total number of elements 
number of integration points 
total nQmber of nodal points 
element connectivity 
maximum number of iterations for non-newtonian case 
number of integration points per element 
shape functions 
nodal pressures 
global load vector (r.h.s.) 
friction coefficient (Slip) 
element load vector 
global stiffness matriX ( a in a~"r.h.s.) 
mu nought;consistency coefficient in power-law mOdel 
power law index 
temperature 
reference temperature 
presSUre 
reference pressure 
coefficient relating viscosity to temperature 
coefficient relating viscosity to presSUre 
shear rate 
no. of sample nodes for recording transient solQtions 
backsubstitution method for finding the final 
solution vector 
cleans the arrays and prepares them for 
solution 
calCUlates the concentrations 
makes a check for the convergence 
calCUlates the jacobian matrix, its determinant 
and global derivatives of the shape functions 
calculates the velocities and pressures 
frontal method for solving the final set 
of equations 
specifies the gauss points and weights for 
quadrature integration 
specifies the primary boundary conditions 
specifies the nodal connectivity array 
reads the inpQt material data 
reads the nodal co-ordinates fo~ cartesian 
and axisymmetric systems 
evaluates the terms of the mass matrix 
prints the final solQtion 
imposes the primary boundary conditions for 
velocity 
imposes the primary boundary conditions for 
concentration 
Sets the location data for nodal degrees of 
freedom 
calculates the shape fUnctions and their 
derivatives 
identifies the upper and lower boundary 
layers. 
calcQlates stress components at integration 
points 
calCUlates the viscosity 
calCUlates virtual viscosity for slip walls 
parilllletClr (maxel .. 10000 
~arametClr (maxnp 10000 
. 
, 
pa~~te~ (maxbe - 10000 
paramollter (maxd! .. maxnp·4 
pa~eter Imaxst .. SO ) 
paraJlletor (maxfr 2500 ) 
parameter (ndim .. 3 
implicit raal*8 (a-h,o-z) 
c Storage allocation 
c --.------.. -~ ... ----, 
~i~n8ion title ( 
'" dilI\Qnsion node (maxel,maxst) ,pmat (mllxel, (maxdf 
(mllxbc 
(mllxnp 
dimansion need {maxdf ), bc 
d.imansion ibc 
d.im'tn"ion vel 
(maxbc ) ,jbc 
(maxdf ) ,conc 
dime.f1$ion rl (maxdf 
dilflQnsion clump (maxnp 
dimension vet (maxdf 
difllension nopp (maxdf 
di~n8ion aa (maxst,maxst) 
dimension xg ( 3) 
dimension p t ZO} 
dilllansion Idest (maxst ) 
d.iman"ion eq (maxfr,ma)[fr) 
dilhen"ion kpiv (maxfr ) 
dillle.nsion qq (ma)[fr ) 
~en"ion md! (maxdf ) 
dimafl$ion ldsc (Z2 
di~n&ion temp (maxnp ) 
, stres (maxnp, 
,cet {maxnp 
,u (maxst 
", ( 
,del ( 3, 
,kdest(maxst 
,1hed (m,1x!r 
,lpiv (ma.xfr 
,pvkol (maxfr 
,ndn (mllxdf 
9) ,cord (maxnp, ndim) 
) 
) ,vbc (maxbc 
) ,press (maxnp 
6) 
) .pet (maxnp 
) 
3) 
20) ,b 3, 
) 
, "' 
(maxst 
) , khed (rnaxfr 
) ,jrnod (maxfr 
) , sinv (maxel, 
) 
20) 
) 
) 
) 
27) 
~Clnllion rmatl (maxel, 13) ,rmat2(maxel, 13) 
eharaetClr "ZO filnam 
INTEGER(4) frequency, duration 
Jb9,al(8) vel sound, deltat 
frequency" 4000 
dUration .. 2000 
c Openin~ and creating of input and output data files  ~ __ ~~_ .._______ ~_ .. __ • ____ ~ ___ ~___ .. u ___ _ 
dfer .. 1 
ctpgJl\ .. 
c Preprocessing of the data file 
, 
filnam·'dataf.dat' 
openlunit~51,File"filn~m,access-'sequential',forJl\-'formatted', 
1 status_~unknown",iostat·ios) 
open(Unit~60,file_'res.t)[t',access~'sequential"form~'formatted', 
1 status_"unknown",iostat_ios) 
open(Unit_11,file_'stress.txt',access_'sequential',form-'formatted', 
1 status_~unknown",iostat_ios} 
opanlunit_14,form_'unformatted',status.'scratch',iostat-10s) 
opcon(unit_15,form_'unformatted',status_'scratch',iostat-i05) 
if(ios--O) then 
p~int*,nfiles opened" 
else. 
print*,"files not opened" 
.top 
end if 
~9wind 5). 
re.wind 60 
rewind ZO 
c Initialize arrays 
,CC'C\"D~0=,~um~en~t,~,~""d~S~e~t"t"i"n'9!'"\~'9~a~k~5C\~D~e~'~k"too~PO\"3£D~',toek~.,',"D"a~r"',y~\SC~0""!'~oOIe,1,\"p~r~0"9"r"a~m"\"m"a"i""".!fO~r,-_______ 4 
, 
5010 
5020 
5030 
5040 
5050 
5060 
50'10 
50BO 
5090 
5100 
-.... --=~-----.. ----
do 5010 itI l,maxel 
do 5010 iv1 
-
1,130 
node (itl,ivl) 
-
, 
continue 
do 5020 it1 
-
1,maltel 
do 5020 iv1 1, , 
plllat (itl,ivl) 
-
,. , 
continue 
do 5030 itl 
-
l,maxnp 
do 5030 i vI 
-
1,3 
cord (itl,ivl) 
-
0.0 
continua 
do 5040 it! 
-
1,II\a~np 
do 5040 i vI 
-
1,6 
stres(itl,ivl) 
-
0.0 
cOJ1tinue 
do 5050 it! 1,maJ{df 
vel (i t1 
-
'.0 
cOJ1tiJ1ue 
do 5060 itI 
continue 
do 5070 it! 
continue. 
do 5080 itl 
continue. 
do 5090 itl 
continue. 
do 5100 itl 
continue 
-
-
-
-
1,maxdf 
ncod 
,1 
b, 
vet 
mdf 
"d" 
nopp 
l,maxnp 
clump 
"t 
conc 
po< 
press 
1,maxbc 
ibc 
jbc 
vb, 
1,20 
del 
del 
d,l 
1,maxst 
Idest 
kdest 
"' 
do 5110 itl .. l,maxfr 
Ihed 
khed 
kpiv 
Ipiv 
jmod 
qq 
pvkol 
do 5110 ill l,maxfr 
eq 
(iU) 
(itl) 
(1 t1) 
(itl) 
(1 t1) 
(itl) 
(i t1) 
(iU) 
(itl) 
(i t1) 
(iel) 
(1tl) 
(itl) 
(i tll 
(i tl) 
\1, itl} 
(2,itl) 
(3, itl) 
(itl 
(itl 
(itl 
-
0 
-
0.0 
0.' 
0.0 
-
0 
0 
0 
-
0.' 
-
D.' 
-
0.' 
0.0 
0.0 
0 
0 
'.0 
-
0.0 
-
0.0 
0.' 
-, 
o 
(i tl 0 
(i tl 0 
(i tl 0 
'i tl 0 
(i tl 0 
(itl .. 0.0 
(itl 0.0 
litt,ill}'" 0.0 
5110 continua c ___________ ~ _______________ w ____________ • ____________ .------------.--.-
c Title of the program 
if(.not. eof(Sl)) ~ead (51,'(80a)') title 
writa(60,4010) title 
if (dfcr .. -21 th"n 
writa(*,' (80a) ') title 
end if 
c~--·~~-~--- .. -----.. ~-.. ---·------------·---·-----~-----.... --.-~-.-------
;C"'"\eDeO;ou~mCeone'""~."n"d~S,e""oin"9,",\,O"9"."k"'C\"D"e~,~k,'"OP~\3~D~S"'eo"k"e"'~D,aor,OLY"\C,O~nC'"0ol"e"'c\eP"r,o,gor".~m"\m".,i"n~.f"o"rc-______ ' 
C Element description data 
if (.not. eof(51)) r .. ad (51,'(215)') nen ,ngaus 
write{60,4020) nen ,ngaus 
C Mesh, boundary condition and material parameters 
j.E (.not. eofeS!)) reael (51,'(418)') nnp ,nel ,nbe ,nmat 
it (.not. eof (5lJ) read (51,' (2i5) ') ntep , icord 
1!(icQrd.eq.O) writ916C,~030) 
if(icord.eq,l) write(60,4040) 
write(60,4050) 
if(ntep.eq.O) ntep-l 
c icord-O coordinate system is cartesian planar 
c icord-l coordinate system is cylindrical (axisymrnetric) 
c 
o 
o 
c 
o 
if ntep - 1 then computed result after every iteration will 
be printed ;if you do not need the result of intermediate 
computations choose your own ntep;the result of first and 
converged solutions will always be printed. 
if(nnp~_O .or.nnp > maxnp) then 
write(60,4060) 
elseif(nel .... 0 .or.nel > maxel) then 
write(60,4060) 
elseif(nbc ~s 0 .or.nbc > maxbc) then 
wr:!.te(60,4060) 
el&Aif{nmat .M 0 .or.nmat > ma~el) ~n 
write(60,4060) 
print*, "the proqram is aborted" 
stop 
endif 
write~60,4010) nnp ,nel ,nbc ,nmat 
if (.not. eof~51» rQad (5l,'(3fl0.0)') gravl, grav2, gravJ 
writ8(60,40aO) gravl, grav2, gravJ 
if (.not. eof(Sl}) read(Sl,'(JflO.S)') tolv ,tolp, tolc 
maxer-mOlxel 
c Read input data from main data file and prepare arrays for solution process 
o 
o 
, 
, 
o 
, 
, 
o 
, 
, 
o 
, 
o 
o 
e 
, 
o 
, 
call getmat(ne1,nmat,pmat,Sl,60,maxel,rtem,rpef) 
ca11 getnodtnnp,cord,51,60,maxnp,ndim,icord) 
call getelm(nel,ncn,node,Sl,60,maxer) 
call getbcd(nbc,ibc,jbc,vbc,51,60,maxbcl 
Start of the time lOOp 
Set control parameters (default values are overwritte~ by input data 
if specified) 
non 
ngaus 
nter 
ndilfl 
nter 
vel -
temp -
stime 
number of nodes per element 
number of integration pOints 
maximum number of iterations for non-newtonian case 
number of space dimensions in the solution domain 
10 
0.0 
rtem 
Transient data 
starting time 
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del tat time increment 
alpha indicates the choice of method being employed in alpha 
time stepping technique (backward difference, 
fo~ward difference, central difference, galerkin) 
nter maximum number of time steps being employed for finding solution 
print*, " 
print·, "Enter the nullll:oer of time steps desired" 
read*, n·ter 
w~ite{60,4100) nter 
print*,"Enter the delta t desired" 
read*, rlel tat 
deltat - 0.001 
print *,'deltat ~ ',deltat 
write(6Q,4UO) del tat 
print*,"Type code for taylor galerkin technique being used" 
print*,"Code l:Forward Diference Method" 
p~int·,"Code 2:Galerkin's Method" 
print~,"Code J:Central Diference Method" 
print*,"Code 4:Baekward Diferenee Method" 
p~int~,"Code 5:Temporal Upwinding" 
read*, Code 
code - 5 
if (code .. - 1) then 
alpha=O.O 
else if(code -_ 2) then 
alpha"0.5 
Qlse if (code ~. 3) then 
a1pha-2.0/J.0 
8lsQ if (code 41 then. 
alpha"l.O 
else If(eode _ .. 5) thQn 
print*,"Type in the value of alpha between 0.5 & I" 
read·, alpha 
else 
print*, "Error in Typing code" 
Qnd if 
print·, "alpha-", alpha 
tcode - 0 
Print 
Print *, '1: Stokes only' 
Print *, '2: Dsrcy only' 
Print *, 'J: Combined Stokes Darcy' 
rQsd( *, *) tcode 
dQ 5150 iter _ 1 ,nter 
print*, 'i ter-', iter 
etim .. iter*deltat 
writ8(60,4090) iter 
Calculate Nodal VelOCities & Pressures 
icho~l 
call clean 
nd, -, 
ntov ndf * nnp 
ntrix .. ndf * ncn 
rQwind 11 
rCilwind 14 
rQwind 15 
1 (nen, nel ,nclf ,node, rl ,maxel,maxst,maxdf, 
,C"'-,\ED~O,oU~m~'~"~t~,,-,a~"~dc;S~,-,t-,t,i"~g~,~\,o"gEa~k"5~\eD"'~'!k,t£O'Pl\,3D'C-'S~t~O~k~'~''-'D~a"r'OxY-,\,,C~OD''''''~1",,"\~p2r~o"g~r:;a~m,\~m.a,i~no· ~fo,rC-___ 7 
bo ,need ,icho 
call setptIrl 
1 (nnp ,nel ,ncn 
2 maxdf,ntov ,mdt 
,node ,ndf 
,noPF ) 
,maxel,maxst,ndn ,ntrix, 
call putbcv 
1 (nop ,nbe ,ibc ,jbc ,vbc ,neod ,bc,maxbc,maxdf,maxel,maxst, 
2: node) 
1o.v4 is the file specifier for unit-ZO 
1d'14-20 
do 5160 iel-l,nel 
call flow s (node ,cord ,proat ,nopp IlIIdf ,ndn ,neod ,be ,vel 
1,press, r1-; temp,ldest,kdest,nk ,eq ,lhed ,khed ,kpiv ,Ipiv, 
21mod, qq, pvkol,iter ,nel ,nen , ngauB.gravl ,gra..,2, <;rll'13, p, 
3del, b , ntrix, maxel, rnaxnp, maxst, maxfr, rnaxdf, ndim , 
4aa ,xg ,da ,ntov ,num, icord, rr, iel, dell, del tat, alpha,idv4, 
5sinv, icho, nnp, tref) 
else if (tcode .. _2) thj;ln 
call flow_d_tg(node ,cord ,pmat ,nopp ,rodf ,ndn ,ncad ,be ,vel 
l,press, rI, temp,ldest,kdest,nk ,ell. ,llled ,khed ,kpiv ,lpiv, 
2jmoc\, qq, pvltol,iter ,nel ,ncn , ngaus,gravl ,grav2, grav3, p, 
3del, b, ntrix, maxe1, maxnp, maxst. ~xfr, maxdf. ndi~ , 
ha ,)(g ,da ,ntov ,num, icord, [r, iel, dell,deltat, 1l1pha,idv4, 
5sinv, icho, nnp, tref) 
col se if (tcode -- 3 ) thell 
call flow CSO(node ,cord ,proat ,nopp ,lIldf ,ndn ,neod ,be ,vel 
l,press, r1, t.emp,ldest,kdsst,nk ,ell. ,lhed ,khed ,kpiv ,lpiv, 
2jmod, 'Iq, pvko1,iter ,nel ,ncn , ngaus,gravl ,grav2, 9rav3, p, 
3del, h, ntrix, maxel, ma~np, maxst, ma~fr, maxdf, ndim , 
4aa ,xg ,da ,ntov ,num, icord, rr, iel, dell,deltat, alpha,idv4, 
5sinv, icho, nnp, tref) 
colsco if (tcode .. - 4 ) then 
c;IIll flow CSDqt(node ,cord ,pmat ,nopp ,rodf ,ndn ,neod ,bc ,vel 
l,press, rl';" temp,ldest,kdest,nk ,eq ,lbed ,khed ,kpiv ,lpiv, 
2jmod, 'Iq, pvkol,iter ,nel ,ncn , ngaus,gravl ,9rav2, 9rav3 , p, 
3del, b, ntrix, maxel, maxnp, maxst, maxfr, maxdf, ndim , 
<laa ,xg ,da ,ntov ,num, icoro., rr, iel, de.ll,deltat, alpha,idv4, 
5sinv, icho, nnp, tref) 
8188 if (tcode ~- 5 ) thcon 
call flow CSDS(node ,cord ,p~at ,nopp ,mdf ,ndn ,ncod ,bc ,vel 
l,press, rl, temp,ldest,kdest,nk ,ell. tlhed ,khed ,kpiv ,lpiv, 
2jrnod, qq, pvkol,iter ,nel ,Den, ngllus,'Orav1 ,'Orllv2, 'Orav3, P, 
3del, b, ntrix, maxel, maxnp, maxst, maxfr, maxdf, ndim , 
4aa ,x'o ,d" ,ntov ,num, icord, rJ:, iel. dell,deltat. alpha,idv4, 
5sinv, icho, nnp, tref) 
,', 
81a8 if (tcode .. - 6 ) than. 
<:a11 flow CSDtt(node ,cord ,pmat ,nopp ,mdt ,ndn ,neod ,be: ,vel 
l,press, rI, temp,ldest,kdest,nk ,eq ,lhed ,khed ,kpiv ,lpiv, 
2jrood, qq, pvkol,iter ,nel ,ncn , n'Oaus,gra'1l ,gra'12, grav3, p, 
3del, b, n~rix, maxel, roaxnp, maxst, maxfr, maxdf, ndim , 
4aa ,1<'0 ,d;:!. ,ntov ,Dum, ieord, rr, ie.l, dell,deltat, alphoo,idv4, 
5sinv, ie:ho, nnp, tref) 
.," 
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.top 
endif 
5160 and do 
c 
c 
c 
o 
c 
o 
o 
calculates the second invariant of rate of deformation 
tensor at integration points. 
.::all secinv 
1 (nel ,nnp ,ncn 
2 del ,da ,vel 
3 m(l.xdf,Dum) 
,ngaus,node ,sinv ,cord ,p ,b, 
,mexnp,maxel,maxst,ndim ,icord, 
call contol(vel ,conc ,iter ,ntov ,nnp,maxnp,maxdf,errov, errop 
l,vet ,cet, pet, press) 
calculation of the nodal stress;using variational recover1 
call lultlpltl 
I {clump,nnp ,maxnp,nel ,ngaus,p ,del ,b ,maxst, 
2 node ,maxel,ncn 
stress call 
1 
2 
(nel,nnp,ncn ,node ,p , b , d~ ,vel ,maxnp, maxel, 
ma)[df, stres, press, rvisc ,clump ,ngaus ) 
Print th~ output 
iitet-\itet!ntep}*ntep 
if(i ter. e'I.1. or. ii ter .eq. iter) then 
call output 
1 (nnp ,vel ,press, maxdf,m;lxnp,icord, stres) 
endif 
maxst , 
c output files for cosmos 
if \itet.e~.ntet) then 
eall plotfil 
1 (nnp I vel , press, m;lxdf, maxnp, icord, pmOlt, 
2 mOlxel, actp:ress, nel, cord, ncn, node, ndim) 
end if 
c ---~---~-----~~--.---------~--.-----------.--.--~-----_.-_.------c End of time loop 
c ---~-----~.-----------~~---------.--.-- .. -----.--.--.-~~----------
5150 continue 
clou.(51) 
c10a.(unit-60) 
oloae{unit"'11) 
clc_(unit-14) 
cloao;l(unit-15) 
<:10ae(20) 
.--.. ---.--.---.--.---------.. ---~------------~.--------.---------.--Write statements 
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4010 £oI'lllat(' ',S(I),' ',20x,60('*'),/' ',20x,'*',S8x,'*',/ 
l' ',20x, '*',' A three dilD.ensional finite element model of a 
27x,'*',/' ',20x,'*',' non-newtonian isothermal flow using', 
320x,'*',/' ',20x,'*',' the uvwP method. ',38x,'*',I' ',20x,'*', 
5S8x,'*',/' ',20x,60('~'ll/I,' ',20x,8ol'-'),I' ',20x,sOa,I' " 
620x, so (' -'), / I /) 
c 
4020 format(' ',20x,3('['),' element description dat.a',lD('.'),1 
125x,'no.o£ nodes per element "',ilO,1 
c 
4030 
4040 
40S0 
4060 
c 
4070 
c 
4080 
4090 
4100 
4110 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
225x. 'no.of integration points _',il0,1 
3/ /) 
format(' **11 coordinate system is cartesian Iplanar) **.') 
forltlat (. *.. coordinate sys tern is cyl indrieal (axisyrrwetri c) * •• ') 
format(' ') 
forrnat(' ',10('['),'input data unacceptable',lOi'!')I/I) 
format(' ',2ox,3('[')~' mesh description data 
12Sx,'no.of nodal points 
, ,10 (' .'), I 
_'.il0,/ 
"', il0, I 
_',110,/ 
-',llO,II) 
225x, 'no.of elements 
32Sx,'no.of nodal constraints on boundary 
425x,'no.of different materials 
format(' ',20x,3('['),' uniform body force 
l25x, 'gravl 
225x, 'grav2 
32Sx, 'grav3 
format(/II' iteration no.',iS,I/) 
vector ',10('.'),/ 
"'. f15 .4, I 
-',f15.4,1 
-',£15.4,11) 
format (Ill , Total number of tim~ steps -',i5,1/1 
fo:.::mat(/II' Deltat "',f1s.4,11) 
CALL BEEPOO(frequency, duration) 
end proqralll 
subroutine gaussp (ngans, xg, cg) 
implicit; double precision(a-h,o-z) 
)[(g) specifies the coordinates of the Gauss points 
c(g) specifies the Gauss weights 
dimQnsion xg(3) ,cg(3) 
xg-O.O 
cg-O.o 
if(ngaus.eq.l) thQn 
xg (1) .. 0.0 
cg(1)-2.0 
QhQif(ngaus.eq.4) thQn 
x911) - O.5773S026919dOO 
xg(2) -xg(l) 
cg(l) .. 1.00 
cg(2) .. 1.00 
e1ae 
xg (1) 
xg (2) 
xg (3) 
09/ 1 ) 
cg(21. 
cg(3) 
Qndif 
r.turn 
.0" 
0.774S9666924dOO 
0.0 
to. -xg (1) 
0.55S5SS5S5S€dOO 
0.8888888S889dOO 
cg (1) 
c __ ~ _______ .. _ .. ________________ .. ___ ~ __________ .. _~ ______ .. _D _____ ~_ .. _ 
c 
subroutinQ shape ( xi , eta. leta, p ,del, ncn j 
implicit doUble precision (a-h,o-z) 
DIMENSION p(20) ,del{3,20) 
!CC'C\"D~O~C,"~.!e"o",,~a~n~d~s~e~'"'"iEn.g~'i\£,g~a,k~5C\~D~e~'~k~,"o~po\~'EDceS£'oek~e~'~D"a"r,c"y~\"C"oEn~'eo~l!e'c\"p~r,o~g~r"a".~\,.~a,iEn".!feO,r _______ 'O 
PaO.O 
del-O.O 
if (ncn--4) then 
del(1,1)- 1,0 
del(I,4)- -1.0 
c----------------------------------------------------
del(2,2)- 1.0 
de112,4)- -1.0 
c----------------------------------------------------deI13,3)- 1.0 
de1(3,4)- -1.0 
c---------------------------------------------------
p(l)-xi 
p(2)"eta 
p(3)"'leta 
p(4)_1-xi-eta-zeta 
c----------------------------------------------------
else if (ncn.eq.8) then 
del (1,1) --0 .125* (I-eta)· (l-zeta) 
del (1. Z) --0 .125* (l+eta) * (l-zeta) 
del(I,3) .. 0.125* (1+.eta)· (1-zeta) 
del(1,4) .. 0.12S*(1-eta)*(I-zeta) 
del(I,S)_-0.12S*(I_eta)*(1+zetaj 
del (1, 6) __ 0 .125* (l+eta) * (l+zeta) 
delll,7) .. 0.12S*{1+eta)*(I+zeta) 
del(I,8)- 0.12S*(I-eta)*(I+zeta) 
C ••...•.•.•....•....•.•••..• ··.········,·············· •. 
del(2,1)_-0.lZ5~(1-xi)*(1-zeta) 
del (2,2) .. 0.125* (l-xi)* (l-zeta) 
del (2, 3) .. 0.125* (l+xi)" (l-zeta) 
de1(2.4)--0.12S·(I+xi)*(I~~eta) 
del (2, S) __ 0 .125* (I-xi) * (1+zeta) 
del 12, €i)- 0.125*/1-xi) * (l-I-zeta) 
del(2,l)- 0.12S*(1+xi)·(1+zeta) 
del (2,8)--0.125* (1+xi) * (Hzeta) 
C ••• ' ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••• -- ••••••••• " • 
del (3,1)=,-0.125* (1-xi)· (I-eta) 
del(3,2)--0.12S·(I-xi)*(I+eta) 
del (3,3) .. -0.125* (1+xi)· (1+eta) 
del(3,4)_-0.12S*(ltxi)*(I-eta) 
d<:!1(3,5)" 0.125* (1-xi)· (l-eta) 
del(3,G)- 0.12S*(I-xi)*(I+eta) 
del(3,7)- 0.12S*(I+xi)*(1+eta) 
del(3,6)- O.125~(Hxi)~(1-eta) 
c .....•...•...........•.......... · .• ·······•·······•·· ....•. 
p (1)_0.125* (I-xi)· (I-eta) * (l-zeta) 
p (2) .. 0.125* (I-xi) * (heta)· (1-zeta) 
p(3)_D.12S*(ltxil*/lteta)*1 1 - zeta) 
p (4)_0.125 11 (1+xi) * (I-eta)" (l-leta) 
p(5)-0.12S* (l-xi) * (I-eta)" (1+~eta) 
p (6) _0 .125* (l-x.1)· (l+eta)" (1+ze ta) 
p (? )-0 .125* (l+x1)· (l+eta) * (1+~eta) 
p (8) -0.125* (l+xi) * (I-eta)" (l+leta) 
C •••• , ••••••••••••••••• • •• ···.········,··················,· • 
elSR if (ncn.eq.20) then 
del(l,l ) .. 
del (1,2 ) .. 
del(l,3 ) .. 
del(1,4 )-
del(l,5 l" 
0.125* (1-2 .0*x1) *eta* (I-eta) *leta* (ltzeta) 
O. So*xi *eta· (I-eta) * (l+z~ta) 
-0.125* (1+ (2. O*xi) ) *eta* (1-eta) *zeta* (l+zetaj 
-0.25* (1- (eta*eta)* (1+zeta) 
0.25* (1- (eta.eta» 11 (l+zeta) 
del (1. 6 ).. -0.125* (1- (2. 0*x1) )·eta* (l+eta)" zeta* (l+zeta) 
del (1.1)- -0.50*xi*eta" (lteta) "(l+zeta) 
del(l,e)- 0.12S*(I+(2.0*xi))*eta·(I+eta)*zeta*(1+zeta) 
del (1,9)" -0.25* (l-eta)* (1- (zeta*zeta» 
~C"'-'\£D£"Su,0~."n~'~',-".~n~dc.;;S~.!,!"in~9"~\~'''9,.~k"5~I"D~.""k"~o.p-,I~3~D-,S~t,,'~k".",,-,D~'~'!'Xy,I,,C£on,,""'e'o'CI"""',9!,,, •• 0,lo,,,,.,in,,,,. f",~,,-___ ,, 
del(l,lO)-
del{l,ll)-
deltl,l2)" 
del{1,13)'" 
del(1,l4)-
del (1, 15)-
del 11, Hi)-
del(l,17)" 
del(1,18)" 
del(l,19)-
del(1,ZO)" 
0.25* (l-eta) * (l- (zeta*zeta» 
-0.2s*(1+eta)*(1-(zeta*zeta) 
O.ZS*(l+eta)*(l-(zeta*zeta» 
-0.125* {l- (2. O*xil ) *eta* (1-eta) * zeta~ (l-zeta) 
O. SO*l<i"'et<l* (l-eta)" (l-zet<l) 
0.125* (1+ (2.0*xi) )*eta* (1-eta) *zeta~ (l-zeta) 
0.2S*(1-/eta*eta»*{1-zeta) 
O.25*(I-(eta*eta»*(I-zeta) 
0.125*(I-(2.0*xi»*eta*(1+eta)*(1-zeta) 
-0.50" xi * eta * (1 +eta) * (l-ze ta) 
_0.12S*(1+(2.0·xi»*eta*(1-eta)*zeta*(I-zeta} 
c ..••••.••.••..• ·· •. ·•·••·•·••·•··••·•·•··•••··•···••· .....•...•.•.•..••.•. 
de1(Z,1 )-
del(Z,Z )-
del(2,3 ) .. 
del(2,4 )-
del (Z, 5 )-
del/2,6 )-
de1(2,7 ) .. 
del(Z,8 )-
de1(2,9 )-
del(Z,lO)" 
del(2,1l)-
del/2,l2J-
de1(2,13)-
del (2, 14)-
de1(2,15)-
del(2,16)-
del (2, 17)-
del(2,18l-
de1(2,19)-
de1(2,20)-
o .125*xi* (1-xi)" (1- (2. O*eta) ) *zeta· (1+'leta) 
-0. 2S* (1- (xi *xi) ) * (1- (2 .O*eta) ) * (1+zeta) 
-0 .125*xi * (l+xi) *eta* (l·eta) *'leta* (l+zet<l) 
-0. 50* (l-xi J • eta * (1+ 'le ta) 
-0.50* (1+xi) *eta* (1+zeta) 
-0.125*xi. (l-xi)· (1+ (2.0*et<l» *zeta" (l+zeta) 
0.25* (1- (xi*xi) ) * (1+ (2. O*eta) ) * (1+'leta) 
0.125*xi*(1+xi)*(1+(2.0*eta»*zeta*(1+zeta) 
_0.2S*(1_xi)*(1_(zet<l*Zeta» 
-0.25* (l+xi) "' (1- (zeta* zeta) ) 
0.25*(1-xi)*(1-('leta*zet<l» 
0.25* (1+xi) • (1- (zeta*zeta) ) 
-0.125* (xi- (xi*xi) ) * (1- (2. O*eta) ) *zet<l* (1-zet<l) 
-0.25* (1- (xi*xi) j * (1- (2. O*eta) ) * (l-zetaj 
0.125*xi* (l+xi) * (1- (Z.O"eta») ~zeta* (l-zeta) 
0.50* (l-xi) "eta* (1-zet<l) 
-0.25* (l+xi) *eta" (l-zeta) 
o .125*xi* (I-xi) * (1+ (2*eta) ) ·(1-'leta) 
0.25* (1- (xi*xi) l '" (1+ (2*et<l»· (l-zeta) 
-0 .12s*xi* (l+xi) ~ (1+ (2*et<l» *zeta" (l~zeta) 
c .••..••••.•... ·• •• ·•·•··••···•••·•·•••·•···•··••·•··· ••..••.••....•.•..•••. 
de1(3,l loo 
de1(3,2 ) .. 
de1(3,3 ) .. 
de1(3,4 ) .. 
del (3, 5 /-
de1(3,6 ) .. 
de1(3,7 l-
del(3,8 ) .. 
del(3,9 )-
del(3,10)-
de1(3,1l)-
de1(3,12)-
del (3, 13)-
de1(3,l4)-
del (3, 15)-
del (3, Hi)-
del(3,17)-
del(3,18) .. 
del(3,19)-
del(3,20) .. 
~nd i£ 
o .12S.xi" (1-xi) *eta* (l-et<ll * (1+ (2*zet<l) l 
-0.25* (1- (xi*xi) )*eta* (l-eta) 
-0.12S"xi" (1+xi) "eta* (l-eta) * (1+ (2*zeta» 
0.25* (l-xi)" (1- (eU*et<l) ) 
O.25·/1+xi)*/1-(eta*eta) 
-0.l25*xi* (l-xi) "et<l* {l+et<l} * (1+ (2"zeta» 
0.25* (1- (xi*xi)) *eta* (l+etal 
0.125*xi*(I+xi)*et<l*(1+eta)"{1+(2"'zeta)) 
-0.50* (l-xi) * (1-et<l) *zeta 
-O.SO"(l+xi)*(l-et<l)*zet<l 
-50* (I-xi)" (l+eta) * zet<l 
_50*(1+xi)*(1+eta)*zeta 
_0.12S*(xi~(xi"xi)}*eta"(I_eta)*(I_(2*zeta» 
O. 2S* (l- (xi*xi» *eta* (l-eta) 
0.12S*xi* (l+xi) *eta* (l~eta)" (1- (2*zeta)) 
O.2S*/1-x.l) * /1-' eta*eta}} 
_0.25*(1+xi)*(1_(eta*eta») 
-0.12S*xi* (I-xi) "eta* (l-+eta) 
-0.25* (1- (xi*xi) ) *eta* (1+eta) 
-0.125"xi* (l+xi)*eta" (heta) ~ (1- (2*l:eta)) 
c ..................... · .... ·· .. ······················· ..... . 
return 
ond 
,Cl"\eD.'C~"~0"e~n~t~s'-".~n.d~S.e~t~',in'9'S,I~c"9"'"k"5"\~D~e~s'k't£'D£l\3'D~S~t",~k~e~'''D~."'''>Y'I,C2'n~s~'.'".'lcl~'~"'~9"'~ •• 0,I.o •• ,in~.fC'~'C-______ '2 
c 
c 
subroutine deriv 
1 (iel ,ig ,jg ,1I:g, P ,del ,b ,ncn ,da ,cg ,node, 
2 cord ,maxe1,maxnp) 
implioit double precision(a-h,o-z) 
dimens10n p (20), b (3,40) , del (3, 20), cg (3) ,cj (3, 3) ,cj i (3,3) 
dimension node(maxe1,27),cord(maxnp,3) 
do 6010 j-1,3 
do 6010 1-1,3 
9ash~0. 0 
do 6020 1I:_l,ncn 
nn_iabs(node(iel,1I:» 
6020 gashagash + de1{j,k)*cord(nn,l) 
cj (j,1)-9ash 
6010 cont1nue 
detj 
, 
cj-(l, 1) *cj (2,2) *cj (3, 3J +cj (2,1) *cj (3,2) *cj (1, 3) 
+ cj (l,2)*cj (2,3)*cj (3,1)-cj (1,3)*ej (2,2)*ej (3,1) 
_ cj (1,2) *ej (2,1) *ej (3, 3) -ej (2, 3) *ej (3, 2) *ej 0, 1) 
if(detj.le.O.O) then 
wr1te(60,3010) iel,detj 
print *,' Error: Zero or Negative J<lcobian. t 
3010 Loxmat/lx Error: Zero or Negative Jaeobian. 
stop 
endiL 
i6,gZO.5) 
eji(1,l) - (ej(2,2)*ej(3,3)-ej(3,2)*ej(2,3» / detj 
cji(1,2)" «ej(1,2)*cj(3,3)-ej(3,2)*Cj(1,3») / detj 
eji(1,3) (cj(1,2)*cj(2,3)-cj(2,2)*cj(I,3» I detj 
cji (2,1) _ «(ej (2, 1) *cj (3, 3)-cj (3,1) *cj (2, 3») I dHj 
cji(2,2) (cj(1,1)*cj{3,3)-cj (3,1)*cj(1,3») / detj 
eji{2,3) (cj(1,1)*cj(2,3)-cj{2,l)"cj(l,31) / detj 
cji(3,1)" (cj(2,1)*cj(3,2)-Cj(3,1)*Cj(2,2» / detj 
cji(3,2) «(cj(1,l)*ej(3,2)-cj(3,1)*Cj{1,2»)) / detj 
cji{3,3) - (cj(1,1)*cj(2,2)-Cj(2,1)*Cj(1,2» / detj 
do 6030 j-l,3 
do 6030 -l"l,ncn 
b(j,l)-O.O 
do 6030 11:-1,3 
6030 b(j,l) - b(j,l) + cji(j,t) * del(1I:,1) 
da" detj*eg(ig)"cg(jg)·cg(tg) 
return 
ond 
, 
c 
, 
...... -_ ...... -.... --_ .... -_ .. _ .. _ .... -.... _-_ .. ------_ .... __ .... -...... --_ .... --_ .. -.. _ .... --.... 
aubrgutine front 
1 (aa ,rr ,iel ,nep 
2 eq ,lhed ,1I:hed ,1I:piv 
3 neod ,bc , nopp ,mdf 
nell ,ntra, press,icho 
,m<lxel,maxst,ldest,1I:dest,n1l: 
,1piv ,jmod ,qq ,pv1l:01,ve1 
,nan ,maxdf,nel ,m<lxte,ntov 
) 
Frontal elimination routine using diagonal pivoting 
implicit double preeision[<I-h,o-z) 
dimenaion aa (m<lxst,maxst) ,rt (maxst) 
dimenaion nop (m<lxel,maxst) 
,maxir, 
, r1 , 
,lcol , 
dimenaion ldest(maxst) ,1I:dest(maxst) 
dimenaion eq (m<lxfr, maxfr) ,lhed (maxEr) 
,nk (tn<lxst) 
, khed (lIlaJlfr) 
!CC'C\~Do~C~"~m~'~n;""c.,n~d~S~'~'"'"i,n~g~'o\£C2g.,k~5,\~D~'~'~k~'"o"P~\2'ED~S;,o.k~e~'~D~."r"c"y~\"C"o,n"~o"l~eC'"\'~r~o~g~r~.~m~\~m"."i,nc·!f,oEr _______ " 
dimension kpiv (maxfr) ,lpiv (maxfr) 
dimQnsion jmod (ma-xft) ,qq (maxfr) ,pv)col(maxfr) 
dimenaic.n vel lrr.axt.e) ", \trJ.axdf} ,neod \maxdf) 
dilJlQnsiQn be (maxdf) ,nopp (maltdf) ,mdf (maxdf) 
dimension ndn (maxdf) ,press (max,:!f) 
o 
o 
o 
nlp and odl are the file specifiers for units 60 and 14 respectively 
o 
o 
o 
o 
c 
nlp_diO 
nd1-14 
Prefront 
nmax-maxtr 
ncr1t"20 
nl arg-mex £r-1 0 
if(iel.eq.l) neU .. 0 
1£(1e1.eq.1) ntra" 1 
if\nt.ra.eq.O) gato 6040 
nmax .. maxfr 
ntre .. 0 
ncrit. 20 
Ifron .. 0 
nlarg .. nmax-ID 
Find last appeareance of each node 
nlast .. 0 
do 6010 i .. l,ntcv 
do 6020 n .. 1,ne1 
jdn .. ndnln) 
do 6030 1 .. 1.jdn 
if(ncp{n,l) .ne.i)qo to 6030 
n1ast1 .. n 
n1ast .. n 
11 .. 1 
6030 continuoa 
6020 c:ontinuliI 
if(nlast.eq.O) go to 6010 
nop(nlast,ll) .. -nop(nlast,ll) 
nlast .. 0 
6010 continue 
nt1:i:K .. jen 
o 
e Assembly 
o 
6040 
6050 
6060 
6070 
o 
o 
c 
o 
continue 
if\iel.gt..l} go to 6060 
1col .. 0 
do 6050 i .. l,nmalC 
do 6050 j .. 1,nmalt 
eq(j,i) .. O. 
continuoa 
ne11 .. ne11+1 
n .. nell 
jdn .. ndn (ne11) 
kc .. 0 
do 6070 j .. 1,jdn 
nn .. nop(n,j) 
III .. iabs (nn) 
k '"' nopp(m) 
id! .. md! (ro) 
r1(m) .. rr(j)+r1(m) 
do 6070 1 .. 1, idf 
)(c .. )(c+l 
ii .. k+l~l 
if(nn.lt.O}ii .. -~i 
nk(ke) .. ii 
continuoa 
Set up heading vectors 
SCC'~\"D~O,c""~m~en~"~."n~d~S~e~'"'"iEn~g~'o\,cg •• ~k~5'\~D~e"'~k~,"o"p~\2'ED~S"'o.k~e,'~D".~r"c)y~\&C~o~n!"o~le~lC\~'~reO~ger".~m0\,m"'i~n~.!fo"0-______ '4 
do 60eO lit. .. 1,kc 
node .. nk(lk) 
if(lco1.eq.0)goto 6100 
do 6090 1 .. 1,lco1 
11 .. 1 
if{iabs{node).eq.iabs(lhed(l»)go to 6110 
6090 continue 
6100 1eo1" 1eol+1 
Idest(lk) .. 1eo1 
Ined(lc01) .. node 
9'0 to 60aO 
6110 1dest (lk) .. 11 
Ihed (11) '"' node 
6080 continuoa 
if\lcol.le.nma:K)go to 613Q 
nerror .. 2 
wri toa (nIp, 3010) nerror 
stop 
6130 contin1,loa 
do 6140 1 .. 1,:tc 
11 .. 1dest (1) 
do 6140 k .. 1.·lt.c 
kk .. Idest(k) 
eq(kk,11) .. eq(kk,11)+aa(k,l) 
6140 continue 
i!(lcol.1t.ncrit.and.ne11.1t.ne1) roaturn 
o 
e Find out which matrix elements are fully assembe1ed 
c .... _ .... _ .... c~_ ...... ~ .. = .. _ ................ _ .. _ .......... • .. _ ...... ~=~_ ...... ·_ .. 
6150 le .. 0 
ir .. 0 
do 61&0 1 .. 1,1col 
kt .. Ihed(l) 
if(kt.qe.O)go to 6160 
le .. 1c+1 
1piv(lc) .. 1 
k:ro .. iabs (kt) 
i!(ncod(kro) .ne.l)9'o to 6160 
iJ: .. i-r+1 
jmod(ir) .. 1 
ncod(kro) .. 2 
rl(kro) .. bc(kro) 
6160 c"ntinue 
c 
c Modify equations with applied boundary conditions 
c - ...... ~~~ .......... - .. - ....... -~ .......... - .......... - ........ - ... - .... - ... - .. 
6180 
6110 
6190 
o 
6200 
o 
c 
i!(ir.eq.O)qo to 6190 
do 6110 irr· .. 1,ir 
k .. jrood\irr) 
kh .. iabs(lhed(k» 
do 6180 1 .. 1.1c01 
eq(k,l) .. O. 
1h" iabs(lhed(l» 
if(lh.eq.kh)eq(k,1) - 1. 
continue 
continue 
continue 
it(lc.gt.O)qo to 6200 
ncrit .. ncrit+10 
write(n1p,3020)ncrit 
it\ncrit.le.nl~rg) return 
nerro:r .. 3 
writoa(nlp,30301ne:rror 
stop 
continue 
Search for absolute pivot 
pivot .. O. 
do 6210 1 _ 1,lc 
Ipivc .. 1piv(l) 
kpi vr .. lpi vc 
piva _ eq\kpiv:r,lpivc) 
it (abs (piva) .It. abs (pivot) ) 9'0 to 6220 
"C"'"\D~o~,~u~m~'"n~t",~a~n~dcEs!"tt,i~n~g",\~,"g~a~'"50\ED~"a~'"to~p~\~3~D~S~t"O~'"'~'CED~a,i",y~\C~o~n~'"O~I"'~IC\"p!r2o~g,r!.m~\m,.~i~nC·Cf"O~r~ _____ '5 
pivot .. piva 
Ipivco .. Ipivc 
kpivro .. kpivr 
6220 cont.iDlIe 
6210 <;:ontil\\.\Q 
iL{pivot.eq.D.O) retuz:n 
, 
c Normalise pivotal IOW c _C~ _________ ~ _______ _ 
lea" iab$/lhed/lpivco» 
kro .. lea 
c if(nit.eq.O.or.npra.eq.O)go to 6230 
c6230 continue 
if (abs (pivot) .1 t. O.ld-28) "'rite/nIp,3(50) 
do 6240 1 .. 1,1eol 
qq(l) .. eq(kpivro,ll!pivot 
6240 continue 
o 
o 
o 
6260 
6270 
6280 
6290 
6250 
6300 
6320 
6330 
6340 
6350 
6310 
6360 
o 
o 
o 
rhs .. rl(kro)/pivot 
rl (II:ro) .. rh!! 
pvkol(kpivro) .. pivot 
Eliminate then delete pivotal row and column 
if(kpivro.eq.l)qo to 6300 
kpivr .. kpivro-l 
do 62S0 k .. l,kpivr 
krw" iabsllned(k» 
fae .. eq(k,lpivco) 
pvkol()c) .. fac 
if(lpivca.eq.l.or.fac.eq.O.)go to 6270 
Ipivc _ Ipivco-l 
do 6260 1 .. 1,lpivc 
eq(k,l) .. eq(k,l)-fac*qq/l) 
ct>ntinuII 
it(lpivct>.eq.lc()l)qo to 6290 
Ipivc _ Ipivcc+l 
dt> 6280 1 - Ipiv-c,lcol 
eq(k,l-l) .. eq(k,l}-fac*qq(l) 
ct>ntinuII 
rl(krw) .. rl(krw)-fac*rhs 
continue 
if(kpivro.eq.lcol}go to 6360 
kpivr - kpivro+1 
do 6310 k - kpivr,lcol 
krw" iabs(lhed(k)) 
fac .. eq(k,lpivcc} 
pvkol(k) - hc 
if(lpivca.eq.1)go t.o 6330 
Ipivc .. Ipivco-l 
do 6320 1 .. l,lpivc 
eq(k~l,l) .. eq(k,l)-fac*qq(l) 
continulI 
if(lpivco.eq.lcol)go to 6350 
lpivc .. Ipivco+l 
do 6340 1 ~ Ipivc,lcol 
eq(k-l,l-1) .. eq(k,l)-fac*qq!l) 
continue 
::1 (krw) .. rl/k::w)-fac'"rhs 
oontinuII 
aontinue 
Write pivotal equation on disc 
writo.(nd1) kro,lcol,lpiveo, (lhed(l),qq(lLl - 1,1eol) 
do 6370 1 .. 1,leol 
eq(l,lcol) .. O. 
eq(lcol,l) - O. 
6370 eontinue 
o 
o 
o 
Rearrange heading vector$ 
lcol - lcol-l 
!C"'C\ED~o~o~u~.~"n,t~'c."n"d~S~'~t"t"i~n~g~'"\s,g •• ~k~5C\~D~'~'~'"t~o'P~\13~D~S~tO~'~'~'~DOa~r",~y~\~C~o"n!'2o,le~I~\~p~r~o~g"r~.~m~\"m~a"i"n".!fO!r~ ______ '6 
it(lpivco.eq.lcol+l)go to 6390 
do 6380 1 .. lpivco,lcol 
lhed/l) .. lhed(l+l) 
6380 continue 
6390 oontinue 
o 
o 
o 
Determine whether to assemble,eli~inate,or backsubstitute 
if(lcol.gt.ncrit)go to 6150 
if\nell.lt.nel) t"at1,lrn 
ifllcol.gt.l)go to 6150 
lco - iabs(lhed(l) 
lcpivro .. 1 
pivot .. eq(l,ll 
kro .. lco 
IpivCQ .. 1 
qq(1) .. 1. 
o 
o 
if{nit.eq.O.or.npra.eq.O)go to 6400 
write(nlp,3040)lco,kro,pivot 
if(ab$(pivot\.lt.ld-28)go to 6410 
c6400 continue 
rl(lcro) _ rl(kro)/pivot 
write(ndl) ].;ro, lcol,lpivco,lhEid (1) ,qq(l) 
o 
c start back-substitution 
call bacsub 
1 (ntov ,ncod ,be 
2 icho) 
o 
c main exit with $olution C _~ .. _a __ ~ __ "_m __ a_"~_~ __ 
6410 continue 
c 
3010 format (I , nerror-',i511 
,vel ,pres$, maxft,qq ,lhed ,ndl, 
l' the difference nmax-ncrit ia not sufficiently large' 
1/' to permit the assembly of the next element---' 
1/' either increase nmax or lower ncrit' 
I/) 
c3020 formate' frontwidtn value"',i4) 
3030 format(/' nerror-',i51/ 
l' there are no more rows fully summed,this may be due to-~-' 
1/' (1)incorrect coding of nop or nk arraY$' 
1/' (2jincoJ;rect value of ncrit. increase ncrit to permit' 
11' whole front to be assembled' 
I/) 
c3040 format(13h pivotal row_,i4,16h pivotal column-,i4,7h pivot-,e20.10 
o 1) 
3050 tOrmlLt(' warning-matrix singular or ill conditioned') 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
retul:"n 
"od 
Bubroutin. baesub 
1 (ntotl,ifix ,vfix ,rhs ,soln ,soln1, mfrnt,rwork,iwork,idvZ, 
2 icno ) 
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 
dimo.nsion ifix (ntotl),vfjx (ntotl), rhs (ntotl), soln (ntotl) 
dimension rwork (mfrnt) ,iwork (mfrnt) ,solnl (ntotl) 
do 6010 ipos-I,ntotl 
solnUpos) -0.0 
it (ifix (ipos) . ne. 0) soln (ipos) _vfix (ipos) 
!Cc'c\eD~O~C~".m •• "n",,~.,n,dC1S".~'"'"i~n~g~'~\.C1g.,k~S,\~D~.,'~k~,"o"p~\"3"D~S"'2o~k.~'~D~.,,"c"YC\"C"o,n,'2o"I~'~I"\'~'~O~g~'~'~m~\,m".,i"nC·!f02'!-______ '7 
6010 continua 
do 6020 kpos-l,ntotl 
c 
backspaoe idv2 
read\idv2) ipos, ifrn't, jfrnt, \iwork \ It) , (work \k) , It-l, ifrnt) 
c 
c 
backspacQ idv2 
if(ifix(ipos) .ne.D) goo to 6020 
ww 0.0 
rWork(jfrnt) - 0.0 
do 6030 k=l,ifrnt 
jpos-iabs{iwork(k» 
ww -ww - rwork(k)*soln(jpos) 
6030 continuco 
soln (ipos)-rhs(ipos)+ww 
6020 contiJlua 
it (ioho .eq, 2) 90to 6050 
do 6040 ipos 
j 
so!nl(j) 
6040 continue 
6050 continua 
return 
.nd 
_ (3*ntotl)/4)+1 , ntot1 
ipos -((3*ntotl)/4) 
soln(ipos) 
8Wr()'\.\.ti ... e stress 
1 (nel,nnp,ncn ,node IP , b , da ,vel ,maxnp, maxel, maxst I 
2 maxdf, stres, press, rvise ,clump ,ngaus ) 
implicit dOUble precision{a-h,o-Z) 
c 
c function 
c --------
c 
, 
, 
calculates stress components at integration points, 
Direct Approach (coupled scheme) 
dimQn~ion node \maxel,maxst) b '. ZO\ 
dimension stres (ma~np, 6) press (maxnp ) , p ( 
dimension vel (maxnp, 3) 
dimension clump(maxnp ) 
20 
rewind 15 
4990 
do 5000 ie1 - 1 ,nel 
do 6010 ig-1,ngaus 
do 6010 jg_l,ngaus 
do 6010 kg-l,ngaus 
do 4990 inp -1,maxnp 
do 4990 icp -1, 6 
stres(inp,icp)- 0.0 
dontinuo 
if(.not. EOF(15»t'ead(15) iiel,iig,jjg,kkg,p ,del ,b , da 
!CC'"\"D~o~"u.m •• n,"',~.,n"d02S~'~'"t"i~n2g,so\,cg"~k~S'\~D~."'~k"'"o~p~\l'~D_S~to'k~.,s~D".","c~y"\~C~o"n"2o!"C'c\~'~'~o~.~'~."m"\,m""i~nc·!f2o,,-______ '8 
u11 - 0.0 
u12 0.0 
u13 0.0 
u21 0.0 
u22 _ 0.0 
u23 _ 0.0 
u31 _ 0.0 
u32 _ 0.0 
u33 0.0 
pres1 - 0.0 
do 6020 ien - ,ncn 
jcn a iabs(node(iel,ien» 
u11 - u11 + b(1,icn)*vel(jcn,l) 
u12 _ u12 + b(2,icn)*vel(jcn,l) 
u13 .. u13 + b(3,icn)*vel(jcn,1) 
u21 u21 + b(1,icn)*vel(jcn,2) 
u22 u22 + b(2,icn)*vel(jen,2) 
u23 .. u23 + b\3,icn)·vel(jcn,2) 
u31 u31 + b(l,ien)*vel(jcn,3) 
u32 .. u32 + b(2,icn)*vel(jcn,3) 
u33 .. u33 + b(3,icn)*vel(jcn,3) 
presl _ pres1 + p(icn)*press(jcn) 
6020 continue 
c 
c 
c cartesian components of the stress tensor 
c -----------------.. ~------------------ .. ---
c 
, 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
, 
, 
, 
, 
C 
C 
Shear Stress (Tau) 
sdI 1 - 2.0 *rvisc 
sd22 .. 2.0 ·rvisc 
sd33 • 2.0 *rvisc * 
sd12 rvisc (u12 
sd13 .. rvisc " (u13 
sd23 - rvisc * (u23 
Normal Stress (Pi) 
.11 __ presl + sdll 
.22 --pres1 + sd22 
.33 --pres1 • sd33 
.12 .. sdl2 
'" 
sdi3 
.23 sdZ3 
"" 
"" 
"" + u21) 
+ u3l) 
+ u32) 
C _____ ~ .. ___________ .. ___ a~.ac~a __ ~ ______________________ -----_._--
c ••• calculate stress at nod8l points 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
, 
c 
, 
c 
c 
, 
c 6500 
do 6500 icn _ 1 ,ncn 
sUes(jcn,l)-
st:res(jcn,2)-
• 
stres{jcn,3)-
• 
stres(jcn,4)-
• 
stres (jen, 5)-
• 
stres(jen,6)-
• 
continue 
jcn _ iabs(node(iel,icn» 
stres(jcn ,l) 
p{icn) ·sll 'd. 
stres (jen,2) 
p(icn) *s22 'd. 
stres(jcn ,3) 
p{icn) ·s33 'd. 
stres(jcn,4) 
p\icn) *sl2 'd. 
stres(jcn,5) 
p(icn) ·s13 'd. 
stres (jcn, 6) 
p(icn) ·s23 'd. 
'C"'C\ED~O£,u~m~.~o~,~,~a~o~a~S~'!'!'lio~g.,~\~,"g"a~'"5C\"D~'~'~"'£oP£l\3~D~S~'"O",~."'~D~a!r!'xy"\C"o,0",o~1~.~1~\"P~r"o~g~r,a~m"\.~ai~n~.f"O"rc-_____ '9 
e 
e 
e 
c 
6010 eentinu<lo 
5000 <:ontinulI 
return 
.oa 
subroutine lumpm 
1 (clump,nnp ,maxnp,nel ,ngaus,p , del , b ,rn<lXst, 
e 
e 
e 
e 
2 node I~xel.ncn 
i~plicit double precision(a~h,o-z) 
dimension b ( 3, 20), del 
dimension clump(maxnp ) 
dimenaion node (Thaxel,rna~st) 
dimansion pp (ncn ,nen ) 
3, 20) ,p 
5000 
do 5000 inp ~ 1 ,nnp 
clump (inp) .. 0.0 
continua 
rQwind 15 
do 5010 lel .. 1 ,nel 
do- 5020 
do 5020 
do 5020 
ig "" 1 ,ngaus 
jg ,ngaus 
kg ,ngaus 
2" 
1f1,not. :EOF(l5)) read (15) jel liig ,jjg ,kkg ,p ,del ,b ,da 
do 5030 
do 5040 
ien .. 1 ,ncn 
WW .. 0.0 
jen .. 1 ,ncn 
ww ww + p(icn)*p(jcn)*da 
5040 oontinu4 
inp 
clump (inp) 
iabs(node(iel,icn)J 
.. clump(inp) + ww 
5030 continua 
5020 continue 
5010 continue 
e 
c 
e 
c 
e 
, 
e 
e 
e 
c 
e 
return 
.nd 
a\>brot1tine getnod (nnp ,cord ,idvl ,idv2 ,rnaxnp,ndim,icord) 
imp1ici t double preei s ion (a-h, 0- z) 
arguments 
nnp total numb~r of nodal points in the mesh 
cord array for nodal coordinates 
1dv1 input device id. 
idv2 output device id. 
ndim see below 
dilllQnllion cord (mi!lxnp, ndim) 
it: (.NOT. EOF(51!) ~ (idvl,'(ie,le20.12)'\ 
1 (jnp , (cord(jnp,idf),idf-1,3) ,jnp-1,nnp) 
if\lcord.eq.O) writo(idv2,3010) 
if(icord.eq.l) writo(idv2,3020) 
wdto(idv2,3030) (jnp ,(cord (jnp,idf) ,iclf-~, 3) ,jnp-l, nnp) 
return 
,Cc'C\"D~o~,"um~eo,",s~a~n~aC2S~.~'"'"iEn~9,,"\£e9[a~k~5'\~D~e~S~'~'oO~D~\~3ED~So,o2k~e,s~D"a~r~C~Y~\"C~oen,,£o!',e'"\~P~r"O~9~r"am~\~.,a"i~n~·Ofo2r,-______ 20 
3010 format(' ',///' ',20('~'),' nodal coordinates ',20\'·'),1/ 
l' " (7x, 'id. ' ,13x, 'x-coord' ,13", 'y-coord', 20x) I) 
30Z0 format(' ',1//' ',20\'~'\,' nodal coordinates ·,20(· .. ·},/1 
l' ',2(7x,'id/',7x, 'r-coord',7x, 'z-coord',20x)l) 
3030 format(' ',i10,10x,flO.6,lOx,flO.6,10)(,tl0.6) 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
c 
e 
e 
e 
e 
, 
e 
.od 
subroutir:te getelm (nel ,nen ,node ,idv1 ,idv2 ,ma"el) 
implicit double preeision(a-h,o-z) 
arguments 
nen 
node 
idv1 
idv2 
maxel 
number of nodes per element 
array for element cOnnectivity data 
input device id. 
output device id. 
see below 
dimension node (m~Ke1, ncn) 
do 6010 ie1 - 1 ,ne1 
6010 if (.not. eof(51)rClad (idvl,'C2lie)') 
1iel ,\nodeliel,icn},icn .. 1,ncn) 
write(idv2,3010) 
do 6020 jel - 1 ,nel 
6020 'Writco.(idv2,' (21ie\') jel ,(node (jel, ien), icn"l,ncn) 
e 
rClturn 
e 
3010 fOrJllat(' ',Ill,' ',20('·'),' element connectivity ',20('·'),// 
l' ·,4x,'id.',1Jt,'n 0 d a 1 - P 0 i n ten t r i e st,l) 
c 
e 
c 
c 
.na 
subroutino getbcd (nbc ,ibc ,jbc ,vbc 
,idv1 ,idv2 .maxbc) 
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 
c arguments 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
e 
c 
c 
e 
e 
, 
e 
nbe 
ibc 
jbc 
vbe 
udvl 
idv2 
maxbc 
number of nodal constraint data 
array for constrained nodal points 
array for constrained degree of freedo~ 
array for boundary values 
input device id. 
output device id. 
see below 
(iimQnsion ibc (maxbc) ,jbc (maxbc) ,vbc (maxbc) 
it' (.net. ecf(SI»~ad iid .. l,·\2i5,flO.4l') 
l(ibc(ind) ,jbc(ind) ,vbc(ind),ind-1,nbc) 
lIrite(idv2,3010) 
IoIrite(1dv2,' (5)(, i5,Sx, i5. f17 .4.)') 
l(ibc(ind) ,jbc{ind) ,vbc(ind) ,ind-l,nDe) 
return 
3010 t'ormat\' ',// /,' ',20('·')" nod .. l constraint ',20('·'),11 
l' " (8lC, 'id. ',7x, 'dof',lOx, 'value', 10)1:)/) 
c 
e 
c 
e 
.nd 
subroutine putbcv 
1 (nnp ,nDe ,ibe ,jbc ,vbc ,neod ,be ,maxbc,malCdf,maxel,maxst, 
2. node) 
,C"'C\"D~o,c~u.~"n,'"'~'~n"d~S",'"'"i~n~.",\e"9,.,k~5,\"De~'"k""o,p"\"'D,-S<t,o<k",'~D"."r"e,Y,\,CeOn~'eo'C'~1,\","~o'9"r"'em"\,m~."i"nc·,foe',-______ " 
e 
c 
e 
e 
, 
, 
e 
, 
e 
imp~iQit double p~ecision(a-h.Q-z) 
a1:guments 
neod 
be 
maxbc: 
maxdf 
array for 
arJ;i!ly 1.or 
see below 
see below 
constraint switch defined for every d.c.f. 
storing contraint value 
dimClnsion ibe (maxbc) ,jbc {maxbc} ,vbc (mllxbc) 
dimension ncod (maxdf) ,be (maxdf) ,node (maxel,roaxst) 
do 6010 inci .. 1 ,nbe 
H\)bc\ind»4) "ote 6010 
jnd ibc(ind)+{jbc(indJ-l)~nnp 
be \:lnd) vbc!ind) 
ncod (jnd)" 1 
6010 continue 
e 
o 
o 
e 
o 
o 
o 
e 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
specifying the stress free condition on node number 84 
iel"16 
inp .. 24 
kc~iabs(node(iel,inp») 
return 
ond 
subroutirllll putbcc 
1 (nbe ,ihe ,jbc ,vbe ,neod ,be 
implicit double preeiGion(a-h,o~z) 
arguments 
arguments same as subroutine putbev 
,rnaxbe,maxcif) 
dimgnsion ibe (mallbe) ,jbe (maxbe) ,vbe (maxbe) 
dimgnsion neod (maxdf) ,be (m<"xdf) 
do 6010 ind .. 1 ,nbc 
if(jbc{ind) .eq.!i} thc.n 
jnd ibe find} 
be \jnd)- vbe find) 
ncod (jnd)" 1 
6010 oontinug 
o 
o 
, 
o 
, 
o 
, 
o 
, 
rgturn 
ond 
&ubrolltin~ put.bcs 
1 (nnp ,nbc ,ibe ,jbc ,vbc ,ncod ,be 
impli~it double precision(a-h,o-z) 
arguments 
arguments same as subroutine putbcv 
,maxbc,maxdf) 
di~n.ion ioe \maxoe) ,jbe \maxbe) ,vbe imaxbo\ 
dimen"ion neod (maxdf) ,be (maxdf) 
do 6010 ind .. 1 ,nbc 
ifijbc(ind) .eq.6) then 
jnd .. ibc (ind) 
be (jnd)" vbc(ind) 
ncod (jnd) - 1 
endif 
6010 continue 
o 
r~turfl. 
!C"'C\"D~'~'~U,m!'"n"t,.c.~n~d~5~'~t"'"i~n~g~"\'O~g,.k~5~\~D~'~'~k~t"'~P~\"'"D~5!te'~ke~'_D~.~r"O"yC\"C"'"n~'~O"l!'l'l\~P,~o,g~'~.~m~\~m".~i~'C·!f£o,r _______ " 
, 
, 
o 
, 
o 
o 
, 
o 
o 
, 
end 
subroutine clean 
1 (nen ,nel ,ndf ,node ,rl ,maxel,lnaxst,maxdf, 
2 be ,ncod ,iche ) 
all arguments are defined elsewhere. 
dimendon rl 
dilaension be 
functien 
(maxdf) ,node (maxel,maxst) 
(maxdf) ,ncod (maxdf 
c cleans the used arrays and makes them ready for solution 
o 
6010 
6C2C 
3010 
6030 
o 
o 
o 
, 
o 
, 
, 
, 
o 
, 
, 
o 
o 
o 
c 
6010 i 
r1 (i) 
bc(i) 
ncod(i) 
1,maxdf 
0.0 
.. 0.0 
_ 0 
continue 
ntriK ndf *ncn 
do 6020 iel • l,nel 
do 6C20 inp _ l,ntri~ 
node(iel,inp) - iabs(noae(iel,inp)) 
continue 
if(iche.ne.l)then 
do 6030 iel - l,nel 
write (11,3010) iel, (noae (iel, j), j .. 1, nen) 
!ormatClOiS) 
continue 
ondif 
subroutine setprm 
1 (nnp ,nel ,ncn ,node ,ndf ,maxel,maxst,ndn ,ntriK, 
Z maKdf,ntov ,mdf ,nopp) 
implicit double precision(a-h,o-~) 
arguments 
all argument, are defined elsewhere. 
dimension node (maKel,maxst), ndo (maxdf) 
dimension mdf (maxdf ), nopp (maKdf) 
fUnction 
Sets the loe8tion data for nodal degrees of freedom 
do 6010 ie! 1, nel 
ndn(iel) .. ntrix 
do 6010 icn .. 1 ,ncn 
ken" node(iel,ien) 
jacn- ien+(ndf-3)*ncn 
lacn .. kcn+(ndf~3)*nnp 
jbcn- icn+(ndf-2)*nen 
lbcn- kcn+(ndf-2)*nnp 
jecn- icn+\ndf-l)-ncn 
1een- ken+(ndf-1)*nnp 
node(iel,jaen) .. laon 
node(iel,jbcn) - Iben 
c 
c 
node(iel.jccn) - leen 
jcn ~icn+(ndf-2J*ncn 
1en _kcn+(ndf-2)*nnp 
c acn .,icn+(ndf-U"'ncn 
c ben -kcn+ (ndf-1) *nnp 
c nCode(iel,jcn) len 
c node!iel,acn) a ben 
c 
6010 (:Ol'Itinullt 
do 6020 id! l,ntov 
mdf(idf) .. 1 
nopp (;id!) .. .id! 
6020 co"tinullt 
c 
, 
, 
c 
c 
c 
, 
, 
c 
, 
c 
c 
c 
c 
return 
".d 
subroutine getmat (ne1 ,nmat,pmat, idvl, idv2.ma.xel,rtem, rpef) 
arguments 
n!\lat number of materials 
pmat array for material constants for each ",lement 
idvl input device 1d. 
idv2 output davide id. 
maxel see below 
dimansion pmat \roaxel, 9) 
",rita! idv2, 3010) 
do 6010 imat .. 1 ,nroat 
if I.NOT. EOF(~11) raad{idvl,' (9dlO.5)') rvisc, power, ttef, tbeo, 
taco, dispc, pret. rod en, gsmad 
iftOlll .. 1 
ito .. ne! 
iflrtem .eq.O.) r:tem .. 0.001 
ir(rpef .eq.O.1 r:pef .. 0.001 
do 6020 iel .. ifroro ,ito 
, 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
6020 
c 
pmat(iel,l) rvisc 
pmat(iel,2) pre! 
pmat (iel, 3) .. power 
pmat(tel,4) .. tref 
proat(iel,5) .. tbco 
pmat(iel,6) _ taco 
pmatliel,7] dispc 
pmat(iel,8) .. roden 
pmatliel,9) .. gamad 
r:tem .. tre! 
rpef put 
roden density 
rvisc mu nought; consistency cceff1c.ient 
pref reference pressure 
power power low index 
tref refer",nce temperature 
tveo coefficient b ,. tho power law model 
taco coefficient • 
,. th, power law model 
dispc dispersion coefficient 
gamad shear rate 
continue. 
!C"'C\"D~o~c~u~m~e~n£"~.~n~do.!s"e~t"t"i~n~g!Sl\£cg •• ~k~S'\~D~e~B~k~t"o~p~\"3,!Dc.;;S!t~o~k!e~'-'D~'~'~C"YC\"C:!o~.~,~o~l!el',-"~,~o~g~'~.~m~\~m".~iEnC·!f~o~' ___ 24 
\frita(idv2,3020) im2lt ,ifrom ,ito ,rvisc ,power 
\frite (idv2, 3030) 
write/idvl,3040) tref ,tbeo, pre!. taeo 
write(idv2,3050) 
write{idv2,3060) dispc , roden , gamad 
15010 continu. 
, 
3010 format(' ',11' ',35('~·).' material properties ',3!:>I'·'J.11 
, " 2x, 'id. " 5x. 'eid. (frOJll-to) , ,3x, 'consistency co-efficient' 
2,5x,'power law index',lI 
3020 format(' ',i3,i12,i4,5K,q15.5,lsx,glS.S) 
3030 rormat(/x,' reference tempe~atura coefficient b 
1 reference pressure coefficient a '/) 
3040 fo~t(fllS.3,f22.4,6x,g10.3,9x,qlO.3) 
3050 format(/x, 
I'Dispersion Coefficient Density Shear: rate'/) 
3060 formatlg13.3,15x,g7.l,lSx,g16.5) 
c 
c 
c 
c 
, 
c 
c 
, 
c 
, 
, 
, 
, 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
, 
c 
, 
c 
, 
c 
c 
c 
, 
, 
, 
, 
c 
c 
6010 
ond 
subroutine viscb(rfrct,visc,srate,vel,dsl) 
implicit double preeision (a-h,o-z) 
function 
this subroutine calCUlates virtual viscosity for slip walls 
r!rct .. O.Ol 
dsl .. 0.02 
f~ict .. rfrct*vel/srate 
bftict-l.O/friet 
visc~bfrict*O.OOl*asl 
retutrl 
end 
subroutinll contOl 
llvel ,cone ,iter ,ntov ,nnp ,maxnp,maxdf,errov,errop,vet ,cet, 
2 pet, press) 
illlJ>l.lcit double preeision(a-h,o-z) 
dimension vel (maxdf),conc (maxnp), press(maxnp) 
dimension vet (maxdf),cet (maxnp), pet (maxnp) 
ert'v - 0.0 
torv .. 0.0 
errc .. 0.0 
t.ore _ 0.0 
errp ... 0.0 
torp 0.0 
calCUlate difference between velocities in consecutive iterations 
do 6010 icheck - l,nt.ov 
if(it.er.eq.l) vet (icheclr) - 0.0 
err1/" .. err1/" + 
(vel (icheck)-vet. (icheck) " (vel (ieheek) -vet (ic:hec:k) ) 
torv" torv + vel{icheck)·vel(ichec:k) 
vet (icheck) _ vel(icheck) 
continue 
,CC,,\~D"eeCU".,.~c,tc,~a"n"d~S,.,t,toin"9.,,\,C09"'"kC5C\"Dc~'~k,t"e"p"\3<DecS~tce"k"'"'~D"a"roc,y,\,C"ec",~ee'"·C'c\"Por"e,9"r~'.m"\m~'oin~."'e~rC-______ '5 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
e 
c 
c 
errov. errv/toIv 
calculate difference between concentrations in consecutive iterations 
do 6020 icheck .. l,nnp 
if(iter.eq.l) cet(icheck)" 0.0 
erre .. e);rc + 
(conc(icheck)-cet(iCheck»*(Conc(lcheCkl-cet(lcheck») 
tore" torc + conc{icheck)*conc(icheck) 
cet(icheck) .. cone (icheck) 
c 
c/;020 
c 
continue 
erroc~ errc/tore 
c 
c calculate difference between pressures in consecutive iterations 
c 
c 
6030 
e 
c 
c 
, 
c 
do 6030 icbeck .. l,nnp 
if(iter.eq.l) pet(icheck)" 0.0 
errp .. errp + 
(press(lchec k l-petlichec k ll*(press(icheCkl-pet(icheCkl) 
torp w torp + press(icheckl*press{icheck) 
pet(icheck) - press (icheck) 
continua 
errop- errp/torp 
rClturn 
.nd 
subroutine output 
1 (nnp, vel ,press, maxdf. maxnp, icord, stres) 
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 
ar9uments are already defined 
dimension vel (maxdf), press (maxnpj. conc (lttaxnp~ 
dimansion stres (maxnp, 6), vm{maxnp) 
write(60.3010J 
ef-1.0 
if(icord.eq.O) writa(60,3020) 
t!(icotd.eq.l} write/60,JOJO) 
do 6010 inp .. l,nnp 
jnp ... inp + nnp 
Imp inp + (2~nnp) 
vel(inp)-vel(inp)*cf 
vel(jnp)cvel{jnp)*cf 
vel(knp).vel(knp)~cf 
press{inp)- DABS{press(inp» 
vm(inp) .. sqrt ( (vel (inp) **2) + ((vel (jnpJ j *""2 J + «vel (knp) ) *""2} ) 
.... ritCl(60.' (is,4e13.4,e22.8)' ):i.np,vel(inp) ,vel(jnp). 
Ivel (knp) , vm (inp) ,ptess (inp) 
6010 continua 
call minimax 
1( cmsx pIDax vel cone p~ess 
, np nm ncm nvxm nvym 
3 nvxl nvyl nvzl pmin cmin 
• vxmsx vxmin vymax, vymin 
vunax 
writCl(60,3045) 
write(60,3050)nvxm,vel{nvxm),nvxl,vel(nvxl) 
maxnp, 
nvzm 
vzmin, 
write(60,305S) 
writClI60.3060)nvym,vel(nnp+nvym),nvyl,vel(nnp+nvyl) 
nnp ne, 
ndim maxdf 
,C"'"\eD.ec~u~m~."n"t"'~'Cn~d~S,e,t,t,in'9",\"C"9"'"k"5C\"D"e,'!k,tee£D"\,3DecS~t"e,k"'"'~D,'or,C,Y"\,C.enC'ee<'ee"'C\"P"r'e'90r""m"\m.',i,nOC·'ee"rC-______ .,' 
write(60,3065j 
write(60,3070)nvzm,vel(2*nnp+nvzm),nvzl,vel(2~nnp+nvzl) 
~ite(60,3075) 
write{60,3080)np,press(np),nm,pres$(nm) 
3010 
3020 
3030 
f"orrn;o.t(/' 
forrn;o.t( , 
f"orrn;o.t( , 
nodal 
id. 
id. 
velocities and presSUres '/) 
"' u,
ux uy 
u, 
"' 
3045 forrn;o.t( 'node ne. m .. "X node ne. 
3050 forrn;o.t(iS, e22. 8, i5, e22. 8, I) 
30S5 fOZ'lllat ('node ne. m .. "Y node ne. 
3060 format(i5,e22.8,i5,e22.8,1) 
3065 fOZ'lllat(' node no. max u, node ne. 
3070 formatii5,e22.8,i5,e22.8,1) 
3075 fOI'l\\a.t( 'node no. m .. P node ne. 
3080 .to:rmat(iS, e22. 8, is, e22. 8, /) 
return 
ocd 
pre$s 
min 
min 
min 
min 
stress' I) 
press'l) 
ux'j 
uy') 
uz' ) 
p'l 
c 
c 
c 
c 
The subroutine $lip introduces the slip wall boundary conditions 
c subroutine slip (ldsc) 
c implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 
c dimension ldsc (22 
c 
c 
, 
Channel depth d"ta for slip wall b.c. & friction c. 
~ .. ~~.---.---~--~~ .. -~----.... ----------~.--~~- .. --.. --~-
c read(50,1010)tfrct 
clOlO format(flO.O) 
c 
c 
, 
c 
c 
c 
c6030 
c 
c 
, 
, 
c 
c 
, 
c 
c6020 
c 
c 
This loop-is used for identifying upper slip layer 
i1.0 
do 6030 ids-l,nel-13,l4 
do 6030 j-l,2 
i1-i1+1 
ldsc(il)-ids+j-l 
continue 
This loop is used for identifying lower slip layers dW __ ... ______ ... _______ .. __ 
W 
____ .. ____ .. ___ ... ______ 
W 
___ _ 
i1_0 
do 6020 lds-l3,nel-2,14 
do 6020 j-1,2 
11 .. i 1+ 1 
Idsc(i1)wids+j-l 
continue 
c return 
c end 
c 
subroutine hgstvl { cmax, pmax , conc press , maxnp, 
,c",,\~D~ooou"me.~n~'~'C1a"a"d~S"~';'!ia~g[a,\,o"gea~k,5~\"D"'~'"k"'O£P,\"3D~S"Co~k"'"'~D~.""oxy,\C'Oea~,'O'1"·"'C\"'""o~g".am~\me·,'"·ncc·f"o~'"-_____ 27 
nnp , ne 
implicit l'ea1*8 
dimension cone 
clilllDnsion press 
croax" cone \).) 
pmax" press Il) 
(a-h,o-:z;) 
( maxnp ) 
( maxnp ) 
pmin- press (1) 
ne-1 
np-l 
nm"'1 
do i_2,nnp 
cm- cone(l) 
pm- press (1) 
pi" press (1) 
if ( cm.gt.cmax ) then 
cmax"cm 
ne .. 1 
endif 
if ( pm.gt.p:max ) then 
pmax-pm 
np -1 
endif 
if ( pLlt.pmin ) then 
pmin .. pi 
nm .. i 
Qndif 
IIInddo 
return 
"ad 
write nOdal outputs 
, np , am , pmin 
,ubroutinQ output2 ( I'mp , vel ,cone, press, maxdf, maxnp, 
1 time, nwe iter. errov , erroc, errop) 
implioit coal*8 (a-h, a-z) 
dimclnBion vel (maxdf), cone maxnp), press ( maxnp) 
dimension nwe /10), VI: (10) pvllO) cr (10) 
call hgstvl 
1 
cmax. pmax , conc 
nnp , nc 
press maxnp, 
np nm, pmin 
write 5111) iter, errov, erroc, errop 
write 2 5115) time 
writ" 2, 5112) cmax,nc 
write 2, 5113) pmax,np 
wJ::ite 2, 5114) pmin,nm 
writ" 2, 5120 ) 
de. 24 i~l,nnp 
vres- dsqrt (vel(i~i-l)*~2~vel(i~i)**2) 
psee- press!i) 
write (2,5130) i, vel (i+i-1) , vel (i+i), vres. COnc (i), press (i) 
24 continue 
o 
ci!lll 
1 , 
stress 
Inel,nnp,nen ,node ,p , b , d~ ,vel ,maxnp, maxel, 
maxdf, stres, presS, rvisc ,clUmp ,ngaus 
c write the stress components 
o 
o 
write ( 2 , 5133 
write I 2 , 5130 i, 
writing o! output results 
-.-----------------------
do k"1,3 
.. nwr (k) 
sdll, sd12, sd22 
maxst , 
,CC'C\"Do~C~"'m!e~n£""ca~a~d~s~."'"'"iEa.g~sl\oog."k~5~\~D~."'"k"'"o~p~\23ED~S£.o~k~.'a~D~a~'co"yC\"C"o~a~'.o"'!.~1"\P~'£O~g"'c·~m~\~m~.~iEac·!f.o!' _______ 2' 
vr (k) 
pV(k) 
cr (kJ 
onddo 
dsqrt (vel(i+i-1)*"2+vel{i+i)-*2) 
• press(i) 
.. cone 11./ 
write ( 4 , 5125) time. (vr(i),pv(i),cr(i),i-l,3) 
c ••• ".,."." •• ,", •• ,.·,',·,,·,,···,···,·,',·,·,"··,···,·"·,····,· , 
5111 format (1x,/,'- solution aHer',iS,' iteration(sj ~', 
o 
o 
I Ix,I,'~ error oval ( velocity) -',f20.9, 
2 lx,I,'~ error oval (concentration) _',f20.9, 
3 lx,I,'~ error oval I presSllre } -',f20.9) 
5112 format (lx,' maximum concentration .. ',g20,5,' at node "',i5) 
5113 format (lx,' maximum pressure .. ',g20.5,' at node -',i5) 
5114 format (lx,' minimum pressure - ',g20,5,' at node ·',i5) 
5115 format (lx, 'solution at time - ',920,5,1) 
5120 format (lx,II, ' result ( node no, ,vx, vy, lvi, concentration, 
I pressure)', /) 
5125 £ormat. (lx,el1.6,3(' 1',3e12,4)} 
$130 format (lx. i4, 2x, ~ (d11.5,2x» 
5133 £ormat (lx,/I,lx,' sdll ,sd12 ,sd22 ',Il 
;r$tu;rn 
ond 
subroutine visca 
I (rvisc,power,visc,stemp,rtem,tbco,spress,rpef,taco 
2 ,gamad ) 
implicit double precision(a-h,o-z) 
visc • rVisc*(4,O*gamad**{(power-l,O)*O,S» 
*exp (-tbeo* (stemp-rtem) ) 
visc - 80.0 
return 
.ad 
subroutine minimax 
l( cmax pmax vd eonc press ma:ltnp, 
2 
3 
4 
ap no 
nvxl nvyl 
v)/max vxmin 
implicit; real.EI 
dimensicm conc 
dimension press 
nom nvxm 
nvz1 
vymax, 
(a-h,o-Z) 
( maxnp ) 
( maxnp I 
pmin 
vymin 
, vel 
nvym nvzm 
cmin 
vzmax vZmin, 
(maxdf) 
nnp no, 
ndim maxdf 
, 
"')/mSK • 
v)/min 
vymax 
vymin 
vzmax 
vzmin 
plllax 
pmin 
no 
nom 
a, 
am 
nvxm 
nvym 
nvzm 
nvxl 
nvyl 
vel/1) 
vel{ll 
vel(nnp+l) 
vel(nnp+1l 
vel (Z*nnp+1) 
ve1(2*nnp+l) 
press 
'" press (1) 
!CC'C\"D~O~O"Um~.n~'~'~.~n~d~S~.~'"'"i~n2ge,"\.~g["k~5C\~D~'~'~k"'"O~P"\i3ED~S£'D£k~"'~D"a~ooO~y~\"c~o~n.'£O""~1~\~P~O"o~g"o"a~m"\.m~.,in~.~fo~0t-______ 2' 
nv:z:l 
do 6020 i"Z,nnp 
pm 
pi 
VXlI\:K 
vxnm 
vylllx 
vyrnn 
VZIl\X 
VZlfIn 
presS il) 
press )i) 
vel (i) 
vel (1) 
vel (nnp+i) 
vel (nnp+i) 
vel/Z"nnp+i) 
vel (2*nnp+i) 
if pm.gt.proax 
pm3lt"pm 
np -1 
... ndif 
then 
if ( pi,lt.pmin ) then 
pmin .. pi 
om .. i 
tondif 
if ( vxmx.gt.vxmax ) then 
vxmax~ VXJ:ttX 
nvxm .. i 
... ndU' 
if (·vymx. gt. vymax 1 tMm 
vymax" vy= 
nVYIII .. i 
endi! 
if ( v:o;mx. gt. vzmax J th .. n 
vzmax" vzmx 
nvzm .. i 
em:!il" 
it ( vxmn.1 t. vxmin ) then 
vxnlin- vJtmn 
nvxl .. i 
.. udif 
if ( vymn.lt.vymin ) thon 
vYlIIin- vylll:> 
nvyl .. i 
endi! 
if ( vzmn.lt.vzmin ) thQn 
vzmin .. vzmn 
0"21 .. i 
endif 
6020 continue 
.nd 
,CC'C\ED~o£O"um~.,n~'~,~a~n~d~S~."t"'"i~ng[>,"\o~g~'~k,5~\"D~.~'~k"t~o.p"\3~D~S~t~o~k~'~'~D~."r"O!Y"\"C£o"ne'De'"e,1~\~p~r~o~g"r"a~m"\.m~."i"nc·~fo~rt-______ '0 
, 
, 
o 
19 .. 0 
de 5010 jg - 1 ,ngaus 
do 5010 j9 1 ,hgalls 
do 5010 kg.. ,n94u5 
Iq '" 19'+1 
rQ .. d (15) iiel,iig,jjg,p,dl!l,b,da 
ulI .. 0,0 
ul2 .. 0.0 
u13 .. 0.0 
ulI .. 0.0 
u2Z .. 0,0 
ul3 0.0 
u31 .. 0.0 
un .. 0.0 
u33 .. 0.0 
do 5020 ien .. 1 , nen 
jen .. iabs(node\iel,icn)) 
men .. jen + nnp 
ken .. jen + /2*nnp) 
c *** components of the rate of deformation tensor 
ull ull t b(l,icnpvel!jcn,l) 
u12 .. ,12 + blZ,icn)*vel(jcn,l) 
u13 .. u13 + b(3,icn)*vel{jcn,1) 
u2l .. u2! + b(1.icn)*vel(jcn,Z) 
u22 .. u22 + b(2,icn)*vel(jcn,2) 
u23 - u23 + b(3,icn)~vel(jcn,2) 
u3l .. u31 • b(1,icn)-vel(jcn,3) 
u32 .. u3:?: + b(2,icn)*vel(jcn,3) 
u33 u33 + b (3, ien\ *ve1 (jell, 3) 
5020 continua 
o 
c second invariant of the rate of deformation tensor 
sinv (lel, Ig)"O .125* ( (ull+ull) • (ulltull) t 
1 (ulZtu2!)*(ulZ+u21)+ 
2 (u13tu31)· (u13+u31) + 
3 (u21+u12)· (u21+1112) + 
4 (u22+u22)·(u22+u22)+ 
5 (u23+u32)· (u23+u32)+ 
6 (u31+u13) ~ (u3l+uI3) + 
7 (u32+u23)*(u32+u23)+ 
e (u33+u33)· (u33+u33)) 
5010 continue 
c 5000 continuoa 
c return 
.nd 
o 
subroutine secinv 
1 (nel ,nnp ,ncn 
del ,da ,vel 
maxQf,num) 
,ngaus,node ,sinv ,cord ,p ,b, 
,maxnp,maxel,maxst,ndim ,ieord, 
ilflPlicit double precision(a-h.o-t) 
c fUnction 
o 
, 
o 
o 
calculates the second invariant of rate of deformation 
tensor at integr~tion points. 
dimeJlsion vel 
dimension node 
dinloanlJiCln p 
dimension b 
(maxnp, ndim) 
(maxel,maxst) 
I 20 ) 
( 3, 20) 
do 5000 iel- 1 , nel 
, cord 
, sinv 
, del 
(mal!.np. 
(maxel. 
3. 
ndim) 
Z7) 
20) 
rewind 15 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
.ubro\1tine gausspt (ngaus, )(g, og, ncn) 
ilflPlicit double precision(a-h,o-:t) 
xlg) specifies the coordinates of the Gauss points 
c(g) specifies the Gauss weights 
dimenlJion )(g(5,5),cg(3) 
Real:: aI, be 
a1-0.51l541020 
be~0.13e19660 
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, 
, 
xg .. O .0 
cg-O.O 
if (ngaus .. ",l) than 
xg(l,l)- 1.0/4.0 
xg(1,2)_ xg{l,l) 
xg{l,3)- xg{l,l) 
xg{1,4)- xg{l,l) 
cg(1)-l 
a111a it' (ngau55",-2) them 
xg(1,1)-a1 
xg (I, 2) -be 
xg{1,3) .. be 
xg (l, 4) .. be 
xg{2,1) .. be 
xg{2,2)-a1 
xg(2,3)"be 
xg{2,4)"be 
xg(3,1)-be 
xg(3,2)-be 
xg p, 3) -a1 
xg(3,4)-be 
xg(4,1)"be 
xg(4,2)-be 
xg(4,3)-be 
xg(4,4)"a1 
cg(1)"1.0/4.0 
cg(2)-c:g(1) 
e16e if (ngauss--3) thsn 
xg(1,1)-1.0/4.0 
xg(1,2)"1.0/4.0 
xg(1,3)_1.0/4.0 
xg(I,4)_1.0/4.0 
xg(2,1) .. 1.0/2.0 
xg(2,2) .. 1.0/6.0 
xg(2,3)-1.0/6.0 
xgf2,4)-1.0/6.0 
xg(3,1)_1.0/6.0 
xg(3,2)"1.0/2.0 
xg(3,3) .. 1.0/6.0 
xg(3,4)_1.0/6.0 
xg(4,1)_1.0/6.0 
xg(4,2)-1.0/6.0 
xg(4,3)_1.0/2.0 
xg(4,4)-1.0/6.0 
xg(5,1) .. 1.0/6.0 
xg(5,2)-1.0/6.0 
xg(5,3)_1.0/6.0 
x9(5,4)-1.0/2.0 
end if 
cg(1)"-4.0/5.0 
cg(2)-9.0/20.0 
rCltu~ 
•• d 
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Stokes Second Order Taylor Galerkin Formulation 
subroutine flow s(node ,cord ,pmat ,nopp ,mdf ,ndn ,neod ,be ,vel 
I,press, rI, temp,ldest,kdest,nk ,eq ,lhed ,khed ,kpiv ,lpiv, 
2jmod, qq, pvkol, iter ,nel ,ncn , ngaus,gravl, 
3grav2, grav3, p, del, b, ntrix, maxel, maxnp, maxst, max!r, maxd!, 
4ndim ,aa ,xg ,da ,ntov ,num, icord, rr, iel, del1,deltat,alpha, 
5idv4, sinv, icho, nnp, tref) 
implioit double precision(a-h,o-~) 
dimansion node (maxel,maxst},pmat 
dimension ncod (maxd! ), be 
dimension vel (maxnp, 3),r1 
dimansion aa (maxst,maxst),rr 
dimenaion xg 3) ,cg 
dimllnsion x 3) ,v 
dimanaion bicn 2), hh 
dimension p 20) ,del 
dimenBiOJ:l eq (maxfr,maxfr),nopp 
dimandon Idsc ( 22) 
dimension lhed (maxfr },khed 
dimension lpi v (maxfr ) , kpi v 
dimansion pvkol(maxfr l,mdf 
dimension ppp (20 20) ,pp 
dimendon ak (100,100) 
dimension akf (100 ) 
(maxel, 
(maxdf 
(maxdf 
(maxst 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 3, 
(maxdf 
(maxfr 
(maxfr 
(maxdf 
\20 
dimension NO (20 20) ,NP (3 
dimension ~ (maxst 
dimendon DELl (3 
I, temp (maxnp 
) 
dimension press (maxnp I, clump (maxnp 
dimension gdsf ( 3, 20) 
dimension dmus (100, 100) 
vel sound 
del tat .. 
beta 
rr - 0.0 
akt- 0.0 
~- 0.0 
aa -0.0 
_ 50000.0 
0.0001 
0.0 
dmass-O. O 
ak"O.O 
call gaussp(ngaus,xg,cg,ncn} 
19-O 
do 6020 ig~l,ngaus 
do 6020 jg_1,ngaus 
do 6020 kg-1,ngaus 
9 xg (ig) 
h - xg(jg) 
f xg(kg) 
19 .. 19 t 1 
if(iter.eq.l) then 
call shape (g,h,£'p,del,nen) 
9) ,cord (maxnp, 
), :sinv Imaxel, 
}, conc (maxnp 
) ,ldest (maxst 
3),kdest{max:st 
3),nk (maxst 
3) 
20),b 3, 
) 
),jmod (maxfr 
),qq (maxfr 
), ndn (maxdf 
I 
4) 
I 
},SHAPEID(3 
ndim) 
27) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
20) 
rvi$c _ pmat(iel,l) 
rpef _ pmat(iel,2) 
pow~r ~ pmat(iel,3) 
rtem pmat(iel,4) 
tbco - pmat(iel,5) 
taco .. pmat(iel,6) 
roden pmat(iel,8) 
gamad _ pmat(iel,9) 
'C~'C\"D~O~'~u~m •• "n~'!._a,n,dOJS"'~'C'"i"n~9~ac\~'1g,ak~5~\~D~.~a~k~'"o1p~\"3EDCES~'oek~"'~D"a"'C'"Y~\'C"o.n,a"o"1!'"1~\P~,~o~g~,"a"m~\"F"'"O~WC·~f"o!' ________ 2 
, 
, 
, 
5333 
call deriv (iel,ig,jg,kg,p,del,b,ncn,da,cg,node,cord, 
1 maxel,maxnp) 
else 
iig"'1g 
jjg-jg 
kkg-kg 
writo;,(15) iel ,ig ,jg ,kg, P ,del ,b ,da 
if(.not. EOF(15)read(15) iel,1ig,jjg,kkg,p .del ,b , da 
endif 
calculation of viscosity based on the constitutive equation. 
spress .. 0.0 
stemp .. 0.0 
do 5333 ip '"' 1,ncn 
jp '"' iabs(node(iel,ip) 
stemp - stemp t temp(jp) * p(ip) 
continue 
call visca 
epsii .. l.d-IO 
gamad .. sinv(iel,lg) 
if(gamad.lt.epsii) gamad .. epsii 
1 (rvisc,power,vise,stemp,rtem,tbco,spress,rpef,taco,gamad) 
, 
, 
, 
, 
6060 
, 
, 
, 
visc-rvisc 
prepration of the convective acceleration terms/balancing 
dissipation is used 
do 6050 idff- 1,3 
x(idff) .. 0.0 
v(idff) 0.0 
hh(idff) 0.0 
continue 
do 6060 icn 1 ,nen 
jen iabs(node(iel,icn)) 
do 6060 idff" 1, 3 
x(idff) x(idft) t p(icn)*cord(jcn,idff) 
v(idff) .. v(idff) t p(icn)"vel (jcn,idff) 
continue 
if(icord.eq.l! then 
modify da for axi$yrnmetric computations. 
da - dol x(l) 
,mdit 
column index 
do 6070 i-I, ncn 
j 11- i 
j12'"' t ncn 
j13- i t 2*ncn 
j14- t 3*ncn 
do 6070 j_l,ncn 
j21-
j22- t ncn 
j23- j t 2*nen 
j24- j t 3*ncn 
C:\Documents and Settings\cgak5\Desktop\)D Stokes Darcy\ConBQlel\prog~am\Flow.for 
c Dicreti~ed forM of 3D Stokes Equation 
, 
c ___ Stiffness Matrix of Left Hand Side ----------.--------------------------------------
For Transient sta.t(!! (Cartesian co-ordinate system) 
aa(jl1,j21)-aa(jl1.j21) + p(i)*p(j)"da 
1 alpha*deltat~(12.0*visc/roden) 
2 ~(O.S*deltat*velsound~velsound)) 
3 *b(1,i)*b(1,j)*da 
3 + alpha*deltat*(visc/roden)*b/2,i) 
4 *b(2,j)*da 
S + alpha*deltat*/visc/roden)*b(3,i\ 
, *b(3.j)*da 
aa/jll,j22)~aa(j11,j22) + alpha*deltat*(visc/roden) 
*b(2,i)*b(1.j)*da 
+ alpha*deltat*/O.S*deltat*velsound 
*velsound)*b(1,i)*b(2,j)*da 
aa/jll.j23)-aa(j11.j23) + alpha*deltat*(visc/roden)*b(3,i) 
*b(l,j}*da 
2 alpha*deltat*(O.5*deltat*velsound 
3 *velsound)*b(1,i)*b(3,j)*da 
aa/jll.j24)-aa(j11.j24) (l.O/roden)*alpha*deltat~b(l.i) 
*p(j)*da 
aa(j12,j211-aalj12,jZl) + alpha*deltat~(visc/roden)*b(l,i) 
*b(2,j)*da. 
2 + alpha*deltat*/O.5*deltat*velsoUnd 
3 "velsound)*h(2,ij *b(l,j) *da 
aa(j12.j22)-aa(j12,j22) + p(i)*p(j)*da 
1 + alpha * de 1 ta t* (visc/roden) ""0 (1, i) 
2 *b(l.j)"'da 
3 alpha*deltat*((2.0*visc/roden) 
4 +(O.S*deltat*velsound*velsound)) 
5 "'b(2,i)*b(Z,j)*da 
5 alpha*deltat*(visc/roden)*b(3,i) 
6 *b(3,j)*da 
aalj12,j23)=aalj12.jZ3) + alpha*deltat*(visc/roden)*b(3,i) 
1 *b(Z,j)*da 
2 + e.lpha~deltat*/O.S*deltat*velsound 
*velsound)*b!2.i)*b(3,j)*da 
aalj12,j24)_aa!j12,j24) (1.0/roden)*alpha*deltat*b(2,1) 
*p(j)*da 
aa(j13,j21)~ae.(j13,j2l) + alpha*deltat*(visc/roden)*b(l,i) 
1 *b(3,j)*da 
2 + alpha *del ta t * (0. 5* del tat *ve 1 sound 
3 *velsoUndj*b(3,ij-".oIl,j)*da 
aa(j13.j22)-aa(j13,j22) + alpha*deltat*(visc/rodenl*o{Z,i) 
1 *b(3,j)*da 
2 + alpha~deltat*(O.5*deltat*vel$ound 
3 *velsound)*.o(3,i)*b(2,j)*da 
aa(j13,j23)-aa(j13,;23) + p{i)"p(j)*da 
1 alpha *del ta t* / vi scl rod en) *b (1. i) 
2 *b/l.j)"da 
3 alpha*deltat*(visc/roden)*b(Z.i) 
4 *b(2,j)*da 
5 alpha*deltat~«2.0*visc/roden} 
6 +(O.S*delCaC*velsound*velsound)) 
1 *b/3,1)*b(3,j)*da 
, 
, 
aa (jl3, j 24) -aa (j 13, jZ4) - (l. O/roden) *alpha*del tat*b (3, i) 
*p(j)*da 
aa(j14,jZl)~e.a(j14,j21) - roden*alpha*deltat*velsound*velsound 
*p(i)"b(1,j)*da 
aa{j14,j2Z)-aa(j14,jZ2) - roden*alpha"delte.t*velsound*velsound 
"p(i)*b!2,j)*da 
aa(j14,j23)-aa(j14,j23) - roden*alpha*deltat*velsound*velsound 
*p(i)*b(3,j)*da 
aa(j14,jZ4)"'aa(j14.j24) - p(i)*p(j)*de. 
1 (O.S*alpha*deltat)*~oden*deltat 
2 *velsound*velsound*b(l,i)*b{l,j)*da 
3 (O.5*alpha*deltat)*roden*delCat 
4 *velsound*Velsound*.o(2,i)*b(2,j)*da 
5 (O.S*alpha*deltat)*roden~deltat 
6 *velsound*velsound*b/3,i/*b/3,j)*da 
Matrix on Right Hand side ----------------~--------~-----------------~-----
c Fo~ Transient State (Cartesian co-ordinate system) 
'ak(jll,j21)-ak(j11,j21) .. p/i)*p(j)*da 
(1.O-alpha)*deltat*(2.0*visc/roden) 
+(O.S*deltat*velsound*velsound)J 
*b{l,i)*b(l,jj*da 
(1.O-alpha)~cleltat*!visc/rod~n)"b(2.i) 
*b(2,j)*da 
€ (1.O-alpha)*deltat*(visc/rod~n)*b(3.iJ 
j *b(3.j)*da 
ak(jl1.j2Z).ak(jll,jZ2) - !1.C-alphal*deltat*(visc/roden) 
1 *b{~,i)*b(l,j)*da 
2 (1.0-alpha)·deltat*(O.5~deltat*velsound 
3 *velsoundl *b(l.i/ *.012, j) "da 
ak (j 11, j 2 3} -ak r j 11, j 23) (l . O-alpha) "del tat * (vi sc/roden) *b (3, i I 
1 *b(l.j)*da 
Z (l.O-alpha)*deltet*(O.S*deltat*velsound 
3 ~velsound/*b{1,i)*b(3,jl*da 
akljll,j24)'"ak(jll.j24) + 
ak(j12,j21)·ak(j12,jZl) 
l 
2 
l 
l 
2 
l 
4 
5 
6 
, 
aklj12.j2~)"'ak{j12.j22) + 
aklj12,jZ3)-ak(j12,j23) 
(1.0/roden)*(1.0-alpha)~deltat*b/l,i) 
*p(j)*da 
(l.O-alphe.)*deltat*(visc/roden)*b(l,ij 
~b(Z,j)*da 
(l.O-alphe.)·deltat*(O.S*deltat*velsound 
*velsollnd) *b /2,i) *.0 I 1, j) *da 
p(i)*p!j)*da 
(l.O-alpha)*delcac*(visc/roden)*b(l,i) 
*b(1.j)*da 
(1.O~alpha)*deltat*({2,O*visc/roden) 
+(O.S*deltat*velsound*velsound)j 
*b(2,i)*b12,j)*da 
(1.O-alpha)*deltat*lvisclroden)*b(3,i) 
*b(J.j/"da 
!CC'C\fDo~'"Ueme,n~t~,~.~n~d~S~e~t"t"i~n.g,,~\,~g,.~k'5c\eD~e".~k"t~oEP"\e3D~S"t~0~k~e"',"DO.~r"lYc\'C~0~n,eo'lCe~1,\~P"r"0,g"r~.~mO\~F"'.ow~.~fo,r,-______ 5 
1 
2 
3 
·b(Z,j)*da 
(l,O_alpha)*deltat*(O.S*deltat*velsound 
*velsound)*b(2,i)*b(3,j)*da 
2 
ak(j12,j24)-ak(j12,j24) + 
ak (j 13, j21J .. ak 0 13, j21) 
1 
3 
ak(j13,j22)~ak(j13,j22) 
1 
(1.0/roden)*(1.O-alpha)*deltat*b(Z,i) 
*p(j)*da 
(l.O-alpha)*deltat*(visc!roden)*b(l,il 
*b{3,j)*da 
(1.0_alpha)*deltat*(O.S*deltat*velsound 
*velsound)*b(3,i)*b(1,j)*da 
2 
3 
(1.O-alpha)*deltat*(visc/roden)*b(2,i) 
*b(3,j)*da 
(l.O_alpha)*deltat*(O.S*deltat*velsound 
*ve!sound)*b(3,i)*b(2,jl*da 
ak(j13,j23)"'ak(j13,j23) + p(i)*p(j)*da 
(1.O-alpha)*deltat*lvisclrodenl*b(1,11 
2 *h(l,j)*da 
3 (1.O-alpha)*deltat*{visc/roden)*b{2,i) 
4 *b{2,j)*da 
5 (1. O-alpha) *del tat * ( (2 .0 * vi sel rod en) 
+(O.S*deltat*velsound*velsound» 
*b /3, i} *b (3, j) *da 
ak(j13,j24)~ak(j13,j24) + (1.O/roden)*(1.O-alpha)*deltat*b(3,i) 
*p(j)*da 
ak(j14,j21)-ak(jI4,j21) + roden*(l.O-alpha)*deltat*velsound 
*velsound*p(i)*b(1,j)*da 
ak(j14,j22)-ak(j14,j22) + roden*(l.O-alpha)*deltat*velsound 
1 *velsound*p(i)*b(2,jJ*da 
1 
2 
3 
4 
ak(j14,j23)-ak(j14,j23) + roden*(l.O-alpha)*deltat*velsound 
·velsound*p(i)*b(3,jJ*da 
ak(j14,j24)-ak(j13,j24) - p(U*p(j)*da 
(0.5*deltat)*roden*(1.0-alpha)*deltat 
*velsound*velsound*b(l,i)*b(l,j)*da 
5 • 
(0.5*deltat)*roden*{1.0-alpha)*deltat 
*velsound*velsound*b(2.i)*b(2,j)*da 
(o.S*deltat)*roden*(l.O-alphal*deltat 
*velsound*velsound*b(3,ij"b{3,jJ*da 6 
e Body Force Effect (for Elemental Load vector Calculation) C _c ___ c~ __ a. __ ~. _______ a ________ a ____ s _______ ~ ____ m ____ ----
, 
C(jl1) -C(jll) + (1.0-alphaj*deltat"p(jJ*gravl*da 
C(j12) "C(j12) + (1.0-alphal"deltat*P(j)*grav2*da 
C(j13) _C(j13) 
C(j14) -C(j14J + 
6070 continue 
6020 continue 
(1.0-alpha)*deltat*p(j)*grav3*da 
e Writing the Stiffness Matrix for Element Number 14 
~Cc'c\en~0~"u~m.e~no'~'_.~n,dOJs~e~'"'2i!n.g""c\~'ig,a~k~5"\D~e,'~k~'"0"p~\"3"Dc;So,.0~ke."~D~a~r","y~\;C"0"n~,~o"le.l~\P~r~o~g~rca"m~\"F"',o~W".,f.O£r ________ ' 
write (idv4.3045) 
write (idv4,3050) iter 
3045 
3050 
3055 
, 
, 
, 
, 
write {idv4,J055) //aa/i,j),j=l,ntrix),i"l,ntrix) 
format(I/I,' ·.10(· .. ·),· element stiffness matrix for element 
114',10('*'),1/1) 
format(/II,' ','Iteration number -',i5./II) 
format (21 (EIS. 8. 3x) ) 
end if 
For Transient State (Cartesian Co-ordinate System) 
Term one on RHS is evaluated 
do 6080 i-l,nen 
j11- i 
j 12- i • n,n j13" i • 2*ncn j14- i • 3*ncn 
do 6080 j_1,ncn 
j21 .. 
j 22- • n,n j 23- j • 2*ncn j24- j • 3*ncn 
nn-iaDs(node(iel.j» 
akf(jll)-akf{jl1) • ak (j 11, j 21) ·vel (nn.l) • 1 ak(j11.j2~)*vel(nn.2) • 
ak(jll,j23)*vel(nn.3) • 
ak(j1l,j24)*press(nn) 
akf(j12)-~kf(j12) • ~k{j12,j21}·vel/nn,l) 
, 
1 ak(j12,j22)*vel(nn,2) , 
2 ak{j12.j23)*vel(nn,3) • 
3 ak (j 12, j 24) *press (nn) 
akt /j13) -Ilk! /j13) + ak(j13,j21)*vel(nn,1) • 1 ak(j13.j22)·vel(nn,2) • 
2 ak(j13.j23)*vel(nn,3) • 
3 ak(j13.j24)*press(nn) 
akf/jl4)-akf/j14) • ak(j14,j21)*vel(nn,1) • 1 ak(j14,j22)*vel(nn,2) • 
2 ak(j14,j23)"vel(nn,3) • 
ak(j14,j24)*preas(nn) 
6080 continue 
, 
, 
, 
Evaluation of Elemental Load Vector 
do 6085 i-l,nen 
j 11" i 
j12 .. i + ncn 
j 13 .. i + 2*ncn 
j14- i + J*ncn 
e For Transient State (Cartesian Co-ordinate System) 
rr(jll)- rr(jll) + akf(jll) + C(jll) 
,c"'c\~rroe£cu~.~"n~t~.~.~n~d~S";t;t"in~g[,~\~c"g"a~k"S~\,D".~a"k"te'£Pl\"3D~S,tc'"k"e"'~D,a,r"C!y"\,C£'n~s"'1"·C'C\"'O,","g~"a,ml\!F"'e'w~.f~"rc-______ 7 
rr(j12)- rr{j12) 
rr/j13)- rr/j13) 
rr(j14)- rrlj14) 
+ akf(j12) + C(j12) 
akf(j13) + C(j13) 
akf(j14) + C(j14) 
608:' continua 
c 
lUaxte-maxdf 
o::a11 front 
l(aa .rr ,iet ,node 
2,eq ,lhed ~khed ,kpiv 
3.ncQd ,be ,nopp ,mdf 
4.nell ,ntea, press,icho 
,maxel,maxst,ldest,kdest,nk 
,lpiv ,jmod ,qq ,pv)::ol,vel 
,ndn ,maxdf,nel ,maxte,ntov 
,mllx!r 
,cl 
, lcol 
) 
subroutine flow d tg(node ,cord ,pmat ,nopp .rod! ,ndn ,neod ,bc • 
Ivel ,press, rI, -temp,ldest,kde$t,nk ,eq ,lhed ,khed ,kpiv ,lpiv, 
2jmod, qq, pvkol, iter ,nel ,ncn • ngaus,gtavl, 
3grav2, grav3, P. del, b. ntril(, lIIi1xel, maxnp. J!laxst, roax!r, maxdf, 
4ndim ,aa ,X9 ,da ,ntcv ,num, icord, rr, iel, dell,deltat,alpha, 
Sidv4,sinv, ich(>, nnp, tref) 
implioit double precision(a-h,o-2.) 
dimanBion node (maxe1,msKst),pmat (maxel, 
dimension ncod (msKdf ) ,be (maxdf 
dil!lenaf.on vel (maxnp, 3), r1 (maxdf 
dimension aa (maKst,maKst),rr (maxlSt 
dimen8ion Kg ( 3),cq ) 
dilllon8ion x ( 3) ,v , 
di\flension bicn ( 2) ,hh , 
dilllen$f.on p ( 20),de1 , 3, 
di~n8ion eq (maxfr,maKfr),nopp (If\aKdf 
dimonaion ldac ( 22) 
dilDonBion lhed (llIaxfr ), khed (maKfr 
dimen8ion lpiv (maKfr ),kpiv (rnaKfr 
dimension pvkol(maxft l,mdt (maKdt 
dimen8ion PI'P (20 20) ,pp '20 
dimclneion ak (lOO, 100) 
dimension akf (lOO 1 
dilllOn8ion NQ (20 (3 
dimonsion C (maxst 
20) ,NP 
), temp 
) 
(maKnp 
dimen8ion DELL (3 
dimen8ion presa(maKnp ),clurnp(maxnp 
dimension gds! ( 3, 20) 
dimension dmasa (lOO, 100) 
velsound - 10000 
deltat 0.001 
perll\X 
permy 
permz 
5.0E-10 
5.0£-10 
.. 5.0E-10 
9),<::ord (rnaxnp, ndim) 
I, sinv- (maxeI, 
'" ) ,cone (rnaxnp ) 
),ldest(maxst ) 
3),kdest(maKst ) 
J) , nk (lIIaxat ) 
3) 
20) ,b 3, 20) 
) 
) ,jmod (rnaKfr 
j,qq (maxfr 
) ,ndn (maKdt 
) 
4) 
) 
), SHAPEID (3 
rvisc 
rpef 
power 
rtem 
tbeo 
taeo 
roden 
gamad. -
pmat(iel,l) 
pm.at(iel,2) 
_ pmat(iel,3) 
pmat(iel,4) 
pmat(ie1,S) 
pmat(iel,6) 
.. pmat(iel,8) 
pmat (iel, 9) 
~ _____________________________________________________________________________ L-
C,\DocUments and Settinqs\cgak5\Desktop\JO Stokes Darcy\Consolel\Program\Flow.for 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
beta 
.rr - 0.0 
~kf- 0.0 
C" 0.0 
aa -0.0 
dmass"O.O 
sk"O.O 
if !ncn--4) then 
O. O' 
oall gsusspt(ngau$,xg,cg,ncn) 
.lee i~ Inen~~a) then 
call gaussp(ngaus,~g,cg,nen) 
end if 
19-O 
do 6020 ig~l,ngaus 
do 6020 jg-l,ngaus 
do 6020 kg-l,ngaus 
g xg(19) 
h" xg(jg) 
19 .. 19 1- 1 
if(iter.eq.l) then 
call shape (g,h,f,p,d.el,ncn) 
call deriv (iel,ig,jg,kg,F,del,b,ncn,da,cg,node,eord, 
S333 
1 maxel,ma~np) 
else 
iig-ig 
jjg .. -jg 
kkg-kg 
1el ,ig .jg ,kg, P ,del ,b ,da 
if(.not. EOF(15/)raad{1.5i .iel,.iig,jjg,kkg,p ,del ,b , da 
endif 
calculation of viscosity based on.the constitutive equation. 
spx:ess 0.0 
stemp 0.0 
do 5333 ip • l,ncn 
JP wo iabs(node/iel,ip» 
st(!mp - stemp + temp(jp) * p(ip) 
(lontinu& 
epsii .. 1.d-10 
gSllIad _ sinv(iel,lg) 
if(gamad.lt.epsii) garoad - epsii 
call visee. 
1 (rvisc,power,vise,stemp,rtem,tbeo,spx:ess,rpef,taco,gamad) 
viac wo 0.001 
preparation of ". convective acceleration te rms/ba1an<::ing 
dissipation 
" 
used 
do 6050 idff- 1,3 
x (idff) 0.0 
v(idff) 0.0 
hh(id.ff) 0.0 
continue 
do 6060 ico 1 ,ncn 
j en 
-
iabs(node(iel,icn\) 
~Cc'c\eD~O~C~u~.!.n,t~s~."n"d~S"."t"t~i"n.g,sl\C~g •• ,k~5,\~De~'"k~too"p~\"3~D~S,to.k,.,'~D~."r"C"y~\,c"o~n,,"O"1!.'~\P"r"O"g~r"."."\"F"'"O~w".,fo.r,_ _______ 9 
do 6060 idff- 1 I 3 
x(idff) x(idff) + p(icn)*cord(jcn,idff) 
v(idff) .. v(idff) + p(icn)*vel (jcn,idff) 
6060 continue 
it(iconLeq.l} then 
modify da for axisymmetric computations. 
da" da )(1) 
Qndif' 
column index 
do 6070 i_l,nen 
jl1-
j12" i , nc. 
j13" i , 2*ncn 
j14- i , 3*ncn 
do 6070 j-l,ncn 
j21-
j22- , .en 
j23"" j , 2*ncn 
j24 .. j , 3*ncn 
c .. ~--------~--------- .. ~~--- .. ---~~---------~----~ .... --- .. ""~---
c Discretised Darcy Equation based on first order T-G scheme 
c -----~~--- .. ---~-~---~---- .. ---~=----=~----~----~-----~----~ 
C 
c Note:Without Integration by parts on the fir5t order velocity derivatives in ~ 
continuity equation 
c B ___ ~~""~~"""~ __ ""~._""_~ ___ ~~_""~~_"_~~ __ " ___ "" ______ --=~-------- .. ------~-~- .. -=----~ 
Stiffness Matrix of Left Hand Side 
aa(j11,j21) .. aa(j11,j21) 
1 
p(i)*p(j)*da 
+ (alpha*deltat*visc*p(i)*p(j)*da) 
I (roden*permx) 2 
aa(j11,j22) .. l.:Ia(j11,j22) + 0.0 
aa(j11,j23) .. aa(j11,j23) + 0.0 
aa(j11,j24) .. aa(j11,j24) - Xoden*alpha*deltat*b(l,i)*p(jJ*da 
c------------------------------------------------------------------
lIa(j12,j21) .. lIa(jI2,j21) + 0.0 
l.:Ia(j12,j22) ... aa(j12,j22) + p(i)*p(j)*dll 
1 + (alpha*deltat*visc*p(i)*pljj*dll) 
2 I (roden*permy) 
aa(jI2,j23) aa(j12,j23) + 0.0 
a8(j12,j24) .. aa(j12,j24} - roden*alpha*deltat*b{2,i)*p{j)*da 
c------------------------------------------------------------------
aa(j13,j21) aa(jI3,j21) + 0.0 
aa(j13,j22) .. aa(j13,j22) + 0.0 
aa(j13,j23) .. aa(j13,j23) + p(i)*p(j)*da 
,CC,C\"D~o~c~u~m~.n~t,~a~n~d~S"."',t"i"n.g"o\"Cg~a'k'5,\~D~e"'~k"t"o~p,\"3~D_S~to~k,."a~D~."r'C~y'\'C"o"n"o.l".~lc\~P~r~o~g~r"."m"\"F"'"o~w~.'fo.r'_ ______ 'O 
1 
2 
lalphll*deltat*visc·p(i)*p(j)*da) 
I(roden*permz) 
aa(j13,j24) .. aa(jI3,j24) - roden*alpha*deltat*b(3,i)*p(j)*da 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------
aa(j14,j21} .. aa(j14,j21) + alpha*deltat*velsound*velsound* 
roden*p(i)*b(l,jl*da 
aa(j14,j22) - aa{jI4,j22) + alpha*deltat*velsound*velsound* 
1 roden*p(i)*b(2,j)*da 
aa(j14,j23) .. aa(jI4,j23) + alpha*deltat*velsound*velsound* 
roden*p(i)*b(3,j)*da 
aa(j14,j24) .. aa(j14,j24) + p(l)*plj)*da 
c Stiffness Matrix on Right Hand Side 
1 
2 
al: (j11, j21) ak(jl1,j21) + p(i)*p{j)*da 
((1.0-alpha)*deltat*visc*p(i)*p(j)*da) 
I(roden*permx) 
ak{j11,j22) .. ak(j11,j22) + 0.0 
aklj11,j23) ,. ak(jll,j23) + 0.0 
ali:(jl1,j24) .. ak(jll,j24) + :roden*(1.0-alpha)*deltat* 
b(l,iJ~p(j)"da 
c---------------------------------~------------------------------------
ali:(j12,j21) ak(j12,j21) + 0.0 
al:(j12,j22) '" ak(j12,j22) + p{i)*p(j)*da 
1 ( 11. O-alpha) *de1tat*visc*p (i) *P (j) *da) 
2 I!roden*permy) 
ali:(j12,j23) ak(j12,j23) + 0.0 
ak(j12,j24) .. ak(j12,j24) + roden*(1.0-alpha)*deltat* 
b (2, i) *p (j) *da 
c----------------------------------------------~-----------------------
1 
2 
al:(j13,j21) ak(j13,j21) + 0.0 
ali:(j13,j22) ,. ak(j13,j22) + 0.0 
ak013,j23) ak{j13,j23) + p(i)*p(j)*da 
(ll.0-alpha)*de1tat*visc*p(i)*p(j)*da) 
I(roden*perm~) 
ak{j13,j24) .. ak(j13,j24) + roden*(1.0-alpha)*deltat* 
b{3,i)*p(j)*da 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
ak{j14,j21) .. ak(j14,j21) - (1.0_a1pha)*deltat*velsounc\*velsound* 
roden*p{i)*b(l,j)*da 
ak(j14,j22) .. ak(jI4,j22) - (1.0-alpha)*de1tat*velsound*velsound* 
roden*p(i)*b(2,j)*c\a 
SCC'C\"D~o~O~U"m~'n,o~,~a~n"d~S~.~o!o!i~n2g~,~\o"g,a~k~5C\"oe~'~k"o~O,p"\e3£D_S~o~O~k~'~',"D"a~'"o'Y~\OC~O~n.ao~lC"lC\~P~'"O"g~,"a~m~\!F"12o!w~fO~'~ ______ '1 
o 
o 
c 
ak(j14,j23) .. ak(j14,j23) - (l.o_alpha)~deltat~vel~ound*velsound· 
roden*p(i)*b(3,j)*da 
ak(j14,j24) _ ak(j14,j24) + p(i)*plj)*da 
Eody Force Effect (for Elemental Load Vector Calculation) 
C!jlll .. C(jll) + (l.O_alphal*deltat*p(j)*gravPda 
C(j12) .. C(jlZ) 
C(j13) .. C{j13) 
(1.o-alphal*deltat*p{j)*grav2*da 
(1.o-alphaJ*deltat Kp(j/*qrav3*da 
C (j 14) C(jl4) + 0 
6070 continua 
6020 eontinuQ 
c Writing the Stiffness Matrix for Element Number 14 
If (iel-"14) then 
write (idv4,3045) 
write (idv4,30S0) iter 
w:dte (idv4,30S5) «aa(i,j), j .. l,ntrlx), i_l,ntrix) 
3045 
3050 
3055 
o 
o 
o 
, 
forlllat(/f/,' ',lO('~'),' element stiffness matrix tor element 
114',10('''''),///) 
t:o=atil//,' ','Iteration number .. ' ,is,//1l 
fo=at(27(E15.6,3x)) 
ond 1.t: 
For Transient State (Cartesian Co-ordinate System) 
Term one on RHS is evaluated 
do 6060 i-l,nen 
jl1- i 
j12- + nen 
j13" i + 2*nen 
j14- i + 3*nen 
do 6060 j-l,nen 
j21-
j22- + nen 
j23" j + 2*ncn 
j24- j + 3~ncn 
nn_iabs(node(iel,j)) 
akf(j11)_akf(j11) 
1 
2 
, 
akf(j12)-akt(j12) 
1 
2 
, 
+ ak(jll,j21)*vel(nn,1) + 
ak(jll,j22)*ve1(nn,2) + 
ak(jll,j23)*vel(nn,3) + 
ak{jll,j24)·preSs(nn) 
+ ak(j12,j21)*vel(nn,1) + 
a);:(j12, :)22) ·vel (nn, 2) + 
ak(j12,j23)*ve.l{rm,3) + 
ak(j12,j24)*press(nn) 
~C"'C\"D~O"o,u~m,'~n"o!,_a,n,d~S".~o"t"i,n~g~'c\~02g,.~k"5\"D~'~'~k~o"o"P~\"3"DC='!02ok~.~'.cD~a~,"o"y~\"C"o~n,,~o!1!eC'"\P~r~o~g"r"a~m~\"F"'~o~wc·!f£or~ ______ '2 
akf(j13)-aki(j13) + 
1 
2 
akf(j14)-akf{jI4) 
1 
2 , 
ak(j13,j21)*vellnn,1) + 
ak(j13,j22)*ve1(nn,2) + 
sklj13,j23>*vel{nn,3) + 
sk(:\13, j24) ·press (nn) 
ak(j14,j21)Avel(nn,1) + 
ak(j14,j22)*vel(nn,2) + 
ak(j14,j23)*vel(nn,3) + 
ak(j14,j24)*press(nnj 
6060 COl'ltinue 
o 
, 
o 
Evaluation of Elemental Load Vector 
do 6085 i"1, nan 
jll- i 
j12- i + nen 
j13" i + 2*nen 
j14- i + 3*nen 
e For Transient State (Cartesian Co-ordinate System> 
rr(jll)" rr(jll) + akfljl1J + C(jll) 
rr(jl2)"' :rr(jl2) + skf(j12) + C(j12) 
rr(jl3)- rr(j13) + att/jll) + Clj13) 
rr(j14)- rr(j14) + aki (j14) + C(j14) 
6065 continue 
c 
o 
o 
maxte-maxdf 
c;all front 
l(aa ,rr ,iel ,node 
2,eq ,lhed ,khed ,kpiv 
3,neod ,be ,nopp ,mdt 
4,nell ,ntra, pre~s,i<::ho 
rQturn 
.nd 
,maxel,maxst,ldest,kdest,nk ,maxf~ 
,1piv ,jmod ,qq ,pvkol,vel ,rl 
,ndn ,maxdf,nel ,maxte,ntov ,leol 
I 
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File at use if 3dcsd 
,ubl'outinv flow CSD(node ,cord. ,pIIIat ,nopp ,mdf ,ndn ,need ,be ,vel 
l,press, r1, temp,ldest,kdest,nk ,eq ,lhed ,khed ,kpiv ,lpiv, 
2jmod, qq, pvkol, iter ,nel ,nen , ngaus,gravl, 
3grav2, 9rav3, P, del, h, ntrix, maltel, maxnp, maxst. maxir, malldf, 
4ndim ,ea ,;(g ,dOl ,ntov ,num, icord, rI, iel, dell,deltat,alpha, 
5idv4,sinv, icho, nnp, tre!) 
implicit double prec:ision(a-h,o-z) 
diltlQnsion node (maxel, maxst), proat !Illaxel, 
dimension neod (maxdf l,be (maxdf 
di_nsion vel !maxnp, 3),[1 {maxdf 
d~nsion aa (maxst,maxst),rr 
dimension xg 3) , cg 
dilflllnsion x 3) ,v 
dimension bicn 2) ,hh 
dimension P 2D),del 
dilflllnsion eq (maxfr,maxfr),nopp 
dilllllnsion Idse / 22) 
dimension lhed (maxtr ), khed 
di_nsion Ipiv (maxfr ), kpiv 
dimension pvkol (maxfr ) ,mdf 
dimension ppp (20 20) ,pp 
dimension ak (100,100) 
(rnaxst 
1 
1 
1 , 3. 
(maxdf 
(maxfr 
(maxfr 
(maxdf 
120 
dilflension akf (100 ) 
dimension NQ {2D 
dimen"ion C 
dimension DELL 
(maxst 
" 
2D),N? 
) ,temp 
) 
" (maxnp 
di._n"ion presG (maxnp ), clump (maxnp 
dilllllDsion gdsf ( 3, 20) 
dim6lnsion dmass(100, 100) 
dimllnsion aa01 (maxst,maxst) 
dimllnsion aa02 (maxst,maxstJ 
dimllnsion ak01 (maxst,maxst) 
dimQn"iol'l akD2 /mdxst,mdxst) 
Real (8) velsound, deltat 
beta 
II .. 0.0 
akf- 0.0 
Coo 0.0 
aa -0.0 
0.0 
del tat • 0.00001 
velsound _ 5000 
petInX .. 1.0E-10 
petmy .. 1.0E-I0 
peIm~ .. 1.0E-10 
dmass - 0.0 
ak - 0.0 
aaOl0.0 
aaOl 0.0 
ak01 .. 0.0 
ak02 0.0 
call gaussp(ngaus,xg,cg,ncn) 
9),cord (maxnp, 
),sinv (maxel, 
) , c:onc (maxnp 
),ldest(maxst 
J),kdest(maxst 
3),nll: (mexst 
3) 
20) ,1) 3, 
) 
),jmod (maKfr 
) ,qq (ma:dr 
), ndn (maKdf 
) 
" ) 
),SHAPEID(3 
ndim) 
27) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
20) 
rvisc 
rpef 
power 
rtem 
tbco 
taco 
roden 
pmat(iel,ll 
pmat(iel,2) 
pmat/iel,3) 
pmat(iel,4) 
qamad -
.. pmat(iel,5) 
.. pmat(iel,6) 
.. pmat(ie1,8) 
pmat (lel, 9) 
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151-0 
do 6020 ig_1,ngaus 
, xg (ig) 
do 6020 jg_1,ngaus 
h .. xg(jg) 
.. xg(kg) 
lq .. lq + 1 
if(iter.eq.l) then 
call shape (g,h,f,p,de1,ncn) 
call deriv (ie1,ig,jg,kg,p,de1,b,ncn,da,cg,node,cord, 
1 maxel,maxnp) 
else 
iig-ig 
jjq-jq 
kkg",kg 
write(15) iel ,i9 ,jq ,kg, p ,del ,b ,(ia 
if(.not. EOF(l5))uad(1~) iel,iig,jjg,kkg,p ,del ,b , dd 
andif 
calculation of viseos!ty based on the constitutive equation. 
spress - 0.0 
stemp .. 0.0 
do 5333 ip .. l,ncn 
jp - iabs\node\iel,ip)) 
5333 
sternp .. stemp + temp (jp) * plip) 
continue 
6050 
6060 
eps.ii .. l.d-10 
gamad· sinv(iel,lgl 
if(gamad.lt.epsii) gamad .. epsii 
call visca 
l(tvisc,power,visc,stemp,rtem,tbco,spress,r~ef,taco,gamad) 
prep~ation of the convective acceleration terms/balancing 
dissipation is used 
do 6060 
do 6060 
x(idU) 
v(idffl 
1,3 
0.0 
.. 0.0 
do 6050 idff-
x (idft) 
v(idtf) 
ion 
jcn .. 
idU" 
hh (idff) 
continue 
0.0 
1 ,ncn 
iabs(node(iel,icn)) 
1. 3 
x(idff) + p(icn)·cord(jcn,idff) 
.. v(idff) + p(icn)*vel (jell,id!!) 
continlle 
if(icotd.eq.l) then 
modify da for axisymmetric computat.iQns. 
da .. da x(1) 
endU' 
c column index 
---- - ------------------------------------------
do 6070 i .. l,nen 
j 11 .. 
:\12" • "n 
:\13" i • Z~nen j14- i • 3*ncn 
de. 6070 j-l,nen 
:\21-
j 22 .. • nen j2l'- j • :?:*ncn j24- j • 3*ncn 
e Dicretized form of 3D Stokes Equation 
e 
c Stiffness Matrix of Left Hand Side -p----------------------------------.-.---------. 
c For Transient state /Cartesian co-ordihate system) 1 _____________________________________________________ ------------------------------------v 
if! 
1iel.ge.l .AND.iel.le.1900 .or. 
31e1.<]e. 3001.AND.id.le. 4900 
6 ) then 
vel sound .. 5000 
!-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
aa(jll,j21)"aa(jl1,j21) ~ p(i)*p(j)~da 
1 + alpha*deltllt" r (Z.O*visc/roden) 
2 +(O.5*deltat*velsound*velsound)) 
J *b{l,i)*b{l,j)*da 
J + alpha*deltat*(visc/roden)*bl2,i) 
4 *b(2,j)*da 
alpha*deltat*(visc/roden)*b(J,i) 
*b{3,j) *da 
aa (j 11, j 22.) "a.a {j 11, j2Zj + alpha*del tat* (vise/roden) 
1 *b(2,i)*b{1,j)*da 
2 + alpha*de1tat*(O.S"'de1tat*velsound 
3 *vels<.)und)*b(1,ij*b(2,j)"da 
aa (j 11, jZ3)"aa. (j ll. j23) + alpha·del tat~ (visc/roden) *0 (3, i) 
1 *b(1,j)*da 
2 + alpha*deltat* (I).S*deltat*vel$ound 
3 *velsound)"b(l,i)*b(3,j)*da 
aa(jll,j24)_aa(jll,j24) (1.0/roden)*alpha*deltat*b(1,i) 
*p(j)*da 
aa (j 12. j 21) -a<l (j12, j21) + alpha*del tat* (visc/roden) *b (1, i) 
*b(2,j)*da 
2 ,. €I.1pha*deltat*{O.S*deltat*velsollnd 
3 *velsound)*b(2,i)*bll,j)*da 
aa(j12,j22)-aa/j12,j22) + p(il*p(j)*da 
1 + alpna*de 1 tat * (visc! roden)" b (1, i 1 
2 *b(l.jJ*da 
3 + alpha*deltat*((2.0*visc/roden) 
4 +(O.S*deltat*velsound*velsound)) 
5 *b(2,i)*b(2,j)*da. 
S + alpha*deltat"(visc/roden)*l:>(3,i) 
"'b(3.j)*da 
aa(j12,j23)-aa(j12.j23) + alpha*deltat"(visc/roden)~b(3,i) 
1 *b(2,j)*da 
Z alpha*deltat*(O.S*deltat*velsound 
3 *velsound)*b(2,i)*b(3,j)*da 
aa (j 12, j24) ~€I.a (j 12, j241 (1. O/roden) *alpha*del tat*b (2., i) 
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aa(j13,j21)"sa(j13,j21) 
1 
2 • 
3 
aa(j13,j22)-aa(j13,j22) 
1 
, . 
3 
*p(j)*da 
alpha·deltat~(vise/roden}"'bll,i) 
*b(3.j)*da 
alpha*d~ltat*(O.S*deltst*ve12ound 
"velsoundl *b (3, i) "'b i 1, j J *d", 
+ alpha~deltat~\visc/roden)*b(2,i) 
*b{3,j)*da 
alpha~deltat"(O.S*deltat*velsound 
*v~lsound>*b(3.j)*b(2.jl*da 
aa(j13,j23)-aa(j13,j23) + p(i)*p(jl*da 
1 + alpha*deltat*(visc/roden)*b(1,i) 
2 *bjl,j)*d", 
3 alpha*deltat* (visc/roden) *b(2,ij 
4 *b(2,jl*da 
5 alpha"deltat*(2.0*visc/roden) 
+(O.S*deltat*velsound*velsound)) 
*b (3. i) *b (3, j) *da 
aa (j 13, j24) .. aa (j 13, j24 I (1. Olroden) *alpha*del tat*b (3, i) 
aa(j14,j21l-aa.(j14,j21) -
aa(j14,j22)-aa\j14,j22) • 
aa\j14,j23)-aa(j14,j23) -
*p(j)*da 
roden*alpha*deltat*velsound*velsound 
*pO.)*l:>!1.j)*da 
roden*alpha*d~ltat*velsound~velsound 
"pli)*b(2,j)"'da 
roden*alpha*deltat*velsound*velsound 
*p(i)*b(3,j)*da 
aa(j14.j24)-aalj14,j241 + p(il*p(jJ"da 
1 (O.5*alpha*deltat)*roden*deltat 
2 *velsound*velsound*bI1,il*b(1.j)*da 
3 (I).S*alpha*deltat)*roden"deltat 
4 *velsound*velsound*b(2,i)*b/2,j}*da 
5 (O.S*alpha*deltat)"'roden*delt",t 
6 *velsound*velsound*b(3,i)*b(3,j)*da 
c --- Matrix on Right Hand Side ----.-----------------------.-.-.----------------
e 
c For Transient State (Cartesian co-ordinate system) 
",k(jl1.j21)"'a.k(jl1.j21) + p(ij"p(j)""da 
1 (1 . O-alpha) "'del tat* ( (2. O*vi sc/ roden) 
2 +(O.5*deltat*velsound*velsound)) 
3 *b(l,i)*b(l.j)*da 
4 (l.O-alpha) "deltat*(visc!roden)*b(2,i) 
S *b(2,j)~da 
6 !1.O-alpha)*deltat*(visc/rod~n)*b(3,i) 
1 *b(3,j)*da 
ak(jl1,j22)-ak(jl1,j22) - (1.0-alpha)*deltat*(visc/roden) 
*b(Z.i)*b(l,j)*da 
(1.O-alpha)*delta.t*(O.5~deltat*velsound 
*velsound/ "'.I:) (1, i) *b(2,:l) *da 
ak(jll,j~3)-a.k(jll,j23) (1.O-alpha)*deltat*(visc/roden)"'c(3,i) 
*b(1.j)"da 
(1.0-alpha)*deltat~(O.S*deltat*velsound 
*velsound) *b (1, i) ~b (3, j I *da 
C:\D~cuments and settings\cgak5\Oesktop\3D Stokes Darcy\Consolel\Program\CSO.for 
ak(j11,j24)~ak(j11,j24) + (1.0/roden)~(1.0-Qlpha)*deltat*bll,i) 
*p{j)*da 
ak(j12,j21)~ak(j12,j21) 
1 
(l.O-alpha)*deltat*(visc/roden)*b{l,i) 
*b(2,j)*da 
(l.O_alpha)*deltat*(O.S*deltat*velsound 
*velsoundl*b(2,i)*bll,j)~da 
2 
ak{j1Z,jU)-akljlZ,jZ2) t p/i)*p(j)*dd 
1 (1.0-alpha)*deltat*{v1sc/roden)*b{1,1) 
2 *b(l,j)*da 
, 
3 (l.O-alpha)*deltat*{{Z.O*visc/roden) 
4 +(O.S*deltat*velsound*velsound») 
5 *b[2,i)*b{Z,j)*da 
6 (l.O-alpha)*deltat*(visc/roden)*b(l,ij 
7 *b/3,j)*cia 
ak/j12,j23)-ak!jI2,j23) 
1 
2 
n. O-alpha) *del tat* (vise/roden) *h (3, i) 
*b(2,j)*da 
{1.O-alpha)*deltat*(0.5*deltat*velsound 
*velsound)*b(Z,i)*b(l,j)*da 
ak (j 12, j24) .. ak (j 12, j 24) + (1. O/roden) * [1. a-alpha) *deltat*l:>(2, i) 
*p(j)*da 
ak(j13,jZl)~ak(j13,j21) 
1 
3 
ak(j13,j22j-ak(j13,j22) 
1 
(l.O_alphal*deltat*(visc/rodenl*b(l,i) 
*b(l,j)"da 
(1.O-alpha)*deltat*(0.5*deltat*velsound 
*velsoundl*b(3,il~b(1,j)*da 
2 
Il.O_alpha)*deltat*/visc/roden)*b(2,i) 
*b(3,jpda 
(l.O-alphaj*deltat*/O.S*deltat*veJsound 
*velsound)*b(l,i)*b(Z,j)*da 3 
ak(j13,j2l1"'ak(j13,j23) .. p(i)*p(j)*da 
1 (l.O-alpha)*deJtat*(visc/roden)*b(l,i) 
Z *b(l,j)*da 
3 (1.0-alphaJ"deltat*(vi5c/roden>~l:>(2,i) 
f ~l:>(2,j)*da 
~ (1.0-alpha)*deltat*«2.0*visc/roden) 
~/0<5*deltat*velsound*ve150und» 
*b(3,i)*b(3,j)*da 
ak (j 13, j 24.) "ak (j 13, j 24) + (1. O/rcden) * (1. O-alpha) *del tat*b (3, iJ 
*p[j)*da 
ak(j14,j21)-akij14,j21) + roden*(1.0-alpha)*deltat*velsound 
*velsound*p (i) *b (1, j) *aa 
ak(j14,j2Z)~ak/j14,j22> + roden*/l.o-alpha)*deltat*velsound 
*velsound*p{i)~b(2,j)*da 
ak (j 14, j 23) -ak (j 14, j 23) + roden* (1. O-alpha. ) "del tat*velsound 
*velsollnd*p(i)*b(l,j)*da 
ak(jI4,j24)"-ak(j14,j24) -
1 , 
p(i)~p(j)*da 
(o.5*deltat)*roden*(1.0-alphal*deltat 
*velsound*velsound*b(l,i)·b(l,j)*da , 
3 (O.5*deltatJ-roden*(1.0-alpha)·aeJtat 
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4 
, 
*velaound-velsound*b(2,iJ-b{2,jl~da 
+ (0.5*deltat)*roden*(1.0-alpha)*deltat 
*velsound*velsound*b(3,i)·b(3,j)~da 
ond i~ 
c Discretised Darcy Equation based on IMPtCI! THETA METHOD 
c Stiffness Matrix of Left Hand Side C ~_~ __ .. ____ ~_~ __ ~_Q __ .. _~ ___ .. _ .. d __ ._ 
!-------------~---------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
H( 
3iel.ge. 2001 .and. iel .le. 3000 .or. 
4iel.ge. 5001 .and. lel .le. 6000 
4) tholl 
vel sound .. 5000 
!-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
aa(jll,j21) .. aa(jll,j21) + p(i)*p(j)*da 
I (alpha*deltat·visc·p{ij"pljj*da) 
2 /(roden*permx) 
aa (jll, jZ2J aa(jl1,j22)" 0.0 
aaOll,j2l) .. aa(jl1,j23) + 0.0 
aa(jll,j24) .. aa(jll,j24) - roden*alpha*deltat*b(l,i)*p(j)*da 
c------------------------------------------------------------------
aa(j12,j21) .. aa(jlZ,j21l + 0.0 
aa(j12,j22) .. aa(j12,j2Z) + 
1 • 
p(i) .p(j) ·da 
ialpha*deltat*visc*pli)*p(j)*da) 
/(roden*permy) 2 
aa(j12,j23) aa(jlZ,j23) 0.0 
aa(j12,jZ4) _ a~(j12,j24J - roden*alpha*deltat*b/2,iJ*p(j)*da 
c----------------------------------------------------·-.. --------~-
aa(j13,j21) _ a~/j13,j21) + 0.0 
aa(j13,j22) aa(j13,j22) + 0.0 
aa(j13,j23) - aa(j13,j23) + p(i)~p(jJ~da 
1 ~ (alpha*deltat*visc*p(i)*p(j)*da) 
2 /(~oden*perm~) 
aa(j13,jZ4) .. aa(j13,jH) - roden~alph/l*deJtat*bI3,i)*p(j)"da 
c-----------------------------------------------------------------
aa014,j21) .. aalj14,j21) - alpha*deltat*velsound*velsound* 
:roden*p (1) *b (1, j) *da 
aa(j14,j22) .. aa(j14,j22) -
1 
aa(j14.j23) .. aa(j14,j23) 
alpha*deltat*velsound*velsound* 
roden*p(il*b(2,j)*da 
alpha"deltat*velsound*velsound* 
~--------------------------------------~------------
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roden*p(1)*b(3,j)*da 
aa{j14,j24) .. aa(j14,j24) roden*p(i}*p(j)*da 
Stiffness Matrix on Right Hand Side 
ak(jll,j21) ak(jll,j21) + p(i)*p(j)*da 
1 
2 
( (l . O-alpha) .. del ta t *visc*p '(i) *p (j ) *da) 
/(roden*permx) 
ak(jll,j22J ~ ak(j11,j22) + 0.0 
ak/jll,j23) ... ak[jll,j23) + 0,0 
ak(jl1,j24) .. ak{jl1,j24) + roden*(1.0-alpha)*cteltat* 
b(l,i)*p(j}*da 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
ak(j12.j211 ak(j12,j21) + 0.0 
ak(j12,j22) .. ak(j12,j22) t p(i)*p(j)*da 
1 «l.O-alphal*deltat*vlsc*p(il*p(j)*dal 
2 I (roden*permy) 
ak/j12,j23) .. ak/j12,j23) + 0.0 
ak(j12,j24) .. ak(j12,j24) + roden*(1.0-alpha)*deltat* 
b(2,i)*p(j)*da 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
1 
2 
ak(j13,j21) 
ak(j13,j22) 
ak(j13,j23) 
ak(j13,j21) + 0.0 
ak(j13,j22) + 0.0 
ak{j13,j23) + p(i)*p(j)*da 
«(1.0-alpha)*deltat*visc*p(i)*p(j)*da) 
/(roden*permz) 
ak(j13,j24) _ ak(j13.j24) + roden*(l.O-alpha)*deltat* 
b(3,i)*p(j)*da 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
ak(j14,j21l - ak(j14,j2l) + (1.0-alpha)*de1tat*velsound*velsound* 
roden*p(i)*b(l,j)*da 
a!c(j14,j22) 
ak(j14,j23) - ak(j14,j23) + 
ak(j14,j24) - ak(j14,j24) + 
. and if 
(1.0_alpha)*deltat*ve1sound*velsound* 
roden*p(i)*b(2,j)*da 
(1.0-a1pha)*deltat*velsound*velsound* 
roden*p(i)*b(3,j)*da 
roden*p(i)*p(j)*da 
Elements on the FREE/POROUS interface 
Replacement on the nodes by Darcy working equation 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
ill 
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liel.ge.1901.AND.iel.1e.2000 .or. 
3iel.ge.4901.AND.iel.le.5000 
4 ) than !-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Free Flow calculation 
Stifness matrix for the left hand side 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
aaOl(jll,j21l-aaOl(jll,j21) + p(i)*pljl·da 
1 + alpha*deltat*«(2.0*visc/roden) 
2 +(0.5*deltat*velsound*velsound» 
3 *b(l,1)*b(l,j)*da 
3 + alpha*deltat*(visc/roden)*b(2,i) 
4 *b(2,j)*da 
5 + alpha*deltat*(vlsc/roden)*b(3,i) 
6 *b(3,:)*da 
aaOl{jll,j22)-aaOl{jll,j22) + alpha*deltat*lvisc/roden) 
1 *b(2,i)*b(1,j)*da 
2 + a1pha*deltat*(0.S*de1tat*velsound 
*velsound) *b (1, i) *b (2, j) *da 
aa01 (jll, j23)-aaOl (j 11, j23) + alpha*deltat* (vise/roden) *b 13, i) 
1 *b(l,j)*da 
2 + alpha*deltat*(0.5*deltat*velsound 
3 *velsound)*b(1,i)*b(3,j)*da 
aaOl (j 11, j 24) -aaOl (j 11, j24) - (1. O/roden) "alpha*deltat*b (1, i) 
*p(j)*da 
aa01 (j 12, j 21) -aaOl (j 12, j21) + a1pha"del tat* (vise/roden) *b (1, i) 
1 *b(2,j)*da 
2 + alpha*de1tat*(0.S"deltat*velsounu 
3 *velsound)*b(2,i)*b(l,j)*da 
aa01(j12,j22)-aaOl(j12,j22) + pli)*p(j)*da 
+ a1pha*deltat*(vlse/roden)*b(l,i) 
2 *b(l,j)*da 
3 + alpha*deltat*((2.0*vise/roden) 
4 +(O.S*deltat*velsound*velsound» 
S .*b(2,i)*bI2,j)*da 
5 + a1pha*deltat*(vlse/roden)*b(3,i) 
6 *b(3,j)*da 
aaOl (j 12, j 23) .. aa01 Ij 12, j23) + alpha*deltat* (vise/roden) *b (3, i) 
1 *b(2,j)*da 
2 alpha*deltat*10.5*deltat*velsound 
3 ~velsound)*b(2,i)*bI3,j)*da 
aaOl(jI2,j24)~aa01(j12,j24) - (1.0/roden)*alpha*deltat*b(2,i) 
*p(j)*da 
aaOl(j13,j21)-aaOl(jI3,j21) + alpha*deltat*(visc/roden)*b(l,i) 
1 "b(3,j)*da 
2 + alpha*de1tat*10.S*deltat*velsound 
3 *velsound)*b(3,i)*b(1,j)*da 
aa01 (j 13, j22) -aa01 (j 13, j22) + alpha*del tat* (visc/roden) *b [2, i) 
1 ~b(3,j)*da 
2 alpha*delt&t* (O.S*deltat*velsound 
3 ·velsound)*b(3,i)*bI2,j)*da 
aa01(j13,j23)-aaOl(j13,j23) + p(i)*p(j)*da 
1 + alpha*deltat*(vise/roden)*b(1,il 
Z ~b(l,j)·da 
3 + alpha*deltat*(visc/roden)*b(2,i) 
4 *bI2,jl*da 
S + alpha*deltat*I(2.0*visc/roden) 
C:\Documents and Settings\cgakS\Desktop\3D Stokes Darcy\Consolel\Program\CSD.for 
6 +(O.S*deltat*velsound*velsound» 
7 *b(3.i)*b(3,j)*da 
aaOl{jl3.j24)-aaOl(j13.j24) - (l.0/roden)*alpha*deltat*b(3.i) 
*p(j)*da 
aaOl(j14,j2l)~aaOl(j14.j21) - roden*alpha*deltat*velsound*velsound 
·p(i)*b(l.j)*da 
aaOl(jl4,j22)~aaOl(j14,j22) - roden*alpha*deltat*velsound*velsound 
*p{i)*b(2,j)*da 
aaOl(j14.j23)*aaOl(jI4,j23) - roden*alpha*deltat*velsound*velsound 
*p(i)*b(3,j)*da 
aaOl(jl4,j24)-aaOl(jl4,j24) - p{i)*p(j)~da 
(O.S*alpha*deltat)*roden*deltat 
2 *velsound*velsound*b(l.i)*b(l,j)*da 
3 (O.S*alpha*deltat)*roden*deltat 
4 *velsound*velsound*b(Z,i)*b(2,j)*da 
5 (O.S*alpha*deltat)*roden*deltat 
6 *velsound*velsound*b(3,i)*b(3,j)*da 
c Matrix on Right Hand Side -------------------------------------------------
c 
c For Transient State (Cartesian co-ordinate system) 
akOl(j11.j2l)makOl(jl1.j2l) + p(i)*p{j)*da 
(1 . O-a Ipha) *del ta t * ( (2. O*visc/ roden) 
2 + (0. S*del tat*velsound*velsound) ) 
3 *b(l,i)*b(l,j) *da 
4 (1.0-alpha)*deltat*(visc/roden\*b(2.1) 
5 *b(Z,j)*da 
6 (1.0-alpha)*deltat*(visc/roden)*b(3.i) 
7 *b(3,j)*da 
akOl(jll,j22)_akOl(jl1,j22)-(l.0-alpha)*deltat*(visc/roden) 
*b(2.i)*b(1,j)*da 
(1.0-alpha)*deltat*{0.S*deltat*velsound 
*velsound)*b{l,i)*b(2,j)*da 
akOl (j 11, j23) -akOl (j 11, j23) - (1. O-alpha) *deltat* (vise/roden) *b (3, i) 
1 *b(l,j)*da 
2 (l.O-alpha)*deltat*(O.S*deltat*velsound 
3 *velsound)*b(l.i)*b(3,j)*da 
akOl (j 11, j 24) -akOl (j 11. j 24) + (1. O/roden) * (1. O-alpha) *deltat*b (1, i) 
*p{j)*da 
akOl (j 12, j2l) "'akOl (j 12. j21) - (1.0-alpha) *del tat* (vise/roden) *b (1, i) 
1 *b(2,j)*da 
2 (1.0-alpha)*deltat*(0.5*deltat*velsound 
*velsound)*b(2,i)*b(1.j)*da 
akOl(jI2,j22)-akOl(j12,j22)+ p(i)*p(j)*da 
1 (l.O-alpha)*deltat*(visc/roden)*b(l.i) 
2 *b(l,j)*da 
3 (l.0-alpha)*deltat*«2.0*visc/roden) 
4 + (0. 5 * del ta t "velsound* vel sound) ) 
5 *b(2,i)*b(2,j)"da 
6 \1.0-alpha)·deltat*{visc/~oden)*b\3.i\ 
*b(3.j)*da 
,C"'"\eDeOC,u~mCe~n~'"ecc."n,d~s,e"",l"ng.e~\~cog<a"k,5C\"DOe"'"k""o,p"\e3"D_,~"o~kee"e~D"a"<",y"\=Ceone"oe'CeC'C\"pc<"o,g"<"a.m"\=C"'eD~.cfoC''-_______ 'O 
akOl(j12,j23)·akOl(j12,j23)-(1.0-alpha)~deltat*(visc/roden)*b(3,i) 
1 *b(2,jl*da 
2 (1.0-alpha)*deltat*(0.S*deltat~velsound 
3 *velsound)*b(2,i)*b(3,j)*da 
akOl{jI2,j24)-akOl(j12,j24)+ (l.0/roden)*(l.0-alpha)*deltat*b(2,i) 
*p/j)*da 
akOl(jI3,j2l)aakOl(j13.j21)-(1.0-alpha)*deltat*(visc/roden)*b(l.i) 
1 *b(3,j)*da 
2 (l.O-alpha)*deltat*(O.S*deltat*velsound 
*velsound)*b(3.i)*b(1,jl*da 
akOl (j 13, j 22) "'akOl (j 13, j22) - (1. O-alpha) *deltat* (visc/roden) *b (2, i) 
1 *b(3,j)*da 
2 (1.0-alpha)*deltat*(0.S*deltat*velsound 
*velsound) *b(3.i)*b{2,j) *da 
akOl(jI3,j23)_akOl(jI3,j23) + p(i)*p(j)*da 
(1. O-alpha) * delta t * (visc/ roden) *b (l, iJ 
*b(l,j)*da 
(1.O-alpna)*deltat*{visc/roden\*b(2,i} 
*b{2,j)*da 
(1.0-alpha)*deltat*({2.0*visc/Ioden) 
+(O.S*deltat*velsound*velsound» 
*b(3,i)*b{3.j)*da 
akOl(jl3,j24)-akOl(jl3,j24)+(1.0/roden)*(l.0-alpha)*deItat*b(3,i) 
*p(j)*da 
akOl(jI4,j21)_akOl(j14,j2l)+ roden*{l.O-alpha)*deltat*velsound 
*velsound*p(i)*b(l.j)*da 
akOl(j14,j22)-akOl(jI4,j22) + roden*(l.O-alpha)*deltat*velsound 
*velsouno*p (i) *b (2, j ) *da 
akOl(jl4,j23)~akOl(jl4,j23) + roden*{l.O-alpha)*deltat*velsound 
*velsound*p(i)*b(3.j)*da 
akOl(j14.j24)-akOl(jI4,j24) - p(i)*plj)*da 
(0.S*deltat)*roden*(1.0-alpha)*deltat 
*velsound*velsound*b(l,i)*b(l,j)*da 
3 + (0.5*deltat)*roden*(1.0-alpha)*deltat 
4 *velsound*velsound*b(2.i)*b(2,j)*da 
5 + (O.S*deltat)*roden*(l.O-alpha)*deltat 
6 *velsound*velsound*b(3.i)*b{3,j)*da 
Porous Flow calculation 
Stifness matriX for the left hand side 
aa02 (jll, jZl) 
1 
aa02(jl1,jZl) + p(i)*p(j)*da 
+ (alpha*deltat*visc*p(i)*p(j)*da) 
I (roden*perrnx) 
sa02(jll,j22) aa02(jll.j22) + 0.0 
aa02(jl1.j23) aa02(jll,j23) 0.0 
aa02(jll.j24) - aa02(jll,j24) - roden*alpha*deltat*b(l.i)*plj)*da 
c-------------------------------------------------- ___ -------------
~CC'C\"D~o~'~U~m!.,o"t,~a~n~d~S"."t"t"i,o~g!ao\£'2g,a~k~5\iD~'~'ek,teo1p~\"3,D~S,t~o,k.<a~D~a,r"'"yc\,C,oOo,,~o",!.,l,\PCrCO"g"r"a"m"\,C"S,DC·,f~O!r ________ " 
aa02{j12,j21} _ aa02(j12,j21) + 0.0 
aa02(j12,j22) a.a02(j12,j22) + p(il""p(j)*da 
+ (alpha*deltat*visc*p(i)*p(j)*dal 1 
2 I (roden'"permy) 
aa02(j12,j23) aa02{j12,j23) + 0.0 
aa02(j12,j24) - aa02(j12,j2~) - roden*alpha*deltat*b(2,i)*p{j}*da 
c------------------------------------------------------------------
aa02(j13,j21) aa02{j13,j21) + 0.0 
aaOl (j 13, j 22) 
all02 (jB,j23) 
aa02(j13,j22] + 0.0 
aa021j13,j23) t p(i)*p(j)*da 
+ (alpha*deltat*visc*p(i)*p(j)*da) 
I (roden*permz) 1 2 
aa02 (j13,j24) aa02(j13,j24) - roden*alpha*deltat*b(J,i)*p(H"'da 
c---------------:..-------------------------------------------------
aa02(j14,j21) .. aa02(j14,j21) + alpha*deltat*velsound"'velsound* 
roden*p(i)*b(l,j)*da 
aa02(j14,j22) .. aa02(jI4,j22) + alpha*deltat*velsound*vo"lsound* 
1 roden*p(i)*b(2,j)*da 
aa02(j14,j23) ~ aa02(j14,j23) + a1pha*de1tat*ve1sound*velsound* 
roden*p(i)*b(3,j)*da 
aa02(jI4,j24) • aa02 (j14.j24) + roden*p(i)*pij)*da 
c Stiffness Matrix on Right Hand Side 
a)[02(j11,j21) ak02 (j11,j21) + p(i)*p(j)*da 
«1.0_alpha)*de1tat*visc*p(i)*p(j)*da) 
/(roden*permx) 1 2 
ak02(jll.j22) _ ak02(jl1,j22} + 0.0 
ak02(j11,j23) ak02 [jl1,j23) + 0.0 
ak02(j11,j24) .. ak02(j11,j24) + roden*(1.0-alpha)*deltat* 
b(l,i)*p(j)*da 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
1 
2 
a)[02(j12,j21) ak02Cj12,j21) + 0.0 
ak02 (j12,j22) 
ak02 (j12,j23) 
ak02(j12,j22) + p(U'p(j)*da 
( (1. O-alpha) *del tat ~visc*p (i) *p (j) *de) 
I (roden*permy) 
ak02 (j12,j23) + 0.0 
ak02(jl2,j24) .. ak02(j12,j24) + roden*C1.0-alpha)*deltat* 
b(2,i)*plj)*da 
c----------------------------------------------------------------------
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ak02 (j13,j21) ak02{j13,j21) + 0.0 
aJe02(j13,j22) .. ak02(j13,j22) + 0.0 
ak02(j13,j23) ak02(j13,j23) + p(iJ*plj)*da 
«1.0_alpha)*de1tat*Visc*p(i)*p(j)*da) 
I (roden"permz) 
1 
2 
ak02{jI3,j24) .. ak02(j13,j24) + roden*(1.0-a1pha)*de1tat* 
b(3,i)*p{j)*da 
c------------------------------------------------------------------------
a)[02(j1-4,j21) .. ak02(j14,j21) + (1.0-a1pha)*deltat*velsound 
~velsound*roden*pii)*b(l,j)*da 
ak02(j14,j22) _ a)[02(j14,j22) + (1.0-alpha)*deltat*velsound 
* velsoun<:!.* roden*p. (i) *b (2, j) *da 
a)':02(j14,j23) .. a)[02(j14,j23) + (1.0-a1pha)*de1tat*velsound* 
velsound"'roden*p(i)*b(3,j)"da 
ak02(j14,j24) .. ak02(j14.,j24) t roden*p(i)*p(j)*da 
!-----------------------------~----------------------------------------~--------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Replac~ment of the Free flow equation with Porous flow ~quation at the interface 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
if (j11.eq. 
1 j12.eq. 
2 j13.eq. 
3 j14.eq. 
",.n 
ae (j11, j21) 
aa(j 1l, j22) 
aa (jll, j23) 
· aa(jll,j24) 
aa(j12,j21) 
aa(j12,j22) 
aa (jI2, j23) 
· 
aa(j12,j24) 
aa(j 13, j21) 
aa(j13,j22) 
aa(j 13, j23) 
· 
aa(j13,j24) 
ak(jll,j21) 
ak (j11, :\22) 
ak(jll,j23) 
ak(j11,j24) 
ak(j12,j21) 
ak(j 12, j22) 
· 
ak{j12,j23j 
ak(jI2,j24) 
· 
a)(/j13,j21) 
· 
ak(j13,j22) 
ak(jI3,j23) 
ak(j13,j24) 
· 
else 
aa(jl1,j21) -
aa(jll,j22) .. 
aa(jll,j23) 
1 .or. jl1.Iilq. 4 .or. jl1.eq. 5 .or. jl1.eq.8 .or. 
9 .or. jl2.eq.12 .or. j12.eq.13 .or. j12.E!q.16.<)r. 
17 .or. j13.E!q.20 .or. j13.eq.21 .or. j13.eq.24.or. 
25 .or. j14.eq.28 .or. j14.eq.29 .or. j14.eq.32 ) 
aa02 (j11,j21) 
aa02(j11,j22) 
aa02Ij11,j23) 
aa02(j11,j24) 
aa02 (jI2, j21) 
aa02(j12,j22) 
aa02 (j12,j23) 
aa02(jI2,j24) 
aa02(j13,j21) 
aa02 (j13,j22) 
aa02(jI3,j23) 
aa02(j13,j24) 
ak02(j11,j21) 
ak02 (jll,j22) 
ak02(j11,j23) 
ak02 (j11,j24) 
ak02 (jI2,j21) 
ak02 (j12, j(2) 
ak02(jI2,j23} 
ak02(j12,j24) 
ak02 [j13,j21) 
ak02(j13,j22) 
ak02{j13,j23) 
ak02(j13,j24) 
aaOl(jll, 21J 
aa01(jll, 22) 
aaOl(jll, 23) 
,C"'l\,D~O,~u~m~."n"'e.C!'~n~d~S!e"",in"g.,c\","g"'"k"50\~D,.""k""OP"\3"D~S"'"o"k".,'~D,'or,,,y~\CCo~n"."O"1"e"lc\"'"r,o.g~r"em~\C,S~Dec·f"o"rC-______ '3 
, 
, 
, 
aa(j11,j24) 
aa(j12,j21) .. 
u\j12,j2Z) .. 
aa(j12,j23) .. 
aa(j12,j24) 
aa(jlJ,j21) 
aa(j13,)22) '" 
aa(jlJ,j23} 
U(j13,j24) .. 
aJt{jl1,j21) 
ak(jll,j22) 
all.\jll,j23) 
ak(jll,j24) 
8o\l(;12,j21) .. 
ak(j12,j22) -
aJt{j12,j23) 
8ok\j12,j24) ... 
ak(jlJ,j21) 
8ok{jB,j22) 
ak(j13,j23) 
ak(j13,j24) .. 
IInd it 
IInd if 
aa01{jll,j24) 
aa01 (j12,j21) 
aaOl(j12,j22) 
aa01 (j12,j23) 
aaOI{j12,j24) 
aaOl{j13,j21) 
aa01 (j13,j22) 
aa01(j13,j23) 
aaOl (j 13,j24) 
akOl(jll.j21) 
ak01(j11,j22) 
ak01 !j11,j23) 
ak01 (j11,j24) 
ak01(j12,j21) 
akOl(j12,j22) 
ak01 (j12,j23) 
/l.kQl\j12,j24) 
"kOl{j13,j21) 
ak01\j1:.,j22) 
akOl (j13,j23) 
akOl (j13,j24) 
Body fo~ee Effect (fo~ Elemental Load Vector Calculation) 
C(jll) "'C(j11) i" (1.0-alpha)*deltat*p(j)"gravl*da 
C(jl2) .. C(j12) + (1.0-alphal*deltat*p(j)*g~av2·da 
Clj13) .. CljI3) + 11.Q_alpha)~deltat·p(j)"'grav3·da 
C{j14j _C(jI4) + 0 
6070 continua 
6020 continWl 
c Writing the Stiffness Matrix for Element Number 14 
writll (idv4,304S) 
"'rite (idv4,3(50) iter 
writa (idv4,3055) {(aa (i, j), j-1, ntrillj ,i-I,ntrill) 
3045 format\lll,' ',10\''''),' element stiffness matrix for element 
114',10{'*'),IIj) 
3050 fOr'/D.at(lll, , ','Ite~ation nurnbe~ ..-',i5,/II) 
3055 fOIll\at\2'1IE15.S,3:<») 
, 
c 
, 
and if 
For Transient State (c~rtesian COpordinate System) 
Term one on RHS is evaluated 
c --~--.~-------.---.--------. 
do 6080 i-l,nen 
j 11- i 
j12- t non 
j13- i 2"ncn 
j14- i + 3*ncn 
,CC'c\"Po~'"umoe,nC'C,~a"n"d~S"e"t"'"i"n2g"a"\",g,a,k,5,\"DOe"'"k"'oo,p"\"3"DCOS"o,k~e~'~D"a"'""YC\,C2o"n"s,olC'C'C\"PO'oo,g"'c,,~\,C~SeD~.,foe''-_______ '' 
do 6080 j-1,nen 
j21-
j22- t nen 
j23- j + 2'"nen 
j 2<1- j + 3·ncn 
nn_iabs{node{iel,j)) 
akf tjll}-akf (j11) 
1 
2 
3 
-+ ak{j11,j21)*vel(nn,1) + 
ak(jll.j22)*vel(nn,2) + 
ak(jl1,j23j·vel(nn,3) 
ale (j 11, j24) *preslii (nn) 
akf(jI2)-altf(j12) + 
1 
all. !j12, j21) ·vel (nn, 1) + 
ak(j12,j22)*vel(nn,2) -+ 
ak{j12, j23) ·vel (nn,3) -+ 
ak(j12,j24)"press(nn) 
2 
3 
akfij13)-akf\j13) 
1 
2 
3 
t ak\jl3,j21)~vel\nn,1) + 
ak(j13,j22)*vel{nn,2) -+ 
ak{j13,j23)*vel(nn,3) t 
all. \j 13, j24) *press (nn) 
akf(jl<1)-akf{j14) -+ aklj14,j2l)*vel(nn,1) + 
1 ak(j14,j22)*vel(nn,2) t 
ak(j14,j23)*vel(nn,3) + 
ak(j14,j24)*press\nn) 
6080 continua 
, 
, 
, 
Evaluation of Elemental Load Vector 
do 6085 i-l,nen 
j 11- i 
j12- i -+ nen 
j13- i + 2*ncn 
j 14- i + 3*ncn 
c Fo~ Transient State (Cartesian co-ordinate System) 
r~(j11}. rr(j11) -+ akf(jI1) + CI;ll) 
r~(jl2)" rr{jI2) -+ akf{jI2) t C{jI2) 
rr\:'!13)- rrlj13) -+ akf(j13) + C(j13) 
rr(j14)- rr{j14) + ~kf(j14} + C(jI4\ 
60S5 continua 
mallte-maxdf 
call front 
l(aa ,rr ,iel ,node ,maxel,maxst,ldest,kdest,nk ,maxfr 
2,eq ,lhed ,khed ,kpiv ,lpiv ,jmod ,qq ,pvkol,vel ,~l 
3,ncod ,be ,nopp ,mdf ,ndn ,malldf,nel ,maxte,ntov,leol 
4,nell ,nt~a, press,ichc ) 
C:\DOcuments ana Settings\cgakS\Oesktop\)O Stokes Darcy\Console1\Program\plotfil.for 
"ubroutin~ plottil 
I( nnl:> ,vel ,press, maKQf, maKnp, icord, pmat, 
2 maK~I, actpress, nel, cord, ncn, node, ndim) 
implieit double precisien /a-h,o·z) 
dimenaion vel (nnp,ndim), press (maKnp) , pmat{maxel, 9) 
dimenaion actpress(maxnp), cord (maxnp,ndim), node (maKel, ncn) 
ClimQnq;ion vm (nnp ), v (nnp , ndim), apres (maxnp), actpres (maxnp) 
open(unit_60I,file_'cosmosP',access-'sequential',form-'formatted', 
1 status_"unknown",iostat .. 1os) 
Qpen(unit-60Z , file~·tecplot.dat', 
1 form-'formatted', status""unknoh'n" 
accessa'sequential', 
iostat .. io.'j 
c 
c 
open (unit.603 , file-'surferfile.dat', access-'sequential', 
Iform~'formatted', 
print *,'creatin~ 
1",0 
j .. O 
,., 
inp-O 
cnp .. nnp 
nelm - nel 
vm - 0.0 
v .. vel 
apres .. press 
status-"unknown", iostat-los ) 
thE! plotting datafilE!s. ,. please wait' 
c Initial cosmos file output 
c--------------------------------
writll (601,' (3i5) ') nnp,j,k 
writ. (601,*) , 
c Initial tecnplot file output 
c--------------------·-------------
writQ (602,1000) 
it (ncn .. -8)then 
write (602,2000) nnp,nel 
else it (ncn., .. 4) then 
writQ(602,2001) nnp,nel 
end it 
1000 to:rmat(/'Variables" "X", "Y","Z","U","V","W","M","p"'/) 
2000 format/I'ZONE N"',i5. ',E"',15, ',F.,Y£POINT.ET-BJ:tICK'I) 
2001 format(/' ZONE N"', is, " E .. ' , is, ' , ZONETYPE~FETetrahedron, 
IDATAPACKING-POINT'/) 
c Initial output file for surfer 
c-------------------------------------
c write (603,1001) 
clODl format(/'Variables - "X,", "Y,"."Z,","U,","V,","W,","M,","P"'/) 
c write (603," H) 
DO i-l,nel 
roden-pmat(i,8) 
EHO DO 
do i-l,cnp 
actpres{i)- apres(iJ 
<and do 
c Calculates the resultant velocity and gives the ouput file 
c-~-------------------------------------------------------------~----
,CC'C\"D,,"c~u~m,."n;t •• -,.n~d~S~.~tct"i"n"g".c\"c.g •• oko5,\De.~.~kct"'"PC\c3,Dc=S,t"Ok"'!'cDe."rCC"YC\"C"'On, •• o~1 •• ,1,\P!r,o.g,rc·~m~\"p"1""t,f"i",".,f.,,r _____ 2 
c 
do i-l,cnp 
do k-l,3 
cord(i,k)- cord(i,k)*10000 
end clo 
vm(i) _ sqrt ( (vel (i, 1) **2) + (vel (i,:1) **2) + (vel (i,)) **2) ) 
h"rit~ /601,6011) i ,v!!,l), v(i,2), v(i,)), vm(i),actpres(i) 
write (602,5000) cord(1,1),cord(i,2),cord(i,3),v(i,1). v(i,2). v(i,3), 
1 vm(i) ,iil.ctpres (i) 
Qnd. cic> 
Elemental connectivity for techplot files 
do 6012 i-1,nel 
j .. i 
if (ncn-.. a) then 
writ. (602,' (8i8)') 
1 
abs(node(j,l)), abs(node(j,2)), abs(node(j,6)) 
,abs(node(j,5j), abs(nodeij,<l)), abs/node(j,3)) 
2 ,abs(node(j,7)), abs(nocle(j,8)) 
else if (nch-.. 4} thSl:! 
write (602,' (4i!:1) ') abs(node(j,2)), abs(node(j,3)), abs(node{j,4» 
1 , abs(nocle(j,1») 
end if 
6012 continue 
6011 
5000 
fo:rmat (i5,4e13.4,e22.10) 
format! 3e20 .12, hI3. 4, e22 .10) 
olose (601) 
close (602) 
return 
.nd 



